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UG subjects were aged between 18 end 21 years, while very nearly
75% of PG subjects were aged between 22 and 35 years.

TABLE I Division hv sox
all PG students
at the time of
PG sample

r(1 t.Jculty of (a)

it Trinity College
the- survey and (b)

All PG
(845)

PG sample
(207)

Male 61.1% 54.9%
Female 38.7% 41.3%

No response -... 3.8%

Arts (Humanities) 44.7% 24.2%

Arts (Letters) 7.8% 19.3%
Economic and Social

Studies 11.4% 8.7%

Maths/Engineering 9.9% 15.0%

Science 18.5% 27.1%
Medici e/Dentistry 7.7% '2.4%
No re ponse 3.4%

TABLE II Division by sex and faculty of (a)
all UG students in Trinity College at
the time of the survey and (b) UG
sample

All UG
(4837)

UG sample
(240)

Male 52.7% 51.9%

Female 47.38 48.1%

Arts (Humanities) 18.4% 15.4%
Arts (Letters) 3.3% 2.0%
Economic and Social

Studies 15.2% 15.4%

Two-subject
Moderatorship " 18.6% 17.9%

General Studies 1.9% 4.2%
Maths/Engineering 12.3% 13.3%

Science 16.4% 17.1%
Medicine/Dentistry 14.0% 8.8%

No response --- 5.8%

13



TABLE III Age distribution of UG and
PG samples

UG PG

(240) (207)

18-21 80 :4% 2.9%

22-25 12.1% 37.7%

26-30 3.3% 22.7%

31-35 1.7% 14.5%

36-40 0.8% 10.6%

41-50 --- 6.3%

51 and over 1.0%

':o response 1.7% 4.4%

A third Phase of the survey was undertaken in an attempt to

check how representative the Trinity College data were Of the

Irish student population generally. In the event this aim was

not fully ac-hieveu and the data collected in the third phase of

the survey can only be treated as a preliminary-exploration. In

Preparing for'this phase we made a list of all third-level insti-

tutions, in the Republic of Ireland and divided them into the-

following categories:

Universities;
National Institute for Higher Education;
Regional Technical Colleges;
Colleges and Institutes of Education;
Colleges of Art, NUsic, etc.;
Dublin Colleges of Technology;
Colleges of Caterina;
Colleges of Commerce.

We decideu to take a controlled sample of these institutions and

to present respondents with questionnaires in person.'. In this

way we honed to avoid the high non-response rate that is unavoid-

able when a questionnaire is administered postally. Letters

requesting co-operation were sent to the following institutions;

those marked with an asterisk were eventually visited:

National College of Art and Design;
* College of Technology, KeVin Street, Dublin;
* St Patrick's College, Maynooth;

St Patrick's College, Drumcondra;
* Sion Hill College of Education (Froebel);

Royal Irish Academy of Music;.
* College of Commerce, Rathmines;
* Regional Technical College, Waterford;
* University College, Cork;
* Regional Technical College, Tralee;
* University College, Galway;
'* Regional Technical College, Galway;
* School for Hotel Management, Shannon;
* National Institute for higher Education, Limerick;

7
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-* Regional Technical College, Athlone;
-..Regional Technical College, Dundalk;
'Regional Technical College, Letterkenny.

Each institution interoreted our requirements in a different way

and aipin se railed to achieve a randomized sample. Appendix A

presents, tables for the third phase of the survey corresponding
to the main strands of data pr.,scntod it the body of the report.

0.4 Structure of the report

The discursive part of this report focusses entirely on the
data collected from the PG and PG samples in Trinity College and

is divided into two parts. The first part deals with subjects'

language learning experience up to the time of the survey. In

several important features - especially language background and

experience of language learning at school the data presented
here are likely to be typical not juSt of university students but

of the population in general belonging to the age groups

surveyed. Thus our descriptions and hypotheses should be of

interest to all concerned with second/foreign language teaching

and learning in Ireland. The second parr of the report deals

with subjects' attitudes to second/foreign languages and the

prospect of language learning at the time of the survey; the data

presented here are less likely to he typical of the population

beyond third-level institutions than the data presented in the

first part, but may nevertheless offer some insights which are

relevant to the planning of language courses in an adult educa-

tion context. Each part of the report begins with a general

chapter, which is followed by chapters on the five second/foreign
languages of the Irish school curriculum (Irish, French, German,

Spanish, Italian) and a chapter on other languages that subjects

mentioned. Although it was not possible to write up all the data

elicited by the questionnaire, much of the information not pre-

sented in the report was used to verify aspects of the data that

are presented. A brief conclusion seeks to draw together the

different strands of our data and to arrive at tentative hypo-

theses relating to (i) general issues in language teaching/

learning and (ii) specific issues in self-instructional language

learning.

As far as we are aware no survey of exactly this kind has

been conducted previously, so that part of our survey's function

was to identify areas of language learning experience and issues

in language teaching/learning which might reward further and more

intensive research along these lines. Our interpretation of the
data does not pretend to be exhaustive, but as far as possible we

have presented data in such a way as to allow further and more

detailed analysis.

Three terminological matters require clarification here.

For: 'the sake of simplicity "second language" is henceforth used

8
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throughout the report for "second/foreign language"; "learning"

and "acquisition" are used interchangeably and without'regard to
current debates which contrast conscious learning with uncon-
scious acquisition; and "post-primary" is used to denote all
forms of second level education in the Republic of Ireland (where
"secondary" refers to a particular kind of post-primary school).

Data are presented in percentages when the sub-group under
discussion numbers more than 50 and in proportions when the sub-

group numbers fewer than 50. In most tables which compare sub-
groups numbering more than 50 with sub-groups numbering fewer

than.50 data are presented in percentages. In every case percen-
tages have been corrected to one decimal place and proportions to
two decimal places. This means that all the percentages in a

table do not necessarily add up to exactly 100.0 and all the

proportions in a table do not necessarily add up to exactly 1.00.
Moreover, in some tables the categories used are not mutually,
exclusive, which means that a column or horizontal line of data
may add up to substantially more than 100.0% or substantially
more than 1.00. Wherever practicable "no response" rates are

given; in some cases these are large enough to cast doubt on the
authenticity of an apparent trend.

In all, 48 languages occur in the data presented in the main
body of the report and in Appendix A. For the sake of clarity
and consistency languages are listed in all tables in the follow-
ing order: English as the first language of the overwhelming
majority of respondents; Irish as the first official language of
the state; the four other living languages of the school curricu-
lum in descending order of numerical prominence; classical lan-
guages of the school curriculum (although in some cases "Greek"

includes the modern as well as the classical language - see
preamble to Chapters 7 and 14); thereafter in groups according to
broad categories of geographical distribution. "Creole" was

mentioned by one subject; it seems likely that he/she was refer-
ring to one of the Caribbean creoles. The full list in order of
presentation is as follows:

English
Irish
French
German
Spanish
Italian
Latin
Greek
Breton
Manx .

Scots Gaelic
Welsh
Dutch
Portuguese
Danish
Finnish
Icelandic

9 16



Norwegian
Swedish
Lithuanian
Polish
Russian
Serbo-Croat
Arabic
Hebrew
Maltese
Turkish
Afrikaans
Dagaare
Efik
Hausa
Ibo
KikambP
Memon
Swahili
Zulu
Bengali
Gujarati
Hindi
Kannada
Pun4.abi
Sanskrit
Tamil
Urdu
Bahasa Malaysia
Chinese
Japanese
"Creole."

An earlier account of our findings relative to Irish was

published as "Learning Irish: experience and aspirations" in

Teagasc na Gaeilge 3 (1982-3), pp.35-65.
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Part I

Language learning experience
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Experience of learning Irish, French, German,

Spanish and Italian : an overview

'ihis chapter deals 7omparatively with subjects' 'experience

e learning Irish, French, German, Spanish and Italian. These

languaaes Five in crriimon that they are liv4ng lo.nguages, are

ic/ th- or' at of our subjects second 1,nguages, and are

in-lud-j in the Irish school curriculum. Moreover, responses in

ra:Aticu to these languages account for the great bulk of our

beta on English have sometimes been included for general

coclearativ,/contrastive purposes in sections of the chapter con-

, cerned with broad aspects of the lanuage learning eY?erience.

such data do not, however, appear in sections which discuss

certain cht,ii1 of lanquage background or particular linguistic

;kill- and oirficulties. The reason for this is simply that the

(neur ef_the chapter, as of the whole report, is on second lan-

learhinc, and that for all but a handful of our subjects

is their first language.

i.anguage-specific treatments of subjects' experience of

learning, .respectively, Irish, French, German, Spanish and

Italian are to he found in Chapter::: 2 -6. A comparative treatment

of subjects' experience of Laarnind :anguades. other than English,

Irish, French, German, Spanish and Italian is to be found in

.Chapter 7.

1.1 NUM3ER5

Since all our subjacts were studying at a largely

English-4eaking university, and since the questionnaire they

completed was drafted in English, it is safe to assume that

100% of our sample knew. some English. Percentages of subjects

with a knowledge of Irish, French, Ger-an, Spanish-or Italian_ are__

shOwn in Table 1.

TPSLE 1 Percentages of subjects reporting
some knowledge of Irish, 'French,

German, Spanish, Italian

Irish
French
German
Spanish
Italian

UG PG

(N=240) (N=207)

83.8%
92.1%
35.8%
15.4%
7.9%
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If one ranks the languages spe:ified in Table 1 according to
the percentages of subjects who claimed knowledae of them, the

result for both UG and PG is the following orde-ino (where 1

reported known by the highest number of subjects):

1. French
2. Irish
3. Gu:'man
4. Sbanis=h
5. :taliah

It it; perhaps a little surprising that Irish appear6, in second
rather than first position. Fow.-..ver, this is probably to he
explained by the fact that a nuber of our 6uhjects were .-1-:ueateo
outside Ireland (cf. 1.2.4). OthPrwisp the atacve ranking corres-
ponds to the relative inroortanc (in numrica1 terms) of each of
the specified lanquaues in the school curriculum.

1.2 CIRCUMSTANCES AND SITUATIONS IN WHICH CONTACT WITH IRISH;
FRENCH, GERMAN, SPANISH AND ITALIAN WAS ESTABLISHED

1.2.1 Home

It is abundantly clear that for only a small minority of

subjects was there any connexion between their knowledge and use
of Irish, French, German, Spanish and Italian and their home

environment. Very few subjects claimed to have,acquired one
Of these languages-as a first landuaoe (Tables 2 and 3).

TABLE 2 Percentages of subjects who reported--
Irish, French, German, Spanish or
Italian as their sole first language

UG PG
(N=240) (N=207)

Irish 0.4% 1.5%
French --- 1.0%
German 0.4% 1.0%
Spanish ---
Italian
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TABLE 3 Percentages of subjects who reported
having acquired English together with
-Irish, French, German, Spanish or
Italian as joint first languages

English + Irish
English + French
English f German
English + Spanish
English + Italian

UG PG
(N=240) (N=207)

0.4% 1.0%
0.4%
0.4%

1.0%

Furthermore, only tiny minorities of subjects claimed that

the people with whom they were most intimately connected (their

parents or - where applicable = their spouses/partners and chil-
dren) had Irish, French, German, Spanish or Italian as a first
language (Tables 4, 5, 6 and 7), or that any of these languages
was in current use in their household (Table 8).

TABLE 4 Percentages of subjects reporting that
their mother had Irish, French, German,
Spanish or Italian as a first language

UG. PG
(N=240) (N=207)

Irish 2.5% 2.9%
French 0.4% 1.0%

German 1.3% 1.0%
Spanish --- 0.5%
Italian ---

TABLE 5 Percentages of subjects reporting that
their father had Irish, French, German,
Spanish or Italian as a first language

UG PG
(N=240) (N=207)

Irish 3.3% 3.4%
French --- 1.5%
German 0.8% 1.0%
Spanish --- - --

Italian 0.4%
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TABLE 6 Percentages of subjects with spouse/
partner reporting that their spouse/
partner had Irish, French, German,
Spanish or Italian as a first languace

UG with spouse/
partner
(67)

Irish 3.0%
'Prench 1.5%
German 1.5%
Spanish 1.5%
Italian ,

PG with snouse/
partner
(86)

1. 2%

TABLE 7 Proportions of subjects with children
reporting that their children had Irish,
French, German, Spanish or Italian as a
first language

Irish
French
German
Spanish
Italian,

UG with
children

(13)

0.1S

PG with
children

(47)

0.11
0.02

TABLE 8 Percentaaes of subjects living in house-
holds reporting that Irish, French, German,
Spanish or Italian was in current use in
their household

UG living in
household

(225)

PGliVina in
household

(172)

Irish 1.3% 23.3%
French 0.4% 0.6%
German 1.2%

Spanish 0.6%

Italian

The one figure in Table 8 which rises above the negli-
gible is that for Irish among PG subjects. About 23% of PG

subjects living in households claimed that some Irish was

spoken in their household. Corroborative evidence for this
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finding is displayed in Table 9, which shows the percentages
of subjects mentioning the home environment as a factor in

learning Irish, French, German, Spanish and Italian. Only in the

case of Irish does this factor seem to be at all significant.

TABLE 9 Percentages of subjects mentioning home
environment as a factor in learning Irish,
French, German, Spanish and Italian

UG
(N=240)

Irish 20.0%
French 3.3%
German 1.7%
Spanish
Italian 0.4%

PG
(N=207)

15.5%
2.4%
1.5%
1.0%

The data presented in Tables 8 and 9, taken together

with those presented in Tables 4, 5, 6 and 7, appear to

indicate that for a small but not insignificant proportion of

subjects Irish was in some sense and in some measure a

language of the home despite the fact that no one in the

household was actually a native speaker of the language.

1.2.2 Age

Table 10 shows the ages at which subjects started

learning particular languages. The figures in this table

reflect (a) the fact that the vast majority of our subjects

were native speakers of English and therefore., began learning

English in their first three years of life; and (b) the fact

that most of our subjects went through the Irish School

system, where most pupils begin learning Irish in their

primary school years (4-10) and French in their post-primary
school years (11-17)..

As far as German, Spanish and Italian are concerned, in our

subjects' experience they seem hardly to feature at all before

the age of eleven.- Their showing in respect of the 11-17 age

period reflects the fact that although they feature in the post-
primary curriculum, these languages are taken by only a minority
of pupils.

Not a single subject reported having started learning

English or Irish after the normal school years - presumably

because most subjects had begun learning these languages

previously. The same kind of argument would explain the

relatively low figures for Frehch,in the "After 17" column,

especially among UG. Italian and German are revealed.as having
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been very often taken up beyond the normal schoOf years. As many

UG and nearly three times as many PG reported haying started

Itlian after P7 as reported having started it in the 11-17

period; and nearly as many PG and more than half as many UG

subjects as reported having begun German in- the 11-17 period

reported having begun it after 17. Spanish seems less- prominent

in this regard (which may be related to the high non-response

rate). Neverto less, at least as far as PG subjects are con-,,

cerned, Sparfi was reported as having been taken after 17 by

rather more half as many subjects as reported having taken

it up during (11(.11-17 period.

TABLE 10 Ages at which subjects started learning Irish,

French, German,
elate to total
knowledge of

Spanish and Italian. Percentages
numbers of subjects who claimed a

each language

UG

Before 4 4-10 11-17 After 17 No
response

English (240) 92.5% 5.8% 0.4% 1.3%

Irish (201) 4.5% 87.1% 1.5% --- 7.0%

French (221) 21.3% 69.7%... 1.8% 7.2%

German (86) 4.7% 2.3% 44.2% 24.4% 24.4%

Spanish (37) --- 5.4% 43.2% 2.7% 48.7%

Italian (19) 5.3% 36.8% 36.8% 21.1%.

PG

Before 4 4-10 11-17 After 17 No
response

English (207) 82.6% 8.7% 4.8% 3.9%

Irish (161) 9.9% 77.6% 3%1% - 9.3%

French (187) 1.6% 13.4% 58.3% 6.4% 20.3%

German (74) 2.7% 35.1% 32.4% 29.7%

Spanish (41) 2.4% 36.6% 22.0% 3q.0%

Italian (32) --= 21.9% 53.l% 25.0%

1.2.3 Speech community

The data on places where our subjects learned particular

languages they knew (Table 11) can most easily be summarized if

one divides the languages in question into two groups: those

known by a majority of subjects (i.e. English, Irish and French)

and the rest. T.1.) respect of the former group our subjects'

learning experience appears more usually to have taken place

exclusively in their own country, but, occasionally to have occur-

red in a country/region where their target .language was native as
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well as in their own country. It was apparently relatively rare
for Irish or French to be learned exclusively in an environment
where the language was native and it was also rare for any of the
'major" languages to be learned elsewhere than in the subjects'

iown countries or n countries/regions where thece languages are

native.

C.!

TABLE 11 Whore subject: learned English,Irish, French, German,
Spanish and Italian. Percentages relate to total num-
bers of subjects who claimed a knowledge of each lan-
guage

1 2 3 4 5 6

UG

English (240) 87.5% 1.3% 0.4% 6.7% - -- 4.2%

Irish (201) 77.6% 0.5% 14.9% 0.5% 6.5%

French (221) 67.4% 4.5% 1.4% 18.1% 1.8% 6.8%

German (86) 39..-5% 20.9% 1.2% 15.1% --- 23.3%

Spanish (37) 43.2% . 8.1% --- 2.7% --- 46.0%

Italian (19) 36.8% 26.3% 5.3% 10.5% 5.3% 15.8%

PG

-
English (207) 77.3% 1.0% 1.5% 13.0% 1.5% 5.8%

Irish (161) 72.7% 1.2% --- 16.8% 0.6% 8.7%

French (107) 44.4% 1.6% 2.7% 26.7% 3.7% 20.9%

German (74) 39.2% 12.2% 2.7% 18.9% 1.4% 25.7%

Spanish (41) 22.0% 9.8% 2.4% 29.3% 4.9% 31.7%

Italian (32) 18.8% 25.0% 6.3% 28.1% 3.1% 18.8%

Key: 1 =PIn own country
2 = In country/region where language is native
3 = In other place
4 = In own country and in country/region where

language is native
5 =, Other combinations
6 = No response

As far as the other languages are concerned, most of the

above trends do not necessarily apply. Thus a highei percentage
of UG subjects reported that their experience of learning German
took place exclusively in a German-speaking country than reported
that this experience occurred partly in a German-speaking country
and partly in their own country; a higher percentage of PG sub-

jects reported having learned Spanish partly in a Spanish-
speaking country than reported having learned it exclusively

in their own country; a higher percentage of PG subjects re-

ported, having learned Italian either partly or exclusively
in an Italian-speaking country than reported having learned it

exclusively in their own country. The only entirely con-N
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sistent trend with regard"to this group was for places other than
subjects' own countries or countries/regions where particular
target languages are native to be rarely mentioned.

TABLE 12 Time spent by UG in countries/regions where Irish,
French, German, Spanish or Italian is native

(N=240)

one week

I r r.,hch (1,,rmAn :;pahish 11,-111; in

or less 2.9 7.1. 1.7%. 1.7% -.0.b4

1 week
1 month 12.5% 19.2% 9.23 1u.4% 5.0%

1-3 months 11.3* 15.4% 13.3% 3.8% 1.7%

3-6 months 3.3% 6.3% .3.8% . 1.3* 0.4%

6-9 months 0.4% 1.7% ___ - --

9 months
1 year 0.4% 0.8% 0.4% 0.4%

1-2 years 0.8% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4*

2-3 years --- ---

More than
3 years 0.8%

TABLE 13 Time spent by ,
in countries/regions wheie Irish,

French, Germt.i, Spanish or Italian is native

(N=207)

Ir s.. "rench German Spanish Italian

One week
or less 1.0% 3.9% 4.8% 3.9%

1 week-
1 month 7.2% 20.3% 12.6% 10.1% 14.0%-
1-3 months 9.7% 18.8% 5.8% 63.13% 4.8%

3-6 months 3.9% 5.8% 2.4% 2.9% 1.5%

6 -9 months 1.0% 1.5% 3.9% 1.0% 0.5%

9 mo,nths-
1 year 0.5% 2.9% 1.5% 1.5%

1.12 'Years 1.0% 1.9% 1.0% 1.5%.

.A.2-3 years 1.0% 1.5%
Over 3 years 1.0% 0.5% .0.5% 1.0%

More generally, quite substantial percentages of subjects

reported having spent some time in various countries/regions

where Irish, French, German, Spanish or Italian was native .
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(Tables 12 and 13). The typical amount of time spent in such a
country/region seems to have been between one week and one month.

The communicative experience of subjects who reported having
visited Irish-, French-, German-, Spanish- or Italian-speaking
countries/regions is summed up in Tables 14-19. Only in the case
of subjects who had visited Irish-speaking areas did a majority
claim to have spgken only the language native to the country/
region (although the figures for attempts to speak nothing but

French in Francophone countries do not fall far short of 50%).

In relation to the experience of being addressed only in the

language native to the country/region visited, the figures are

somewhat higher generally, theuch Irish and French still have
the edge over the other languages. However, a clear majority of
subjects who had visited such countries/regions reported having
had only Irish, French, German or Italian respectively spoken in
their company. If -one adds in the figures for subjects who
reported having used or been exposed to a mixture of their native
language and the language of the country/region, one finds that
Irish and French again (proportionally) lead the field, though
less markedly so in respect of languages spoken in subjects'
company.

This pattern causes no ,surprise. There must clearly be some
relationship- between whether or not one knows a language and

whether or not one attempts to speak it. It is also true that

the extent to which one is addressed in a particular language
will depend in some measure on the impression one gives of one's
ability to understand it. In other words, trying to speak a

TABLE 14 Language(s) spoken by UG when visiting Irish-, French-,
German-, Spanish- and Italian-speaking countries/
regions

Irish French German Spanish Italian
(78) (122) (69) (43) (20)

Own language 11.5% 13.9% 34.8% 39.5% 50.0%

Language of
country/region 57.7% 45.1% 27.5% 18.6% 30.0%

Other language --- --- 2.3% - --

Own language
+ language of
country/region 29.5%. 37.7% 36.2% 20.9% 25.0%

'Own language 5
,

+ other language 0.8% 1.5% 4.6%

Language of
counIzry/region
+ other language 1.6%

Own language :f-
1

language of
country/region 1,,..',

+ other language 2.5%- 1.4% 5.0%
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language and being addressed in a language must correlate at

least in crude terms with one's-knowledge of that language. It

is not surprising, then, that the most widely known languages
and French receive the highest scores in respect of

TABLE 15 Language(S) spoken by PG when visiting Irish-, French,
German-, Spanish- and Italian-speaking countries/
regions

Irish French German Spanish Italian

(52) (118) (68) (55) (56)'

Own language 5.8% 13.6% 25.0% 32.7% 37.5%

Language of
country/region 61.5% 48.7:%. 26.5% 21.8% 16.1%

Other language 0.9% 1.5% 3.6% 7.1%

Own language
+ language of
country/region 30.8% 34.8% 26.5% 21.8% 21.4%

Own language
+ other language 0.9% 5.9% 5.5% 7.1%

Language of
country/reqion +
other language 1.7% 2.9% 1.8% 3.6%

Own language +
language of
country/region
+ other language 3.4% 4.4% 1.8% 5.4%

TABLE 16 Lanquage(s) spoken to UG visiting Irish-; French-,
German-, Spanish- and Italian-speaking countries/regions

Irish 'French German, Spanish Italian

(78) (122) (69) (43) (20)

On language 3.9% 7.4% 26.1% 2'1.9%, 25.0%

Language of
country/region 71.8% 58.2 30.4% 30.2% 45.0%

Other language --- 0.8%
Own language
+ language of
country/region 21.8% 30.3% 40.6% 23.3% , 35.0%

Own language + 45.

other language 0.8% 2.38

Language of .

'country/region +
other language 2.3%

Own language +
language of
country /region +
other language 0.8% 4.4% 2.3% 5.0%
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:Attompts at face-to-faco communication. On the other hand, since
tin global linguistic environment is not usually under the con-

trol of any one speaker, it is equally unsurprising that the

figures relating to the degree to which the languages of non -

angl.nl'hcrn countries/ regions were used in subjects' com-
pany :Iro generally high.

TABLE 17 Language(s) spoken to PG visiti,no Irish-, French-,
Gorman-, sparish- and Italian- speaking countries/regions

mon lanauage
hahoudde of
country/roolon

other language
Own lan0Uage +
language of
country/roc-ion

mon 1,-mguago +
other language

Language of
country / region 4
other lanouag

own language +
language of
ccuntry/region +
other 1-.11quage

Irish French
(52) (118)

5.8% 6.8%

61.5% 54.2%

26.9% 38.1%

0.9%

0.9%

German Spanish" Italian
(68) (55) (56)

25.0% 27.3% 23.2%

33.8% 27.3% 41.1%
1.8% 3.6%

26.5% 21.8% 14.3%

1.5% 3.6% 3.6%

2.9% 1. , 3.6%

5.9% 5.4%

TABLE 18 Lanauape(s) spoken in the company of UG visiting
Irish-, French-, German-, Spanish- and Italian-speaking
countries /regions

Ow,1 language
Lanauade of
country/recion

Other language
Own language +
lanauaqe of
country /region

Own lanauaae +
other language
Language of
country/reaion-+
other language

Own lanauaqe +
language of
country/region
+ other language

Irish French
(76) (122)

1.3% 2.5%

83.3% 84.4%

14.1% 13.1%

0.8%
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spokenTABLE 19 Language(s)
Irish-, French-,
countries/regions

in the
German-,

company of PG visitino
blanish- and Italian-speaking

Trish French Gorman Spanish Italian

(52) (118) (68) (55) (56)

Own language 1,9% 2.9% 10.3% 10.9% 3.6%

Language -or
country/region 71.2% 78.8% 61.8% 52.7% 76.8%

Other lanquaoe
own language 4-

language of
country/region 21.2%

0.9%

14.4%

1,5%

13.2%

1.8%

16.4% 10.7%
Own lanauage +
other language

Languaae of
country/region
+ other language 4.4% 1.8%. 3.6%

Own Iannuage +
language of .

country/region
+ other language 0.8% 1.5% 1.8%

1.2.4 Factors in the learning experience

Tables 20 and 21 show the percentages of subjects who

mentioned various factors as having played a role in their

TABLE 20 Percentages of UG subjects with a knowledge of English,
Irish, French, Getman, Spanish and Italian who men-
tioned various factors as havina played a role in
their experience of learning these languages

English
(240)

Irish
(201)

French
(221)

German
(86)

Spanish
(37)

Italian
(19)

Home 94.2% 23.9% 3.6% 4.7% 5.3%

School 2.9% 72.1% 88.2% 45.4% 48.7* 42.1%
Friends/acauain-
tances 0.4% 13.4% 17.2% 15.1% 16.2% 26.3%

University/lan-
guage course/
study 0.4% 1.8% 10.5% 2.7% 15.8%

Visits/residence
abroad 0.4% 14.9% 17.7% 20.9% 13.5% 21.1%

Books, films
mania, music 0.4% 22.9% 33.0% 23.3% 16.2% 26:3%
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TABLE 21 Percentages of PG subjects with a knowledge of English,
Irish, French, Gorman, Spanish and Italian who'men-
tiond various factors aE having played a role in
tleir experience of learning these languages

English Irish French German Spanish Italian
(207) (161) (187) (74) (41) (32)

ONC 67.0% 19.9% 2.7% 4.1% 4.9% ---
chool 9.2% 84.5% 72.7% 40.5% 36.6% 18.8%
Vrienc,!,/acmidin-
lancou 2.9% 17.4% 18.2% 18.9% 24.4% 31.3%

Univorsity/lan-
ouade course/
study
visits/r,slcience
abroad

2.9%

1.5%

8.1%

10.6%

25.1%

23.5%

36.5%

21.6%

24.4%

22.0%

43.8%

37.5%
Books, films,
modia, music 27.5% 23.0% 23.0% 18.9% 29.3% 25.0%

TABLE 22 humhorn of references subiects made to personal con-
tacts and ,forma] educational/cultural factors in their
experience of learning Englistf, Irish, French, German,
Spanish and Italian

UG PG

FNGLISH Personal contacts 228 189
Formal educational/cultural factors 9 82

IRISH Personal contacts 105 77

Formal educational/cultural factors 191 186

FREWft Personal contacts 85 83
Formal educational/cultural factors 272 226

GERMAN Personal contacts 35 33
Formal educational/cultural factors 68 71

SPANISH Personal contacts 11 21
Formal educational/cultural factors 25 37

ITALIAN Personal c,,ntacts 10 22,

Formal educational/cultural factors 16 28

experience of learning English, Irish, French, German, Spanish
and Italian. Table 22 restates the same information using just
two categories - "personal contacts" (a conflation of "home",
"friends/acquaintances" and "visits/residence abroad") and "for-
mal educational/cultural factors" (a conflation of "school ",

Cs,
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"university/language course" and "hooks, films, media, music").

It is interesting to note which of these sets of factors

appears to hove predominated - and to what. extent - in our

i,ublects' experionce of learning individual languaaes-. Since

English is the mother tongue of most of our subjects it is

natural enough that "personal contacts" should i this case

have been mentionod markedly wore frequently than "formal

educational/cultura: factors". Conversely, it is

ugremarkable that this latter category should have shown a

predominance in re/as-ion to languages which are not native to

most lhlects and which figure' in the school curriculum (i.e.

IrOsh, French, German, Spanish and Italian).

One notes that- this last-mentioned oredominance is dis-

tinctly more pronounced in the case of French. It is not diffi-

cult to fine a plausible explanation for this state of affairs.

French is taken routinely by the majority of second-level

pupils, most of whom are unlikely to have ready opportunities

for extra-mural contact with French-speakers or the motivation

to create such opportunities. Irish is also taken routinely by

most pupils, hut. in this case opportunities to interact with

speakeri, of the lanouacie (native ann other) are somewhat

easier to come by. As for the "minority" languages - German,

Spanish and Italian - there may he an element of choi2e, and

therefore personal interest, in many subjects' experience of

learning these laiwuages. Thus, amongst learners of these lan-

guages one would expect motivation actively to seek encounters,

for example, with native speakers (whether in Ireland or ahroad)

to be generally higher.

This last point is especially relevareit in the case of

German and Italian. A. fair number of subjects started
learning German and/or Italian relatively late - i.e. after the

age of seventeen (see Table 10) to do which would presum-
ably be very largely if not entirely a matter of personalchoice.

As far as factors other than personal contacts are con-

cerned, it is evident from Tables 20 and 21 that the elements

which loom larciestfor Irish, French, German, SPapish and Italian

have to do with language learning in a formal tense - i.e. at

school, at university or in the context of othe courses invol-

ving some kird....and degree of structuring and re-planning. It

should be noted chat a comparison Of the number of references to

school in these data with the numbers of subjects reporting

having' taken these lanauages at primary and post-primary school

(see Tables 23 and 24 and information in 2.2.4, 3.2.4, 4.2.4,

5.2.4 and 6.2.4) indicates that many subjects who had. in fact

taken a particular language at school neglected to include school

in their itemization of factors in their experience of learning

that language. In relation to Irish, French; German and Spanish,

school was nevertheless mentioned more often than any other

single factor. In the case of Italian, the category "university/

language course" 'was referred to more often" than any other.

This category was also referred to'second most often in respect
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o,7 itoneh it.gman. fin it; ,!l eases the language courses other
thdn univotsity t:peciliNJ in connexion with this category

lipl,1 r,11 111,111 i 11!;I i(111111 )

Th- out: language ether than BnolitAt which a majority of our
roported having taken at primary school is Irish
,hi,h is oroci.wly what one would expect, given

the tact that most of our sithjects went through the Irish
svt,mi (el. 1.2.2). However, it is noteworthy that, a

si.lbt minority 01 both US and PG subjects claimed to have
takon tronch at this level, proportionally more US than PG making
the Haim. .;eoms to rAiggost that there is a continuing
.111tI porhaet; increasing trend towards the introduction of French

1q 11'1.11`:

TABLE 23 Percentages of subjects who reported
having taken English, Irish, French,
German, Spanish and Italian at primary
school

PG
(5=240) (N=207)

hnalish 97.51 91.3%
tritth 81.:1% 75.4%
French 23.3% 18.4%
G,q-lil,In 1.7 %. 1.0%
Spanish 1.7% 1.5%
Italian --- ---

Both Irish and French were reported as'having been taken at

post-primary school by a large majority of subjects (Table 24).
The fact that the numbers for French in this context outstrip
those for Irish probably relates to subjects' place of educa-
tion. Some subjects received their second -level education in
countri0 like Britain and the United States, where French
but not Irish. is on the school curriculum (cf. 1.1). One
notices that in the case of each of these languages more
US than PG reported having taken it as a subject at post-
primary level. As far as Irish is concerned this may reflect
the make-dp of the two samples in terns of Irish-educated
versus foreign-educated subjects. With regard to French, on
the other hand, this variation is probably at least partly
bound up with the fact that increasing proportions of Irish
pupils have been taking French at second level in recent
years.

Of the "minority" languages German was most often reported
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fi 11,1V nq been Liken as a nut., .jec t at :wcond level. 'Ph in

accords with evidence from the official statistics on recond-

level uuWlect popularity, as doe: the indication in the dil-

ference between the UG and PG figures that: the position of

German in post-primary schools was strengthening somewhat in the

1970s. The relative positions of Spanish and Italian in Table :4

also correspond to their ordering in the official statistics

sholaing the numbers of pupils taking the different languages at

post -pr r y level.

TABLE 24 Percentage,-; of soh) Sts who reported
havino taken Engliih, Irish, French,
Gorman, Spanish and Italian at post-
primary school

rich
trench
Ierman

I- Iiau

UG PG

(N=240) (N=207)

100.0%
82.5%
91.3%
21.7%
11.7%
2.1%

87.4%
74.4%
80.2%
15.5A
12.6%
1.9%

22.5% of UG (54/240) and 37.7% of Pr, subjects (78/207)

repirtod that t1. 2y had studied 'or were studying one or more

languages .t degree course level. These relatively high percen-

tages are indication of the loss of randomization referred to

in the introduction.

Table 25 shows the percentages of subjects who reported

having taken English, Irish, French, German, Spanish and

Italian at degree course level. As far as the PG data are

ccr'erncd thy ranking of Irish, French, German, Spanish and

Italian according to percentages of subjects who took these

languages this level corresponds to their ranking (a)

according overall numbers of subjects who claimed to know

them (Tab:a li and (b) according to numbers of subjects who

reported aving taken them at post- primary school (Table 24).

The UG darn presentad.in Table 25 do not co:elate quite' so

neatly with other data, insofar as more UG sabjecis reported

that they had studied Irish at college/rniversity than

reported that they had studied' French. Moreover, UG subjects

rfired to German, Spanish and Italian in this context in equal

ni :s. However, there is a gross corresponderce to the extent

as one would expect, here as elsewhere higher figures are
asscred with Irish and French than with German, Spanish and

Ita) .an. 34
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TABLE 25 Perc,nto,,,:l et :;t1hlertn who reported
h.o,ing taken Enoli!Th, Prench,

and Italian ot degree
e,ur:;- level

lIC PC
(1. -240) (t.2(17)

Enuli!;11 11.7%
10.4%

French 6.7%.
n,,rmon 2.5n

2.

Italian .'r9

21.7*
9.2%

19. 3%

5.3%
2.9%
1.5%

Tohlk. 26 :;haws the percentac-!, of UG and PG subjects who
reportop haying taken courses in FriAsh, Irish, French, German,
Spanish and Italian apart from at school or as major components

in degree ourscs. The much hiuher percentages for P subjects

in respect of French and German is to be explained r/It least

partly by the fact that they would have had more time and
opportunity to take such courses than UG subjects.

The languages most often mentioned by UG subjects in this

context were German and French, in that order. The PG data con-

cur, except: in the detail that French was mentioned by PG more

often than German. In the PG column one notes the fact that

Italian was more popular than Irish and Spanish combined.

TABLE 26 Percentages of subjects who reported
having taken courses in English, Irish,
French, German, Spanish and Italian apart
from at school or as major components of
degree courses

UG PG
(N=240) (N=207)

English 0.4% -

Irish 2.5% 3.4%

French 4.2% 21.3%

German 5.4% 18.4%

Spanish 1.3% 2.9%

Italian 2.1% 7.3%
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1.1 LK/MINING IRISH,' lIENCII, GERMAN, lWANISII AND ITALIAN AT
11CHOOL

Tho ,101 d I 1 a11,1 I 11 I .2. 4 C.11 /1,11 r.t.liot)1 lendet1 t I)

1,,,u 10 0.; 0 I 0,I :011)1,,,1!; espisi i nr, ()I 11'01 n

Il 1.;i1, :1,111Hh nul II,ii 1,11I. It Illerelort

14,1 1 It '!<,111111111141 j 11 li.t .1i I Wkit :;111) j, rt 11,11i to say,

ahote !tell expo:tut., 111 1 a111111.1,11:. at !11'111401

1.3.1 Languages used an medium of instruction

'11111111'1 :< f,11' 111111,111 11"1:111, l 1111c11, 1;.,1111t111, :ip,1111..all 1111(1

11.11 1.11 it ..,h0 1 Wi 1cot:; in 1,0 1 .111.1111 111'd rather th,IU ,1!1

1111`11Wo1 l'11111.C1.1;', 101. t 1`011111111/111,11.1111111 1/1.0(7(1S`11; (1a01'c; 27

!Ind )81. / 1111' 4`,11-(70111,1(111: ()I !,1.11) il1(11.1 report hut that

they had expr-aitett Irish as a nit of inst ruct ion at first

.Ind rnnel lovel Are cownstently well below half those of

!;tib 111,1 that Hwy had takett Irish at those levels

TABLE 27 L.Irigurt ges used as media of
instruction by subject in' teachers
at primary school

PG

(N=2.111) (N=2(17)

Lnali,;h g8.3n 88.9%
Irish 3V5.8'i. 34.3%
Frt'llCh 1.7% 2.9%
Grmdn 1.7% 1.0%,
:1panish n.4% 1.0%

Italian ___

No responso 1.7% 1.0%

TABLE 28 Languages used as media of
instruction by subjects' teachers
at post-primary school

English
Irish
French
German
Spanish
Italian
No response

UG PG
(N=240) (N=207)

97.5%
36.3%
21.3%
3.8%
1.3%
0.8%
0.4%

6
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t'l i

I,
' ). I :ott t ,111 t,,t tt..1..t it-twt, 110,11, IrarIiiii

I 1Whitil ',101,1111,. hi, j nig QIld

:1 1,,ft! en through th medium of Fnglish. A

I, I I o tiiI I I I
(1 r,nnn, tlennan,

I .11

1.1.2 Activities and learning materials in the
language classroom

,httt t Itttt ct.tit t)t tuti.tittct.tt who had taken

trI i t 'r , nh ant) I tnl i an al or imary

i

,1,1 H.' I t ![1,.(1 ',11 i1,11!1 )"1 Mir 1,1 nr()011(.t. V.
WI 1'1 I, 11,1, h 1, -11 II 1101 tip', i,111111.1,-1(1; imory

le-,

-,111.11- ,1 t tw:t.t data (abb, 1(t) in terms of the

. I .t to oral activities (repetition of individual
tetel It on'. (o whole phrases on sentences, oral grammar

Yx, t cotiv,ttatitm, clabots) as opposed to written
ivit Oa ha ilncgi grammar rxercises, essays, translations,

sot'ari -, olenc.tt. work) reveala the Following trebds. .. In the

'ta e at et netth, rotoronceb ro written activities predominate,
wrtet, 1..1161 sgiprising, given that most ot. our FillbieCtS are

native :1'(ak. of English ano that the fosterind of mother-
trng litrI is ,,oncr,111v t-en'n ot; a major function of the
rriraln%, .eh,r0 In ina, rat,'' of Irish and (particularly) French,
-en,a s.s to eill activit to t-edominate. In the cane of the

tanauaes oral 'nil written ;lt ivities were mentioned in

roget Iv . goal report ions.

Item a :arther (Table 31) of these same data in
terms t the number nt referene!, to more self-expressive or

"creative" activities (essays, summaries, project work, free
convarsation, debates) as onnosed to more "mechanical" activities
(retwtition of innividual sounds, repetition of whole phrases or

gentences, oral grammar exercises, written grammar exercises,

translation: ;), wherr the snore for self-expression is more

limited the following trends emerge. As Far as English is

concerned references to "rroarive" activities predominate in

the MI data (in the ratio of approximately 7:6), and refer-
ences to "mechanical" activities predominate in the PG data (-in

roughly the same ratio). In the case of the other languages

there is a morn marked predominance of references to "mechani-
cal" activities over references to "creative" activities (the

ratio in most case::' approaching or exceeding 2:1). The expla-

nation for the way in which English stands apart here again

probably relates to the fact that it is the mother tonaue

of most of our subjects: Primary school teachers presumably feel
that their pupils are more likely to be able to. be "creative"

in a language with which they are already very familiar than
in languages the rudim6nts of which they are still in the

process of learning. The difference between the UG and PG

31



Tfltil,1.1 29 it 1,111,1 '.' lit I 1 H., ,1 I I ,.(1 i) !Jot) 11 i II

1 i , 0.q.111,10,

i . 1 1 1 , , 1 t 1 1.1t, ,It 1)1
.r ,t!; -111 if

t Ali liii.. h

I 1,111 Ii ii . ..1,,1,
1.1,1) (1".,) ('I) (4) (-)

P,1,,11
I HUI

to) IL' (N),(1 ,,.ri

), t'!, +17

('1,11
'A !...)

i It 11
15.91 96.94, 7k.Wr 75.0% 75.0*

,
93 13.9N 500,* 75.0A

Tt.111,.,1,0 1,0p; 18.4, 7fi33 q7.1%
.%1 1,!.6% rm.()%

Proi,,c( 17.'14 50.11%.

r,ow Yi.o%
5.4%

P11

1.11 11111
irdivtdmil

i I !;1,

( )0) )

r II

(

yr,.111Th
( 141 )

corman
(7)

;',-;1 ill it t al iarl
( ) ( -)

ound!; 47.1% 67.3% 71.1% 50.09 66.74,

Pop.citin,
Who 1,,

phrasos/
,7cnt.,,,nces

oral nramar
,,xercies

v,ritton (Tram-
mar ,xercisos

59.8%

75.1'.i

q0.5%

85.3%

66.5%

93.0%

81.6%

68.4%

76.3%

50.0%

100.0%

100.0%

66.7%

66.7%

66.7%

Essays 89.9% 88.5% 36.8% 50.0% 66.7%

Translations 24.9% 71.A% 47.4% 66.7%

Eummarios 57.7% 44.9% 13.2% 50.0% .66.7%

Project work 25.9% 13.2% 33.3%

Free
4.5%

conver-
sation 49.2% 53.2% 31.6% 66.7%

Debates 39.2% 23.7% 2.6% 33.3%
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t 11' I In, t'll I 1,1.1.

,11 ..11 11 1.1 I ui 11 1,1 11 1,11 111 11,1`111

.1 I 11 .11111 10.1 111,11 1.1.1.111,1 I Vo,

1 .1 1. it III. 1.'1 1111' 1.401 1 II 1 1.11,1111.11,,

1 11 , I I. .11,, '1101.1' 11 .11111 11,11 1.11) .11 111114,1\0',

.1111111..1 11

1,11,1/ ,111,...1.
11 1,1 I 1 I

Humber of
vet(donce);
to rd.))
a,1))..it i.

1 I r t11 I

I. 11' I. 'Pt
1

.11 i I

'11 1 I .

H 1 1.111

TA111,1.: 31

Number ()I
rel orr flc(ii;

t (i Writ ten
aet i vii

i)4(.

472
71

4

-

ut,jr, 1, xtn er Lebo of "creMive and "meehanical"
:111,,:T IV'- I nutiade lea rni nd act in respect. of
I; ,11"h, II 1 sh, 1 teueb, German, :a)antsh and Ital ian
at 14 11'11 1 V,' 1

nl ivumber of
ref( rences

to crontive,te mochanical
act i vi ls activities

Number of Number of
references references
to creative to mechanical
activities activities

_nal' ) 687 616 495 562
' t is!' 443 b26 335 630

I r, nel, 58 208 37 131
(,., mill, /1 13 2 6

:-1, em HI, 7 1 i 8 10

It Ilir-in - - -

Table 32 sLows the percentacres .of:subjects who took English,
Irish, trench, German, Spanish and Italian at post-primary level
n,portino that they had performed vatious kinds' of productive
activ,itis in connexion with learninq'these languages at post-
prirary leve1.2,

33
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T:!IA,s 31 mi6 34 represent re-analyses of these data in
Tes!,eetivolv, nt references to oraL as opposed to
tceivit n,s and "croative" as opposed to "mechanical"

31 shows tiat vg-itten activities were con-
, Htience :roquentiv than oral activities in res-,

th. livine curricular languages at second level. The
to written activities over references

ral activitios is in gener:7J rertively s'light, being
I' t-1:, case of Inulisji, where the ratio is around 3:2

ih the 01 tv; anti 4:3 . tIe case of PC subjects. e likely

TABLE 33 E.ublects. exrPrience of oral and written productive
language learning activities in respect of English,
irish,.trench, German, Spanish and Italian 'at second .

IA:ye)

PC

iltvlber nt Number of
reterenc'es references

to written
activities

. ,

Lrl oral

oclivitioS

1:nglich- 438
Irish 66
Irene!: . 665
Gorman 15,1

Spani:7h . 85
eltaliah 17

PG

Number of Number of
references references
to oral to written
acthities activities

676 436 588
726 498

.

'550
721 533 585
165 '107 115
108 71 H4
19 7 3

TABLE 34 Subjects' experience of "creative" and "mechanical"
rrodyctive la9nuaae lear.einq activities in respect of
glish,vIrish, French, Germanr Spanish and Italian at

Hocend level

English ---
Irish
French
German
-SPanish.
Italian

UG PG

rimober of, Number of Number of Number of
references referT2nces references references
to creative, to mechanical to creative to mechanical
activities activities activities activities .

761 35.3 611 413
591 701 448 600
550 836 372 746
90 226 69 153
79 114 59 96
14 22 4

/ 12
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explanation for the position of English in this context has

already been advanced in connexion with English, written acti-

vities at primary level: most of our suhiocts are native speakers

of English, and the traditional, role of school in mother

tongue' acquisition ,elates to the development of reading and

writing skills.

.i.th regard to Table 34, the only laRguade in respect of

which references to more "creative"' learnino' activities

predominate over references to more "mechanical" activities in

English. Again this ppobably reflects teachers' assump7

tions about what are appropriate or possible as .mother-

tongue learnino activities as opposed to second language

learning activities. The fact that "creative" activities

were mentioned proportionally mote frequently by PG than by PG

subjects may, as in the case of English at Primary . level,'

relate to recent trends in the teaching of Enaiish. As far

as languages other than English are' concerned, references,'

to "mechanical" activities consistently predominate, this pre-! .

dominance beina least marked in the case of Irish. The finding

with regard to Irish nay he' related to second-level teachers'

allowing for Moie."creative" possibilities in Irish on the basis

that since Irish, unlike the continental languages, is routine-.

ly taken at primary school , pupils 'will be more familiar mith it

and therefore will be able to.do more in it.

Table s shows the percentages of subjects who had taken

English, Irish, Drench, German, Spanish ang Italian at primary.

school reportino that they had been exposed to various kinds of

learninq materials at that level.

In Table 36 this information is re-analysed in terms of the

numbers of references to textual as onnosoa to non-

textual/anOie-visual loarnina materials. References to textual

materials clearly predominate except in the UC data for French

and German and in tie PG rata for SpaRish. As Ear as French and

German are concerned, the equal numbers of references to

textual and non-textual materials in the UG data as opposea to

a preponderance of references to textual materials in the PG

data may reflect a trend towards a greater diversity or lang-

uage learning materials. Actualty; the UC data for English. and

Irish also show proportionally greater numbers of. references

to non-textual materials than the PG data, and this may relate

to a similar trenu. The data exhibitina a mare marked

overll predominance of references to textual materials are

those for English. dhat has already been said about the tradi-

tional role of school in mother-tongue acquisition probably

applies here too.
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TABLE 35 Lai:elm:co Larnino materials referred to by subjects
in rci.ition to learning English, Irish, French,
Corman, Spanish and Italian at primary school.
F;eerunceti are expressed as percentages of the
numbers of subjects who took each language at
primary school.

Enolish

a

Irish

PG

French German. Spanish Italian
Y234) (195) (56) (4) (4) (-)

Textbooks 92.7% 95.0% 96.4% 100.0% . 75.0%
Slides 8.1% 21.5% 33.9% 25.0% 25.0%
I,ilmstrins 7.7% 14.9% 28.6% 50.0% ---
Tai.os/iecorgs

"! tit,ecch 10.7% 28.7% 60.7% 25.0% 25.0%
Tapes/records
of sonas 17.9% 29.2% 26.8% 25.0% 25.0%
Video tapes 3.41 3.6% 8.9% 25.0% - --

Extracts from.
newspapers/
maaazines 42.7% 34.9% 26.8% 50.0% 50.0%
Literary works 85.0% 76.9% 41.1% 50.0% - --

Language lab 1.7% 1.0% 5.4% 50.0%

'PG

Fnalish Irish French German Spanish Italian
(169) (156) (38) (2)

Textbooks 97.4% 98.1% 100.0% 100.0%
Slides 3.7% 2.6% 5.3% ---
Filmstrips 4.2% 1.3% 10.5% ---
Tapes/records
of speech 5.83 6.4% 36,.8% ---

Tapes /records
of sonns 12.7%. 7.7% 23.7% 50.0%
Video tapes 1.1% 5.3% ---
Extracts from
newspapers/
magazines , 30.2% 23.1% 18:4% 50.01
Literary works 84.7% 77.6% 50.0% 50.0%
Language lab 0.5% 0.6% 5.3% ---

100.0%
33.3%
66.7%

66.7%.

100.0%
33.3%

33.3%
66.7%
33.3%
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TABLE 36 Subject experience of textual and non-textual/
auciin-visual landuaae lonrninc materials in respect of
dno'i,M, Trish, French, German, SpE,nish and Italian

a' drimary

No. el No. r:t

rots to rcfs to
textual non-textual
materials materials

English 516
Irish 411

French 92

German P

Spanish 5

Italian -

fl. ni No. of
refs to refs; to

textual non- textual
materials materials

116 401 53

193 310 29

q2 i:,5 33

. e \ 4 1

3 6 10

-

Table- 37 shows the percentages of subjects who had taken

English, -Irish; French, German, /Spanish ana Italian at post-

primary school reportind that they had been exposed to various

kinds of lanauage learning materials at that level.

In Table 38 these oata are re-analysed in'terms of the

frequency with which subjects menticnec) experience of textual .98.

opposed to non-textual/audio-visual language learning materials

in the context of post-primary education. It is noticeable that,

with the sinole exception of the UG data for Spanish, refer-

ences to.textual materials consistently predominate. However,

it is also the case that in the UG data the preponderance

of references to textual materials over references to non-

textual materials is consistently less marked than in the PG data

(actually being reversed in the case of Spanish). This may

reflect a trend towards less reliance on textual materials in

language teaching generally. The languages in: respect of which

the preponderance of references to textual materials is heaviest

are English and Irish. The explanation for the fact that EngliSh

features here in the way it doer presumably relates to what haS..

already been said about it in connexion with written learning

activities at second level. 1:%s far as Irish is concerned', one

might speculate that the teaching of this language has been

less influenced than the teaching of the continental lan-

cluages by the audio-visual "revolution" and/or that the above -..

postulated assumption that second-level pupils are already famil-

iar with the language leads teachers to turn more readily than in

the came of the continentEl, languages to the study of literature.
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TABLE 37 I,a,n7w3o, matorinls referred to by subjects
M 1 tm 1 d, lreh, trend, German, Spanish

pot-t,riith-try school. References are
-zrre!,eq Sc ,,erceninnes Qt. the numbers of subjects
dc too. 0orb longuage at nest-primary level.

English Irish trench.

PG

German Spanish Italian

(240) (198) (219) (52) (28) (5)

T.-xl-hnmKs 88.3% 98.5% 98.2% 96.2% 96.4% 100.0%

!-;lides 4.2% 6.1% 38.8% 19.2% 46.4% 40.0%

Filmstrips 6.7t 5.6% 34.3% 21.2% 35.7% 40.0%

TaEe/recorns
et :.1.eech 13.87 29.3% 70.3% 44.2% _60.7% 80.0%

T,11,c,n/r-ccirds

01- :-:cncis 8.1'. 24.2% 36.1% 19.2% 42.9%

Vi0eo tapes 4.2% 2.5% 12.8% 7.7% 25.0% 20.0%

Extracts from
newspapor/
magazines 51.3% 59.6% 68.5% 59.6% 42.9% 100.0%

Literary works 87.5% 95.5% 85.4% 61.5% '53.6% 80.0%

Language lab G.8% 4.0% 19.6% 21.2% 32:1% 20.0%

PG

English Irish French German Spanish Italian

(181) (154) (166) (32) (26) (4)

Textbooks 100.0% .100.0% 98.2% 100.0% 92.3% 100.0%

Slides 5.0% 4.5% 21.7% 15.6% 15.4% ---

Pilmstrips 8.3% 3.9% 19.3%. 25.0% 7.7%

Tapes/records
of speech 13.3% 16.9% 57.2% 46.9% 23.1%

T,,pes/records
of songs 6.6% 13.6% 34.9% 31.3% 26.9%

Video tapes 2.8% --- 4.2% 6.3% 3.8%

Extracts from
.nowspapers/
magazines 48.6% 55.8% 50.0% 59.4% 46.2% 25.0%

Literary works 96.7% 97.4% 84.3% ,96.9% , 88.5% 25.0%

Language lab 5.0% 2.6% 11.5% 25.0% 19.2% ---:
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TABLE 38 Subjects' experience of textual and non-textual/
audio-visual lanouano loarnino materials in respect of

huglial, Irish, French, Gorman, Spanish and Italian

at !o,-;t-lximary

1,t:

fsr of ^'cs. Gf of io. of

rots to rel.; to rel:s to refs to

textual non-textual textual ron-textual

materials materials materials materials

English 545 91 '44 7i

Irish 502 142 393 64

French 552 s6,1 38 . 247

German 113 69 85 AR

Snanish 54 68 59 25

Italian . 14 10 6 -

1.3.3 Enjoyment

I largo majority at nur subjects seem to have recarded

language loarnine as in principle enjoyable (°able 39).

TABLE 39 Subjects' expressed opinion on the
question: "Do you think language learning

is enjoyable?"

CMG PC
(1).240) (N=207)

Yes 70.4% 70.1%

Pro 20.4% 22.2%

Ambiguous or
qualified answer 7.1% 4.8%

?(-) reopens,-' 2.1% 2.9%

In relation to particu).ar language learning experiences,

however, subjects' perspectives were rather more varied.

Tables 40 and 41 summarize subjects' responses in relation to

the living curricular languages to questions aboUt thb languageS

they had most and least enjoyed learning at, respectively,

primary and post-primary school. As far as most of these lan-
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guages are concerned, the balance tends to be tipped on the

"enjoyed most" side. This is consistently true in the case of

English, French, Spanish, and Italian. In the case of German
it is true of the data for primary level but not of the data for

seconu level, which show a slight preponderance of replies

stAfir,; that German was the lanquago least enjoyed. In

TIo ler IriTh illere is ,1 ec,n,-;i:-;tont majority of responses in

the "enloyed least" arogory. This predominance is consis-
tcntly elear, bur. is somewhat heavier in the data conerning
primar expert,nees.

TABLE 40 Subjects' expressed enjoyment of
learning English, Irish, French,
German, Spanish and Italian at
primary level (percentages refer to
total numbers of subjects who had
taken each language at primary level)

English 53.4%
Irish 26.7%
French 39.3%
German 75.0%
Spanish 25.0%
Italian

English 13.7%
Irish, 54.4%
French 33.9%
German 0.0%
Spanish 0.0%
Italian

"Enjoyed most"

UG PG

(125/234) 56.1% (106/189)
(52/195) 26.9% (42/156)
(22/56) 34.2% (13/38)
(3/4) 0.0% (0/2)
(1/4) 66.7% (2/3)
(0/0) (0/0)

"Enjoyed least"

UG PG

(32/234) 10.6% (20/189)
(106/195) 50.0% (78/156)
(19/56) 18.4% (7/38)
(0/4) 0.0% (0/2)
(0/4) 0.0% (0/3)
(0/0) --- (0/0)
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TABLE 41 Subjects' expressed enjoyment Of learning
English, Irish, French, German, Spanish and

Italian at post-primary level (percentages

refer to total numbers of subjects who had
taken each language at post-primary level)

"Pnjoyee most"

CC PG

Pncilish 30.8% (74/240) 40.9%, (74/381)

Irish 21.7% (43/198) 23.4% (36/154)

French 35.2% (77/219) 30.7% (s1/166)

Cerman 23.1% (12/52) 21.9% (7/32)

Spanish 28.6% (6/28) 30.5% (10/26)

Italian 60.0% (3/5) 25.0% (1/4)

"Enjoyed least"

[It;
PC

Fnglish 14.2% (34/240) 10.5% (19/181)

Irish 32.8% (65/198) 33.8% (52/154)

French 21.5% (47/219) 22,9% (38/166)

Germ an 23.1% (12/52) 2'.,.0% (8/321

Spanish 25.0% (7/28) 11.5% (3/26)

Italian 0.0% (0/5) 0.0% ( 0 /.4

1.4 LEARNERS' PERCEPTIONS OF THEIR PROFICIENCY IN IRISH,

FRENCH, GERMAN, SPANISH AND ITALIAN

1.4.1 The four skills

In response to questions about their skills in Irish,

French, German, Spanish and Italian, subjects in general more

frequently claimed ability in the receptive (understandihg

sp?ech and reading) than in the productive skills. (speaking and

writing) (Table 42).
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TABLE 421 Porentages of subjects' claiming
ability in the four language skills
in Irish, French, German, Spanish
and Italian

-French
Germa:,
Spanish
Italian

Irish
French
German
Spanish
Italian

Irish
French
German
Spanish
Italian

Irish
French
German
Spanish
Italian

UG PG
(11 =240) (N=207)

Undcanding speech

77.5%
82.9%
25.4%
10.8%
6.3%

73.8%
74.2%
22.9%
8.3%
5.8%

78.8%
87.5%
23.3%
9:6%
6.7%

75.0%
79.2%
17.5%
8.3%
5.0%

Speaking

Reading

Writing

66.7%
65.2%
19.3%
13.5%
14.0%

61.4%
58.9%
16.9%
11.1%
8.7%

66.7%
67.6%
23.7%
15.5%
14.0%

51.7%
49.3%
11.6%
9.7%
4.4%

Our data on how subjects, according to themselves,

actually make use of two of these skills - reading and
writing - are summarized in Tables 43-46. Consistently among the

most frequently mentioned reading matter are newspapers and

magazines. One noticeable difference between the UG and the PG

data on what subjects normally read in particular lan-
guages is the way in which academic articles figure more
prominently in the latter than in the former as far as French and
German are concerned. As for subjects' reports on what they

usually write in Irish, French, German, Spanish and Italian,

letters are consistently most frequently mentioned in this

context. ,
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TABLE 43 What PG subiects who claimed to be able to react
Irish, French, German, Sbanish and Italian repor-ted
they usually read .in those languages

heeks
. :1,,:; i ,a 1 , ./ .

Irish
(189)

')2.8.,
l,.

French
(210)

4e.',

40,.,',

Oerman Spanish
(56) (23)

33.94. 10.4%
41.1, 43.5i,.

Italian
(16)

':o.m%
z".1.1 ,i,

Co:.,Ic:' H.H, 11.37, 8.(0. 8.79. 18.9%
Nagazines .32.8 53.1A ''.4.d'i. 75.w;

Licht lit. 37.0 :th.69, 26.87. 17.4% 50.0%

!-;ortons llt. 17.94 14.8% 16.1% 26.1% 31.1%

Pusincss
It.tter:- 1C..1'% 7.1% 8.99 6.3%

Personal
letters

b_cademic
articles

1',.3%

22.2%

30.59

17.1%

37.5%.

19.6%

26.1%

13.0%

31.3%

25.03

Conference
PalTrs 4.8% 2.4% 5.4% --- -*-

Poetry 48.7% 27.1% 19.6% 21.74.' . 50.0%

Telegrams 4.2% 5.2% 9.4% '4.4% 12.5%

Other 11.1% 10.0% 17.9% --- 6.3%

TABLE 44 What PG subjects who claimed to he able to read
Irish, French, German, Spanish and Italian repOrted

'they usually read in those languages

'Irish French, German Spanish Italian

(138) (140) (49) (32) (29)

Books 42.0% 42.9% 32.7% 40.6% 31.0%.

Newspapers 53.6% 49.3% 44.9% 53.1% 41.4%

comtcs . .
2.9% 15.7% 10.7% 9.4% 10.3%

Nagazines 27.5% 52.9% 40.8% 50.0% 44.8%

Light lit. 27.5% 26.4% 20.41, 25.0%- - -13,8%
Serious lit. 20.3% 30.0% 24.5% 28.1% 24.1%

Business
letters 23.9% 26.4% 22.5% 6.3% 3.5%

Personal
letters 16.7% 36.4% 34.7% 25.0% 24.1%

Academic
articles 14.5% 44.3% 51.0% 9.4% 24.1%

Conference
pavers 8.7% 24.3% 28.6% 6.3% 13.8%

Poetry 37.0% 30.7% 22.5% 18.8% 17.2%

Teloqrams 4.4% 10.0% 10.2% 123W 3.5%

Other 12.3% 14.3% 12.2% 9.4% $.9%
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TABLE 45 Whar UC: subjects who claimed to he tt'le write

french, German, Spanish rtalinn- reported
the usually wrocc, in those lao ar,?s

i 5 r,:,r 1ThaniF3h

( .Jc, ( I '4(' ) '?) ( 20)

/I,W2

ftali;rn
(12(

5P

1..1., 1.6i-, 9.5% '.5.0% 16.7%

3.9i; 5. 7.%, 7.].% 25.0%

Po,try ,--,.C.. IA% 2,41

4.8% 25.0%

iAook,;

rtur

2.4% 8.3%

15.0% 8.4% 167'.J, 20.0% 33.3%

23.9 21.1% 21.4% 15.0% 41.7%

other 15.0% 11.6% 9.5% 5.0% 33.3%

TABLE 46 What PG subjects who claimed to- be able to write
Irish, French, German, Spanish and Italian reported

'hey usually wrote in those lafiguages

Irish
(107)

French
(102)

German Spanish
(24) (20)

Italian
(9)

Letters \\ 43.0% 70.6% 75.0% 85.0% 86.9%

Academic
articles 12.2% 9.8% 4.2% 10.0% 11.1.9

Newspaper/
magazine
articles 7.5% 2.0%

Telegrams 8.4% 10.8% 12.5% 15.0% 11.1%

Poetry 7.5% 4.9%

Short
stories 3.7% 2.0% 5:0%

Books 2.8%
Lecture
notes 18.7i 16.7% 16.7% 15.0% 22.2%

Nes§ages 29.0% 29.4% 25.0% 35.0% 55.6%

Other 23.4% 14%6% 25%0% 15.0% 33.3%
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Some morn conel.al information on the kinris of use :;objects

said r1,-/y had mad,/ of their lanonaqe skills in languages other
than their tir:,,t (i.e. for root of rhea, in languages other than
Engli!;h) is r.t-e:,-/ntd ir. 'Falb e 47. It will he not-C that, by ano

;Set rlerr,t, to 'cc; the
i,,/ ; rr rf-rr,11 ( sten]. no,

1. .1/1I ir, 7011,' tw. (,,tivr!--

1! 1:',: ' 1.'1' '1,tn

1 r m'c' ,1v' i t

TABLE 47 I': - to repert,,4i

hlvtflu Out their lannuano skills in
lan,/uage,: other than their first

klytenou to fle,otT
nr noire than. 2 few

PO

.(:'=-2o7)

vinutos
to radio

95.G* 92.3%

.toer.immen
files without

HuLtities 69.6%
:/istone0 to sonos 92.5% 93.2%
P,-/ad nowsoapers/
r-agazines 90.G%

Convcrsed with a
inrigner in own
country 5.4% 73.4%

Snrt songs 65.4% 64.7%
t.rote to pen-pa.
viarched to,,?vision
pronrammos

45.0%

80,8%

39.1%

78.3%

Tables 48-55 summarize responses to a question which

asked subjects to indicate on a five-point scale how
difficult they found reading, writing, speaking and

understandine speech with respect to _languages other than ,

their first. Abstracted from, this information in Tables 56 and
57 ,ar. the numbers of times specific skills and specific lang-
uages most otten elicited particular categories of diffi-
culty. Some rurther re-analysis is represented in Table 58,

which sets out the prcentages of subjects' resnonses

accounted for by the use of the "very hard" and "hard" -

categories with respect to particular skills in particular
languages. It emerges from Tables 48-56 and from Table 58

that on the whole the productive skills (speaking and
writing) are more generally perceived as difficult than the

receptive skills "(understanding_ speech and reading). It is

also clear'from Tables 48-55 and from Tables 57-58 that of the

9. 46
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jivino curricular lonoudos ifpocified Irish is proportionally
least wic'ely porceivwd as difficult to operate in and German, by

and larffo, is proportionally most widely perceived as diffi-

cult to coorr,ti. in.

I'ABI,E 48 I 'AIL vii t I i rig Inc rstanclinoncii

t 11:1H)
1,-`1,1t (1111!11),T 14, 1.11)1,C7t.":;

hard normal oasy very No
oasy response

[I--1' (?:)1.) S.O.t. 2.'.4s 33.3% 17.P't 10.5% 7.0c

Frn(-U (;;:l) 18.f,., -34.'8% 27.2% 11.8% 3.6% 4.1%

G.'rrab (tU.) 17.4 26.7% 26.7% 9.3% 4.7% 15.1%

:-;flanf,-4, (37) 10.8% 29.7% 32.4% 2.7% 8.1% 16.2%

It (1h) 21.1% 52.6% 10.5% 15.8% ---

TABLE 49 FG subjects' difficulty rating for understanding
,speoch in Irish, French, German, Spanish and Italian
(percentages re-late to number of PG subjects who

new each language)

very
hard

hard normal . easy very
easy

No
response

Irish (161) 7.5% 13.7%- 34.8% 17.4% 15.5% 11.2%

1,rench (187) 17.1% 25.1% 21.9% 17.6% 8.0% 10.2%.

German (74) 23.0% 27.0% 18.9% 12.2% 5.4% 13.5%

Fpanish (41) 19.5% 22.0% 26.8% 9.8% 12.2% 9.8%

1tTilian (32) 3.1% 28.1% 34.4% 6.3% 9.4% 18.8%

TABLE:MO UG subjects' difficulty 'rating for speaking in
Irish, French, German, Spanish and Italian (per-
centages relate to number of UG subjects who knew

each language)

very
hard

hard normal easy very
easy

No

response

Trish (261) 7.5% 25.4% 34.8% 16.9% 8.5% 7.0%

French (221) 17.6% 38.9% 29.4% , 6.8% 3.2% 4.1%

German (86) 20.9% 32.6% 19.8% 7.0% 4.7% 15.1%

Spanish (37) 18.9% 37.8% 18.9% --- 8.1% 16.2%

Italian (19) 5.3% 42.1% 31.6% 21.1% --- ---
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TABLE 51 PG subjects' difficulty rating for speaking in
Irish, French, German, Spanish and Italian (per-.

,
cntages relate.to number of PG subjects who knew
each lanyuaaeY

nry .

hard

1 r ( 11,1 ) 12.0
1.-conch (7 21.4%
G,rPlan ( 74 ) 23.03

( 41 ) 2.2.0*

I t,i1 ran ( 32 ) 6.3*

hard noriil

pl.a4
27.3%
32.4

43.e", 21.q$t.

vc!ry No
resporwe

q."

12.2 5.4',; 13.y,
12.2% 12.21. 9.Wt,

TABLE 52 UG difficulty retina for readina in
Irish, French, German, Spanish anu Italian (per-
centages relate to number o U(-7 subiects who knew
tach Limn/aye)

very hard normal easy very No

hard, easy response

Irish (201) 5.5% 22.4% 39.3% 15.4% 10.4% 7.0%

Fiench (221) 3.6% 24.0% 48.4% 17.7% 2.3% 4.1%
German (86) 24.4% 30.2% 16.6% 11.6% --- 15.1%

Spanish (37) 6.1% 29.7% 29.7% 13.5% 2.7% 16.2%
Italian (19) .--- 36.8% 36.l% 21.1% 5.3% ---

TABLE 53 PG subjects' difficulty rating for reading in
,i Irish, French, German, Snanish.and Italian (percen-

tages elate to number of PG subjects who knew each
lanauage)

very hard normal easy very No

hard easy response

Irish (161) .5.0% 19.9% 29.8% 2C.5% '14.9% 9.9%

French (1157) 8.0% 21.9`'3 19.3% 11.2% 8.6%

German (74) 17.6% 32.4% 18.9% 10.8% 6.8% 13.5%

Spanish (41) 7.3% 19.5% 31.7% 14.6% 14.6% 12.2%

Italian (32) - -- 28.1% 37.5% 15.6% 3.1% 15.6%
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TABLE 54 .giniects' difticultv ,.!tine For writing in frith,
l'iench,German, Spanish and Italian (percentages.
1-1 !t. to uue.ber of UG 5-albiects who knew each languaor)

1. har,i

I /I" 1 ...,1 ) 1,.P% 33.?n
!.incl. (.':1.) 1u.9% 3'..3e

;terrain (8(,)

!..w1.- (37)
19.5'e,

1.3.5%

26.7P,
37.8%

ill lan (19) 10.Y0-. .17.4%

normal very Mu
easy response

30.88 11.9% 7.0% 7.0%

39.4% 9.5% 0.9% 4.1%
11.6% 7.0% --- 15.1%
13.5% 111.9% 16.2%

26.3% 15.8%

TABLE 55 Huh-torts' ditficulty rating for writing in Irish,
trench, i4crman, tlpanish and Italian (percentages

to number of Pd 2ubiects who knew cach
Inauago)

very hard normal easy very No

harg easy response

frih (161 ) 13.7% 23.6% 32.3% 11.8% 8.1% 10.6%
(167) 2i'.5% 28.9% 24.6%.. 9.6% 4.3% 10.2%

itermar (74) 44.6% 23.0% 6.8% 6.8% 5.4% 13.5%

Spanish (41) 26.8% 26.8% 19.5% 4.9% 9.8% 12.2%

Italian (32) 34.4% 21.9% 21.9% 3.1% 18.8%

TABLE 56 Numbers of times particular categories of difficulty
wore, most often used in respect of . 1,-11 of t four

skills in the data relating :o rrist. french, German,
Spanish ano Italian

very hard hard normal 0,71sy very easy

(JG

Oncirstanding
!-Touch 0 1.5 3.5 0 0

Speaking 0 4 1 0 0

Reading 0 2 3 0 0

Writing 1 3 1 0 0

PG

Understandi q
speech 0 2 3 0 0

-Speaking 0 3.5 1.5 0 0

Reading 0 1 . 4 0 0.

) fiting 2.5 1.5 0 0

°
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TABLE 57 Numbers of times particular categories of difficulty
wero moi-t often thicii in respect of the, four skills

in rebitior to
Italian

Irish, hr,,rch, German, :'Iranish and

very card hard normal

LIG

easy very easy

Irish 0 1 3 ' 0 0

['tench 0 2 2 0 0

Gorman 1 2.5 0.5 0 0

Soanii;h 0 2.5 1.5 0 0

Italian 0 2.5 1.5 0 0

PC,

1r i h 0 G 4 0 0

Pmc--1,--_. 0 2.5 1.5 0 . 0

German 1 3 0 0 0

Spanish 0.5 1.5 2 0 0

-Italian 1 1 2 0 0

NOTE: Whero'Cwo categories were equally often applied to a parti-

cular- .skill in a particular language and were opt,ed for more

frequently than other categories, each has been assigned the

value 0.5 in Tables 56 and 57.
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TABLE 58 Percentages of r,ub jects' responses accounted for by
use of the "very hard" and "hard" categories with
r,'spect to particular skills in Irish, French, German,

anG Italian

UG PG

tfpo,,t andine Irish 31.3% 21.1%

speech French 53.4% 42.3%
G,.rman 44.2.% 50.0%
:vanish 40.5% 41.5%
ftalian 21.1% 31.3%

Irish 32.8% 32.3%
French 56.6% 48.7%
Cermar 53.5% 55.4%
!r.ranish 56.8% 46.3%
Italian 47.4% 50.0%

ke,aimg Irish 27.9% 24.9%
French 27.6% 30.0%
German 54.7% 50.0%
Spanish 37.8% 26.8%

[tal inn 36.8% 28.1%

tvriting Irish 43.3% 37.3%
Crench 46.2% 51.3%
German 66.3% 67.6%
Spanish 51.4% 53.7%
Italian 57.9% 56.3%

1.4.2 Particular productive difficulties

. Moro oetailOd information on the perceived difficulty of

producing utterances in Irish, French, GerMan, Spanish and

Iti-Aian is given in Tables 59-70, which summarize subjects'
difficulty-rating of six aspects of productive language use:

1. "getting the exact form right"
2. "finding the right word for a particular thing, idea,

etc."
3. "gottit.g the word order right"
a. "nronouncing the words properly"
5. "finding the right turn of phrase for exactly what

you want to say"
6. "getting.the right intonation".

Tables 71 and 72 ebstract from this information the numbers

of times specific aspects of productive use and specific lan-
quageS most often elicited particular categories of difficulty:

Table 73 represents a further re-processing of the information

contained in Tables 59-70; it displays the percentages-of sub-

51.
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jects' responses in which the category "v.g hard" or the cat-

egory "hard" was opted or in respect of particular aspects of

production in particular languages.

It If; clear from Tables 50-71 and Table 73 that item 5 -

"tinging the right turn of phrase for exactly what you want to

say in a particular situation" - is most oenerally perceived as

difficult amongst our subjects, and that this oorcortion is

language-independent. This is perhaps explicable in terms of the

complexity of the item, which explicitly incorporates a pragmatic

dimension ("in a particular situation") as well as semantic ("for

exactly what you want to say") and syntactic ("turn of

phrase") dimensions. A more pessimistic interpretation would he

that the second language training received_by our subjects was

least effective in the preparation for actual communication

through whatever second language(s) was /were learned. Appar-

ently next most generally perceived as difficult are items 1

("gettinu the exact form right") and 2 ("findina the right word.

for a particular thina, idea, etc."), which in respect of most

of these lanquaaes were rateu difficult by about a third to

abogt a half of the subjects who had taken those languages.

TABLE 59 0G subject:' difficulty rating for getting the
exact forr right in Irish, French, German, Spanish

and Italian ( percentages relate to the number of LIG

subjects who know each language)

Irish (201/
French (221)
German (86)
Spanish (37)
Italian (19)

very hard normal easy very No

hard easy response

12.4% 33.8% 30.9% 12.9% 4.0% 6.0%

9.5% 26.7% 40.7% 18.1% 2.7% 2.3%

27.9% 27.9% 18.6% 3.5% 1.2% 20.9%

18.9% 27.0% 18.9% 10.8% 2.7% 21.6%

5.3% 31.6% 42.1% 10.5% 5.3% 5.3%

TABLE 60 PG subjects' difficulty rating for getting the exact

form right in French, German, Spanish and
Italian (percentages relate to the number of PG

subjects who knew each lanquaae)

very hard normal easy very No

haru easy response

Irish (161) 8.7% 29.8% 27.3%, 17.4% 5.0% 11.8%

French (187) 9.6% 27.3% 35'.3% 13.9% 3:2% 10.7%

German (74) 24.3% 31.1% 17.6% : 6.8% :'.7% 17.6%

Spanish (41) 4.9% 22.0% 26.8% . 22.0% 7.3% 17.1%

Italian (32) 3.1% 31.2% 37.5% , 3.1% --- 25.0%
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TABLE 8l 1,S !MhIOCt' ditCiculty ratite, lor findind the right

yofo in Irish, I
rich, Gorman, Spanish and Ctalian

h'anos r,'Ialo to tho total number of US subjects

oh, kne oach 1,-,n5 1Iage)

hard normal 'rte ;) very No

hard tatty response

it Isl. (201) 8.o% 31.1% 33.6% 16.9% 2.5% 5.5%

1 renoh ('.,21 ) 5.0% , 19.8% 42.1% 10.4%, 0.5%, 2.3%

German '(6h) 21.3'e, 26.7% 24.4% 4.7% --- 20.9%

:fla n 1 sh (37) 11.5% 12.4% 21.6% 5.4k 5.4% 21.6%

Italian (1") 5.1 26.3% 57.9% 5.3% --- 5.3%

TABLE 62 ['C subjects' 'difficulty rating for finding the right

word in Irish, French, German, Spanish and Italian

(norc,,ntages relate to total number of PG subjects

whh knew each language)

very hard normal easy very No

hard easy response

Irish (161) 6.2% 36.6% 26.7% 14.3% 4.4% 11.8%

Crouch (167) 1o.7% 34.2% 7.0% 2.1%14.6% 10.7%

German (74) 14.9% 39,2% 20.3% 5.4% 2.7% 17.6%

Spanish (41) 2.4% 24.4% 29.3% 22.0% 2.4% 19.5%

Italian(32) 6.3%3.1% 34.4% 31.3% --- 25.0%

TABLE 63 UG subjects' difficulty 'atLng for gettira the word
order right in Irish, French, Csrtnin, Spanish and

Italian ,percentages relate to the total nureJer of

UG subjects who knew eaco language)

very hart, normal easy very No

hard e-T1sy response

Irish (201) 5.0% 12.4% 39.8% 30.3% 6.5% 6.0%

French (221) 4.5% 21.3% 50.7% 18.'1% 3.6% 1.8%

German (86) 22.3% 29.1% 20.9% 4.7% 2.3% 20.9%

Spanish (37) 13.5% 18.9% 35.1% 5.4% 5.4% 21.6% '

Italian (19) --- 21.1% 57.9% 15.8% --- 5 :3%
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TABLE 64 PG sufiects' difficulty rating for getting the word
order right in Irish, French, German, Spanish and
Italian (percentages relate to total number of PG
subjects who knew each landnacf0)

very
hard

Irish (161) 3.71
',tench (187) 4.8%
Ce:man (74) 13.5A
Spanish (41) 2.4%
Italian (32) 3.1%

hard normal easy very No
easy response

9.9* 36.0% 21.7% 18.0% 10.6%

19.3% 36.9% 21.4%' 7.0% 10.7%

35.1% 20.3% 9.5% 4.1% 17.6%

12.2% 24.4% 24.4% 19.5% 17.1%

21.9'4 46.9% 3.1% 3.1% 21.9%

TABLE 65 VG subjects' difficulty rating for pronouncing the
words properly in Irish, French, German, Spanish and
Italian ( percentages relate to number ot UG subjects
who. knew each language)

very
hard

Irish (201) 4.0%
French (221) 13.1%
German (86) 5.8%
Spanish (37) 10.8%
Italian (19) 5.3%

hard normal easy very No
easy response

10.5% 34.8% 34.3% 10.9% 5.5%

27.2% 31.5%. 18.1% 5.9% 2.3%

16.3% 27.9% 25.6% 3.5% 20.9%

10.8% 29.7% 18.9% 8.1% 21.6%

21.1% 26.3% 26.3% 15.8% 5.3%

TABLE 66 PG subjects' difficulty rating for pronouncing the
words properly in Irish, French, German, Spanish and
Italian (percentages relate to number of PG subjects

who knew each language)

very
hard

Irish (161) 3.7%
French (187) 17.1%
German (74) 6.8%
Spanish (41) 7.3%
Italian (32) ---

hard normal easy very No

easy response

6.8% 31.7% 29.2% 15.5% 13,0%

20.3% 31.0% 14.4% 6.4% 10.7%
6.8% 29.7% 24.3% 14.9% 17.6%
4.9% 24.4% 22.0% 26.8% 14.6%

6.3% 34.4% 21.9% 12.5% 25.0%
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TAIII,E 67 ti(1 siih wet s' ctil l is ulty r. it no tin right

till II ccl plirai,e in Irish, Preto. It, German, 1;panish and
11,ili,n (eoi.ent.ies
whe knew eden

r.3.1,tLe

lanona0e)

hard normal

to number of 11(1 subjects

easy very
easy

No
response

Irish ( ,'.. i )

trench L211
11.4%
16.-ik

to, ti r,

1e1.1%

i(). ,i',
23.1%

II 10i, 2.5%
2.7% 0,9%

6.0%
2.3%

Gorm,in (Hf,) .").1'5 31.4? 15.1% 1.2% 20.9%

::!1(w.h (17) 111.wo, '.9% 10.81 2.7% 21.6%

!Lilian (111) 1o.5R 47.4'1. 36.8% --- 5.3%

----
for finding the rightTABLE 68 PG stihjects' difficulty rating

turn o1 6hrase in Irish, French, German, Spanish and
Itallan (percentages relatc to number of PG subjects
who %new each language)

very hard normal easy very. No

hard easy response

Irish (161) 12.4% 33.5% 26.1% 12.4% 3.7% 11.8%

French (107) 22.5% 40.6? 19.3R 5.92 1.1% 10.7%
German (74) 25.7% 33.8% 17.6% 4.1% 1.4% 17.6%

:-1pani:11 (1) 12.2% 31.7% 26.8% 12.2% - -- 17.1%

Italian (32) (.3% 46.9 21.9% --- 25.0%

TABLE 69 00 subjects' difficulty rating for getting the right
intonation in Irish, French, German, Spanish and
Ltalion (percentages relate to number of UG subjects
who knew each language)

very hard normal easy very No

hare' easy response

Irish (201) 6.5% 19.9% 39.3% '' 21.4% , 7.0% 6.0%
French (221) 13.1% 35.8% 31.7% 12 7% 4.5% 2.3%

German (86) 15.1% 18.6% 31.4% 12.8% 1.2% 20.9%

Soanish (37) 10.8% 27.0% 21 6% 13.5% 5.4% 21.6%

Italian (19) 5.3% 26.3% 36.'8% 21.1% 5.3% 5.3%
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TABLE 70 PG tIhjectsf dilliculty rating for (lotting ill', right

intonation in Irish, French,, Germar, Spanish and
Italian (perrentagos relate to numbor of PG subjects

who know each langdago)

very
hard

Irish (161 ) 4.4%
French (187) 19.b%
German (74)- 10.8

Spanish (41) 7.1%
Italian (32) 3.1*

hard normal oosy very No
easy response

14.3* 32.9% 2f.7* 14.3% 12.4%

27.H% 21.4% P5.0% 5.9% 10.2%

12.2* 29.7% 21.6% H.1% 17.6%

7.3% 29.3% 17.1% 22.0% 17.1%

12.5% 28.1% 21.9i 9.4% 25.0%

----
TABLE 71 blimbers of times particular categorieb of difficulty

were most often used in relation to Irish, French,
Gorman, Spanish and Italian (cumulatively) in respect
or specific aspects of production

.st.titf exact
form right

Finding right.
word
Getting word
order right
Pronouncing
words properly
Finding right
turn of phrase

Getting right
intonation

very hard hard normal easy very easy

Gil

0.5 2.5 2 0

O 2 3 0

O 1 4 0

O (1 4.5 0.5

O 5 0 0

O 2 3

PG

Getting exact
form right 0 2 3 0

Finding right
word 0 3 0

Getting word
order right 0 1 3.5 0.5

Pronouncing
words properly 0 0 4 0

Finding right
turn of phrase 0 5 0 0

Getting right
intonation 0 1 4 0

Fi
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TAIIhE 72 Numiu0
were
prnoueti,n
Otini

timc:; hirlirular
ries) id ten used in l't,:411,0:

(emulatively) in
U, :Thanigh and Italian

cdh,iorio!; of difficulty
of npoci I to aspects or

rolation to lrigh, trench,

very hard hard normal

ir

cagy very easy

I r 1 h o 2 4 0 (1

Ht.nch
(;,k/111,111

1)

0.5
2

3.5
4

2

0
0

0
0

;n 'h 0 4 2 0 0

Itation o 1 4.5 0.5 0

PG

frihh 0 3 3 0 0

Prench 0 2 4 0 0

German 0 4 2 0 0

:,pani!-Al 0 1 3.5 0.5 1

Italiim (1 2 4 0 0

NUTF: Where two categories were equally often applied to a

,particular skill in a particular language and were opted
for more frequently than other categories each has been
assigned the value 0.5 in Tables 80 and 81.
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TABI. 71 Porcontom.f, of roiTonno:i ocountod
hu by tho "vary hard" and "hard"

.,,tut 14,: with o 11,111. iCtl I at" 11!pcCt-:,
ul It !di 1,r,,1wh , 01 and It,mli,lrr

t u1,1 t cirri r 1,1111

Finding ri,Iht word

Got t Ing W,Id °idol 111111t

ri tdi

ronch
Crman
Spanish
Italian

Irish
rretich
is man
span i sh

Italian

Irish
French
German
Spanish
Italian

Prommncinq word,; properly Irish
French
German
Spanish
Italian

Finding right turn of
phro!; !or oNactty
what vou want to :;.ly
in a particular situation

Getting right intonation

Irish
French
German
Spanish
Italian

Irish
French
German
Spanish
Italian

11 .5'1

16. 2';, 36.9%
55.H* 55.4%
46.0% 26.8%
36.8% 34.4%

39,3% 42.9%
442'8% 44.9%
50.0% 54.0%
46.0% 26.8%
31.6% 37.5Y

17.4% 13.7%
25.8% 24.1%
51.2% 48.6%
32.4% 14.6%
21.1% 25.0%

14.4% 10.6%
40.3% 37.4%
22.1% 13.5%
21.6% 12.2%
26.3% 6.3%

51.2% 46.0%
71.0X 63.1%
62.8% 59.5%
64.9% 43.9%
57.9* 53.1%

26.4% 18.6%
48.9% 47.6%
33.7% 23.0%
37.8% 14.6%
31.6% 15.6%

At the other end of the scale, items 3 ( "getting the

word order right") and 4 ("pronouncing the words properly")

were, as far as most of these languages were concerned, charac-

terized as ,difficult by around or less than a quarter of the

subjects who had taken the languages in question. Notable ex-

ceptions are, in the case of item 3, German and, in the case of
item 4, French. Both these exceptions are probably explicable

in roughly similar terms: German word order and French

pronunciation are both widely thought of as 'particularly

divergent from corresponding aspects of English, and have
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Experience of learning Irish

2.1 NUMBER:I (l. Table 1, 1.1)

ifi UG (2n1 /241)) and 7.81 or PG hubjects

(111/)0/1 had learned Irish at some stage.

2.2 CIRCUMSTANCES AND SITUATIONS IN willcu CON'T'ACT wtTil IRISH

WAS ESTABLISHED

2.2.1 Home (cf. Tables 2-9, 1.2.1; Table 10, 1.2.2)

Very f.,w of our subject!. reported that Irish wan their first

1,n1,pie, that they hoa acquired Irish at tho same time as

English, or that their parents, partners or children were nativ
speakers or the language. On the other hand, although no 110

subjects and only three PG subjects stated that Irish was the

sole hinquage of their respective households, 3 UG subjects and

37 PG subjects reported that it was used in their homes along-

side Engli!,11, and only in respect of Irish is the home environ-

ment mentioned a :; a factor in the language learning experience by

more than a handful of subjects. Moreover, 4.5% of the UG who

had learned Irish (9/201) and 9.9% of the PG who had learned

Irish (16/161) reported that they had begun learning the lan-

guage before school age, and it is possible that exposure to

Irish in the home was a factor in some of these cases.

2.2.2 Age (cf. Table 10, 1.2.2)

Whilst it was not rare for subjects to claim to have started

learning Irish before the age of four (see 2.2.1 above), the

overwhelming majority of subjects who had learned Irish re-

ported having had their first encounter with the language between

the ages of four and ten - in other words, during the normal

primary school years: UG 87.1% (175/201), PG 77.6% (1W161). A

small minority of subjects who had learned Irish reported having

begun between the ages of eleven and seventeen - UG 1.5%

(3/201), PG 3.1% (5/161); but none reported having begun after

the age of seventeen.

2.2.3 Speech community (cf. Table '9, 1.2.3)

Most' subjects who had learne, 1.rt specified that this

learning experience had taken place 11 their "own country": UG

77.6% (156/201), PG 72.7% (117/161). However, a sizeable minor-
ity of both groups (UG 14.9% - 30/201, PG 16.8% - 27/161) repor-

ted that they had learned it in a "country where the language is

native" as well as.in their "own country" - which probably
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TA111.1: 74 Commtini,it ive experience in the
I t %it'll 1. of !tub loots Who had learned

I I H.11 , t X i pl r I t 11; Id all

:,utlect:t Who had learned Irish and
it tttl the Gat. 1 tooht

npoken by them
frirll npoken to them
Irish spoken in their
company

Itit.'h and
:Token by them

trinh and Englitth
.;token to thou,

lri:th and Engli:th poken
in their company

IR) PG
(77) (51)

58.4% 62.7%
72.7% 62.7%

114.4% 72.5%

29.9% 31.4%

22.1%, 27.5%

;!1.6sk

2.2.4 Factors in the learning experience
(cf. Tables 20-26, 1.2.4)

Subjects' reports on the factors which played a role in

their learning of Irish suggest that formal educational and

culturil factor:; rather than personal contacts and relationships
were predominant. This predominance, which recurs in the data for
all languages other than English, is in the case of Irish rather
less marked than in the case of French, rather more marked than
in the case of Italian, and of roughly similar dimensions to what
was found in respect of German and Spa-Ash.

Of all the various factors specified, the most often men-
tioned individual factor in relation to the learning of Irish (as
of French, German and Spanish,) was school. As Table 75 illus-
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1101 w.I., metal .1.. el I en .1.. .11 I el 1 It .1 I

cel.ild tied I II 11,1 yen' or,1

P, 'I'I I nil I mu... 11 eb, n, I x. ce1,11,,,t ed
I Ilt h r I 11 :11111 .1' 'I

` h.ti I ut eel I i i:;11

Inmthei 1,1 1 1 Int !. !het/
Wont lolled

1st

1,1,1 or:, Argot ionecl I.') I I.'/

lel I I y i,l s.ilh .1.(1 %/i>) hid I I i relu>rl e11

11,1V WI t,lken II Al Iu Im,lt y I,C111,0 I : IC I 'I.,/
( ) ; .11111 I1' 1,11 ttt .1111,:1 ItI1 n
having taken Irish at. post-primary :whool: PP 46.5'fk (198/20I), PC

(PP4/1611. About an eighth ot subjects who had learned

Irish ropett ul having token Irish IS a gegie subject.: 116 12,4%

(2',/201), PC II.BW (19/161); but only tiny percentages claimed to

have learned or studied Irish by moans of courses other than

school or degree courses: PG 3.0% (6/201), PG 4.4% (7/161).

2.3 IEARNING IRISH AT SCHOOL

2.3.1 Irish as a medium of instruction
(cf. Tables 27 and 28, 1.3.1)

Over half those subjects who had learned Irish had appar-

ently experienced the language at school as one school subject

among many. Only one PIG and seven PG reported having had Irish

as their sole medium of instruction at primary level; eight IX

and eleven PG reported having had Irish as their sole medium of

instruction at post-primary level. 44.1% of 0G subjects (86/195)
and 45.5% of PG subjects (71/156) who had taken Irish at primary

school reported having been exposed to some teaching through the

medium of Irish at that level; while 43.9% of UG subjects

(87/198) and 38.3% of PG subjects (59/154) who had taken Irish at

post-primary school reported having had this experience at that

level.
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2.3.2 Activities and learning materialsNig the Irish class
(cf. Tables 29-38, 1.3.2)

In answer to (!uostiOns-ah6ut the kinds of productive activi-
hdd ho..n asked to rerorm as part of the process of

Ir.lch it i,c ';00,)1, both un and PC: subjects mentionccl oral
i

his written work in respect of primary
,Hat I.

,-)tten'thAh writt,on work in respect of

)1. ns for Irish in this regarel were

-1 114: tor broach. The Irish data concur with
All thc Ilvina curriculdt languaaes apart from

ih marked praominance of references to more
1arnino activities over references to activities

A mor- nr "creative" kind in respect of both

primary and :.,cond

As far as learning materials are concerned, references to

t.' :'roal as opposed to non-textual/audio-visual materials are

c,,r1.;istcntly preponderant. in respect of Irish at both primary
Such consistency is riot. evident in the data

1:U .Fthh, eerman and .Spanish: Moreover, the preponderance of
to textual materials is generally more marked in

of ir,ish than in the case of French, German, Spanish

and iralin.

2.3.3, Enjoyment (cf. Tables 40 and 41, 1.3.3)

In respect both of primary and post-primary school,

markedly more and PG subjects said that Irish was the

lanauade they had least enjoyed learning than said that it was,.-

the ianguado they had most enjoyed learning. This trend con-

trst,-; with what was found for English, French, Spanish and

Italian, and in its consistency and degree with what *as found

or German.

2.4 LEARNERS' PERCEPTIONS OF THEIR PROFICIENCY IN IRISH

2.4.1 The four skills (cf. Tables 42-58, 1.4.1)

Ability in the receptive skills, i.e. understanding
sp.!.-.ch and reading, in Irish (as, in French, Germag, Spanish and

Italian) was more frequently claimed by both UG and PG subjects .

than ability in the productive skills, i.e. speaking and writing

L(Table: 76). Interestingly, proportionally more UG than PG

claix,:.d ability in each of the four skills.
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TABLE 76 Ability in the four skills in Irish
claimed by subjects who had learned
Irish

Understanding speech
Speaking
Reading
Writing

UG PG
(701) (161)

92.5% 85.7%
88.1% 78.9%
94.0% 85.7%
89.6% 66.5%

As tar as our subjects' reported difficulties with the four
skillsin Irish are concerned, writing was most often categorized
by both UG and PG subjects as "very hard" or "hard" and least
often as "easy" or "very easy" (Table 77). Moreover, of the four
skills this was the only one to be placed more frequently in the
"very hard"/"hard" category than in either the "normal" or the
"easy"/"very easy" category (Table 78). Speaking was consis-
tently next most often placed in the "very hard"/"hard" category
and next least often in the "easy"/"very easy" category (Table
77). However, both UG and P.G subjects classed speaking more
often as "normal" than as "very hard"/ "hard!! (Table 78).

TABLE 77 Subjects' difficulty rating for the four skills in
Irish

Understanding
speech

Speaking
Reading
'Writing

Understanding
speech

Speaking
Reading
Writing

very hard/
hard

31.3%
32.8%
27.9%
43.3%

UG
(201)

normal easy/
very easy

33.3% 1 28.4%
34.6% I 25.4%
39.3% r 25.9%
30.9% 18.9%

P6
(16i)

very hard/ normal \easy/

hard very easy

21.1%
32.3%
24.8%
37.3%

70

34.8%
35.4%
29.8%
32.3%

64

no response

7,0%
7.0%
7.0%
7.0%

no response

11.2%
9.9%

10.6%



TABLE 78 t
(me :iki in Irish according

sub-iocts' respensos

Undoritanding srwoch
Spaking
Pradino
1,4ritina

Understancinu speech
Speakind
heading
WiNkting

very hard/ normal
hard

*

*

UG

*

*

PG

*

*

easy/
very easy

In other words, the data for Irish, like the data for most

of the other living curricular languages, corroborate the widely

intuited view that, since receptive skills outstrip productive

:;`kills froM a fairly early stage of second language learning,

learners are more comfortable receiving than producing their

target language. UG and PC data do not concur quite so completely

at the other \.-nd of the scale, but the tendency for productive

skills in Irish to be more generally perceived as difficult than

receptive skillri is clear and consistent.

It is noteworthy that, in comparison with the whole set of

subjects who had lea hed Irish, those subjects who had visited

the Gaeltacbt tenedfto report difficulties with the four skills

in Irish less fregUently (Table 79).
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TABLE 79 Percentages of all subjects who had learned Irish
reporting diiticultie,; with the four skills, compared
with percentages of subjects who hag visited the Gael-
tacht reporting difficulties with with four skills

UG who had No UG who had No
learned response learned response
Trish Irish and

visited
Gaeltacht

(201)

Understanding
speech 31.3% 7.0%

Speaking 32.8% 7.0%

Reading 27.9% 7.0%

Writing 43.3% 7.0%

PG who had ho
learned response
Irish

(161)

Understanding
speech ,21.1% 11.2%

Speaking 32.3% 9.9%

Reading 24.8% 9.9%

Writing 37.3% 10.6%

(77)

13.0% 5.2%
14.3% 5.2%
16.9% 5.2%
31.2% 5.2%

PG who had Mo
learned response
Irish and
visited
Gaeltacht

(51)

11.8%
27.5%
13.7%
33.3%

A similar though not quite so consistent trend is revealed

if one compares the difficulties reported by the whole set of

subjects who had learned Irish with the difficulties reported by

those subjects who had experienced Irish as a medium of instruc-
tion at second level. In general, difficulties with the four

skills in Irish were reported proportionally less frequently by

the latter group (Table 80).
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TABLE 80 P,rcentaoes of all subjects who had learned Irish
reporting difficulties with the four skills, compareij

with l,ercentao. s of .;ubjects who had experienced Iri.r3t,

,u; i!:;trueti.Jn at 1:ecold level reper'_ing

tt.ni!- los w.+ tHe our skit IS

Whn ',,-1(1 !If; 010 had No

responF;o (..xperft-nced response
Irish as a
medium of
instruction
at second
level

(201) (87)

Fnderstanding
:1..k.h 31.3% 7.0% 21.8% . 2.3%

:-'p,.okina 32.ti% 7.0% 23.0% 23.%

keading 27.9% 7.0% 12.6% 2.3%

Writing 43.3% 7.0%
e

39.1% 2.3%

PG who had No PG who had No

learned response experienced response

Irish Irish as a
medium of
instruction
at second
level

(59)(161)

Understanding
speech 21.1% 11.2%

Speaking 32.3% 9.9%
Peadina 24.8% 9.9%

Writina 37.3% 10.6%

22.0%
32.2%
17.0%
25.4%

13.6%
13.6%
13.6%
13.6%

Finally on this point, relative to the whole set of subjects

who had learned Irish, those who at second level had been exposed

to a variety of learning materials - including non-textual/audio-

visual materials - reported difficulties with the four skills

proportionally- less frequently, whereas those who had used only

or mainly textual materials at second level reported such diffi-

culties proportionally more frequently (Tables 81 and 82).
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TABLE 81 Por .ntages of all sublets. who had learned Irish
reporting difficulties with the four skills compared
with percentages of subjects whose learning materials
at second level had included non - textual /audio - visual

materials reporting difficulties with the four skills

UG who had No UG whose No

learned response learning response

Irish materials
included
a/visual
materials

Understanding

(201)

k

(77)

speech 31.3% 7.0% 24.7% 6:5%

Speaking 32.8% 7.0% 29.9% 6.5%

Reading 27.9% 7.0% 26.0% 6.5%

Writing 43.3% 7.0% 39.0% 6.5%

PG who had No PG whose No

learned response learning response

Irish materals
included
a /visual
Materials

(161) (37)

Understandinc
speech 21.1% - 11.2% 18.9% 8.1%

Speaking 32.3% 9.9% 27.0% 8.1%

Reading 24.8% 9.9% 18.9% 8.1%

Writing 37.3% 10.6% 29.7% 8.1%
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TABLE 82 1.-1,"..11r..-W, 01 all suhieets who had learnou Irish

re! orilue difficulties with the four skills,, compared

with ocr,-,ntages of :;.tibjccts who had used fly or

t2xtual learning materials at second, level'

rportine difi'icultis with the four skills

riuderstanding
speech

UG who had
I-,arned
Irish

(201)

31.3%

No
response

7.0%

LIG who had
used only/
mainly,

learning
materials

(120)

35.8%

No
response

6.7%

ST,eaking 32.8% 7.0% 35.0% 6.7%

Reading 27.9% 7.0% 30.8% 6.7%

lvviting 43.3%

PG who had

7.0%

No

45.8%

PG who had

6.7%,

No

learned response used only/ response

'Irish mainly
textual

'1(:arning
materials

(161) (121)

Understanding
speech 21.1% 111.2% 22.3% 10.7%

Speaking 32.3% 9.9% 34.7% 10.7%

Reading 24.8%- 9.9% 26.4% 10.7%

Writing 37 3% 10.6% 39.7% 10.7%
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2.4.2 Particular prOductive difficulties..
(cf. Tables 59-73, 1.4.2)

Of the six aspects of producing Irish which subjects were
.:Isked to rate, for difficulty, "finding the right turn of phrase
for exactly what you want to say in a particular situation" was

most often deemed "very hard'/"hard" and least often deemed

°'''''" "v, r', ea:;v" (Table P3) and was markedly more often

cat' not ,Is "vory hard " / "harp," than "normal" or "racy " /

"very ew;y" (Tahl,, H4). ids; wal; stat:d ,2arlier (1.4.T),

thi ilom wo.:; Flo!-;t widely rated "very hard"/"hard" in respect of

ill th,, 1.inowlu..:; mentioned by subjects, and possible reasons
for thi:; have alr'oaciy been discussed.

TABLE Subjects' difficulty rating of different aspects of

speaking and writing Irish

UG
(201)

very hard/
hard

normal .
easy/
very easy

no
resnonse

1..xact term 46.3% 30.8% 16.9% 6.0%

Right word 39.3% 33.8% 21.4% 5.5%'

Word order 17.4% 39.8% 36.8% 6.0%

Prone -at ion 14.4% 34.8% 45.3% 5.5%

Right tur of

phrase 51.2% 30.3% 12.4% 6.0%

Intonation 26.4% 39.3% 28.4% 6.0%

very hard/
hard

normal easy/
very easy

no
response

Exact form 38.5% 27.a% 22.4% 11.8%

Right word 42.9% 26.7% 18.6% 11.8%

Word order 13.7% 36.0% 39.8% 10.6%

Pronunciation 10.6% 31.7% 44.7% 13.0%

Right turn of
phrase 46.0% 26.1% 16.1% 11.8%

Intonation 18.6% 32.9% 36.0% 12.4%

The next most difficult aspects of speaking and writing

Irish according to our subjects appear to be "getting the

exact -form right" and-"finding the right word". Again this is

in line with the trend which emerges from the data for, other

languages (cf. 1.4.2). UG and PG concurred in that more of

them placed these items in the "very hard"/"hard" category

than in either of the other cat:gories (Table-841V they-differed.
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in that, whereas the Ud categorized the former more often than

the latter as "very hard"/"hard" and less often than the latter

as "normal" or "easy"/"very easy", the PG did the reverse (Table
33).

TABLE 84 Yoteqprizatic)n 01 different aspects of speaking and
ritirig Irish acc,o-dind t, th., highest numbers of
:;iitlects' responses

Exact form
Right word
Word order
Pronunciation
Piuht turn 01 ohrane
Intonation

Exact form
Piaht word
Wore order
Pronunciation
Right turn of phrase
Intonation

"v.hard"/"hard" "normal" "easy"/"v.easy"

PG

*

*

*
*

*

At the other end of the scale, the item which in respect of

Irish was characterized least often as "very hard"/"hard" and

most often as "easy"/"very easy" was "pronouncing the words

properly', (Table 83). Among both VG and PG subjects this item
was found "easy"/"very easy" more often than it was found, either

"normal" or "very hard"/"hard" (Table ,84). After pronun-

ciation the item in Irish which most often cropped up in

the "easy"/"very easy" and "normal" categories and next least

often' in the "very hard"/"hard" category was "getting the word

order right". More UG subjects found this item "normal" than

found it either "very hard" /"hard" or "easy"/"very easy';

while more PG subjects found it "easy"/"very easy" than

found it either "very hard"/"had" or "normal" (Tables 83 and

84).

Finally, "getting the right i.1:_onation" appears in the Irish
data consistently fourth from the top in the "very hard"/"hard"

section of, Table 83 and third from the top in the "easyP/flvery

easy" section. UG subjects classified Irish intonation as "nor-

mal" more often than either "very hard"/"hard" or "easy"/"very
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easy", whereas PG subjects classified it more often as "easy"/

"very easy" than as either "very hard"/"hard" or as "normal"

(Table 84). Once again these findings by and large echo the

findihgs for other languages (cf... 1.4.2).

If one compares the proportion of all subjects who had

learned Irish reporting particular productive difficulties in

Irish with the proportion of .quhiects who had visited the Gael-

tacht, reporting tich (Tahlo 85), one finds a consis-

t0W- Pr();q'rti,diAl
cr..,in in dilticulties Mi hv SG in the

ce3dr,iry trend, on the whole, :1!-i far as PG

sic

TABLE 85 Percentages of all subjects who had learned Irish,

reporting particular productive difficulties, compared
with percentages of subjects who had learned Irish' and

visited the Gaeltacht reporting such difficulties

Exact form
Right word
Word order
Pronunciation
.Right turn of
phrase
Iritonation

2

Exact form
Right word
Word order
Pronunciation
Right turn of
phrase
Intonation

UG who had
learned
Irish

(201)

46.3%
39.3%
17.4%
14.4%

51.2%
26.4%

PG whO had
learned
Irish

(161)

38.5%
42.9%
13.7%
10.6%

46.0%
18.6%

A similar result is

No
response

PC who had
learned
Irish and
visited
Gaeltacht

(77)

No
response

6.0% 35.1% 3.9%

5.5% 29.9% 3.9%

6.0% 9.1% 3.9%

5.5% 6.5% 3.9%

6.0% 39.0% 3.9%

6.0% 18.2% 3.9%

No
response

PG who had No
learned response
Irish and
visited
Gaeltacht

(51)

11.8% 41.2%
11.8% 51.0%
10.6% 11.8%
13.09 '13.7%

11.8% 54.9%
12.4% 11.8%

arrived at if one compares the
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particular productive difficulties reported by all Irish

learners with those reported by subjects who had experienced

Irish as a medium of instruction at second level. However, in
this case; the PG data diverge rather less from the UG data (Table

86).

TABLE 86 Percentages of all subjects who had learned Irish

reportimi particular productive difficulties compared
with norcont:Ines of 15ubiects who had experienced Irish

a medium cat instruction at second level reportin'g

:-uch difficulties.

VG who had No UG who had No

learned response Irish as response

Irish medium of
ins -_ruction
at second
level

(87)(201)

6xact form 46.3%
Right word 39.3%
Word or6er 17.4%
Pronunciation 14.4%
Right turn of
phrase 51.2%

Intonation- 26.4%

6.0%
5.5%
6.0%
5.5%

6.0%
6.0%

37.9%
37.9%
14.9%
12.6%

2.3%
2.3%
2.3%
2.3%

46.0% 2.3%
21.8% 2.3%

PG who had No PG who had No

Learned response Irish as response

Irish medium of
instruction
at Second
level

(59)

11.8% 32.2% 10.2%
11.8% o 35.6% 10.2%
10.6% 5.1% 10.2%
13.0% 8-.5% 10.2%

11.8% 57.6% 10.2%
12.4% 20.3% 10.2%

(161)

Exact form 38.5%
Right word 42.9%
Word order 13.7%
Pronunciation 10.6%
Right turn of
phrase 46.0%
Intonation 18.6%

A neater pattern emerges from a comparison of the particular

productive difficulties of the entire set of subjects who had

learned Irish with the productive difficulties of subjects whose

learni-ng materals had included-non-textual/audio-visua-1-
materials. The trend for proportionally fewer such difficulties

to be reported by the latter group was completely consistent
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amongst UG subjects and disturbed by only a very slight counter-

trend in just one category amongst PG subjects (Table 87). More-

over, UG and PG subjects who had used only or mainly textual

learning materials consistently reported slightly more such dif-

ficulties than the generality of subjects who had learned Irish

(Table 88).

TABLE 87 Percentage or .111 subjects who had loarn,,d Irish
roportino parti,:,11.ar productive difficulties comparod
with percentages of subjects whose Irish loarnino
materials at socond lovol had included non-textual/

Aaudio-,,isual materials r.,porting suchifficulties

UG who had
learned
Prish

(201)

No
response

'UG who had
used a/v
materials
at .second
level

(77)

No
response

C

Exact form 46.3% 6.n' 37.7% 6.5%

Right word 39.3% 5. 28.6% 6.5%

Word order 17.4% 6.0% 11.7% 6.5%

Pronunciation 14.4% 5.5% 7.8% 6.5-$

Right turn of jp

phrase 51.2% 6.0%.` 44.2% . 6.5%

Intonation 26.4% 6.0% 16.9% 6.5%

PG who had
learned
IrisI

No
response

PG who had
used a/v
materials
at second
level

No
response

(161) (37)

Exact form 38.5% 1t.8% 32.4% '8.1%

Right word 42.9% 11.8% 43.2% 8.1%

Word order 13.7% 10.6% 10.8% a.1%

Pronunciation 10.6% 13.0% 2.7% 8.1%

Right turn of
phrase 46.0% 11.8$ 40.5$ 8.1%

Intonation 18.68 12.4% 13.5% 8.1
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TABLE 88 Percentages of all subjects who had learned Irish
r.1,ortin,1 pArticul,ir productive difficulties compared
with oercenta,1,,s of subjects who had used only or
ainly t.xtual Irish materials at second level

r;port iSe such difficulties

Ut.: who had No UG who had No

learned response used only/ response
Irish mainly

textual
materials

(201)

at second

(120)

txact form 46.3% 6.0% 50.8% 6.7%

Right word 39.3% 5.5% 45.0% 6.7%

Word order 17.4% 6.0% 20.8% 6.7%

Pronunciation 14.4% 5.5% 16.7% 6.7%

Right turn of
phrase 51.2% 6.0% 55.0% 6.7%

Intonation 26.4% 6.0% 29.2% 6.7%

PG who had No PG.who had No

learned response used only/ response
Irish mainly

textual
materials
at second
level

(161)

Exact form 3b.5% 11.8%
Right word 42.9% 11.8%
Word order 13.7% 10.6%
Pronunciation 10.6% 13.0%
Right turn of
phrase 46.0% 11.8%
Intonation 18.6% 12.4%
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(121)

39.7% 12.4%
43.0% 12.4%
14.0% '12.4%
(3.2% 12.4%

48.8k 12.4%
20.7%N. 12.4%



Chapter 3

Experience of learning French

3.1 NUMBERS (cf. Table 1, 1.1)

92.1% of UG ,;uhlocts (221/240) and 90.3% of PG subjects
(187/207) had 1,,,Jrnd Er-nch at

i.2 CIRCUMSTANCES AND SITUATIONS IN WHICH CONTACT
WAS ESTABLISHED

3.2.1 Home (cf. Tables 2-9, 1.2.1; Table 10, 1.2.2)

Only tiny minorities of the subjects who had learned French

reported it their native language, or as the native language
of their parents or partners. No UG and only one PG reported

French as the native language of his/her children. Similarly,

only tiny proportions claimed that French was used in their

households or that their home environment was a factor in their

experience of learning Drench. No UG and only 3 PG claimed to

have start,-.(1 learning French before normal school age.

3.2.2 Age (cf. Table 10, 1.2.2)

A majority of subjects who had learned French reported that
they had started learning French between the ages of eleven and

seventeen, that is to say, during the years normally associated
with second-level education: UG 69.7% (154/221),, PG 58.3%

(109/187). However, guite!a substantial minority of subjects who
had learned French reported having begun learning. it in what

Would normally have been their primary school years (4-10): UG

21.3% (47/221), PG 13.4% (25/187). It has already been men-
tioned (3.2.1) that only a handful of subjects who had learned

French. (UG 0.0% 0/221, PG 1.6% 3/187) placed their first

learning encounter with the language in what are normally the

pre-school years. Rather more (PG 1.8% -11 4/221, PG E.4% -

12/187) claimed to have started 11earning the language,after the

age of seventeen.
7

3.2.3 Speech community (cf. Tables 11-19, 1.2.3)

A majority of UG subjects who had learned French (67.4% -

149/221) and just under half of PG subjects'ewho had learned

French (44.4% - 83/187).:reporfed ghat they had. learned it in

their "own country", - which for most of them meant
A substanOtWminority of both samples- (UG ----- --

40/221, PG 26.7%.--50/18 reported that they...had learned it both

in their "own, country" and in a "country . where the language

is' native". However, only a few reported having learned French

2
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Y . 11 A r 1 h,a o It i nat (re, 4.5% 10/221,

!
187) , 1 n rI lo t hat; such a rah nt r y or their

)!1.. if)f) ;
5/187) or in combinations

.1 t .w r on- mentioned ahoyo (UC, 1.8% -

ti h hA 1 ) t hat h (ICI and PC subjects who

11,1. clall:;-,1 to have vi::itod a Fcench-speaki ng

(121 .111, PC 64.2* (120/187). Data on the

) ! a! f)! and exhonuro to tronch :'idured in such

tL .1u1 1) ".,lI.

TAM.': 89 .:,),t.ani,at C V' I it.'.117 in ?rench-
:,0;10 oodntric., of ntOvieots who had
I'll Call Froneh, oxpronnou as percentages

d1I nuhjectl-; who had learned French
and vintted such countrtes

tly them
nt n to t herr

oti 17 Choir

Ed.!! t-*

.

t

h rat Enallnl.
.r, th,.111

A:*;

.: ,",;,,n 1CC

'IC PG
(121) "(120)

17.1%

1

47.5%
51.7%

74.2%

33.1%

36.7%

14.2%

3.2.4' Factors tn tht- expelice
fci Tahlen

fo the varloun fautorn which were reported by
ha,:e been ate in the language

), ''xi'-ft a,cit, in reip.?ct CU i*senvr, as of all languages
tAose of a Corral./ e.lucational or cultural

wet.. frequently men5iort7d than those of a more
i..:ttern is more pronounced in

Ot_a thaa .n tht: dat,n tor the other languages - a fact
hoen noted and discussed (cf. 1.2.4 above).

'ormal educational and cultural factors mentioned in

t', learning French, school was predominant, being refer-
hy Yr ::110 tects more often than all other factor's combined

!tibiectn. not very markedly less often than all other

,7.7cmhini.,d (Table 90).
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TABLE 90 The importance of school as compared
with all other factors in subjects'
experience of learning French

UG PG:

hNlumber of times school mentioned 195 136

Number of times other factors
mentioned 162 173.

A not inconsiderable minority of subjects who had :learned

French reported having taken it as a subject at primary school:

.UG 25.3 %' (56/221), PG 20.3% (38/187); and the va3t majority of

them reported having taken it at post-primary school: UG 99.1%

(219/221), PG 88.8% (166/187). 7.2% of UG subjects (16/221) and
21.4% of PG subjects (40/187) who had learned French had studied

it as part of a degree course; the PG showing in this context was

thus markedly stronger than the UG showing. 4.5% of UG 'subjects

(10/221) and 23.5% of PG subjects (44/187) who had learned French

had learned or studied it by means of courses other than

school or degree courses; the percentage of PG subjects in this

category was thus. again markedly higher than the percentage of

UG subjects.

3.3 LEARNING FRENcH AT SCHOOL

3.3.1 French as a medium of instruction
(cf. Tables 27 and 28, 1.3.1)

Most subjects who had learned French at school reported

Inever. having experienced it as a medium of instruction. Only

four subjects (all PG) stated that they had been taught

entirely through French at p-imary level, and only two (both PG)

that they had been taiy.;ht ,n:rely through Frenc,, at post-

primary level. 7.1% of UG subjects (4/56) and a' .9% of PG

subjects (6/38) who clad taken FrenCh at primary f al reported

having had some experience of French as a medium instruction

at that level, while 23.3% of UG subjects (51/219) and 17.5%

of PG subjects (29/166) who had taken French at post-primary

school reported having been exposed to some teaching through

the medium of French at that level.

8`i
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3.3.2 Activities and materials in the French
classroom (cf. Tables 29-38, 1.3.2)

with reter..nce to the kinds of productive activities they

nAl .glaAged in whilt leArnin.: French at school, both UG. and PG
1,ct H tended ht mention of t work more often than written

work in rt,:q.Ct of French at primary level and less often than

written work in respect of t'rench at post-primary level, the

french data in this retard being rather similar to the Irish

Poterences to activities of a more "mechanical" nature in
FoOPet 01 the learning of French at both primary and post-

primar level are as In respect of the learning of all other
lan.inag.t; apart from Enclish at these. levels - very much
!ma than r0i01.'nCO:t to activities of a more self-

expr., iv. or "cteat ive" kind.

l,ith regard to language learning materials, UG subjects
;oild non textual /audio visual materials precisely as often

As trirely textual materials in respect of French at primary level

And more than our fifths as cfLen as purely textual materials in
remect of french at post-primary level. In PG responses refer-
.nee:; t., pitt..l textual. materials consistently and clearly out -

r t r J p rel.trencet. to non textual /audio - visual materials.

3.3.3 Enjoyment (cf. Tables 40 and 41, 1.3.3)

Nearlt: two litths of UG subjects and more than a third of

PG subieet,! who had taken French at primary se ol said that it
wa; the language they had most enjoyed learning it that level,
whilst just over a third of PG subjects and just under a f'rth
of PG subjects who had taken French at primary school said it

was the language they had least enjoyed learning at that level.
Thus a much higher proportion of UG than PG reported strong
reactions to French at primary school.

Jt:At over a third of UG subjects and just under a third of

PG subjts who had taken French at post-primary school

claimed that it was the language they had most enjoyed learning
at that level, whereas rather less than a quarter of each

.:Ample said that it was the language they had least enjoyed
learning at that level.

In its general trend this pattern of response!: .-arresponds
to what. was found in respect of English, Spanish and Italian.
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1.4 I.EARNERS' PENCEPTIoNS OF TUEIR FROFICII'NY FkFNCII

1.4.1 The four skill'; (cf. Tables 1.4.1 )

AlIit)11,1Ht I 1 ';dhit,Ctf; t..,Th had learned French, in tlw

Teptive ,Aill!; (leading and understanding speech) was con-

;:ently mole d than ability in the pro-

(wi iting and npeakinul (Table 91). This in in

line with the findinas for Irish, G., IThanish and Italian.

Proportionally III. MG than PG olair Ability in each of the

tour skill!;.

TAMA.: 91 fat,feet s. vi Hoed abi lily in the fear

k I 1 in tench

st 011,11

k.
rig

ad',n,-;

NI I t I

MG
221) (1137)

72.2%
65.2%
74..(1%

'

a pr..;.,nted in '!'all.. 'I of t ei suil,ort for the

le-arnrs --nd to porceiye second

1111,1,1,1- pt ion CIS less probl,.,matic than second language

pr(./ucr An analysis of our suhl-cts' difficulty rating for

lancniage ( 'able '92) reveals, however, that

,.,'her --,1s ai,ongs,: PG ('ubjects writing and speaing- French were

indeed tared an ditlicult more often than understanc)ina spoken

lnd reaciind .'rench, in the PG data it is speaking

and n.. rstanding :Token French that appear at the top of the

' .
hero " / "hard" table . lost findins constitutes a

Jiver tinm the general trend of result in this context and

related to the farticular y,rspective .Thglophones seem

on French phonology and ,Tonetics (cf. commc,ntF, on

fr-nh intonation and pronuneition, 1.4.2

and

It It
,stino !,, note that .hilst a 'majority of

i,uhacts , !ad T. en French (in the case o PG subj-cts a

.ry large rajority) ,limed ability in each of the four

Kr,L,nch c:.), in both the UG and the PG OF.ta for

F,enc.1 oro of t!r four Er:.2aking and under-

staflHin! - wert. mor- c>tten )-laced in the "very

"hard" oatrioi y than in oith.,: the "normal" the "easy"/

"very oasy" cat-gory ('l'ai 1 's 9 2. and (13).

P2
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TABLE 92 llubjects lty rating for the four skills in
French

very hard/
hard

UC,

( 221 )

normal easy/
very early

Und,g,standing
spe0ch 1-11.4% 27.2% 15.4%

tlpakinq 56.6% 29.4% 10.0%
lid 1(3 27.6% 48.4% 19.9%
..,a I t Ina 46.2% 3o.4% 10.4%.

underst cind
speech

1k 11(3

Peading
1..;lit I MO

PC,

(187)

very hard/ normal easy/
hard very easy

42.3%
48.7*
29.9*
51.1%

21.9%
27.3%
31.0%
24.6%

25.7%
15.0%
30.5%
13.9%

no response

4.1%
4.1%
4.1%
4.1%

no response

10.2%
9.1%
8.6%

10.2%

TABLE 93 Catt,gorization of the four skills in French according
to the higtirqt n obers of subjects responses

tsclertanding
t-ln0aking

Peading
wrIting

Uttderstandirg !ip-ech
gnok1-10-
Reading
Writing

vc y hard/ normal easy/
hard very easy

UG

PG

*
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c1,mpar i:;011 with the whole Si' t of 'a.hets who had

learned Frein-li, those suhleet s who had learnol French and had

visited a French- ;peaking ,.ountry t.'ndt'd to report difricultieF1

with th4. tour rki1Is in Fr.;...h 1,;!; freoll,.nt I y 94).

TABLE 94 PercP,auet; of all subjects who had learned French

rep.,ii t u,r di'liculti,.!; with the four ski I r .impared

wlii, slibiets who had leartwd French
and visited a French-speaking country reporting

i l I icul I

who had No
1 I,arned response
French

st''r.:tandi

(221)

Awech .1'

H.-akin,' 56 a

1'ading 27.b,
Writing 46.2%

PO who he :

learned

(18

42.3%
411.7%
29.9%
51.3%

8

(IC who ad No

loarnod response
French and
visited
a French-
5';peakinq

country
(121)

4.17 44.6% 1.7%

4.1% 52.1% 1.7%

4.1% 23.1% 1.7%

4.1% 44.6% 1.7%

PC, who had No

learned response
French 'nd
visited

French-
speaking
country
(120)

10.2% 5.9%

9.1% 42.5% 5.0%

8.6% 20.8% 5.0%
10.2% 45.8%
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'TAI I.E uP) Percent ,t ,d all !iuhi,,c(:; who had learned French
reporting difficulties with the four :;kills compared
with percentage:; ol nubject, who had experienced
French on o medium of it)!;1 ruction at poitt-primary
!,chool teport ino ,uth difticultie:;

1R; who hail No II( wh,, had No

learned le:Tonne experienced response
Fimw6 French an

a medium of
ihmtruction

('121.)

Und,aHitanding
,!,.,,,,11 '11.4P

.,-.1king ',,,.(HA.

No,tding * 27.6%
St i t. i ty; 46.2*

tInder,,Jondifti
;1,ettch

4.1%
4.1'0,

4.1'A

4.1%

PG who had cil No PG who had No

learned response experienced response
French

(1R7)

49.0% 2.0%
45.0% 2.0%
23.5% 2.0%
41.2% 2.0%

42.3%
48.7%
29.9%
51.3%

10.2%
9.1%
8.6%

10.2%

French as a
medium of
instruction

(29)

20.7% 6.9%
31.0% 6.9%
17.2% 6.9%
37.9% 9%

lakowisor a comparison of the difficulties with the four

ills reported by the whole set of subjects who had learned

French with those reported 1)y subjects Yho had experienced

French as d medium of instruction at post-primary school

(Table 95) reveals that such difficulties- were consistently
reported prop.,rtiorylly more frequer01y by the former than by the

latter group.

Nn very cl, end emerges from a comparison of difficul-
ties

. ith the or skills reported by subjects whose French

learniaa material- at post-r)ri:oary level had included non-

textual/audio-vis !
materials cith those reported by the gener-

ality of subject -glo had learned French (Table 96), Likewise,

from a comparison between difficulties, reported by subjects

whose French learning materials at second level had been

exclusively or mainly textual _od those reported by the whole
of subjects who had learned-French, there emerge two con-

tradictory treeris. PG subjects i^ the former category

reported sort difficulties, ,,hc:c.6.s UG subjects in the.

same category reported slightly ::,wer difficulties (Table 97).
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TABLE

s.
_ -

1,.,retgitogs of oll subjects who had i orned French
1, curt inq dillicult ies with the lout skills compared
withpercentages of sithiects whotte Vii rwh learning
materials at post-primary school had Included
audio-visual matero,.; reporting

who Hut No Ft: whose

lt.ottwd 1-.:;1,0m,e Prench
French learnino

materials
were portly
a/visual

No
rt,!.;ponro,

(168)

Understanding
speech 52.4% 4.8%

iitwaktng 4.1 ?. 55.4% 4.8%

Reading 27.10. 4.1% 26.2% 4.8%

Writing 46.2% 4.1%% 46.4%, 4.8%

PC who had No PG whose No

1,..1rned respone French responst,

Ft nch learning
material!:;
were partly

(187)

;1 /visual

(107)

Undortitanding,.
speech 42.3% 43.0% 3.7%

Speaking 48.7% 9.1% 52.3% 3,7%

RPadina 29.9% 8.6% 26.2% 3.7R

Writing 51.3% 10.2% 45.8% 3.7%

9 0
64.



TAM . 97 Peicentaoe!; it .,11 t;uhiect!; who had learned French
r,poritnq with the' four compared

wtth l','F"n10,8'i; of 5Uhlot!i whmie French learning
pat.g1,11s at post-primary level had been exclusively

mainly textual

11C, who hag
learned
I'rc

Ni is; whmie No
reHpuww French rospon5o

learning
materials

(221)

had been
textual

(48)

Phtl,gaanding
I. 4% 4.1% 5 2.1%

;',peaki ',6.1A 4.1% 54.2A

II ading -27.6% 4.1% 27.1%

ina 46.2% 4.1% 41.1%

PG who ha,. PG whose No

1`,1 r 1100 response French response

french learning
materials
had been
textual

(197) (56)

Prnder!;tandinq
,;,,ech 42.3% 10.'2% 46.4% 8.9%

i,akin,i 48.7% 9%1% 51.8% 8.9%

Pailing 29.9% 8.6% 30.4% 8.9%

Writing 51.3% 10:2% 58.9% 8.9%

3.4.2 Particular productive difficulties
(cf. Tables 59-73, 1.4.2)

The aspect of producing French most often characterized as

"very hard"/"hard" and least often as "easy"/"very easy" by

subject:: who had learned French was "finding the right turn of

phrase for exactly what you want t say in a particular

situation" (Table 98). which was deemed "very hard " / "hard" by
an absolute majority of s..t,lects who had learned French (Table

99). The French data ..,tncur here in general terms with the

data for all other languages mentioned by subjects (cf. Tables

and discussion in 1.4.2).

Next most difficult according to our subjects seem to be

"getting the right intonation" and "finding the right word"

(Table 98), both of which items were categorized as "very
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)8; and 1'0) han cat

t "noi nhi "o.ii.:", "VtIy ,,,t:;y" (T,11,1 'rho

poi o I l'o. t (11 "t I lid tic cc I qht Wtird"
.()1 I:11 y I t o what w.w t ound iii r.!..poot of t

Hi t ianinad-. .
I ;;Iil Hot

"got I lig Ii I Iit lit (till ton", im Hi' cit it
lanqua(lo-H,,wil lc, And fct)c.I)c cc' lakon

()0.thcr with itt a!;;;o!0..tit tilt, words

I IV''. I'. I cut tt.H app.,11!, const:it ont )y I (mil P ti

"vo,I y iii il", "iiono,11" io,ct imp; id 9H, And mor.,
t roin hot ii Iii' ti(; rotiv; .,v,t 1 udt od i t "vor y

hot d",, "hard" t at; "normal" (d "...ic,y"/"vory

qq). What. link!i Punch pronunr.tation and intonation, of

t h., I aot t hat t hey hot') I ,lat o tO l'uonoli phonology ;hid
)iiitilc't ii whIch ho/d to porroivo as

I , I, I LniI I phccciic ci ,+.1`,' .11 : t I 11, .'111 lull
pddgo,Awal

on t h i!; pot lit in I t;t11, Hot i liii ti Ito
or .1 iii .11 ,;k I ,; itt It moh,

TAPIA.; 98 Huh i,,ct!;' di 1 I icul t y rib itot 1 or di f t oront a::pects

ot !;pc.aktnI and wlit ing 1,r.,nch

Riqht ,d
Word ord.,r
Prominciailon
Piqht tarn of
phr,1!:,

Inton, ,on

Exact form
Right WO:

PronunciatIon
Right turn of
phrase
Intonation

hot j

i6.2% 40.74
44.8A 42.1%

50.7 !,

40.3% 33.5%

71.0% 23.1%
48.9% 31.7%

vary hard/ normal
hard

36.9% 35.3%
44.9% 34.8%
24.1% 36.9%
37.4% 31.0%

63.1% 19.3%
47.6% 21.4%
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Ill;
( 2211

3.6%
17.2%

PG
(187)

easy/
very easy

17.1%
9.6%

28.3%
20.9%

7.0%
20.9%

no
res)iolso

2.3%
2.3%
LP?,
2.3%

2.3%
2.3%

no
response

10.7%
10.7%
10.7%
10.7%

10.7%
10.2%



TAIgd: ,11 ,,r ,t I ..1I k 111 I .1:;1(.1!; nl pt (,(11(i nri

nch I I tot I., 11I' hi,Ihet.1 11111111,1

I Ht m
I:10111 -Id
Nei J .,I,111

tolll1111.0 toll
it I r,hI I tlI II t,1 10.
Ilit,ut

tle

mmo.11

l'G

easy/
very easY

CentiAtentiv titth !rpm thetop of the "very hard"/"h.,d"
tion T.1G- 9/i is "eetting the exact form right". This

item eteai .. to he mere wioely perceived as difficult
amongst our Yujoetn, NO11 of whom categorized it as "very
hard"/"hTtt" than as "normal" or "easy"/"very easy", than amongst
our Ili nubjectn, more of whoth placed it in the "normal"
eatego/. than in either of the other two (Table (19). More-

over, in the tIG data thin item appears third in the "easy"/"very
easy" section of Table 98, whereas in the PG data it appears
fourth in this same section. The fact that the difficulty

rating of this iter is relatively low in the French data

as compared with its rating elsewhere is interpretable as a
enrollary of tip., fact that pronunciation and intonation received
a rt_1(lularlv high difficulty rating in the French data in

conil,trion with their rating in respect of other languages.

The iter, Aich is apparently leaft widely perceived as

di! Icult lw,ncrt both UG and PG subjects "getting. the word
order. right", wt h consistently appears at t-he bottom of the

"very hard" "hard' -etion of Table 98, high in the "easy"/"very
easy" section, and .t the top of the "normal" st.ction. An abso-
lute majority of UG subjects ri- --d this item as "normal" rather
than "very hard"/"hard" or " ' -'ry easy", and more PG sub-
jects placed it in the "norm, cc ory than in either of the

other two (Table 99). This ,cited a similar pattern of

responses in respect of most ( r cue other languages specified by
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ttt.t.,11c t op
count ry

II (121 )

I .y..t , .1 I, t

tttillt loot ti 44 .tt'?
ViOt 11 cr,,,tr
Itr,t.,,:rict.0 t

hi t

71.o,t
41ki.tt

Pt;
I ,t,ti

Frttuch

1...: Act tot 0 1(,.
i 1,110 word 44.'1'
Word ortlot- 24.1%,
Pronunctt at ton .t7.4 t,

Ri ht turn of
phra (14. I%

Int (mat ion 47.6%

9I

1./0

. 11

Pc who hild

r,:1t011:tt ktar nod
Fronch and
visitcd a
Prcnch-
speaking
country

(120 )

138

11.7%
4c.0%
21.7%
29.2%

1.%
1.7%
1.7%
1.7%

1.7%
1.7%.

is o

fvf;11,noo

9.2%

9.2%
9.2%

55.8% 9.2%
36.7%. 9.2%
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21.5*
11. 1%

72.6%
41.?*

..,!;pon!;0

21.6%
21.6%
21.6*
.'1.6*

21.6%
21.68

who had No wno h,id No

learned rofipow;is experienced resp

French

flf171

French as a
medium of
instruct.lon

(2 "1

err,

,;ht woi

it

44.q*
10.7*
10.7*

41.4%
37.9%

17.9*

l);11,1 ur let 24.1* 10.7% 10.3% 37..A

Pi (mini,: 1 ;it

t 11111

ten
el

11.4* 10.7* 34 .i A "7

rlira!;t,
Int ()mit ion 47.6*.

10.7%
10.2A

62.1%
41.4%

41.9,
7,

A similar trend emerges if one compares the productive

difficulties reported by all subjects who had learned Pretleh

with tho:;o roportl by subjects who had experienced French as a

MI of i n;;I ruchion Ot second level. The latter group reported

pr000rtiobally fewer difficulties in respect of most aspects of

produeino French ('t'abl'e 101).

No particularly clear emerges from a comparison of

productivo difficulties rep ,ted by all subjects who had learned
french with those reported by learners who had been exposed to

non-textual/audio7visubl materials at post-primary ovel.

however, to the extent that a trend is discernible it is for

this latter group to report proportionally fewer difficulties
in respect of most items (Table 102).
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TABLE 103 Percentages of all subjects who had learned French
reporting particular productive difficulties compared
with percentages of subjects who had used exclusively

or mainly textual French learning materials nt post-
primary school reporting such difficulties

UG who had No UG who had No

learned response used only response

French or mainly
textual
learning
materials

(221) (48)

Exact form 36.2% 2.3% 31.3% 6.3%

Right word 44.8% ' 2.3% 41.7% 6.3%

Word order 25.8% 1.8% 10.4% 6.38

Pronunciation 40.3% 2.3% 41.7% 6.3%

Right turn of
phrase 71.0% 2.3% 75.0% 6.3%

Intonation 48,9% 2.3% 68.P' 6.3%

PG, who had No PG who had No

learned response used only response

French or mainly
textual
learning
materials

(187) (57)'

Exact form 36.9% 10.7% 37.5% 12.5%

Right word 44.9%. 10.7% 50.0% 12.5%

Word order 24.1% 10.78 25.0% 12.5%

Pronunciation 37.4% 10.7% 39.3% 12.5%

Right turn of
phrase 63.1% ' 10.7% 69.6% 12.5%

Intonation 47.6% 10.2% 51.8% 12.5%
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Chapter 4

Experience of learning German

4.1 NUMBERS (cf. Table 1, 1.1)

35.8% of UG subjects (86/240) and 35.8% of PG subjects

(74/207) had learned German at some stage.

4.2 CIRCUMSTANCES AND SITUATIONS IN WHICH CONTACT WITH GERMAN

WAS ESTABLISHED

4.2.1 Home (cf.. Tables 2-9,'1.2.1, Table 10, 1.2.2)

Only tiny proportions of subjects who had learned German

claimed that it their first language or the first language

of their parents. No.PG and only one UG claimed that German was

his/her partner's 1;rst language, and no subjects'reported German

as their children's first language. Only two subjects (both PG)
reported that German was used in their household, and only hand-

fuls of subjects claimed that their home. environment was a factor

in their experience of learning German or that they had started

learning German before normal school age.

4.2.2 Age (cf. Table 10, 1.2.2)

Consistently more subjects who had learned German reported

having begun learning the language between the ages of eleven and

seventeen - that is during the normal post-primary school years -

than either earlier or later: UG 44.2% (38/86), PG 35.1% (26/74).

Only 4.7% of UG subjects (4/86) and 2.7% of PG. subjects (2/74)

who had learned German claimed to have begun learning German

before the age of four, and only 2.3% of UG subjects (2/86) and

no PG subjects who'had learned German claimed to have started

learning it during the normal primary school years - i.e. between

four and ten years. However, quite a sizeable minority of both

groups reported that they had started learning the language after

the age of seventeen: UG 24.4% (21/86), PG 32,4% (24/74).

4.2.3 Speech community (cf. Tables 11-19, 1.2.3)

Just under two fifths of both UG (39.5% 34/86) and PG

(39.2% - 29/74) who had learned German reported having learned it

in their "own country" - that ie. for the vast majority of them,

Ireland. Quite substantial percentages claimed to have learned

German in a "country where the language is native" (UG 20.9% -

18/86; PG 12.2% - 9/74) and in such a country as well as in their

"own country" (UG 15.1% - 13/86; TG 18.9% - 14/74). Only tiny,

percentages (UG 1.2% - 1/86, PG 2.7% - 2/74): reported having

learned German 0 a place other than 'their "own, country" or a

"country where the language is native", and references to com-

, 92
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binations of places other than the one mentioned above figure not

at all in the PG data and only barely in the PG data (1.4% -

1/74).

More than half of both the UG and PG subjects who had

learned German had visited a German-speaking country at some

stage.: UG 54.7% (47/86), PG 64.9% (48/74). The communicative

experience of Gorman those subjects reported having had during

such visits is summarized in Table 104.

TABLE 104 Communicative experience in German-
speaking countries of subjects who had
learned German, expressed as proportions
of all subjects who had learned German
and visited such countries

UG PG

(47) (48)

Gorman spoken by them' 0.341
German spoken to tnem 0.38
German spoken in their

company 0.79
German and English

spoken by them 0.47
German and English

spoken to them 0.47
German and English

spoken in their company 0.17

4.2.4 Factors in the learning experience
(cf. Tables 20-26, 1.2.4)

0.38
0.44

0.65

0.27

0.29

0.13

The German data, like those for all other languages apart

from English, show a distinct and consistent /preponderance of

references to formal educational and cultural factors over refer-

ences to "personal" factors in subjects' reports on the factors

which played a role in their language learning experience. The

degree of this preponderance in respect of German j.s roughly in

line with what was found ii respect of Irish and Spanish.

School was the most prominent of all the various factors

mentioned by both UG and PG subjects. Although it certainly does

not feature so strongly as a learning factor in the German data

as in the French and Irish data, it was mentioned here more

often than any other single factor more than half as often as

all other factors combined in the UG data and about two fifths as

often as all other factors combined in the PG data (Table 105).
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TABLE 105 The importance of school as compared with all other
factors in subjectst.experience of learning German

UG

Number of times school was mentioned 39

Number of times other factors mentioned 64

PG

30
74

Only tiny minorities of subjects who had learned German (UG

4.7% - 4/86, PG 2.7% - 2/74) reported having taken it as a

subject at primary school. A majority of UG subjects and more

than two fifths of PG subjects who had learned Carman had

taken it at post-primary school: UG 60.5% (52/06), PG 43.2%

(32/74). ...The per&ltage ,f PG subjects with a knowledge of

German wfio had studied it at degree course level (14.9% - 11/74)
was more than double that of the UG subjects in this category

(7.0% - 6/86). As far as courses other than school and

degree courses are concerned, whereas more than half the PG

subjects who had learned Germar had learned or studied it by

means of such courses (51.4% - 38, '4), only 15.1% (33/86) of UG
subjects with a knowledge of German had made use of such courses.

4.3 LEARNING GERMAN AT SCHOOL

4.3.1 German as a medium of instruction
(cf. Tables 27 and 28, 1.3.1)

Of the four UG and two PG subjects who had taken German at

primary school, all reported having been taught through it at

that level. On the other hand, of the n ch larger numbers

of UG and PG subjects who had taken German at post-primary

school, only about a sixth of each sample claimed to have ex-

perienced German as a medium of instruction at that level: UG

17.3% (9/52), PG 15.6% (5/32).

4.3.2 Activities and learning materials in the German cies:.
(cf. Tables 29-38, ].3.2)

With regard to productive activities associated with learr

ing German, subjects who had taken German, at school tended tJ

mention oral work and written work in approximately equal pro-

portions in respect of primary level and written work some-

what more often than oral work in respect of post-primary

level. The results foe German are in this respect comparable to
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those tor ::.panish and, with regard to post-primary level experi-

ence, Italian. in the Gorman data - as in the data for all .

other languages apart. from English - references to "mechanical"

language learning activities consistently and markedly outweigh

reierences to mo,:o self-expressive or "creative" activities..

As tar as learning materials are concerned, references to

put.. ly textual materials here as elsewhere generally predominate

over references to nou-textual/audio-visual materials. Excep-

tional. in this regard are the UG data in respect of primary level

German, whore references to non-textual and to textual materials

occur in equal numbers. The preponderance or references to

purely textual materials in the PG data is mor.:, consistent and

more pronounced.

4.3.3 Enjoyment (cf. Tables 40 and 41, 1.3.3)

Three of the four PG subjects who had taken German at

primary level said that German was the language they had most

enjoyed learning at that level, and none of the four said it was

the language he/she had least enjoydd at that level. No strong

reactions either way were reported by PG subjects in respect of

German at primary level.

Reactions to German at second level were remarkably bal-

a d. 23.1% of UG (12/52) and 21.9% of PG subjects (7/32) who

had taken German at post-primary school stated that German was

the language they had most enjoyed at that level, and similar

percentages of both groups (PG 23.1% 12/52, PG 25.0% - 8/32)

stated that it was the language they had least enjoyed at

that level.

The German data therefore show no clear preponderance of

"enjoyed most responses. These data thus stand between the

English, French, Spanish and Italian data on the one hand, with

their more marked preponderance of "enjoyed most" responses,

and the Irish data on the other hand, with their preponderance

of "enjoyed least" responses.

4.4 LEARNERS' PERCEPTIONS OF THEIR PROFICIENCY IN GERMAN

4.4.1 The four shills (cf. Tables 42-58, 1.4.1)

As Table 106 indicates, subjects who had learned German

were relatively modest in their claims as to what they could do

in the language. ra tae whole PG subjects tended to make fewer
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claims than UG subjects. in respect el Gorman as et Irish,

Drench, Spanish and Italian, greater proportions of both UG

and PG subjects claimed ability in the receptive skills

(reading) and understanding speech) than in the productive
skills (writing and spaking).

TABLE 106 Subject's' claimed ability in the
four skills in German

Understanding speech
Speaking
Reading
Writing

UG PG

(86) (74)

70.9%
64.0%
65.1%
48.8%

54.1%
47.3%
66.2%
32.4%

TABLE 107 Subjects' difficulty rating for the four skills in
German

UG
(86)

very hard/ .
normal easy/ no

hard very easy response

Understanding
speech 44.2% 26.7% 15.1%

Speaking . 53.5% 19.8% 11.6% 15.1%

Reading 54,7% , 18.6% 11.6% 15.1%

Writing 66.3% 11.6% 7.0% 15.1%

PG
(74)

very hard/ normal easy/ no

hard very easy response

Understanding
speech 50.0% 18.9% 17.6% 13.5%

Speaking 55.4% 13.5% 17.5% 13.5%

Reading. 50.0% 18.9% .L7.b% 13.5%

Writing' 67.6% 6.8% 12.2% 13.5%
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With ogard to ubioct!i' wpolted difficuition with the

tour skilft in Gorman ('fables 1()7 and 1011), of the four,

writ inq wat; mwit often catogorized as "very hard"/"hard" and

Olt.q1 ,1:0 "normal" or "easy"/"very easy" by both UG and PG

!ad) iect At the other end of the m_7alo, understanding speech
cow;isteldly appears at the top of the "easy"/"vuiy easy" and

"normal" sections of Table 107 and at the bottom of the "very

hard"/"hard" section. UG and PG suICIectn differed in their

assivgmlent of reading and ipeakinq. In the OG data reading and
speaking appear respectively second and third in the "very hard"/

"hard" section of Table 107, third and second in the "normal"

section, and equal. second in the "easy " / "very easy" section. In

the PG datt, on the other hand, the positions of these two skills
it; reversed in the "very hard"/"hard" and "normal" sections of

Table 107, although in the "easy"/"very easy" section they again

come equal second.

TABLE 10B Categorization of the four skills in German according
to the highest numbers of subjects' responses

very hard/ normal
hard

UG

Understanding speech
Speaking
Peading
Writing

P0

Understanding speech
Speaking
Reading
Writing

easy/
very easy

In other words, whereas in the PG data the productive

skills were more often rated as problematic than the

receptive skills, which is in line with other findings and
accords with what one would expect (cf. 1.4.1 and discussion in
2.4.1 and 3.4.1), in the UG data it was productive and recep-

tive aspects of dealing with the written language which elicited

most "very hard"/"hard" responses. Given the indications'

that UG subjects' experience of learning German was more typi-
cally school-based than that of PG subjects (cf. 4.2.2, 4.2.4),

one is tempted to conclude that the explanation for this
divergent 1.rend in the UG data lies in a particular pedagogical
preoccupation with the written forms of the,language.
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The 1Ln:it rt riki n r feat tire of I 11, t i nil l nr8; present oil 1

T;11)(,,r, 107 111(1 10(i i one which common to hot 11 11(1 and IN;

data. 110 and 1(0 :itiljoct (( were at one in eategori.,,ino al I

tour skills in German as "very hard"/"hard" more often than as

"normal" or "easy " / "very ecpv".

In comparison with the whole !wt. of subjects who had

learned Gorman, those sub,oc;:; who had learned Gorman and had

visited a German-ipeaking country consistently reported fewer

difficulties with speaking German and understanding spoken

German. 0n the other hand, these latter consistputiv reported

more difficulties with writing Gorman. lid subjects in the latter

group also reported more difficultin with regard to reading the

language, whereas thee PG data show up trend either way (Table

109).

4

TAME 109 Per.'entades of all subjects who had learned Gorman
reporting difficulties with the four skills compared
yith percentages of subjects who had learned German

---'and had visited a German-speaking country
reporting such difficulties

UG who had No
learned response
Germtn

(86)

UG who had No

learned response
German and
visited a
German-
speaking
country

(47)

Understanding
speech 44.2% 15.1% 40.4% 6.4%

Speaking 53.5% 15.1% 44.7% ., 6.4%

Reading 54.7% 15.1% 59.6% 6.4%

Writing 66.3% 15.1% 70.2% 6.4%

Understanding
speech

Speaking
Reading
Writing

PG who had No PG who had No

learned response learned response

German German and
visited a
German-
speaking
country

(74) (48)

50.0%
55.4%
50.0%
67.6%

13.5%
13.5%
13.5%
13.5%

47.9%
54.2%
50.0%
70.8%

4.2%
4.2%
4.2%
4.2%



Wit h l 4.(1.1 (1 1 (1 1 111. i V l (lo.ncl. h.,11 1 iN crll 110. pc l!1 l In of etai

1)1 I he expel IeII.'. ccl Gei mat) as a medium of I nst.ruct. i on at,

;emend level, PG who had had Gelman as a medium of instruction at
-.eoond level repotted MI Ihe whole, proportionally moro, and 0G

in t11i:1 cateuoiy proportionally tower dilfiulties with the

I (.t11. :;k ills ein Grman t t genet y of PG OG who

had !eat nod II.rman (Table I10), However, it would probably be
ldvl sable t o I rat i hese I i i nun with cant. inn, given the

very inc:l I numbers ot subjects who had exper iv need Gorman a ;; a

me(ii um 1 i tuet ion ,ont I he very h igh "no response" rat ,y;
I -spect ot this ouest

TABLE 110 Percentages of all subjects who had learned German
reporting difficulties with the four skills compared
with perrentAues.of subjects who had experienced
German as a medium of instruction at post-primary

reeorting such dittieulties

Understanding
speech

Speaking
Reading
IATiting

Understandine
speech

Speaking
Reading
Writing

. .

PG who had No 0G who had No
iesponse German as response

G,rman a medium of
instruction

(86) (9)

44.2% 15.1% 33.3% 33.3%
53.5% 15.1% 33.3% 33.3%

54.7% 15.1% 22.2R 33.3%
66.3% 15.1% 44.4% 33 . 3%

PC who had No PG who had
learned response German as response

Gorman a medium of
,instruction

(74) (5)

50.0%
55.4%
50.0%
67.6%

60.0%
60.0%
60.0%
60.0%

40.0%
40.0%
40.0%
40.0%

The evidence regarding Cerium learning materials in this

context is also contradictory (Tables 111 and 112). On the one
hand, there is a trend for proportionally fewer difficulties with

readinc: and writing in German to be reported by subjects whose

Germar learning materials at second level had included non-
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i'XI 11,11 1, VI 1,110 I 111.0 r l,tlii 1Ilan tIn tiont.I.11 y of mil) loot ti

who tiad !eat tied 0,1 man . tut I he t In !hind I It flifill" r'nfl

emerge.; in thHi c,t a I.M ,ell lull skills, in renpec1 id suhleeln

who had used mainly or exeli lively textual Gorman learning ma-

terials at uecoud lovl. H should ho noted ono, awin that one
in dealing hove with relalively small suh -groups and, in seven of

the eight sign id I 1,1tIll.h, 1'01,11 v.ly high "Bit renponne" raten.

. .

TABLE 111 Percent agate of all subleets who had learned German
reporting difficulties with the four skills eOmpared
with Irercenlagen of subjects who'd! German learning
materials at second level had included non-textual/

audio-visual materials

lIG who had No UG whose 'No

loornod ronr,onse learning response

German materials
included
a/visual
materials

(116) (29)

Understanding
speech 44.2% 15.1% 51.7% 17.2%

'peaking 53.5% 15.1% 62.1% 17.2%

Reading 54.7% 15.1% 44.8% 17.2%

Writing 66.3% 15.1% 34.5% 17.2%

PG who had No PG whose No

learned response learning response

German materials
included
a/visual
maLerials

(74) (17)

Understanding
speech .50.0% 13.5% 41.2%

Speaking 55.4% 13.5% 58.8%

Reading 50.0% 13.5% 41.2%

Writing 67.6% 13.5% 64.7%
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TABIX 1 1 2 c nt n lc n of All unlOonts who had loam,' Gorman
r. i,orting difficultion with tho tout skills oompard
with porrt.ntallon of suldoctn whom Gorman learning
materials at noohd le"ol wore exclusively or mainly

toxtnal

OG who ul No UG whose No

loornd ronpohuo learning ronponne

Gorman matorials
worn only/
mainly
textnal

(0(.)

Undorstonding
speoch 44.2% 15.1%

Speakinq 53.5% 15.1%

Reading 54.7% 15.1%

Voltihq 6(1.1% 15.1*

(19)

36.8% 15.8%
47.4% 15.8%
36.8% 15.8%
42.1% 15.0%

PG who had No PC whose No

learned rosponse learning response

Gorman materials
werq only/
mainly
textual

(74) (18)

Undorstandinn
speech 50.0% 13.5% 38.9% 27.8%

Speaking 55.4% 13.5% 38.9% 27.0%

Poadinn 50.0% 13.5% 33.3% 27.8%

Writing 67.6% 13.5% 55.6% 27.8%

4.4.2 Particular productive difficulties
(cf. Tables 59-73, 1.4.2)

The German data concur with data for other languages in

regard to the aspect of production most often characterized by

subje.7ts as "very hard"/"hard" and least often as "normel" or

"easy'/"very easy" (Table 113). The item inquestion - 'find-

ing tLe right turn of phrase for exactly what you want to say

in a particular situation" - was classed as "veryAard"/"hard"

by an absolute majority of both UG and PG subjects who

had learned German (Table 114; cf. Tables and discussion in

1.4.2).
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seel Inn ill Tahl t. 11 I ate' twat I lw ih. "ssomal"
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1,i k. "1 i n.l l tit' t ht. 1 1,110 t tit t 4.1 Hit t 1., i I wa-. .
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(1I . I . )

TABLE 113 f;n1fiecl:.' di 1 t i ful t rating lor difterent atipect:t

of tpoakintt and writing German

Exact. Iorm
Right word
Word order
Pronunciation
Right turn of
phrase

Intonation

Exact form
Right word
Word order
Pronunciation
Right turn of
phrase

Intonation

vely hard/
hard

50.0%
51.2%
22.1%

62.8%
33.7%,

very hard/
hard

55,4%
54.1%
48.6%
13.5%

59.5%
23.0%

108

,m111,01
very easy

18,6% 4.7%
24.4% 4.7%
20.9% 7.0%
27.9% 29.1%

15.1%, 1.2%
11.4% 14.0%

(74)

manna 1 easy/
very easy

17.6% 9,5%
20.3% 8.1%
20.3% 13.5%
29.7% 39.2%

17.6% 5.4%
29.7% 29.7%

102

11!
4

20.9%
20.9%
20.9%
20.9%

20.9%
20,9%

no
response

17.6%
17.6%
1.7.6%

17.6%

17.6%
17.6%



TABLE 114 Cateaorization of different aspects of German
according to the highest numbers of subjects'
resnonses

very. hard/ normal easy/

hard very oas,!

UG

!rri
word

W-rd ordQr
Pronunsziation
itic:ht turn of phrase
Intonation

PG

Exact torn.
i..;hr. word
fiord order
Pronunciation
Right turn of phrase
,:intonation

* *

*

"Finding the right laord" and "getting the word order right"

tend to appear around the middle of the "very hard"/"hard" sec-

tion, the "normal". section and the "easy"/"very easy" section of

Table 113, - although it should be noted that both these items

were very markedly more often categorized as "very hard"/"hard"
than as "normal" or "easy" / "very easy" by both UG and PG subjects

(Taine 114). The perceived difficulty of "finding the right

word" is apparently language-independent (cf. 1.4.2). That of

a-oce7ing the word order right", on the other hand, can plausibly
be attributed to the fact that German word order. is in many

respects rather different from English word order, and that it

has therefore traditionally attracted'a good deal of attention

from Anglophone teachers and learners of German (cf. discussion

in 1.4.2)

At the bottom of the "very hard"/ "hard" section of Table 113

wo find "getting the right intonation" and "pronouncing the words
properly" - in that. order. These items also appear, in reverse

order, at the top of the "easy"/"very easy" section of the table.

In addition, both figure at the top of the "normal." section.

"Getting the right intonation" was classed more often as "normal"

of as "easy"/"very easy" than as "very yard" /"hard" by PG, but

fnore often as "very. hard"/"hard" by UG (Table 114). "Pronouncing

the words properly", on the other hand, was more often, cat-

egorized as easy" than as "normal" or "very hard"/

"hard" by both UG.and PG subjects (Table 114). These results are

in line with the general tendency (from which only the French

data diverge) for subjects to rate phonetic/ phonological aspectS

of the languages. they know as difficult less often than most



other aspects of those languages (ct. 1.4.2).

No very clear picture emerges from a comparison of produc-

tive difficulties reported by the whole set of subjects who had

learned German with those reported by subjects who had learred

German and had visited a German-speaking country (Table 115).

It is true that UG subjects in the latter category tended to

report proportionally fewer difficulties. However, the trend
which emerges from the PG aata in this context runs in the oppo-
aite direction except in respect of pronunciation.

TABLE 115 Percentages of all subjects who had learned Germa
reporting particular productive difficulties com.6red
with percentages of subjects who had learned. German
and had visited a German-speaking country reporting
such problems

UG who haa No UG who had No

learned response learned response
German German and

visited

(86)

a German-
speaking
country

(47)

Exact form 55.8% 20.9% 55.3% 19.1%

Right T..grd 50.0% 20.9% 44.7% 19.1%

Word order 51.2% 20.9% 48.9% 19.1%

Pronunciation 22.1% 20.9% 12.8% 19.1%

Right turn of
phrase 62.8% 20.9% 63.8% 19.1%
Intonation 33.7% 20.9% 29.8% 19.1%

PG who had No PG who had No

learned response learned response

German German and
visited a
German-
speaking
country

(74) (48)

Exact form 55.4% 17.6% 65:4%- 6.3%

Right word 54.1% 17.6% 54.2%1 6.3%

Word order 48.6% 17.6% 54.2%! 6.3%

Pronunciation 13.5% 17.6% 12.5% \ 6.3%
...

Right turn of
phrase 59.5% 17.6% 64.6% . 6.3%

Intonation 23.0% 17.6% 25.0% 6.3%
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TABLE 116 Percentages of all subjects who had learned German
reporting particular productive difficulties compared
with percentages of subjects who had experienced
German as a medium of instruction at second level

reporting such difficulties

UG who had
learned
Gorman

(86)

No
response

UG who had
German as
a medium of
instruction

(9)

No
response

Exact form 55.8% 20.9% 22.2% 33.3%

Right word 50.0% 20.9% 33.3% 33.3%

Word order 51.2% 20.9% 22.2% 33.3%

Pronunciation 22.1% 20.9% 11.1% 33.3%

Right turn of
phrase 62.8% 20.9% 44.4% 33.3%

Intonation 33.7% 20.9% 33.3% 33.3%

PG who had
learned

(74)

No
response

PG who had
German as a
medium of
instruction

(5)

No
response

Exact form 55.4% 17.6% 60.0% 40.0%

Right word 54.1% 17.6% 20.0% 40.0%

Word order 48.6% 17.6% 40.0% 40.0%

Pronunciation 13.5% 17.6% --- 40.0%

Right turn of
phrase 59.5% 17.6% 40.0% 40.0%

Intonation 23.0% 17.6% 40.0%

-

The trend which emerges from a comparison of the

productive difficulties reported by all subjects who had

learned German with those reported by subjects who had

experienced German as a medium of instruction at post-primary

--- school is for proportionally fewer difficulties to -be

reported by the latter group. This trend is almost

completely consistent, with just one area of the PG data not

conforming to it (Table 116). One notes, however, the very

small numbers of subjects in the latter category and the high "no

response" rates throughout.
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TABLE 117 Percentages of all subjects who had learned German
reporting particular productive difficulties compared
with percentages of subjects whose German learning
materials at second level had included non-textual/
audio-visual materials reporting such difficulties

UG who had
learned
German

(86)

No
response

UG who had
used a/v
materials

(29)

No
response

Exact form 55.8% 20.9% 51.7% 17.2%

Right word 50.0% 20.9% 44.8% 17.2%

Word order 51.2% 20.9% 55.2% 17.2%

Pronunciation 22.1% 20.9% 24.1% 17.2%

Right turn of
phrase 62.8% 20.9% 69.0% 17.2%

Intonation 33.7% 20.9% 34.5% 17.2%

PG who had
learned
German

(74)

No
response

'PG who had No
used a/v response
materials-

(17)

Exact form 55.4% 17.6% 64.7%

Right word 54.1% 17.6% 58.8%

Word order 48.6% 17.6% 52.9%

Pronunciation 13.5% 17.6% 23.5%

Right turn of
phrase 59.5% 17.6% 70.6%

Intonation 23.0% 17.6% 23.5%
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TABLE 118 Percentages of all subjects who had learned German
reporting particular productive difficulties compared
with percentages of subjects whose German learning
materials at second level had been mainly textual
reporting such problems

Exact form
Right word
Word order
Pronunciation.
Right turn of
phrase

Intonation

UG Who had No
learned response
German

(86)

UG who had No
used only/ response
mainly
textual
materials

(19)

55.8% 20.9% 52.6% 15.8%

50.0% 20.9% 36.8% 15.8%

51.2% 10.9% 47.4% 15.8%

22.1% 20.9% 15.8% 15.8%

62.8% 20.9% 52.6% 15.8%
33.7% 20.9% 31.6% 15.8%

PG who had No PG who had No

learned response used only/ response

German mainly
textual
materials

(18)(74)

Exact form 55.4%
Right word 54.1%
Word order . 48.6%
Pronunciation 13.5%
Right turn of
phrase 59.5%

Intonation 23.0%

17.6%
17.6%
17.%
17.6%

17.6%
17.6%

50.0%
44.4%
44.4%
16.7%

55.6%
16.7%

22.2%
22.2%
22.2%
22.2%

22.2%
22.2%

UG subjects who had used a variety of German learning ma-

terials at second level, including non,textua./audio-visual ma- .

terials, reported proportionally more difficulties_with word

order, pronunciation, getting the right turn of phra,se and, in-

tonation than the generality of UG subjects who- had fearned

German; PG subjects who had used such materials consistently

reported more productive difficulties than the generality of PG

subjects who had learned German. UG subjects who had been ex-

posed exclusively or mainly to textual materials at second level
consistently reported, fewer productive difficulties than the

generality of UG subjects who had learned German. PG subjects

who had used only or mainly textual materials at second .level

also reported fewer difficulties except in respect of pronuncir
ation (Tables 117 and 118).
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Experience of learning Spanish

In this chapter there are no tables equivalent to

Tables 8C and 8, in Chapter 2, Tables 95 and 101 in

Chapter 1, and Tables 110 and 116 in Chapter 4. The

r,ason .'or this is the smallness of the relevant sub-

groups for Sranisti.

5.1 NUMBERS (cf. Table 1, 1.1)

15.4% of UG (37/240) and 19.8% of PG subjects (41/207) had

learned Spanish at some stage.

5.2 CIRCUMSTANCES AND SITUATIONS IN WHICH CONTACT WITH SPANISH

WAS ESTABLISHED

5.2.1 Home (cf. Tab:les 2-9, 1.2.1; Table 10, 1.2.'2)

No subject claimed that Spanish, was his/her sole first

`language, althoughc,:iVo PG claimed that they had learned Spanish

and English simultaneously as their first languages. Only one

subject (PG) claimed that his/her mother's native language was

Spanish, and only one (UG) reported that his/her partner was a.

native speaker of Spanish (and English). No subjects claimed that
their fathers or children were native speakers of Spanish. Only

one .(PG) reported that Spanish was spoken in his/her household,

only two (both PG) stated that their home environment had been a

factor in their experience of learning Spanish, and only one (PG)

claimed that he/she had started learning Spanish before normal

school age.

5.2.2 Age (cf. Table 10, 1.2.2)

Of both UG and PG subjects who had learned Spanish, more

reported having begun learning the language between the ages of

eleven and seventeen, that is during the normal post-primary

school years, than either earlier or later: UG 0.43 (16/37), PG

0.37 (15/41). Only one subject (0.02) of the 41 PG who had

learned Spanish claimed to have started learning it before ,the

age of four; and only two (0.05) of the 37 UG who had learned

Spanish claimed to have started learning it between four and ten

years. As far as subjects beginning Spanish after the age

of seventeen are concerned, of the 37 UG subjects who had Learned

Spanish there was only one in this category (0.03). However,

about one fifth(0.22 - 9/41) of PG subjects who had learned

Spanish reported having started learning the language after the

age of seventeen.
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5.2.3 Speech community (cf. Tables 11-19, 1.2.3)

About two fifths of UG subjects (0.43 16/37) and about one

fifth of PG subjects (0.22 - 9/41) who had learned Spanish

reported having learned the language in their "own country" - in

other words, for most of them, Ireland. 0.08 of 1G (3/37) and

0.1 of PG subjects (4/41) claimed to have learned-it in a "coun-

try whore the language is native". None of the UG subjects and

only one of the 41 PG subjects (0.02) who had learned .Spanish

reported having learned it in a place other than his/her "own

country" or a "country where the language is native". Whereas

only one of the 37 UG subjects (0.03) who had learned Spanish

claimed to have learned it in a "country where the language

is native" as well as in his/her "own country", well over a

quarter (0.29) of 41 PG subjects who had learned Spanish made

such a claim. Two further of the 41 PG subjects who had learned

Spanish (0.05) reported having learned it in their. "own

country", a "country where 'the language native", and "another

place".

Over half of both the UG -and PG subjects who had learned

Spanish claimed to have visited a Spanish-speaking country at

some stage: UG 0.54 (20/37), PG 0.66 (27/41). The reports of

these subjects on their use of and exposure to Spanish

during such visits is summarized in Table 119.

TABLE.119 Communicative experience in Spanish-
speakirg countries of subjects who had

learned Spanish, expressed,ad proportions
of) all subjects who had learned Spanish
and visited such countries

UG
(21)

Spanish spoken by them 0.43
Spanish spoken to them 0.57
Spanish spoken in their

company 0.86
Spanish and English

spoken by them 0.29
Spanish and English

spoken to them 0.24

Spanish and English
spoken in their company 0.14

PG
(26)

0.42
0.42

0.65

0.31

0.42

0.23

,5.2.4 Factors in the learning experience
(cf. Tables 20-26, 1.2.4)

In relation to the learning of Spanish, as in relation to

the learning of other languages apart froM English, there is a
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preponderance of references to (formal educatiorJ1 and cultural
f.,:ctors over references to personal contacts and relationships
.ia subjects' reports on factors in the language learning experi-
ence. This preponderance is of roughly the same order as
that which emerges from tne Irish and German data.

Of all factors, Cie single most frequently mentioned in

respect of Spanish was school (Table 120). In the PG data
school was referred to as often as all other factors
combined, which approximately corresponns to the- trend
discernible in the date for Irish and French. In the- PG
Spanish data school was mentioned about a third is often as all
other factors combined, which tends more in the direction of
the pattern for Gorman and Italian.

TABLE 120 The importance of school as compared with
all other factors in subjects' experience
of learning Spanish

UG PG

Number of times school mentioned 18 15

Number of times other factors
mentioned 18 43

Only 0.11 of UG (4/37) and 0.07 of PG subjects (3/41) who
had ,learned Spanish reported having taken Spanish at primary

school. A clear' majority of both UG and PG who had learned
Spanish; on the other hand, said they had taken it as a

subject at post-primary school: UG 0.76 (28/37), PG 0.63

(26/41). Similar proportions of UG and PG subjedts claimed to
have studied the language as part of a degree -course: UG '0.16

(6/37), PG 0.15 (6/41); this-diverges from the tendency discer-
nible in the English, Irish, French, and German data for pro-
portionally more PG than UG to fall into this category. With

regard to subjects with a knowledge of Spanish who reported

having learned or studied it by means of a course-other than a

school or degree course, the proportion of PG subjects -in -_this
category (0.15 - 6/41) was nearly twice as high as the propor-
tion of UG subjects (0.08 - 3/37).

5.3 LEARNING SPANISH AT SCHOOL

5.3.1 Spanish as a medium of instruction
(cf. Tables 27 and 28, 1.3.1)

One of the four UG subjects and two of the three PG subjects .

who reported having taken Spanish at primary school said they had
experi,nced Spanish as a medium of instruction at that level.
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Of those 'who reported having taken Spanish at post-primary
school, the proportion of PG subjects claiming to have experi-
enced some teaching through Spanish (0.23 - 6/26) was markedly
higher than the proportion of UG subjects making the same claim
(0.11 - 3/23).

5.3.2 Activities and learning materials in the Spanish class
(cf. Tables 29-38, 1.3.2)

Sublocts who had taken Spanish at primary school tended to

r,ention oral productive activities about as often as written
productive activities. In respect of Spanish at second
level, productive written activities were mentioned more,often
than productive oral activities. These results correspond
roughly to what was found for German. References to

"mehanical" language learning activities ;in 'the Spanish

data as elsewhere apart from in the English data - consis-
tently predominate over references to more self-expressive or

"creativC" activities.

With regard to language learning materials, the Spanish

findings do not wholly conform to the general tendency for

references to textual materials to predominate. Whilst
references to textual materials dc outweigh. references to

non-textual/audio-visual materials in the UG data concerning
Spanish at first level and in the PG data concerninc Spanish at
second level, in the PG data on Spanish at first levees and in

the UG data on Spanish 'tat second level it is the refer-
ences to non-textual materials which are preponderant.

5.3.3 Enjoyment (cf. Tables 40 and 41, 1.3.3)

Of the four UG subjects who had. taken Spanish at primary

school, one said it was the language he/she had most enjoyed.at
that level and none said Spanish was the language least en-
joyed. Of the three PG subjects who had taken Spanish at primary
school two said Spanish was the language they had most.enjoyed at
that level and none said it was the language least enjoyed.

UG reactions to Spanish at second level were more
balanced. Eight of the 28 subjects who had taken Spanish at
post-primary school (0.29) said that it was the language they had
enjoyed most at that level, whilst seven of them (0.25) said it
was the language they had enjoyed least at that level. PG

reactions in this context, on the other hand, tended markedly
in the "most enjoyed" direction. Whereas ten of the 26 PG sub-
jects who had taken Spanish at post-primary school (0.39)

reported that it was the language they had enjoyed most at

that level, only three of them (0.12) reported. that it was
the 'language they had enjoyed least.
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The findings for Spanish with regard to enjoyment of the

language as a school subject are thus broadly similar to those

for English, French and Italian, insofar as "most enjoyed" res-

ponses generally outweigh "least enjoyed" responses.

5.4 LEARNERS' PERCEPTIONS OF THEIR PROFICIENCY IN SPANISH

5.4.1 The four skills (cf. Tables 42-58, 1.4.1)

Claims made in respect of subjects' ability in the four

language skills in Spanish (Table 121) were, like similar

claims made in respect of German, relatively modest in level. As

in the case of Irish, French, German and Italian, fewer claims

were made in respect of the productive skills (writing and

speaking) than in respect of the receptive skills (reading

add understanding speech). UG subjects tended to be more con-

fident than PG subjects in the claims they made in respect

of writing and understanding speech, but less confident

than PG subjects in their claims concerning reading and speaking.

TABLE 121 Subjects' claimed ability in the four

skills in Spanish

Understanding speech
Speaking
Heading
Writing

UG PG

(37) (41)

0.70
0.54
0.62
0.54

0.68
0.56
0.78
0.49

As far as subjects' difficulty rating for the four skills in

Spanish is concerned (Tables 122 and 123), in both the-UG and the

PG data the productive skills were consistently more often

classed as "very hard"/"hard" and less often classed as "normal"

than the receptive skills. UG subjects categorized all four .

skills as "very hard"/"hard" more often than as " normal" or

"easy"/"very easy". PG subjects did the same with writing,

speaking and understanding speech, but categorized reading as

"normal" more often than as "very hard"/"hard" or "easy"/"very

easy".
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TABLE 122 Subjects' difficulty raying for the four skills
in Spanish

UG
(37)

very hard/ normal easy/ no
hard very easy response

Understanding
iipoech 0.41 0.32 0.11 0.16

Sreakinc 0.57 0.19 0.08 0.16
Reading 0.38 0.30 0.16 0.16
Writina 0.51 0.14 0.19 0.16

PG
(41)

Understanding

very hard/
hard

normal easy/
very easy

no
response

speech 0.42 0.27 0.22 0.10
Speaking 0.46 0.20 0.24 0.10
Reading 0.27 0.32 . 0.29 0.12
Writing 0.-51 0.20 0.15 0.12

-TABLE 123 Categorization of the four skills in Spanish
according to highdst numbers of subjects' responses

Understanding speech
Speaking
Reading
Writing

Understanding speech
Speaking
Reading
Writing

very hard/ normal .easy/

hard 'very easy

UG
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Of subjects who had learned Spanish, those who had visited a

Spanish-speaking country 'Consistently reported proportionally

fewer difficulties with the four skills in Spanish than the

generality of subjects (Table 124).

TABLE 124 Proportions subjects who had learned Spanish
reporting difficulties with the four skills compared
with prbportions of subjects who had learned Spanish
and visited a Spanish-speaking country reporting

such difficulties

UG who had No UG who had No

learned response visited a response

Spanish Spanish-
speaking
country

(20)(37)

Understanding
speech 0.41

Speaking 0.57
Reading 0.38
Writing 0.51

0.16 0.20
0.16 0.40
0.16 0.30
0.16 0.40

0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15

PG who had No PG who had No

learned response visited a response

Spanish Spanish-
speaking
country.

(27)(41)

Understanding
speech 0.42

Speaking 0.46
Reading 0.27

Writing 0.54

0.10
0.10
0.12
0.12

0.30
0.37
0.22
0.44

0.07
0.07
0.07
0.07

Proportionally fewer difficulties with the four skills in

Spanish were reported by PG subjects whose Spanish learning

materials at post-primary school had included non-textual/

audio-visual materials than by the generality of PG subjects who

had learned Spanish (Table 125); the UG data show no clear trend

in this area. A comparison of the numbers of difficulties repor-

ted by subjects who had used only or mainly' textual Spanish

learning materials at post-primary school with those reported by

the whole set of subjects wh.o had learned Spanish yields

somewhat contradictory results (Table 126).
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TABLE 125 Proportions of all subjects who had learned Spanish
reporting difficulties with the our skills
compared with proportions of subjects whose Spanish
learning materials at second level had included
non-textual/audio-visual materials reporting such
difficulties

UG who had
learned
Spanish

(37)

No
response

UG w.Jo had
used a/v
materials

(19)

No
response

Understanding
speech 0.41 0.16 0.47 0.16

Speaking 0.57 0.16 0.58 0.16

Reading 0.38 0.16 0.37 0.16

Writing 0.51 0.16 0.47 0.16

PG who had No PG who had No

learned
Spanish

,response used a/v
materials

response

(41) (12)

Understanding
speech 0.42 0.10 0.33 0.08

Speaking 0.46 0.10 0.33 0.08

Reading 0.27 0.12 0.25 0.08

Writing 0.54 0.12 0.42 0.08
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TABLE 126 Proportions of all subjects who had learned
Spanish reporting difficulties with the four skills
compared with proportions of subjects whose Spanish
learning materials at second level were exclusively
or mainly textual reporting such difficulties

UG who had No UG who had No

learned response used only/ response

Spanish mainly
textual
materials

(9)(37)

Understanding
speech 0.41

Speaking 0.57
Reading 0.38
Writing 0.51

0.16
0.16
0.16
0.16

0.44 0.33
0.56 0.33
0.22 0.33
0.33 0.33

PG who had No PG who had No

learned response used only/ response

Spanish mainly
textual
materials

(13)(41)

Understanding
speech 0.42

Speaking 0.46
Reading 0.27
Writing 0.54

0.10 0.46 0.08

0.10 0.54 0.08

0.12 0.31 0.08
0.12 0.46 0.08

5.4.2 Particular productive difficu:
(cf. Tables 59-73, 1.4.2)

In respect of Spanish as in respect of other languages, the

item which subjects seemed to find most difficult was "finding
the right turn of phrase for exactly what you want to say in a

particular situation". This was consistently most oftenclessed
as "very hard"/"hard" and least often as "easy"/"very easy"

(Table 127). More UG.and PG subjects found this item "very

hard"/"hard" than found it either "normal" or "easy"/"very easy"

(Table 128; cf. tables and discussion in 1.4.2).

The., next two places in the "very hard"/"hard" sections of

Table 127, as in the case of most of the other living curricular

languages (cf. 1.4.2), are occupied by "getting the exact form

right" and "finding the right word for a particular thing, idea,

etc." These items also appear mid to low in the "easy"/"very

easy" sections of Table 127. Both items were categorized more

often as "very hard"/"hard" than as "normal" or "easy"/"very
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!;y" h, VC :;uhiec.; (Table 128). PG subjects, however, classed
finding the tight wora" more often as "normal" than as "very

hard" "hard" or "easy"/"very easy", and "getting the exact form
right" rmro often as "easy"/"very easy" than as "very hard"/
' hard" or "normal" ('fable 128).

L'

TABLE 127 "object s' difficulty ratings for different aspects,
of spoaking and writing Spanish

UG
(37)

very hard,'
hard

normal easy/
very easy

no
response

Exact form 0.46 0.19 0.14 . 0.22
Right word
word order

0.46
0.32

0.22
0.35

, 0.11
0.11

0.22
0.22

Pregualciation 0.22 .0.30 0.27 0.22
Plaht turn of
phr,e-so 0.65 0.1]. 0.03 0.22

1 Lt_ort.it ion 0.38 . 0.22 0.19 0.22

PG
(41)

very hard/
hard

,normal easy/
very easy

no
response

Exact-form 0.27 0.27 0.29 0.17
kight word 0.27 0.29 0.24 0.20
Word order 0.15 0.24 0.44 0.17
Pronunciation 0.12 0.24 0.49 0.15
Pinht turn of
phrase, 0:44 0.27 0.12

,

. 0.17
Intonation 0.15 0.29 0.39 0.17

Findings at the other end of the scale are also in line-
with results,for most of the other languages (cf. 1.4.2). Con-
si'steatly . least often categorized as "very hard"/"hard" atld most
often as '"easy"/"very easy" was "pronouncing the words
properly". ConsiIently next from the bottom of the "very hard"!
"hard" sections of Table 127 is "getting the word order right ",
which appears' third from the top of the "easy " / "very'easy"
section in the UG data and 'second.; from the top Qf this section
in the PG data. Both these items were more often classed as,

"normal" than as "very hard"/"hard" or "easy"/ "very easy"-by ,UG
subjects and more often as "easy"/ "very'easy" than as "very
'hard"/"hard" or "normal," by PG subjects (Table 128).
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"Getting the intonation right." appears here, as in respect

of most other languages (cf. 1.4.2), in a mid to low position in

the "very hard"/"hard" sections of Table 127 - third from the

bottom in the UG data and equal second from the bottom in the PG

data. It correspondingly occupies a mid to high position in the

"easy"/"very easy" sections of the table - second from the top in

the UG.cl-Ita and third from the top in the PC data. Whereas UG

subjects more often categorized it as "very hard"/"hard" than as

"normal" or "easy"/"very easy", PG subjects more often classed it

as "easy"/"very easy" than as "normal" or "very hard"/"hard"

(Table 128).

TABLE 128 Categorization of difficulty ratings of productive

aspects of Spanish according to higheSt numbers of

subjects' responses

_ . _ JG

Exact form
Right word
Word order
Pronunciation
Right turn of phrase
Intonation

Exact form
Right word
Word order
Pronunciation
Right turn of phrase
Intonation

12

very hard/ normal easy/

hard very easy

*

*

PG

very hard/ normal easy/

hard very easy

*
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TABLE 129 Proportions of all subjects who had learned
Spanish reporting particular productive problems
compared with proportions of subjects who had
learned Spanish and visited a Spanish-speaking
country reporting such problems

UG who had
learned
Spanish

(37)

No
response

UG who had
visited a
Spanish-
speaking
country

(20)

No
response

Exact form 0.46 0.22 0.45 0.15
Right word 0.46 0.22 0.50 0.15
Word order 0.32 0.22 0.25 0.15

Pronunciation 0.22 0.22 0.20 0.15

Right turn
of phrase 0.65 0.22 0.65 0.15

Intonation 0.38 0.22 0.40 0.15

PG who had
learned
Spanish-

No
response

PG who had
visited a
Spanish-
speaking
country

No
response

(41) (27)

Exact form 0.27 0.17 0.26 0.19
Right word 0.27 0.20 0.22 0.19
Word order 0.15 0.17 0.11 0.19
Pronunciation 0.12 0.15 0.07 0.19
Right turn of
phrase 0.44 0.17 0.37 0.19

Intonation 0.15 0.17 0.11 0.19

.
Those PG subjects who had learned Spanish and had visited a

Spanish-speaking country, consistently reported fewer productive
. difficulties than the generality of PG subjects who had learned
Spanish; no such clear tendency emerges from the UG data however
(Table 129).
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'TABLE 130 Proportions of all subjects who had learned Spanish

reporting particular productive problems compared

with proportions of subjects whose Spanish learning

materials at second level had included non-textual/
audio-visual materials reporting such problems

UG who had
learned
Spanish

(37)

No
response

UG who had
used a/v
materials

(19)

No
response

Exact form 0.46 0.22 0.47 0.16

Right word 0.46 0.22 0.47 0.16

Word order 0.32 0.22 0.32 0.16

Pronunciation 0.22 0.22 0.26 0.16

Right turn
of phrase 0.65 0.22 0.79 0.16

Intonation 0.38 0.22 0.37 0.16

PG-who had No PG who had No

-learned
Spanish

response used a/v
materials

response

(41)

Exact form 0,27

Right word 0.27

Word order 0.15

Pronunciation 0.12
Right turn of
phrase 0.44

Intonation 0.15

126

(12)

0.17 0.17 0.08

0.20 0.0b 0.08

0.17 ---- 0.08

0.15 0.08 0.08

0.17 0.42 0.08

'0.17 0.08 0.08
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TABLE 131 Proportions of all subjects who had learned Spanish
reporting particular productive problems compared
with proportions of subjects who had used exclusively
or mainly textual Spanish learning materials at
second level reporting such problems

Exact form
Right word
Word order
Pronuncation
Right turn

of phrase
Intonation

UG who had No UG who had No

learned response used only/ response
Spanish mainly

textual
materials

(37) (9)

0.46 0.22 0.33 0.33
0.46 0.22 0.44 0.33
0.32 0.22 0.33 0.33
0.22 0.22 0.22 0.33

0.65 0.22 0.56 0.33
0.38 0.22 0.56 0.33

PG who had No PG who had No
learned response used only/ response
Spanish mainly

textual
materials

(13)(41)

Exact form 0.2T
Right word 0.27
Word order 0.15
Pronunciation 0.12
Right turn of
phrase 0.44

Intonation 0.15

0.17 0.08 0.15
0.20 ---- 0.15
0.17 0.15 0.15
0.15 ---- 0.15

0.17 0.39 0.15
0.17 ---- 0.15

PG subjects who had learned Spanish using materials at

post-primary school which included non-textual/audio-visual
materials likewise consistently reported proportionally fewer
productive problems than the generality of PG subjects who had
learned Spanish (Table 130). Again, however, no such
trend is discernible in the UG data (ibid.).

Interestingly enough, PG subjects who had used exclusively
or mainly textual Spanish learning materials also reported pro-

portionally fewer difficulties with particular aspects of pro-
ducing Spanish than the generality of PG subjects who had learned
Spanish; in the UG data - here characterized by a relatively low
base figure for the sub-group and relatively high "no response"
rates - the picture is once again confused (Table 131).
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Experience of learning Italian

In this chapter there are no tables equivalent to

Tables 80-82 and 86-88 in Chapter 2, Tables 95-97 and

101-103 in Chapter 3, and Tables 110-112 and 116-118 in

Chapter 4. The reason for this is the smallness of the

relevant sub-groups for Italian.

6.1 NUMBERS (cf. Table 1, 1.1)

The difference between the UG and the PG figures in regard

to learning Italian is quite striking, the percentage of PG

subjects who had learned Italian (15.5% - 32/207) being nearly

double that of UG subjects in this category (7.9% - 19/240).

6.2 CIRCUMSTANCES AND SITUATIONS IN WHICH CONTACT WITH ITALIAN

WAS ESTABLISHED

6.2.1 Home (cf. Tables 2-9, 1.2.1; Table 10, 1.2.2)

No subject reported Italian as his/her first language or as

the first language of his/her mother, partner or children. One

UG subject reported that his/her father was a native speaker

of Italian. Italian was not reported by any subject to be a

language of his/her household, althou0 one UG subject did_

claim that his/her home environment had been a factor in the

experience of learning Italian. No subject claimed to have

begun learning Italian before normal school age.

6.2.2 Age (cf. Table 10, 1.2.2)

Well over a third of UG subjects (0.37 - 7/19) and more than

half of PG subjects (0.53 - 17/32) who had learned Italian repor-

ted having begun learning it after the age of seventeen - that is

to say around or after the end of the normal schooling period.

An equal proportion of UG subjects (0.37 - 7/19) but only about

a fifth of PG subjects (0.22 - 7/32) who had learned the language'

reported having started learning it between the ages of eleven

and seventeen. Only one of th 19 UG subjects (0.05) who had

learned Italian and none of the PG subjects who had learned

Italian reported having begun learning it between four and

ten years. No subject claimed to have begun learning Italian

before the age of four.
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6.2.3 Speech community (cf. Tables 11-19, 1.2.3)

More than one third of OG subjects (0.37 - 7/19) and nearly
(ie filth of PG tathjects (0.19 6/32) who had learned Italian
reported having learned it in their "own country" - that is, for

PIO:11 ((I thorn, Ireland. Somewhat fewer UG subjects (0.26

5/19) but somewhat more PG subjects (0.25 8/32) who had

learned Italian claimed to have learned it in a "country-where

the language is native". Uniformly small proportions of subjects

who hod learned Italian reported having learned it in a place

other than their "own country" or a "country where the

language is native": UG 0.05 (1/19), PG 0.06 (2/32); .
whilst a

combination of These last two learning situations appeared in the

roportr, of only tw U6 subjects (0.11 - 2/19) but of nine PG

subjects (0.28 - 9/32) who had learned Italian. The combination

"country where the language is native". and "another place"

(i.e. other than "own country" and "country where the langage is

native") was also elicited in respect of Italian, but only
twice: UG 0.05 (1/19), PG 0.03 (1/32).

shout hall of the UG subjects (0.53 - 10/19) and more than

tour fifths of the PG subjects (0.84 - 27/32) who had learned

Italian reported having visited an Italian speaking country.

These subjects' reported communicative experience of Italian
during such visits is summed up in Table 132.

TABLE 132 Communicative experience in Italian-
speaking countries of subjects who had
learned Italian expressed as proportions
of all subjects who had learned Italian
and visited such countries

Italian spoken by them
Italiam:4oken to them
Italian spoken in their

company
Italian and English spoken
by them

Italian and English spoken
to them

Italian and English spoken
in their company

123 12 9

UG PG
(10) (26)

0.60 0.31
0.70 0.42

0.80 0.73

0.20 0.50

0.20 0.31

0.10 0.19



6.2.4 Factors in the learning experience
(cf. Tables 20-26, 1.2.4)

In respect of Italian, as in respect of Irish, French,

German and Spanish, subjects' reports, on the far.. ors which

played a role in their language Learning experience show a

preponderance of references to formal educational and

cultuLal factors over r,!ference3 Lo more "personal' factors.

This preponderance ;s, aowever, less marked in the Italian

data than in the data Lor any of these other languages.

Moreover, the showing of school as a factor in the

experience of language loarning is less prominent in the

Italian data than in the data for Trish, French, f:erman and

Spanish ('fable 133). Although UG subjects mentioned school in

this context more frequertly than any other single factor and

nearly half as often as all other factors combined, PG sub-

jects- actually mentioned it less often than any other single

factor apart from l' me an only about one seventh as often as

all other factors combined.

TABLE 133 The , Jportance of school as compared
:'1 other factors in subjects'

experience of learning Italian

UG PG

Number of times School was mentioned 8 6

Number of times other factors
were mentioned 18 44

None of our subjects claimed to have taken Italian as a

subject at pr;.mary school.. Moreover, only about a quarter of UG

(0.26 5/19' and an eiuLth of PG (0.13 - 4/32) reported having

taken it at post-primay school. A markedly higher propor-

tion of UG r.I.Jjecto (0.32 6/19) than of pG subjects (0.09

3/32) wno hrie, learned Italian claimed to have taken it or to be

taking it Part of a degree course, and in this regard the

Italian data .,re exceptional. On the other hand, the Italian

data follow she -L. 'cal trend in revealing that a higher propor-

tion of PG subj...x.:s e:1.47 - 15/32) than of UG subjects (0.26 -

5/19) who had Lear --.d Italian reported having 1...arned or studied

it by means of cour .,?.s other than school.or degree courses.

1
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6.3 LEARNING r"ALiaN AT SCHOOL

6.3.1 Italian as a medium of instruction
(cf. Tables 27 and 28, 1.3.1)

or the five UG subjects who reported having taken Italian

at post-primary school, two (0.40) claimed to have experienced

the language as a medium of instruction at that level; only

one (0.25) of the four PG subjects who reported having taken

Italian at. second level made this claim.

6.3.2 Activities and learning materials in the Italian class
(cf. Tables 29-38, 1.3.2)

Tho Italian data concur with the data for the other living

curricular languages in showing a preponderance of references to

written productive activities over references to oral pro-

ductive activities in respect of language learning at second

level. Subjects reporting on their experience of Italian at

school also followed learners of Irish, French, German and

Spanish in consistently mentioning "mechanical" activities more

often than "creative" activities in connexion with the language

class.

Ac for Italian learning materials, references to textual

materials are consistently more numerous than references to

non-textual/audio-visual materials. This is again in line

with tendencies discernible- in most of the data for other

languages.

6.3.3 Enjoyment (cf. Tables 40 and 41, 1.3.3)

Three of the five UG subjects (0.60) and one of the four PG

subjects (0.25) who had taken Italian at post-primary school

characterized it as the language they had most enjoyed at that

level. No subject said that Italian was the language he/she had

least enjoyed at second level.

The data for Italian therefore resemble the English,

French and Spanish data in showing a clear preponderance of

"most enjoyed" over "least enjoyed" responses in respect of the

language as a school subject.
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6.4 LEARNERS' PERCEPTIONS OP THEIR PROFICIENCY IN ITALIAN

6.4.1 The four skills (cf. Tables 42-58, 1.4.1)

The level of claims of ability in the four skills in Italian

('fable 134) is on the whole proportionally below tho level of

claims made in r..seet of Irish and french but ocnerallv

above the level of claims made in respect lf German and Spanish.

The Italian data concur with the data for Irish, French,

German and Spanish in showing a consistent trend for subjects

to claim ability in the receptive skills (reading and understan-

ding speech) more readily than in the productive skills

(writing and speaking). PG subjects tended to he more confident

than ttG subjects in their cldims as fdr as the receptive skills

wore concerned, but loss confident. than 11G subjects in regard

to the productive skills.

TABLE 134 Subjects' claimed ability in the four
skills in Italian

Understanding
speech

Speaking
Reading
Writing

UG PG

(19) (32)

0.79
0.74
0.84
0.63

0.91
0.56
0.91
0.28

With regard to subjects' assessment of the difficulty of the

four skills in Italian (Tables 135 and 136), the produc-

tive skills were consistently more often deemed "very hard"/

"hard" than were the receptive skills, and consistently less

often deemed "normal" or "easy"/"very easy" than7-Were the

receptive skills. Moreover, whereas writing and speaking-were

both consistently categorized as "very hard" /"hard "' more often

than as "normal" or "easy"/"very easy", reading was categor-

ized more often as "normal" by,PG subjects and equally Often as

"normal" and "Very hard"/"hard" by UG subjects, and understanding

speech was more often'classed as "normal" by UG and PG 'subjects

alike.
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TABLE 135 Subjects' difficulty ratings for the four
skills in Italian

Understanding

very hard/
hard

normal

speech 0.21 0.53
Speaking 0.47 0.32

Reading 0.31 0.37
Writing 0.58 0.26

Understanding

very hard/
hard

normal

speech 0.31 0.34

Speaking 0.50 0.22

ReaJing 0.28 0.38
Writing 0.56 0.22

UG
(19)

PG
(32)

easy/ no
very easy response

0.26
0.21
0,26
0.1.6

easy/ no
very easy response

0.16
0.13
0.19
0.03

0.19
0.16
0.16
0.19

TABLE 136 Categorization of the four skills in
Italian according to highest numbers of
subjects' responses

Understanding speech
Speaking
Reading
Writing

Understanding speech
Speaking
Reading
Writing

very hard/ normal easy/
hard very easy

UG

*

*

*
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lb coMpari:; Wilh the qenerality (d. UG subjects who had

learned ttallan, thrise who had vinited on Italian - speaking

country on th, whole r.Torted fewer difficultien ,with the

tour sdti11,. in Italian (liedi. 137). On the other hand, a

slutlat c.wpAll:,011 .t!; far as PG subjects' reports are

concerned conntstently contrary tiond (ibid.).

TABLE 137 Proportions of all subjects who had learned Italian
reporting difficulties with the four skills, compared
with proportions of subjects who had learned Italian
iind visited an Italian-speaking country reporting such
difficulties

Understanding
speech

Speaking
Reading
Writing

UG who had No
learned response
Italian

(19)

0.21
0.47
0.37
0.58

PG who had No
learned response
Italian

UG who had No
visited an response
Italian-
speaking
country

(10)

0.10
0.30
0.30
0.60

0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10

PG who had No
visited an response
Italian-
speaking
country

(32) (27)

Understanding
speech 0.31 0.19 0.33 0.11

Speaking 0.50 0.16 0.52 0.11

Reading 0.28 0.16 0.33 0.11

Writing 0.56 0.19 0.63 0.11

6.4.2 Particular productive difficulties
(cf. Tables 59-73, 1.4.2)

The data for Italian are entirely in line with the data for

the other languages an far as the aspect of production most

often deemed "very hard"Phard" and least often "easy"

"very easy" is concerned (Table 138). This item - "fin
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tho right turn of phlase fur okhotly what you wnnt to nay in n

particular situation" waa juduod to be "vary hard"Phnrd"
by an abnoluto ma)ority of both UG and PG subjects who hnd
lootnod Italian (Tablo 1 19; cf. table!' and discussion in

Noxt most otton ehoracterizod as "very bnrd"/"hnrd" and

lodIO "!11/"/"vory owe,'" were "getting the exact

form Light" and "finding the right word for n pnrticulnr

thing, idea, etc." (Table [38). Again this finding forms

part of a pattorn of responses common to most, other lnngungeflef.
1.4.2). Moro UG subjects categorized both these items ns "nor- .

mal" than an "very hard"/"hard" or as "easy"/"very easy"; more

PC subjocts also found "getting the exact foim right" "normal"

than found it "very hard"/"hard" or "easy"/"velry,enny", but PG

`.9hl-ets 1,1!;d "tindlnq th rinht word" more often ns

hard"/"hard" than a! "normal" o "easy"/"very easy"

(Tabl 119).

TABLE 138 Subjects' difficulty rating for different aspects
of spoaking and writing Italian

Exact form
Right wort
Word orde
Pronuneia ton
Right to n of
phrase
Intonati n

Exact f rm
Right w rd
Word order
Pronun iation
Right urn of
phras0

Intonation

very hard/
hard

0.37
0.32
0.21
0.26

normal

0.42
0.58
0.58
0.26

UG.
(19)

easy/ no
very easy response

0.16 0.05
0.05 0.05
0.16 0.05
0.42 0.05

0.58 0..37 0.05

0.32 0.37 0.26 , 0.05

PG
(32)

very hard/ normal easy/ no

hard very easy response

0.34
0.38
0.25
0.06

0.53
0.16

0.38
0.31
0.47
0.34

0.22
0.28

0.03 ,
0.06
0.06
0.34

0.31

135

'0.254
0.25
0.22
0.25

0.25
0.25



The I lit . , I 1 ems wh I eh eons' ent ly :taw the or bet end
the scale are 1 he !i,11111. hi I he C,171 111 11011011 II!i III I hi' C4V1.,

(,t most of I ht y "III (111t)111i lit; ht. 4101(h1

prop,- v", "(Tot t tnet t tit. I wilt Int (mit km" and "(Jot, int; the
word i.l dot r I,Ili1 ". I ri het 11 1 he Uu tnel t h. PG (tot ,l "pronoun-
cing the words pr(iwtly" 001,0.1r!1 ,t1 rho tale "easy"/"very
cosy" sect ion of Table I III and was more of 1 en cat odor i zed on
"cany"/"very itosty" t h,trl ,tit "very hare/Mare ii) ) "c.,t

inq I hi. ,-1,1111 int,(11.1t inn" a 1 so appeal it told to low In hi, "vet y
hard " / "hard" sect ions of 'Polito I III and high in t he "easy "/ "very
easy" sect ions. It was classed more often III "normal" than as
"very hard " / "hard" or "easy"/ 'very Carty" by tIG subject tt and more'

of ten as "easy " / "very oas i" than as "normal" or "very
hard " / "hard" by PG subject 0 (Table 1 19 ) . "Getting the word
order r tgllt " ocrieors mid to I i it I h., "very ha rd"/"Iia rd" sec-
t Ions eel Tobl e I III Anil IIso nrnnnel t hi' middle of t hi, ", 1,.y"/
"very easy" soct anti WOO eons, ent ly categorized more or I en
as "normal" t hos as "vet y liatil"/"Ilard" or "eatty"/"very '',toy"
(Table 11()).

TABLE 139 Categorization of different aspects of producing
Italian according to highest numbers of subjects'
responses

Exact form
Right word
Word order
Pronunciation
Right turn of phrase
Intonation.

Exact form
Right word
Word order
Pronunciation
Right turn of phrase
Intonation

very hard/ normal easy/
hard very easy

UG

PG

*

*

A comparison of the numbers of particular productive
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difficulties reported by all subjects who had learned Italian
with thos reported by subjects who had learned Italian and had
vi::it,d an Italian-speaking country yields no clear trend

VFabl,. 140).

TABLE 140 Proportions of all subjects who had learned
Italian reporting particular productive problems
compared with proportions of subjects who had
learned Italian and visited an Italian-speaking
country reporting such problems

UG who
learned
Italian

(19)

had No
,response

UG who had' No
visited an response
Italian-
speakingf
country

(10)

Exact form 0.37 0.05 0.30

sight word 0.32 0.05 0.50 ,

Word order 0.21 0.05. 0.10

Pronunciation 0.26 0.05 0.10
Right turn

of phrase 0.58 0.05 0.70
Intonation 0.32 0.05 0.50

PG who had No PG who had No

learned response visited an response
Italian

/

Italian-
speaking
country

(32) (27)

Exact form 0.34 0.25 0.37 0.22

Right word 0.38 0.25 0.41 0.22
Word order 0.25 0.22 0.22 0.22

Pronunciation 0.06 0.25 0.04 0.22

Right turn of
phrase 0.53 0.25 0.56 0.22.

IntOnation 0.16 0.25 0.15 0.22
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Chapter 7

Experience of learning languages other than English,

Irish, French, German, Spanish and Italian

With the exception of Latin, the numbers of respondents
reporting a knowledge of any individual language other

than English, Irish, French, German, Spanish and Ita-

lian are very small. Thus much of the data supplied by

our respondents in respect of such other languages can

have only anecdotal significance, especially since
individual languages flit'in and out of the data accor-

ding as the response rate varies. For this reason the
information presented in this chapter is limited to the

numbers of subjects reporting contact with languages

other than English, Irish, French, German, Spanish and

Italian and the circumstances/situations in which con-
tact with such languages was established.

vIt should be noted that "roughout this chapter "Greek"

embraces the classical - the modern language. No

respondent distinguished between the two, but it seems

likely that some replies referred to the modern rather

than the classical language. "Creole" was mentioned by

one subject; it seems probable that he/she was refer-

ring to one of the Caribbean creoles.

7.1 NUMBERS

More than half our UG subjects (52.9%; '127/240) and just,

under three quarters of our PG subjects (72.0%; 149/207) claimed

to know one or more languages other than English, Irish, French,

German, Spanish and Italian. The details are set out in Tables

141 and 142. The two most obviOus facts that emerge from these

tables are that a much wider range of "other languages" was

mentioned by PG than by UG subjects, and that more subjects -

both UG and PG - claimed some knowledge of Latin; than of any

other language in the "other languages" category. One factor

that helps to explain the former is the higher proportion of

overseas students in the postgraduate population; the latter is

to be accounted for in terms E the place Latin has traditionally
occupied - and to some extent .till occupies - in the Irish post-

primary school curriculum.
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o
TABLE 141 Percentages of UG subjects

claiming knowledge of languages
other than English, Irish, French,
German, Spanish and Ialian

(N=240)

Latin A3.3%
Greek 4.2%
Scots Gaelic 0.8%
Welsh 0.8%
Dutch 2.5%
Portuguese '0.4%
Danish 1.3%
Finnish 0.8%
Swedish 0.4%
Russian 1.7%
Arabic 0.4%.
Hebrew 0.8%
Afrikaans 0.8%
Efik 0.4%
Ibo 0.8%
Swahili 0.8%
Gujarati 0.4%
Hindi 0.8%
Sanskrit 0.8%
Bahasa Malaysia 0.4%.

Chinese 1.3%
Japanese 0.4%
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TABU 142 Percentages of PG subjects
claiming knowledge of languages
other than English, Irish, French,
German, Spanish and Italian

(N=207)

Latin 57.0%

Greek 3.4%

Breton 1.0%

Manx 0.5%
Scots Gaelic 2.4%

We 1.9%
Dutch 2.9%

Portuguese 1.5%

Danish 0.5%

Finnish 1.0%

Icelandic 0.5%

Norwegian 1.0%

Swedish 1.0%

Lithuanian 0.5%

Russian 5.8%
Serbo-Croat 1.5%
Arabic 3.9%

Hebrew 1.0%
Turkish 0.5%

Afrikaans 1.0%

Hausa 0.5%
Kikamba 0.5%

Memon 0.5%

Swahili 0.5%

Zulu 1.5%

Gujarati 0.5%

Hindi 1.0%

Kannada 0.5%

Punjabi 0.5%
Sanskrit 0.5%
Tamil 1.0%

Urdu .

0.5%

Bahasa Malaysia. 1.0%

Chinese 1.0%

Japanese 0.5%

"Creole" 0.5%
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.7.2 CIRCUMSTANCES AND SITUATIONS IN WHICH CONTACT WITH LANGUAGES
OTHER THAN ENGLISH, IRISH, FRE-CH, GERMAN, SPANISH AND
ITALIAN WAS ESTABLISHED

7.2.1 Home

3.3% of UG (8/240) and 6.8% of PG subjects (14/207) reported
a language other than English, Irish, French, German, Spanish or
Italian as their first language or one of their first languages.

A language-by-language breakdown of these figures is given in

Table 143. 3.8% of UG (9/240) and 6.3% of PG subjects (13/207)
claimeu that their, mother had a- native language other than

English, Irish, French, German, Spanish or Italian, and 4.6% of
UG (11/240) and 6.3% of PG subjects (13/207) made this claim in
relation to their father. 3.0% of the 67 UG and 9.3% of the 86
PG subjects who had a spouse/partner reported that their

spouse/partner had a native language other than English, Irish,

French, German, Spanish or Italian, and 0.15 of the 13 UG and

0.09 of the 47 PG subjects with children claimed that their
children had a native language other than English, Irish, French,,
German, Spanish or Italian. 1.3% of the 225 UG and 3.5% of the
172 PG subjects living in households reported that a language
other than'English, Irish, French, German, Spanish or Italian was
in current use in their household.

It is clear from Table 143 that some of the individual
"other languages" feature in the data solely or mainly by virtue
of theit 'having been a-first language of a particular subject or

subjectSi The impression that certain individual "other
lanquagee" were predominantly'the home languages of the groups of
subject's who mentioned them is reinforced if one takes into

account! subjects' reported experience of learning particular
"other 'languages" before the age of four (Tables 144 and 145).
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TABLE 143 Proportions of subjeCtS reporting a knowledge of
particular languages other than English, Irish, French,

German, Spanish or Italian who claimed to be native

speakers of these "other languages"

UG PG

Dutch (6) 0.17 Dutch (6) 0.17
Finnish (2) 0.50

Serbo-Croat (3) 0.33
Arabic (8) 0.88

Ibo (2) 1.00
Nemon (1) 1.00

Gujarati (1) 1.00
Kannada (1) 1.00

Tamil (2) 1.00

Chinese (3) 1.00

7.2.2 Age

TABLE 144 Age at which UG subjects reported having started
learning languages they knew other than English,
Irish, French,. German, Spanish and Italian. Pro-

portions relate to number of UG subjects who knew

each language

Before 4 4 -10 11-17 After 17 No respOnse

Latin (104) 0.04 0.30 --- 0.66

Greek (10) --- 0.30 0.30 0.,40

Scots Gaelic (2) '--- --- 1.00 - --

Dutch (6) 0.17 0.33 0.50

Danish (3) 0.33 0.67

Swedish,(1) 1.00 -
Russian (4) 0.25 0.75

Afrikaans (2) --- 0.50 --- 0.50.

Efik (1) 1.00
___

Ibo (2) 1.00
Swahili (2) --- 0.50 0.50

Gujarati (1) 1.00 ---

Hindi (2) 0.50 0.50

Chinese (3) 1.00. --

No data provided in respect of Welsh, Portuguese, Finnish,

Arabic, Hebrew, Sanskrit, Bahasa Malaysia, Japanese.
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TABLE 145 Age at which PG subjects reported having started
learning languages they knew other than English,
Irish, French, German, Spanish and Italian. Pro-

portions relate to number of PG subjects who knew

each language

Before 4 4-10 11-17 After 17 No response

illb) 0.02 0.15 0.01 0.82

Greek (7) 0.14 0.14 0.71

Scots Gaelic (5) ---- 0.20 0.80

Welsh (4) 0.50 0.50

Dutch (6) 0.17 0.17 0.50 0.17

Portuguese (3) 0.67 0.33

Danish (1) ---- 1.00 - - --

Finnish 0.50 0.50 ---- ----
,(2)

Norwegian (2) ---- 0.50 0.50

Swedish (2) 0.50 0.50 - - --

Russian (12) - - -- ---- 0.42 0.58

Serbo-Croat (3) 0.33 ---- ---- 0.67

Arabic (8) 0.63 0.25 0.13 - - --

Hebrew (2) ---- ____ 0.50 0.50.

Afrikaans (2) 1.00 ---- ----

Hausa (1) ---- 1.00 ----

Memon (1) 1.00 - - --

Swahili (1) ---- ---- 1.00 - - --

Zulu (3) 0.33 ---- 0.67

Hindi (2) ---- 1.00 ----
Kannada (1) 1.00
Punjabi (1) 1.00
Tamil (2) 0.50 0.50

Urdu 11) 1.00
Bahasa

Malaysia (2) 0.50 ,
0.50

Chinese (2) 0.50 0.50

No data provided in respect of Breton, Manx, Icelandic,
Lithuanian, Turkish, Kikamba, Gujarati, Sanskrit,

Japanese, "Creole".
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It is noticeable that (especially if one excludes Latin,

which still features on the curriculum of some Irish schools)

responses concerning the age at which "other languages" were
first encountered tend to cluster at either end of the age-scale;
that is, in the "Before 4" and "After 17" categories (Tahles 144
and 145). It is not difficult to find a plausible explanation
for this tendency; languages other than the normal Irish curricu-
lum languages presumably figure in the data largely because (a)

they were the home languages of particular subjects, in which
case they were typically learned early (cf. above, 7.2.1), and/or
(b) they were learned as a result of interests and needs which
developed outside the context of home and school, in which case
they were typically acquired around or after the end of the
normal school years.

Many of the languages feature exclusively at one or other
end of the age-scale. Serbo-Croat, Gujarati, Memon, Ibo, Efik
and Kannada were consistently reported.by respondents to this
question as having been begun before the age of four, whereas
Russian, Portuguese, Norwegian, Danish, Hebrew, Welsh, Scots
Gaelic, Urdu, Punjabi and Hausa were consistently reported as
having been started after the age of seventeen.

7.2.3 Speech community

In respect of "other languages" the consistently most often

used category in response to the question "Where.did you learn

the language(s) you know?" was in my own country", and the

second most often used category was "in the country where the
language is native" (Tables 146 and 147). Of course, the use of
these categories must be differently motivated from language. to
language and from individual to individual; this is to an extent
true of the data in general, but must be a particularly signifi-
cant factor in the case of these "other languages". For example,
the fact that all subjects who had learned Latin and who answered
this question ticked the "in my own country" column in respect of
this language presumably simply reflects the place of Latin on

the school curriculum, whereas the fact that the single subject

who had learned Memon ticked the same column almost certainly

signifies that for him/her in this context "own country" and

"country where the language is native" referred to the same

place.
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TABLE 146 Where UG subjects reported having learned languages
they knew other than English, Irish, French, German,
Spanish and Italian. Proportions relate to number of
UG subjects who knew each language

1 2 3 4 5 6

Latin (104) 0.31 ---- 0.69
Greek (10) 0.40 0.20 0.40
Scots Gaelic (2) 1.00 ---- - - --

Dutch (6) 0.17 0.33 0.50
Danish (3) ---- 0.33 0.67
Swedish (1) 1.00 __- - - --

Russian (4) ---- 0.25 0.25 0.50
Afrikaans (2) 0.50 ---- ---- - 0.50
Efik (1) 1.00 ----
Ibo (2) 0.50 0.50
Swahili. (2) ---- 1.00 - -
Gujarati (1) 1.00
Hindi (2) ---- 0.50 0.50

'Bahasa
Malaysia (1) 1.00

Chinese (3) 1.00 - ----

No data provided in respect of Welsh, Portuguese, Finnish,
Arabic, Hebrew, Sanskrit, Japanese.

Key:

1 = In own country
2 = In country where the language is native
3 = In another place
4 = In own country and country where the language is native
5 = Other combination
6 = No response
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TABLE 147 Where PG subjects reported having learned languages
they knew other than English, Irish, French, German,
Spanish and Italian. Proportions relate to the number
PG subjects who knew each language.

1 2 3 4 5 6

Latin (118) 0.19 0.81

Greek (7) 0.43 0.57

Scots Gaelic (5) 0.40 ---- 0.60

Welsh (4) ---- 0.25 ---- 0.50 0.25

Dutch (6) 0.17 0.33 003 ---- 0.17

Portuguese (3) 0.33 ---- -.±_- 0.33 0.33

Danish (1) 1.00 ---- ---- .

Finnigh (2) 0.50 ---- 0.50 - --

Norwegian-(2) 0.50 ---- 0.50

Swedish (2) ---- 0.50 0.50 - --

Russian (12) 0.50 ---- ---- 0.50

Serbo-Croat (3) 0.33 ---- 0.67

Arabic (8) 0.88 0.13 - - --

Hebrew (2) 0.50 0.50

Afrikaans (2) 1.00 ---- - --

Hausa (1) ---- 1.00
Memon 1:00_(1)

Swahili (1) ---- 1.00 ---- _-
Zulu (3) 0.33 0.67

Hindi (2)Q 1.00 --

Kannada (1) 1.00
Punjabi (1) ---- 1.00
Tamil (2) 0.50 0.50
Urdu (1) ---- 1.00

Bahasa
Malaysia (2) 0.50 0.50

Chinese (2) 0.50 0.50

No data provided in respect of Breton, Manx, Icelandic,
Lithuanian, Turkish, Kikamba, Gujarati, Sanskrit, Japanese,
"Creole".

Key:

1 = In own country
2 = In country where the language is native
3 = In another place
4 = In own country and country where the language is native

5 = Other combination
6 = No response,
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7.2.4 Factors in the learning experience

As Tables 148 -151 show, there was considerable larw-Ag-a-to-
language variation in the range of factors reported .1,s having
played a role in subjects' experience of learning 'tether lan-
guages". In some cases there was a clear prepooder. r_e of refer-
ences to either formal educational/cultural factio:: o-...- to "per-
sonal" factors, while in other cases response 4er- more evenly
distributed among the various categories. ,s in the case of
Irish, French, German and Spanish, school _r.)v.3 -.pry large in
subjects' perceptions of their experience o many of the
"other languages" (Table 152).

\ TABLE 148 Factors reported by UG .subjects as having played a
role in their experience of learning languages
other than English, Irish, French, German, Spanish
and Italian. Proportions relate to the number of
UG subjects who knew each language.

1 2 3 4 5 6

Latin (104) 0.02 0.34 0.02 0.01 0.05
Greek 0) 0.50 0.10 ____ -_--

Scots Ga lic (2) ---- 0.50 0.50 0.50
Welsh (2) ____ ---- ---- 0.50 0.50
Dutch (6) 0.33 ---- C.33 0.17
Danish (3) ---- 0.33 0.33 0.33
Swedish (1) ---- 1.00 1.00
Afrikaans (2) 0.50 ---- =--- ---7
Efik (1) _ _ 1.00 -_--

Ibo (2) 1.0 --
Swahili (2) 0.5C
Guejarati (1) 1.00 '----

\Hindi (2) 0.50 0.50
Sanskrit (2) ----
Bahasia

Malaysia (1) - - --

Chinese (3) 1.00

0.50

1.00

No data provided in respect of Portuguese, Finnish, Russian,
Arabic, Hebrew, Japanese.

Key:

1 = Home
2 = School
3 = Friends, 'native speakers
4 = UniversitY, language course, study
5 = Travel
6 = Literature;\media, music
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TABLE 149 Factors reported by PG subjects as having played a
role in their experience of learning, languages other
than English, Irish, French, German, Spanish and
Italian. Proportions relate to the number of PG
subjects who knew each language.

1 2 3 4 6

Latin (118) 0.21 0.03 0.07

Greek (7) ---- 0.14 0.29 __-
Scots Gaelic (5) ---- 0. '-, ---- 0.60 0.20

Welsh (4) - -- ---- 0.50 0.75 0.25

Dutch (6) 0.17 0.67 0.17 ---- 0.33

Portuguese (3) ---- 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33

Finnish (2) 0.50 0.50 0.50 ____ --
Norwegian (2) ---- 0.50 0.50 ---- 0.50

Swedish (2) 1.00 0.50 ---- - --

Russian (12) ---- 0.08 0.33 ---- 0.08

Serbo-Croat (3) 0.33 ---- 0.33 0.67 - - --

Arabic (8) 0.88 ---- 0.13 0.13

Hebrew (2) ---- _-__ 1.00 ---- - - --

Afrikaans (2) 1.00 0.50 ----
Hausa (1) 1.00 1.00 ----

Memon (1) 1.00 ____

Swahili (1) 1.00 1.00 __-
Zulu (3) 0.33

Gujarati (1) 1.00
Hindi (2) 1.00 - - --

Kannada (1) 1.00
Punjabi (1) 1.00 1.00

Tamil (2) 1.00 6.50 0.50
Bahasa .

Malaysia (2) 0.50
Chinese (2) 0.50 0.50 - - --

Japanese (1) -,--- 1.00 1.00

No data provided in respect of Breton, Manx, Danish, Icelandic,
Lithuanian, Turkish, Kikamba, Sanskrit, Urdu, "Creole"

Key:

1 = Home
2 = School
3 = Friends, native speakers
4 = University, language course, study
5 = Travel
6 = Literature, media, music
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TABLE 150 Languages in resnect of which
oily formal educational/cultural
factors were mentioned by
respondents

UG PG

Scots Gaelisc Latin
welsh Greek
Afrikaans Scots Gaelic
Efik 'k Hebrew
Sanskrit Hindi
Pahasa.Malaysia Bahasa Malaysia

TABLE 151 Languages ip respect of-which
only "personal" factors. were
mentioned by respondents

UG PG

Ibo Hausa
Swahili Menon
Gujarati Zulu
Chinese Gujarati

Kannada
Punjabi
Tamil
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TABLE 152 The importance of school as compared with'other
fdctors in subjects' experience of learning lan-

guages other than English, Irish, French, German,
Spanish and Italian

School
mentioned
more often
than any
other' single
factor

UG

School
mentioned
as often as
any other
single factor

Latin Scots Gaelic

Greek Danish
Afrikaans
Efik
Sanskrit
Bahasa
Malaysia

PG

School
mentioned
more often
than any
other single
factor

Latin
Swedish
Afrikaans
Hindi
Bahasa

Malaysia

School
mentioned
as often as
any other
single, actor

Norwegian
Chinese

A detailed account of the proportions of subjects claiming a

. knowledge of particular "other languages" who reported having

taken the "other languages" in question at primary and .st-

primary school is provided by Tables 153 and 154. Similar

details in respect of degree courses and other kinds of courses

in the "other languages" are
presented in Tables 155 and 156.

TABLE 153 Proportions of subjects claiming a knowledge of
particular languages other than English, Irish,

French, German, Spanish and Italian who reported

having taken these languages at primary school

UG PG

Latin (104) 0.10

Dutch (6) 0.17

Arabic (1) 1.00
Afrikaans (2) 0.50
Efik (1) 1.00
Ibo (2) 0.50
Hindi (2) 0.50

Bahasa
Malaysia (1) 1.00

Chinese (3) 0.67

15

Latin (118) 0.04
Welsh (4) 0.25
Dutch (6) 0.17
Finnish (2) 0250
Serbo-Croat (3) 0.33
Arabic (8) 0.88
Afrikaans (2) 1.00

Hindi (2)
Kannada (1)
Tamil (2)
Bahasa

Malaysia (2)

144

0.50,
1.00
0.50

0.50



TABLE 154 Proportions of subjects claiming a knowledge of
particular languages other than English, Irish,
French, German, Spanish and Italian who repqrted
having taken these languages at post-primary school

UG PG

Ltin (104) . 1.00 Latin (118) 1.00

(10) 1.00 Greek (7) 0.86

Welsh (2) 0.50
Emtch (6) 0.17

Finnish (2) 0.50
Swedish (2) 0.50

LI;;;Itn (4) 0.25 Russian (12) 0.17
Serbo-Croat (3) 0.33
Arabic (8) 0.88
Afrikaans (2) 1.00

Etik (1) 1.00
pinch (2) 1.00 Hindi (2) 1.00

Kannada (1) 1.00

handsa

Tamil (2)
Bahasa

0.50

Malaysia (1) 1.00 Malaysia (2) 1.00
Chinese (3) 0.67

TABLE 155 Proportions of subjects claiming a knowledge of
particular languages other than English, Irish,
French, German, Spanish and Italian who reported
having taken degree courses in these languages

,11G PG

Latin (104) 0.03 Latin (118) 0.09

Greek (10) 0.20 Greek (7) 0.14
Scots Gaelic (5) 0.80
Welsh (4) 1.0(7)

Russian (4) 0.25 Russian (12) 0.08
Arabic' (8) 0.13
Hebrew (2) 1.00

Sanskrit (2) 0.50
Chinese (2) 0.50



TABLE 156 Proportions of subjects claiming a knowledge of
particular languages other than English, Irish,
French, 'German, Spanish and Italian who reported
having taken courses in those languages other than

school .r university/college courses

UG PG

Latin (104) 0.01
Greek (10) 0.20 Greek (7) 0.29

Breton (2) 0,50
Scots Gaelic (5) 0.20
Welsh (4) 0.25'
Dutch (6) 0.67

Portuguese (1) 1.00 Portuguese (3) 0.67

Danish (3) 0.33 Danish (1) 1.00
Finnish (2) 0.50
Norwegian (2) 0.50
Swedish (2) 0.50
Lithuanian (1) 1.00

Russian (4) 0.25 Russian (12) 0.58

Arabic (1) 1.00 Arabic (8) 0.13
Hebrew (2) 0.50
Sanskrit (1) 1.00



Part II

Attitudes and needs



Chapter 8

Attitudes to second languages and interest in
language learning : an overview with particular

rererence to Irish, French, German, Spanish and Italian

Insofar as this Chapter deals with data on individual

languages, like Chapter 1 it focuses on Irish, French,
German, Spanish and Italian. Data on attitudes towards
particular languages other than English, Irish, French,
German, Spanish and Italian are presented in Chapter 14.

8.1 ATTITUDES TO SECOND LANGUAGES

8.1.1 Subjects' attitudes to languages they already knew

The overwhelming majority of both UG and PG subjects res-
ponded affirmatively to the question "Are there any languages you

know but would like to know ,better?" - UG 92.1% (221/240), PG

85.0% (176/207). An affirmative response to this question
implies- a recognition that languages to some extent already

learned may be useful in the future; but of course it says

nothing about the 'uality or success of the learning experience

to date. It is,pos:,'ble that some subjects felt that they would

like to improve their existing knowledge of a second language

because they had pleasant memories of the learning process;

whereas the desire of 3ther subjects to know better a language/
languages they already knew may have arisen from dissatisfaction
with the level of proficiency they had achieved - they may even
have experienced failure when attempting to use the language

as a medium of communication.

Table 157 shows the percentages of subjects reporting that

they would like to know different languages better. The distri-
bution of Irish,,French, German, Spanish and Italian here corres-
ponds broadly to their distribution in the schools except in the

case of Iriph and Spanish. This emerges clearly in Table 158,

where the number of subjects who reported that they would like
to know each language better is expressed as a percentage of the
total number of subjects reporting a knowledge of that language.
For whatever reasons, French, German and Italian commanded almost
exactly the same degree of loyalty among subjects who had
learned them; whereas Spanish and Irish lagged a long way behind.



TABLE 157 Percentages of subjects reporting that
they would like to know better Irish,
French, German, Spanish, Italian. Per-
centages relate to the total numbers of
subjects who reported that they would
like' to know better a language that
they already knew.

Irish
French
German
Spanish
Italian

UG PG
(221) (176)

31.7%
77.4%
29.9%
7.7%
6.3%

28.4%
65.9%
27.8%
11.9%
11.9%

TABLE 158 Numbers of subjects reporting that they
would like to know Irish, French, German,
Spanish or Italian better, expressed as
percentages of all subjects reporting a
knowledge of those languages

UG PG

Irish 34.8% 70/201 31.1% 50/161
French 77.4% 171/221 62.0% 116/187
German 76.7% 66/86 66.2% 49/74
Spanish 46.0% 17/37 51.2% 21/41
Italian 73.7% 14/19 65.6% 21/32

Table 159 shows the percentages of subjects reporting ti)ot

they had learned each language at post-primrri school Tho also
reported that they would like to know it better. CoNparisons
with Table 158 show that school-based learning had no :or....istent

influence on Subjects' interest in knowing each language better.
For Irish the percentage of subjects who reported that trey had
learned the language at school and said they would lice io know
it better is very slightly higher than the percentage >f. all
learners who said they would like to knrw the language
better. For French the percentage iv marginally higher -.mong
UG and higher by 8% among PG. For German the percentage is
nearly 10% lower among UG and marginally lower among PG. For
Spanish the percentage is 4% higher among UG but more than
12% lower among PG. Italian was rarely taken at school. A
comparison of Tables 158 and 159 provides a useful reminder of
the frequency with which German and Italian among UG and German,
Spanish and Italian among PG had been learned in circumstances
other than at school (cf. 1.2.4, 4.2.4, 5..2.4 and 6.2.4 above).
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TABLE 159 Percentages of subjects reporting that:
t"cy had learned Irish, French, German,
Spanish, Italian at post-primary school
who said they would like to know that
lar,auago better

Irish
French
Corrode
Spanish
Italian

UG PG

35.4% 70/198 31.8% 49/154
78.1% 171/219 69.9% 116/166
67.3% 35/52 65.6% 21/32
50.0% 14/28 38.5% 10/26
40.0% 2/5 50.0% 2/4

TABLE 160 Percentages of subjects achieving Grade
A or B in the school-leaving (or equivalent)
exam in Irish, French, German, Spanish,
Italian who said they would like to know
that language better. Percentages relate
to the total number of subjects reporting
that they had taken a school-leaving exam
in each language.

Irish
French
German
Spanish
Italian

UG PG

34.0% 18/53
74.2% 49/66
50.0% 8/16
37.5% 3/8
33.3% 1/3

37.3% '19/51
55.6% 25/45
50.0% 4/8
50.0% 5/10
0.0% 0/4

A comparison of the percentages of all subjects who took

each language at school and said they would like to know it

better (Table 159) with percentages of subjects achieving Grade A

cr B in the school-leaving (or equivalent) examination in each

language who said they would like to know that language better
(Table .60) reveals an inconsistent relation between examination
success in a particular language and a desire to know that lan-

guage better. Only in the cases of Irish and Spanish in the PG

data are the percentages in Table 160 higher than those in Table
159; in all other cases they are lower. This may indeed indicate

a tendency for examination success to give a sense that learning

has been satisfactorily completed.

8.1.2 Subjects' attitudes to languages they did not know

The great majority of UG and PG subjects responded affirm-
atively to the question "Are there any languages you do not
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know but would like to know?" - UG 80.8% (194/240), PG 74.9%

(155/207). Table 161 shows the percentages of subjects who said
they would like to know a language/languages they did not know
specifying Irish, French, German, Spanish and Italian; and Table

l62 shows the level of interest in.these five languages by ex-

pressing the number of subjects who said they would like to know
each language as a percentage of all subjects who did not report

a knowledge of that language. Chapters 9-14 discuss the level
of interest in each language in more detail than is.

appropriate here. In general three points emerge clearly

from Table 162. First, French remained an automatic

first-choice foreign language for a substantial proportion of

subjects (the figure for PG is surprisingly high); second-
ly, German was clearly rated an important language - perhaps
one that many more of our subjects would have liked the oppor-

tunity to learn at school; thirdly, the level of interest

expressed in Spanish in no way matches its importance as an

international language.

TABLE 161 Percentages of subjects reporting that
they did not know but would like to know
Irish, French, German, Spanish, Italian.
Percentages relateto total numbers of
subjects who reported that they would
like to know a language that they did
not know already.

Irish
French
German
Spanish
Italian

UG
(194)

5.7%
5.7%

45.9%
22.2%
18.6%

PG
(155)

7.1%
12.3%
47.7%
20.0%
21.3%

TABLE 162 Numbers of subjects expressing an
interest in each language expressed as
a percentage of all subjects who did
not know that language

Irish
French
German
Spanish
Italian

UG PG

28.2% 11/39 23.9% 11/46
57.9% 11/19 95.0% 19/20
57.8% 89/154 55.6% 74/133
21.2% 43/203 18.7% 31/166
16.3% 36/221 18.9% 33/175
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8.2 SUBJECTS' REASONS FOR INTEREST IN SECOND LANGUAGES

8.2.1 Subjects' perceptions of the advantages of second language

learning

Tohlo 163 shows subjects' views on the advantages of second

language learning. UG and PG agreed on three things. First, the
advantogo most commonly perceived has to do with travel, tourism

and holidays Abroad (though PG attached equal importance to the

social advantages of second language learning); secondly, the

same percentages of PC and PG saw cross-cultural understanding as

on advantage; and thirdly, both groups (but especially UG) saw

little advantage in learning second languages for academic pur-

p(mes. The positive attitude to second languages discussed in 8.1
thus seems to identify itself with tourism and to a lesser degree

with cross- cultural understanding, whereas in their attitude to
academie study subjects reflected the overwhelmingly monolingual

bias of their, environment. As regards the other six categories

of advantage attaching to second language learning, there are

some interesting divergences between UG and PG views. On the

one hang UG appear to have taken a more sanguine view of the

possibility of second language learning issuing in oral cam-
munication: 32.9% of UG but only 19.3% of PG mentioned job oppor-

tunities as an advantage of second language learning; 43.3% of
UG but only 20.3% of PG mentioned the social advantages

of second language learning; and 22.9% of UG but

TAP u3 Percentages of subjects specifying dif-
ferent advantages of knowing languages
other than one's first language

UG
(240)

PG
(207)

Travel, tourism
work abroad 43.3% 46.4%

Employment and
business
opportunities 32.9% 19.3%

Academic work 1.3% 6.8%

International
communication 22.9% 12.6%

Social advantages 43.3% 20.3%

Self-development 28.8% 34.8%

Cross-cultural
understanding 32.5% 32.9%

Increased awareness
of own language
and/or culture 4.2% 7.3%

Access to foreign
literature,
cinema, theatre 16.3% 19.3%

No response 10.8% 10.6%
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only 12.6% of PG mentioned international conuunication an an

advantage. On the other hand PG attached somewhat greater

importance to specific intellectual and cultural advantages of

second language learning: 34.8% of PG compared with 28.8% of

U(; mentioned self-development and broadening of horizons;

19.3% of PG compared with 16.2% of DC mentioned access

to foreign literature, cinema and theatre; 7.2% of PC compared

with 4.2% of UG mentioned an increased awareness of one's own

language and/or culture.

8.2.2 Subjects' reasons for wanting to know better
languages that they already knew.

Tables 164 and 165 show the distribution of reasons given by

UG and PG respectively for wanting to know better a language/

languages that they already knew. Because subjects often speci-

fied more than one reason, and in some cases in respect of more

than one language, it is necessary to focus on the distribution

of reasons (rather than the percentages of subjects giving dif-

ferent reasons) in order to establish broad trends across all

languages. In the language-specific chapters that follow reasons

are discussed in terms of the percentages/proportions of subjects

specifying them. The key to Tables 164 and 165 is as follows:

1 Conversation
1.1 travel abroad/holidays
1.2 conferences/academic situations
1.3 work/business
1.4 social purposes

2 Practical value
2.1--listen to radio, news media
2,2 career purposes
2.3 general study purposes

3 Reading
3.1 technical /academic
3.2 literature

4 General interest
4.1 self-improvement
4.2 pleasure
4.3 for the sake of knowledge
4.4 challenge of learning

5 Importance of the language
5.1 within EEC/internationally
5.2 to gain access to other languages/

literatures
5.3 to understand other peoples/cultures
5.4 as part of one's cultural heritage

15,1
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Sp, .c ia 1. interests
6.l liking for the language
6.2 liking for the sounds of the language
6.3 have friends in country o who speak

the language
6.4 personal reasons
6.5 cultural reasons
6.6 the language is eany to learn

7 already have &me knowledge of the
language

rxcept in one respect the pattern that emerges from Tables
164 ond 165 is very similar to the pattern emerging from Table
163 (subjects' views on the advantages of knowing second lan-
guages, 8.2.1). The use of languages Eor conversational purposes
accounts for 41.6% of UG responses but only 30.1% of PG re-
sponses. This divergence is largely accounted for by two fac-
tors: UG specified general conversational use and using lan-
guages for purposes of work/business more frequently than PG.
Reasons to do with the practical value of languages account for
13.3% of PG responses but only 4.8% of UG responses: in particu-
lar PG specified career and general study puo)oses more fre-
quently than UG (this is the one significant point of contrast
with Table 163, 8.2.1). Whereas reading accounts for 8.0% of UG
responses, it accounts for 15.9% of PG responses, the largest
factor in this divergence being the proportion of PG responses
specifying an interest in literature. General interests account
for 5.2% of UG responses and 8.8% of PG responses. The impor-
tance of languages accounts for 21.0% of UG responses and 12.3%
of PG responses, .UG giving greater prominence to the importance
of languages within the EEC/internationally. Special interests
were almost equally important for both groups, accounting for
19.0% of UG responses and 19.8% of PG responses.

Comparing the different languages with another, the
widest spread of reasons in both Table 164 and Table 165
attaches to French and German. This is predictable in view of
the numbers of subjects interested in-improving their 'knowl-
edge of these two languages (French: UG 171, PG 116; German:
UG 66, PG '49). The somewhat smaller spread of reasons
attaching to Spanish and Italian among PG (Table 165) is probably
to be explained chiefly in terms of the smaller numbers of
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TABLE 164 Distribution of reasons given by UG subjects who
knew Irish, French, German, Spanish, Italian for

wanting to know those languages better. Percentages
refer to the total number of reasons given in respect

of each language.

Irish French German Spanish Italian Total

1.0 6.9% 15.4% -- 4.6% 16.7% 10.4%

1.1 --- 26.4% 26.0% 40.9% 27.8% 22.4%

1.2 0.4% 1.0% --- --- 0.4%

1.3 7.3% 13.0% 18.2% 7.0%

1.4 0.7% 4.0% 4.6% 1.4%

(87) (273)

2.0 --- 2.6%

2.1 1.2% --- 3.0%

2.2 3.5% 0.7% 1.0%

2.3 1.2% 1.1% 1.0%

3.0
3.1
3.2

4.G
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4

2.3%
3.5%
2.3%

1.2%

2.6% 1.0%
1.5% 4.0%
4.8% 2.0%

0.7% 1.0%
1.5% 2.0%
1.8% 2.0%
1.1% 3.0%

1.0%

5.0 --- --- - --

5.1 12.5% 12.0% 9.2%

5.2 --- --- --- --- - --

5.3 1.2% 2.6% 2.0% 4.6% 2.2%

5.4 55.2% --- -- --- 9.6%

6.0 --- --- --- --- --- - --

6.1 13.8% 6.2% -'§.0% 4.6% _ - 7.8%

6.2 2.3% 1.1% 1.0% --- 11.1% 1.6%

6.3 --- 2.2% 5.0% 4.6% --- 2.4%

6.4 2.3% 0.7% 1.0% --- 5.6% 1.2%

6.5 1.2% 1.5% --- 5.6% 1.2%

6.6 --- -__ 1.0% 11.1% 0.6%

6.7 2.3% 4.8% 4.0% 9.1% --- 4.2%

(100) (22) (18) (500)

9.1% 1.8%
0.8%
1..2%
1.0%

11.1% 2.4%
2.2%
3.4%

0.6%
5.6% 1.6%

1.4%
5.6% 1.4%

0.2%

161
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TABLE 165 bi:;tribution
knew Irish, French,
wanting to know
rotor to the
of each language

of roanonn eivon by PG
Gorman, Spanish,

thoso lamination better.
total number of reasons

subjects who
Italian [or

Percentages
given in respect

Irish French German Spanish Italian Total

(Tt) (20';) (97) (39) (43) (459)

1.0 4.0% 5.4% 5.2% 7.7% 2.3% 5.0%

1.1 4.0144 25.4% 21.7% 15.4% 23.3% 20.0%

1.2 --- 1.5% 1.0% --- --- 0.9%

1.3 1.3% 5.4% 4.1% 3.5%

1.4 1.3% 1.0% ___ 0.7%

2.() 0.5d 1.0A - 0.4%

2.1 2.0% 3.1% ___ 4.7% 2.0%

).2 10.1% 7.3% 3.1% 7.7% 2.3% 6.5%

2.3 2.9% 10.3% --- 9.3% 4.4%

1.0 2.9% 3.1% 2.6% 2.3% 2.4%

3.1 1.3% 3.9% 7.2% 2.6% 2.3% 3.9%

3.2 12.0% 7.8% 11.3% 7.7% 11.6% 9.6%

4.0 --- 2.9% 2.1% --- --- 1.7%

4.1 2.7% 6.3% 3.1% 5.1% 2.3% 4.6%

4.2 1.5% 1.0% --- --- 0.9%

4.3 1.3% 0.5% 1.0% 2.6% 0.9%

4.4 --- 0.5% 2.1% --- 0.7%

5.0 --- --- --- ---

5.1 1.3% 4.9% 3.1% 2.6% --- 3.3%

5.2 1.3% 0.5% ___ ___ 2.3% 0.7%

5.3 --- 2.0% 3.1% 5.1% 4.7% 2.4%

5.4 32.0% 0.5% 1.0% --- 2.3% 5.9%

6.0 1.3% 0.5% --- --- 0.4%

6.1 4.0% 2.0% 1.0% 7.7% 7.0% 3.1%

6.2 1.3% 1.0% 2.6% 2.3% . 1.1%

6.3 - -- 1.5% --- 2.6% 2.3% 1.1%

6.4 1.3% 0.5% 1.0% 2.6% --- 0.9%

6.5 2.7% 2.4% 3.1% 5.1% 2.3% 2.8%

6.6 2.7% 1.0% 2.1% 12.8% 4.7% 2.8%

.6.7 13.3% 5.9% 5.2% 7.7% 11.6% 7.6%
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suhlects interested in these languages: the rensons not

given for both flpanish and Italian are among .1110m, spoelfiod

leant of ten tor French and German with the exception of ').1, the

importance of the language within the EEC/internationally. Among

UG the spread of reasons givon for wanting to know Hpanish and

Italian better is very narrow and greatest prominence in given

to oral/transactional UNO of the two lain:we-ton in travel abroad/

holidays or in work/business. Sinolish especially seems to be

thought of as a holiday language. Three features of UG

responses for Italian stand old. from those for all other

languages (Table 1641: 11.1% of respAnses specified an interest

in reading Italian generally ((he next highest percentage for

this category is 2,6% for French); 11.1% of responses expressed.a

liking for the sounds of Italian (the next highest figure for

this category is 2.3% for Irish), and 11.1% of responses im-

plied that Italian was oily to learn (only one other language,

German, drew this response, and from a single subject). This

may imply a stereotype of Italian an a musical 'and poeiic

language that is easy to learn. However, the small umbers of

subjects responding for Spanish (UG 17, PG 21) and Italian (UG

L4, PG 21) make iL necessary to treat these results with caution.

Finally, Lhe position of Irish in relation to the other

languages requires brief comment. Although in straightforward

numerical terms it is the second,most popular language after

French, the spread of reasons that subjects gave for wanting to

know Irish better is markedly narrower than the spread of

reasons given in respect of French and German.., By far the most

frequently given reason for wanting to know Irish 'better is

the importance of the language as part of subjects' cultural

heritage, which accounts for 55.2% of UG and 32.0% of PG ,

responses. Career purposes accounted for 10.7% of PG but only

3.5% of UG responses, while the desire to read Irish literature
accounted for 12.0% of PG but only 2.3% of UG responses. It seems

that the cultural importance that subjects attached to Irish did

not extend to oral communication for transactional or social

purposes: reasons associated with oral communication are

very poorly represented in the Irish column in Tables 164 and

165.

8.2.3 Subjects' reasons for wanting to know languages

they did not already know

Tables 166 and 167 show the distribution of reasons given

by UG and PG respectively for wanting to know languages that they

did not already know. The key to the tables is the same

as for Tables 164 and 165 (see 8.2.2 above). As with the reasons

subjects gave for wanting to know better a language/languages

that they already knew, so here the reasons given in respect of

each language are discussed in terms of the percentages of
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TABLE 166 Di%ttfilmtion uI roasons qivon
did nol kti,.w Irish, Prnch,
1 or want int; 1.6 know I liono

rofr to tho total number
oaeh laneuag.

Irish Pronch Gorman
(131 (14) (126)

by
(lorman,

larstuatiott.
of reasons

nohjects who
1011ns

Percontation
given in respect

Spanish
(61)

Italian
(52).

Total
(266)

I .11 15.4A 7.1 A 13.5% 16.4A 15.4% 14.3%
1.1 42.9% 22.2% 19.7% 34.6% 24.1%
1.2 0.8% 0.4%
1.3 15.9% 1.6% 5.8% 9.0%

1.4

2.0 0.8% 4.9% 3.9% 2.3%

2.2 0.8% 1.6%. 0.8%
2.1 0,8% --- 1,.9% 0.8%

3.0 --- 5.6* 3.3% 3.9% 4.1%
1.1 7.1% 2.4% 1.6% 1.9% 2.3%
1. 14.3% 3.2% 4.9% 9.6% 5.3%

4.0 0.8% 1.6% 0.8%
4.1 0.8% --- 0.4%
4.2 0.8% 3.3% 1.1%
4.3 7.1% 0.8% 3.3% 1.5%

4.4 --- 1.6% 0.4%

5.0 --- --- ___ ---
5.1 14.3% 15.9% 11.5% 7.7% 12.4%
5.2 --- --- 1.6% --- 0.4%
5.3 23.1% 7.1% 4.8% 3.3% 4.5%
5.4 46.2% --- --- --- 2.3%

6.0 --- ___

6.1 \_::\ 3.2% 1.6% 5.8% 3.0%

6.2 .0.8% 3.3% 1.9% 1.5%
6.3 4.8% 9.8% 3.9% 5.3%
6.4 - --

6.5 15.4% 0.8% 1.6% 3.9% 2.3%
6.6 0.8% 1.6% 0.8%
6.7 ---- 1.6% 0.4%
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TABLE 167 Distribution of reasons given by PG subjects who

did not know Irish, French, German, Spanish,. Italian

for wanting to knot those languages. Percentages
ref,r to the total number of reasons given in respect

3 :ich language. -

Irish French German
(13) (27) (104)

Spanish
(43)

Italian'
(54)

Total
(241)

1.0 1.0% 2.3%. 0.8%

1.1 7.7* 37.0% 27.9% 37.2% 29.6% 29.9%

1.2
7--

1.3 3.7% 5.8% 2.9%

1.4 3.7% 1.0% 0.8%

2.0 '--

2.1 1.0% 2.3% 3.7% 1.7%

:2.2 6.7% 2.3% 3.7% 5.8%

2.3. 7.7% 11.1% 6.7% --- 1.9% 5.0%

3.0 1.0% 2.3% 0.8%

3.1 7.7% 1.9%

. 3.4 3.7% 2.9% 4.7% 7.4% 4.1%

4.0. 7.7% - -- 5.8% 2.3% ' 3.7% 4.1%

4.1 7.7% 11.1% 3.9% 4.7% 5.6% 5'.4%

4.2 --- --- 2.3% 3.7%' 1.2%

'4.3 1.9% --- --- 0.8%

4.4 1.0% 2.3%
.

---
0

0.8%

5.0' --- ___ --- --- ---

5.1 - -- 14.8% 7.7% 9.3% 3.7% 7.5%

.5.2 --- - -- ----_ --- 1.9% 0.4%

5.3 15.4% 7.4%. 8.7% 16.3% 11.1% 10.8%.

5.4 15.4% --- --- --- --- 0.8%,

6,1) -r- - -- 2.3% 0.48

6.1. 7.7% 1.0% --- 0.8%

6 ,'.'
.1.0% --- 0.4%,

6.3 ---/ - 1.0% 7.0% 1.9% 2.14

6.4 3.7%' 3.9% --- --- 2.1%

65 3.7% 2.9%. 2.3% 13.0% 5.0%

6,6 --.- --- --- 566% 1:2%

6.7 --- 1.9% 0.4%

As with Tables 164 and 165, the overall pattern that emerges

from Tables 166 and '167 is very similar to the pattern .emerging

from,;'Table, 163 (subjects.' views on the advantages of knowing

.cond anguages; 8.2.1above).. The use' of languages for conver-_

f;4% of PG responses. These figures are broadly similar to

.i.tise in respect of languages that subjects knew but said 'they

uld like to know better (cp. 8.2:2 above); and the divergence

tween UG-aqd PG is largely due to the -same two factors: 14,3%

, -
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of UG responses but only 0.8% of PG responses focussed on general
conversational use, and 9.0% of UG responses but only.2.9% of PG
responses focussed on the use of languages for purposes of work/.
business. Reasons to do with the practical value of languages
Account for only 3.9% of UG responses but 12.5% of PG responses;
,I:; with languages that subjects knew but said they would like to
know better, so hero PG specified career and general study pur-
poses more frequently than UG (again, this is the one significant
point of contrast with Table 163, 8.2.1). Reading accounts for
11.7% of UG and 8.6% of PG responses (in the case of languages
that subjects knew but said they would like to know better there
was a difference of some 7% between the two groups). General
interests account for 4.2% of UG but 12.3% of PG responses. The
importance of languages accounts for 19.6% of UG and 19.5% of PG
responses, UG again giving somewhat greater prominence than PG to
the importance of languages within the EEC /internationally.
Special interests also were once more almost equally impOrtant to
both groups, accounting for 13.3% of UG and 12.4% of ,PG res-
ponses.

Amongst UG subjects German and Spanish had the widest
spread of r,_' sons. Travel abroad/holidays and generalfconversa-
tion were prominent among the reasons given for wanting to know
both languages: 22.2% and 13.5% respectively for German;

19.7% and 16.4% respectively for Spanish. The importance of
the language within the EEC/internationally was also ;a substan-
tial factor in either case, accounting for 15.9% of- responses
in respect of German and 11.5% in.respect of Spanish. . However,
whereas work/business accounted for 15.9% of responses in respect
of German, it accounted for only 1.6% of responses in respect of
Spanish. For Italian .travel abroad /holidays 1(34.6%) and
general conversation (15.4%) were the dominant reasons that

subjects gave for wanting to know the language. Like

Spanish, Italian was not strongly associated withiwork/business
opportunities (5.8% of UG responses). French and Lrish, with the
smallest number of subjects wanting to know them, elicited
the smallest spread of reasons. For French the most significant

1

reasons were travel abroad/holidays (42.9%), liter ture (14.3%),
and the importance of the language within the EEC/ nternationally
(14.3%); for Irish they were cultural heritage (46.2%). and
cultural understanding (23.1%).

Among .PG subjects German had' the widest spred of reasons,
with travel abroad/holidays accounting for 27.9% lof responses.
For Spanish and Italian travel abroad/holidays \was the domi-
nant reason (37.2% and 29.6% of responses respectively), and the
next most frequently specified reason was cultural understanding
(16.3% for Spanish and 11.1% for Italian). As in t e case of UG,
so with PG the smallest spread of reasons attached't French and
Irish. The dominant reason given for wanting t know French
was travel abroad/holidays (37.0%); the domi ant reason
given for wanting to know Irish was career considera-
tions (30.8%), with scarcely a mention of reasons that would
involve the use of the language-for purposes of eve yday oral
communication.



8.3 CIRCUMSTANCES IN WHICH SUBJECTS ENVISAGED USING SECOND

LANGUAGES

95.8% of UG (230/240) and 95.2% of PG (197/207,) reported

that they would like to know better a language/languages they

already knew and/or would like to know a language/languages they

did not already know. Table 168 shows the circumstances in which

these subjects envisaged using second languages. In view of

the findings reported in 8.2 it is hardly surprising

that tourism is by far the most frequently envisaged

circumstance of use, substantially more popular even than

emerged from Tables 164-167. Academic work/research occupies a
similar position aere to the position that emerged in 8.2: not a

majority interest, but a significant minority of PG subjects

apparently believed that proficiency second languages could

enhance their study options. Likewise cultural pursuits are a

minority interest whose individual character again seems to

have appealed more to PG than to UG subjects.' By contrast, the

popularity of reading/literature, work/business (especially among

PG subjects), and conversation with relatives or friends

emerges in Table 168 with a strength that one would not have

predicted on the basis of the findings reported in 8.2. Finally,

it is worth noting that the minimal rating given to

write/correspond is reinforced by the fact that all the other

activities mentioned in Table 168 could be pursued successfully

without recourse to the writing skill (among them academic work/

research and work/business are perhaps the areas most likely to

require the writing skill).

TABLE 168 Percentages of subjects reporting that
they would like to know better a language/
languages they already knew and/or would
like to know a language/languages they did
not already know who envisaged using second
languages in different circumstances

UG PG
(230) (197)

As tourist/with
tourists 72.6% 95.4% ,

Reading/literature 47.0% 61.9%

Academic work/
research 7.4% 17.8%

Work/business 44.8% 48.2%

Conversation with
relatives/friends 35.2% 34.5%

Cultural pursuits 5.2% 9.1%

Write/correspond 0.4% 2.5%

Generally 3.9% 0.0%

No response 13.9% 14.7%



Table 169 shows when subjects who reported that they would
like to know ter or would like, to know Irish, French, German,
Spanish an( .lian envisaged using those languages. Very few

subjects se:( to have wanted urgently to use their chosen lan-
et,ago(,=). Among both UG and PG more subjects wanted to use

now and in the future than wanted to use

Eh-r tJ.,i future; whero,is more subjects wanted to use

and Italian in the future than wanted to use

no :Ind in tho futuro. A possible explanation for this

,iftornci- is tUat rnany r.loro subjects had learned French
an,' Irish than had learned any other languages, so that French

any Irish er-, the languages that most subjects were likely to

envisage now as well as in the future.

MIME 169 Percentages of subjects reporting that
they would like to know better a language/
languages they already knew and/or would
like to know a language /languages they did
not know who envisaged using second
languages "now", "in future", and "both"

now

Irish 2.6%
French 1.7%
German 1.3%
Spanish 0.4%
Italian 0.4%

now

Irish 2.0%
French 4.1%
German 4.6%
Spanish 1.5%
Italian 2.5%

UG
(230)

in future

4..3%
20.4%
31.7%
13.9%
10.4%

PG
(197)

in future

1.5%
10.2%
23.4%
8.6%

11.7%

163 n

both

11.7%
24.8%
20.0%
8.3%
5.7%

both

8.6$
23.9%
19.8%
7.6%
7.1%



8.4 EXPRESSED NEEDS FOR SECOND LANGUAGES

The rata presented so far on subjects' certitudes to second

languages concern what they said they would like to know. A high

percentage of subjects reporting that they would like to know

better a language/languages they already knew or would like to

know a language/languages they did not Ir,id '.' know also reported

a need to know languages other than their first. lanuw,ae:

80.4% (185/230), PG 83.2 (164/197). Tahles 170-172 show i-i.e

percentages of subjects nivinu different reasons for their

to know languages other than their first language under three

broad headings: "study", "work/employment/career", "personal".

As Table 170 indicates, when the focus of our questions was

need rather than would like, academic reasons became more

prominent, especially among UG (cf. Tables 164-167, 8.2.2 and

8.2.3). The fact that among PG the most frequently specified

need was to read periodicals, technical reports and academic.;

papers and the second most frequently specified need was for

their degree suggests that a solid minority of PG recognized a

need to carry their research beyond the limits of mono-

lingualism. By contrast, the fact that UG seemed rela-

tively uncertain of specific needs may simply mean that they

lacked the experience of PG. There is some support for this

speculation in Table 171. Similar percentages of UG and 'PG

expressed a 'need to know languages other than their first lan-

guage for purposes of work/career. 13ut whereas PG needs were

expressed mostly in general terms, PG needs were 'expressed

with a certain degree of differentiation. From Table 172. we

see, perhaps predictably, that the shift of emphasis from

"would like" to "need" causes much less prominence to be

given to knowing second languages for purposes of travel abroad

and holidays (cp. 8.2.2 and 8.2.3: Tables 1A4-167).

TABLE 170 Percentages, of subjects reporting a need
to know a language/languages other than their
first language who gave different aspects
of Study as the reason for their need

General answer
Degree
Literature
Read textbooks
Read journals, technical

reports, papers
Knowledge of foreign

sources
Research
Combination of above
Communication with

other students

UG PG
(185) (164)

18.9%
6.0%
2.7%
4.3%

2.2%

0.5%
0.0%
6.0%

18.3%
11.0%
1.2%
0.6%

14.6%

2.4%
5.5%
3.0%

0.0% 0.0%



TABLE 171 Percentages of subjects reporting a need
to know a language/languages other than
their first language who gave different
aspects of work/employment/career as the
reason for their need

UG
(185)

PG
(164)

General answer 36.88 17.7%

Teaching 6.0% 11.0%

Career - research 13.5% 17.74
Communication with

foreign colleagues 1.1% 6.7%
Read foreign documents,

journals etc. 1.6% 5,5%
Contact with foreign

business people 4.9% , 4_ 3%

Translation 0.0% 2.4%
Combination of above 7.0% .1.8%

TABLE 172 Percentaaes
to know a
their first
personal

of subjects reporting a need
language/languages other than

language who gave different
reasons for their need

UG
(185)

PG
(164)

General answer 18.9% 25.0%

Travel 14.6% 14.6%

Holidays 4.3% 6.1%

Communication with
friends 12.4% 12.8%

Pleasure/interest
Enjoyment/fulfilment of

6.5% 5.5%

' knowing languages 1.1% 5.5%

Reading/literature 3.8% 3.1%
Combination of above 15.1% 3.7%
Self-improvement 1.1% 0.0%

Table 173 shows subjects' expression of second language

needs in terms of the four language skills - understanding

speech, speaking, reading, and writing. The oral/aural skills

were most in demand, though in the case of PG only by the nar-

rowest of margins. Writing is'the skill for which the least need
was reported. However, subjects felt a'much more frequent need
for the writing skill than the reasons they gave for wanting to

know second languages would lead one to expect (cf. Tables 164-
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167, 8.2.2 and 8.2.3). This may well he a result of the bias

towards textual learning materials and written learning activi-

ties that seems to have characterized language learning at school

for most of them (cf. Tables 33 and 36, 1.3.2). Table 174 shows

how all subjects assessed the relative importance of the oral/

auril and reiding/ writing skills. The fact that only a tiny'

minority (Jaye precedence to reading and writing skills coin

'ides with the tendency of. all the other data presented so far

n the us to which :ulblect,; would put thoir knowledgo of second

Ianguauos. It nlay rclloct not en such our subjects' greater

practical need either ler the oral/aural skills or for all four

sills as their assumption that reading and writing skills, are

-consequent on oral/aural skills. Table 174, which summarizes the
views of all subjects, shows markedly less interest in the

reading and writing skills than does Table 173, which summar-

izes the views of subjects who felt a:need to know languages
other than their first. language.

TABLE 173 Percentages of subjects reporting a need
to know a lanauage/languages other than
their first language who specified a need
for each of the language skills

Understanding
speech

Speaking
Reading
Writing
No response

PG PG
(185) (164)

87.0%
91.9%
72.4%
68.6%
0.0%

1

88.4%
,89.6%
86.0%
64.6%
0.0%

TABLE 174 Percentages of all subjects finding
different combinations of language
skills important in second languages

Listening and
speaking

Reading and
writing

All skills
important

No response

UG PG
(N=240) (N=207)

47.1%

2.1%

48.3%
2.5%

166

171:

46.9%

2.9%

36.7%
13.5%



8.5 PROSPECTS OF T.ANGUAGE LEARNING

Of subjects reporting a need to know a language /languages
othor than their first language 83.8% of UG (155/185) and 90.9%

of PG (149/164) also reported that they intended to take steps to
fulfil their need. These figures are encouragingly high. Table
175 shows when subjects intended taking steps to fulfil their

need. In genoral PG soon to have been more positive in their

attitu(io than UG: 26.9% of PG but only 10.3% of UG reported
tLAt tte,: intended taking steps within the next six months; and

24.n* of PC but only 13.6% of UG gave an unspecific but hopeful
r,,soornie. On the other hand rather more UG than PG said that
they intended taking steps in the more distant future.

TABLE 175 Percentages of subjects reporting that
they intended taking steps to fulfil their
need to know a language/languages other
than their first language who gave different
estimates of when they would take those steps

UG PG
(155) (149)

1-4 months 6.5%
4-6 months 3.9%
6-9 months/next year 16.8%
1 year 12.9%
1-2 years 16.1%
2 -5 years 10.3%
Longer 1.9%
Not definite/as

soon as possible/
depends 13.6%

Studying now 12.3%
No response 5.8%

8.6 APPROACHES TO LANGUAGE LEARNING

12.1%
14.8%
4.0%

10.1%
14.8%
4.7%
0.7%

24.8%
14.8%
0.0%

8.6.1 Preferred methods of teaching/learning

Table 176 shows all subjects' reported preferences among
five general approaches to teaching. The comparatively
even spread of figures across the different approaches tends
to confirm the intuition that multi-media presentation offers
the best chance of success in any teaching situation, since it is
likely to cater for the widest range of individual preferences.
It may be that the use of drawings and of speech situations in

which the learner is not a participant come at the bottom of

the list simply because they are the ones that subjects had
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least often used. The relative prominence given to speech

situations in which the learner is a participant coincides neatly

with a fundam ntal tenet of the communicative approach to

language teaching: that learning is most likely to take place

when the target language is used as a vehicle of mean..ngful

. communication.

TABLE 176 Percentages of all subjects express-
ing preference for different approaches

to teaching

Explanation with
drawings

Oral explanation
Written explanation
Expl,nation.in a

speech situation
you can observe

Explanation in a
speech situation
in which you can
participate

No response

UG PG

(N=240) (N=207)

21.3%
37.9%
34.2%

28.3%

38.8%
21.7%

18.8%
33.3%
40.6%

27.1%

36.7%
20.8%

TABLE 177 Percentages of all subjects express-

ing preference for different methods of

learning

Write it down
Listen to it
Read written

explanation
Repeat it aloud
No response

UG PG

(N=240) (N=207)

62.5%
27.9%

23.8%
32.1%
22.1%

61.4%
35. 3%

32.9%
44.0%
19.3%

Table 177 summarizes all subjects' reported preferences

among four different approaches to learning. The prominence

given to writing is to be expected in view of the position it

occupies in Western educational systems. Perhaps more

significant is the fact that oral repetition is the next most

favoured approach among both UG and PG. The reason for this may

well be the prominence given to oral repetition, in subjects'

previous language learning experience; but it suygests that

language laboratory drills may bear some relation to sponta-

neously deployed learning st'ategies.

168
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8.6.2 Choice of course.

Table 178 shows the percentages of subjects reporting a need
to know a landuage/landuages other than their first language who

oxprossod preference for different arrangements Ear language.

Darning. In general subjects preferred courses involving a

tacher to s,lf-instruction, though significant minorities

of both PG and PC were prpared to learn from course book and

or from course hook and television programmes.
preierrod to be taught in a group rather than

inJtvidually, and among both PG aad PG there was a marked prefer-

nce 'or taught courses that included the use of a language

1.1Lor.ltory over taught courses that did not. These results
provide some encouragement for a system of self-instruction based

on the language laboratory, though subjects' strong preference

far group work over individual work implies that self-

in,ftructional learners need to be given an opportunity to meet

other learners to discuss common problems and -share in-

sight:: into the learning process, perhaps within a fraMeWork

of )c-arnor counselling.

TABLE 178 Percentages of subjects reporting a need
to know a language/languages other than
their first language who expressed
preference Eor different arrangements
for language learning

Teacher + group
Teacher + individual
Teacher + language

lab + group
Teacher2+ language

lab + individual
Self-instruction using

books only
Self-instruction using

books + tapes/discs
Radio course + book
Television course +

book
No response

UG PG
(185) (164)

38.4%
18.4%

51.4%

15.1%

6.5%

28.7%
8.1%

12.4%
0.0%

36.6%
21.3%

44.5%

18.9%

9.8%

34.2%
8.5%

17.1%
1.8%

Table 179 shows the percentages of subjects reporting a need
to know a language/languages other than their first language who

gave different reasons for preferring one type of language course
to another. Three things emerge clearly; UG and PG placed

roughly equal emphasis on the importance of learning as a

member of a group; UG were twice as concerned as PG that they

needed the expert guidance of a teacher; and UG were more than
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TABLE 179 Percentages of subjects reporting a need to

know a language/languages other than their
first language who gave different reasons for
preferring particular kinds of language course

Teacher needed as
expert /guide

UG
(185)

41.1%

PG
(164)

21.3%

Group motivates 10.3% 14.0%

Group provides chance
to learn from
others' mistakes 7.6% 4.9%

Group good for
conversation 13.0% 14.0%

Group provides
companionship/
enjoyment ______ 6-.--0% ---4-.-98

Depends on teacher 1.6% 1.2%

Depends on group/
homogeneity 0.0% 3.1%

Depends on methods/
books - 0.5% 1.8%

Flexibility 2.2% 1.2%

Can learn at own pace 5%4% 9.2%

Can learn at own
convenience 8.1% 11.0%

Easily available 6.5% -.5.5%

Good teaching aids 5.4% 8.5%

Low costs 2.7% 1.8%

Good for basic skills 3,$2% 6.1,%.

Individual tuition and
effort preferred 7.6% ' 4.3%

Individual attention
possible/important 5.4% 1.2%

Personal communication
important 2.2% 4.9%

Avoids embarrassment/
inhibition 2.7% 3.7%

Close to real-life
situations 3.8% 1.8%

Good for pronun-
ciation/intonation 21.6% 9.2%'

Inconvenient 0.0% 0.6%

Boring 0.0% 1.8%

Most c,fective/
practical 13.5% 1.2%

This is what one is
used to 6.0% 0.0%

Easier to concentrate 1.1% 0.0%

Depends on what is
available at time 2.2% 0.0%

Would like to try 0.5% 0.0%

Na response 11.4% 22.6%
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twice as concerned as PG with questions of pronunciation
and intonation (this may be because for them the experience of
learning languages at school was more recent than for PG).

Table 180 shows percentages of subjects -reporting a need to
know .a language /languages other than their first language who

said they would consult different institutions/individuals when
choosing a lanquag course. UG and PG broadly agreed in giving

groatost prominence to people with experience either of a

particulJir course or of language learning generally; and to
teaching ,,stahlishments and their publicity materials. UG gave

such gr.itor prominence than PG to "third parties" and "person-,,
nol department of place where language may be used". Relatively
few subjects said they would consult no one. The higher percen-
taac of those who did occurred among PG.

TABLE 180 Percentages of subjects reporting a need
to know a language/languages other than
their first language who said they would
consult different people/institutions when
choosing a lanauaae course

UG PG
(185) ( A)

Person with experience
of a certain course 49.7% 43.3%

Person with experience
of language learning 48.1% 40.2%

Publicity of teaching
establishments 28.6% 34.1%

One teaching
establishment 6.5% 11.6%

More than one teaching
establishment 35.7% 33.5%

Subject's lecturer/
employer/superior 10.3% 15.2%

Third parties 33.0% 15.9%
Personnel'department of

place whore language
may be used 17.8% 8.5%

No one 11.4% 15.9%

No response 0.0% 1.2%

8.6.3 The location of language courses that subjects were
following/would like to follow

TAble 181 shows the location of language courses that sub-

jects reporting that they would like to know better a language/
langua.ges that they already knew and/or would like to know a
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language/languages that they did not already know, said they were

following or would like to follow. host responses indicated

courses where subjects were living or near to wheie they were

living. The category "Where the language is spoken" (which

includes this country for Irish and English) is more strongly

represented, among those . who intended to follow a language

course at some time in the :future than among those who were

already learning. This may indicate that when a course of

lt,arnina is actually nmharked upon, financial and other prac-

tical r1 ly n dominant

TABLE 181 Percentages of all subjects reporting
that they would like to know better a lan-
guage/languages that they did not already
know and/or would like to know a language/
languages that they did not alreadyknow
who gave different locations for the lan-
guage course(s) they were following/would
like to follow

Where you live
Near where you live
Elsewhere i your own

country
Where the language is

spoken
No response

Were following

UG PG
(230) (197)

16.5%
14.8%

17.3%
15.2%

6.1% 5.6%

6.5% 9.1%
62.6% 58.4%

Would like to follow

UG PG

(230) (197)

23.0% 28.9%
23.9% 26.9%

7.8% 5.6%

Where you live
Near where you live
Elsewhere in your own

country
Where the language is

spoken
No response

177
172

14.8%
39.1%

11.2%
33.0%



8.6.4 Travel to country/region where, the target language is

.
native and ccintact with native speakers of the target
language during the course of learning

,The overwhelming majority of subjects who reported a need

to know a language/languages the than their first language said

they would like to visit a country/region where their target

language is native during their course of language learning: 'UG

97.8% (181/185), PG 92.1% (.151/164). All UG and the overwhelm-

in; majority of PG in the sap° category (93.39, - 153/164) said

that they would to mcet or speak with native speakers of

their f.troef lanquacv,. These responses coincide with the very

po,:ltivo' attitude towards second languages in general

r,.:mrted in 8.1 ahoy,. But ,.hey also imply a commitment to oral

enmnainic.ation through the target language(s) which was much less
strongly expressed in subjects' stated reasons for wanting a

knowledge of second languages (cf. 8:2 above) and in their view

of the circumstances in which they would use second languages

(cf. 8.3 above). 6'

Table 182 shows the different periods of time specified for

residence in a country/region where their target language is

native by those subjects who favoured such residence during their

course of language learning. It is perhaps sigdificant that the

spccitic periods most frequently named by both UG and PG, 1-3

months. and 6-12 months, are respectively the minimum period in

which substantial learning is likely to be achieved and the

period most likely to be associated with short-term work con-

tracts. The tendency of subjects to prefer Longer to shorter

periods of residence is repeated in their clear preference for

longer over shorter unspecified periods of residence.

TABLE 182 Percentaaes of subjects reporting that
they would like to spend time in a-country/
region where their target language is
native during their course oT language
learning who specified different periods
of such residence

0-3 weeks
3 weeks-1 month
1-3 months
3-6 months
6 months-1 year
1-2 years
2-3 years
Indeterminate short
period

Indeterminate long
period

No response

UG PG
(181) (151)

173

2.8%
7.7%

24.3%
.7.2%
22.1%
9.4%
3.3%

3.9%

8.0%
10.'6%
21.2%
4.0%

17.2%
4.0A
4.0%

8.6%

16.0% 21.2%
2.8% 1.3%
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kinguage. The some general picture emerges from both tables:

travel to a country/region where the target language is spoken
And contact. wtl. native speakers of the target language are
e en PW(-1 ntotc Often as accompanying different stages of

the h.orning proc-s:i than as something to be postponed until the

desited cal- rroficioncy in the target language has been
achieved.

rtnally, Table 185 shows that those subjects who had

tlroady visited a country/region where their target language is

native wore, more likely than those who had not to want to
rwat Ih experience or to meet native speakers of their target
langgage d!; rirt of the language learning process.

TABLE 185 Desire to visit a country/region where the target
langnageis native and to meet native speakers of
the target language during the course of language
learning: subjects who had already made such a
visit compared with subjects who had not

Sni,:ect v who had already visited a country/region where their
target language is native

Hi; who had. UG in UG in PG who had PG in PG in

visiteg this this visited this this

country/ category category country/ category category

region who who region who who
where wanted to wanted where wanted to wanted
target repeat to meet target repeat to meet

languaoe the native language the native
i5 native experience speakers is native experience speakers

203/240 163/203 164/203 197/207 138/187 140/187

84.6% 80.3% 80.8% 90.3% 73.8% 74.9%

Subjects who had not visited a country/region where their
target language is native

UG who had UG in UG in
not visited this this
a country/ cateaory category
region who who
where wanted wanted
target to make to meet
language such a native
is native visit speakers

177240

15.4k

21/37

56.8%

PG who had PG in
not visited this
a country/ category
region who
where wanted
target to make
language such a
is native visit

21/37 20/240

56.8* 9.7%
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PG in
this
category.
who
wanted
to meet
native
speakers

13/20 13/20

65.0% 65.0%



Chapter 9

Interest in learning Irish

9.1 ATTITUDES TO IRISH

9.1.1 Subjects who reported that they knew Irish

(cf. Taoles 157-160, 8.1.1)

An we saw in Chapter 2, N].8% of PG suhjecis (201/240) and

77.8* of PG subjects ( 1b1/207) reported that they had learned

Irish at some stage. Of the UG who had learned Irish, 34.8R

(70/201) said they would like to know the language better; of the

PG who had learner rich, 31.1% (50/161) said they would like to

know the language better. These percentages compare very un-

favourably with the percentages of subjects reporting that they

knew French, German or Italian who said they would like to know

these languages better and comparatively unfavourably with the

percentage of subjects reporting that they knew Spanish who said

they would like to know Spanish better (cf. Table 158, 8.1.1).

Clearly Irish benefited less than:fully from subjects' generally
very positive aft ftude to second lanaunges.

9.1.2 Subjects who reported that they did not know Irish
(cf. Tables 161 and 162, 8.1.2)

Because of the position that Irish occupies in the school

curriculum it was not expected that many subjects would be in a

position to specify Irish in answer to the question "Are there

any languages that you La not know but would like to know?" In

'act Irish was specified by 4.6% of UG subjects (11/240) and by

5.3% of PG subjects (11/207). The UG group represented 28.2%

(11/39) of UG subjects who 'did not report a knowledge of Irish,

and the PG group represented 23.9% (11/46) of PG subjeCts who did

not report a knowledge of Irish. These percentages compare

unfavourably with the ::._?rcentages of subjects reporting that they

did not know French or German who said they would like to know

these languages but are somewhat sore encouraging than the per-

centages of subjects reporting that they did not know Spanish or

Italian who said they would like to know Spanish or Italian (cf.

Table 162, 8.1.2). Again Irish benefits less than fully from

subjects' generally positive attitude to second languages, though

less markedly than in the case of subjects who already' knew

Irish.

.161
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9.2 SOME CHARACTER IST ICI; op SUBJECTS WHO REPORTED THAT ''HEY K', PH
IRISH BUT WOULD LIKE TO KNOW IT BETTER

9.2.1 Age ,it which learning had begun

'Fable the Age!: At whip :subjects who know Irish
bat !...t id t n.0 :Id 1 i ko to know it 1,,t it began learning the
1 inguAa-, coripdred wr t h nl L sub "feet s who had learned Irish.
Amon.: tv, t h.. per cont .n1. ut !;uh-lects t por t r rag that they d begun
learn) 6.1 t he Ian ;nag 1_ don, 4 years is higher for the: cho said
6- irk.' know Irish het ter than for al 1 learners of

sh; ,e.ong , the reverse is the cats:. Whereas in
t .0.1; tt t t, :; !..L1h1.,,1!: :-on, percentage reported that

dad 1., idt, i;:a I t r.,11 b."! -n t he ag !.; of 4 and 10, P(..3

who t , , : ' . vwou1d I t ke to know Irish bettor reported about 10%

rot t 11 1'1.111 i will) had learned I fish t hat. they had begun
troth.) I h . . L l .' aa.'u of 4 and 10. I t should be

tdd t hat non- o; he handl ul of subjects who reported that they
1 t at ter t he ure of 10 said t hat they would

kr-w I 1 t .-1 f,. t t er. "no responlrie" rates in Table 186
.t 1:61o: e h 1.511.:- level of Interest among those

t1, uhf lrke to know Irish better than among all

TAhLE 186 .111 ;,,IC"-e" who krw Ir !sit .1-,a id they
,om,,Ar-d with aye at

t.. i t!a kn 'r r: ;h but 1 ike
1 et e. ;A1.1 n:. 1. b--,un I ear ng the

wno id All PC; who PG who had
earrod had ;learned learned

1_ and r is" Irish and
...ould would like
to) to know

t r it bett6r
(70 (161) (50)

6.0%
88.0%
2.0%

4.0%

9.2.2 or-,s /t: ireLrst_arvJes in which r it-it: had been learned

lctdi r bue.: ..a,S they would like
It C10 ,-/ 1 rei-rt.e 1 t hat they had taken

. 1 a.al 1! ,t, 170:7n) reuse, teed t'at they had
,4,_:hnol. of t.t,' PG 12.ubl'ects who knew

nr.1". .,a id ;1.-2 would 11 kap L.9t.t.ef, , 96.0% (48/50)
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A -It i,nt we; 1 .1anit leant for subieets who knew Irish het.

would Irk. tnow it better than travel/residence
1,a :;u,joetn who knew Erench or ,;erman but said they

lik, to LI110...' PIt'IWII'G'rruin hotter (cl, TAM, 197, 11).2.2
ell 1 2o7, 11-1..1; but I. ilso 9.2.6 below). on the other
His;t, 'he '1,r, envirorum-nt 1 1,01res much more prominently for
It, th than !to' l.reneh And Gertmin. In this, connexion it is worth
;tt trier hilt amond 1 11,n,e sidihcts who knew Irish but sai,1 they

to !;nos It better, one hi; and one PG had a father
tirst kineuA,1, was 11-1 ;11; one PG and one PG had a father

(; wet hilindual in Irish .nil English; and two .UG and tWo PG
had r !other who wei=r hilingu,NI, in Irish and English. Three UG
Ind two P. reported exp.rienc of using Irish in a household,

teto11.d t'ht1 they were brrnoing up the'ir
1. II .1,.

pethaps worth notina Also thA1 among UG who reported ,
hid lettned Irish .n other ways as -well as at

1.),' (41'1181 said they would like to know the language
A.. 1 whith 1.; td, nt to the percentage of all UG reporting

f';-- 1-.sow Irish wIn; said they would like to know the language
'.e ; ,I; t-IA 411.,!7 (11/82) of PG who reported that they had
L. A !tint. In tt her ways as well as at nheel said they would

w th lAh,ruag hotter, which exc,eds the figure for
1 1 1 1 ,

: , ,, by '1'!..

9.2.1 Irish as a medium of instruction
(cf. Tables 27 and 28, 1.3.1; 2.3.11

.;t1rti;cts , o had token Irr;l1 at school and said
, to know a better, 47.1% (-,1/7C/) ported that

h fl-.1 Trish As a m,---taium of in tro7t; primary
,InA 44.34 (31/70.) re=ported 'hat the7 ,Ad ced Irish

;1.-ism of Instruction at post ;.rimaLe vet. t ese figures
'Id b; etm;pared with those for all UG 1o): rct-,; et "!rish: 1:.1%
r!d hAina experi-nced Irish AS = med..., r in.:::uction at

and 4..9% reported havinc ex, )
..1.ishOPthem, et im;lruet ion At post-primary le.

PG .nitt,,tts when hAd ,1;cen Irish at primat and said '11:-.y

woa1d to t,)t'-r, 43.8% (21/48i -eported that tney
,x;,; ri; nee.; :rt mt.(tium of instruction at that level;

bra : ,aen Trish at post-ptmary level
.1 i d tl. . . % I . , better, 3 1 . 3 % ( 1 5 / 4 8 ) re-

: tat t 1,-- n I 1: in. as a medium of instruction
Itria"c% should be compared with

A11 t 4' reported having experi)7
I 1.;truc'tc: Frimary level and 38.3%
o s . 'di um of instruction at

-TrIT7,.1ry leyel. iCtiore..t n,i.n. it Irish as a medium of
:n.,:.s,tties may have eantrihnted to UG desires to know. the Ian-

1-,tter, reeerse may be the ca so among PG.

H-1



9.2.4 Enjoyment (et. Tables 40 and 41, 1.3.3)

ot Nt; !;111))0et:; who said they would like to know Irish hotter

and had taken Irish at. school, 27.1%, (19/7o) reported that. Irish

was the language they had im;t enjoyed learning at. primary school

and 27.5% (19/69) reported that . ish was-the language they hail

most enjoyed learning at post-Jaimoly school. The correspending

figures for all subjects who ,w1 token Irish at school were 26.7%

at primary level And 21.7% at cost - primary level (cf. Tables 40

and 41, 1.3.i). ot PG subleets who said they would like to know

Irish hotter and had taken Irish at school, 14.6% (7/48)%reported

that Irish was the language they had most enjoyed learning at

primary school and 31.3% (15/48) report 1 that Irish was the

language th-v had most enjoyed learning 11t: PoTjt-PriwarY school.

The ..,-r.Jspoding igur,fl; for all PG sJihjets wh., had taken Irish

at 'Jcheol were 26.9% at primary level and 21.4,J at post-primary

\level, Thus gur data otter no eonsistent correlation between

enloyment nt -learnina Irish in the oast ,end a desire for a better

knowl,Jdge of the language in the-future.

9.2.5 Examination success in Irish

of hot h UG and PG subjects who know Irish but

t they would like to know it butter reported that they had

gain,.: at least Grade C in the heaving Certificate in Irish; UG

IH/70 1, PG 60.0% (3o/50). The higher porcentage for PG

her- y indicar. that school oxportonce influenced their atti-

tude to turthet learning more strongly than it influenced PG

att Vlore is further evidence that academic attainment

may have bean Among th taJJtors that produced a positive attitude

to Irish. of the PG woo had taken Irish at post-primary school,

51 reported that they hail achHved an A or H grade in the

Leaving Certificate in Irish (cf. Table 160). Of this sub-

group 37.1% (19P.1 ) said they would like to know Irish bettor,

which is 6.2* higher than the percentag of all subjects

reporting a knowledge- of Irish who said they t:ould like to know

the language better (31.1% 50/161). However, among Lid sub

jects the percentage of those with P, or 13 in the Leaving Certifi-

cate in Irish who said they wouIC t, to know Irish ,otter was

34.0% (18/53), which is marni-a lo!.:_; than the percentage of

all subjects J,..ly) know Trish but it try 'ould like to know it

better (35.4% !o/198 Auain ,.J:J data not reveal a consist-

ent ,rend amen;; PG and subjects.

9.2.6 Visits to the Gaeltacht

35,7% (25/70) of the UP Eit. 40.0% (20/50) of the PC wto knew

Irish but said they would like to know it bettc ep.J.ted that

that had visited the Gaeltacht; the corresponding 'iges for all

le.c-nevs of Irish are; PG 3t1.3 %, PG 31.7% (cf. 2 2.3). The

1.8o



It 't I 1 `11 I,ut raid t hey would like to
t ,tut t tie tiwittacht roported that: they

bAd not less thml em, 14; 71,.0% (19/25), PG 85.0%

Taldo 188 slows the communicative experience in the

;,0,1l'Acht t, 'tutt,.d by these sah-letir, compared with the communi -
in tlio11;,18II.Wht r.)OrtA'd by all 50hiects who

, 1,1 in, nod the (LwItdcht . omparison between all
1, .at et Iiinh !Ind who i.ald they would like to knew the

1,'Vt.,11 1,,Ir pottern nt divoruenee.

TABLE 188 Communicat the expexience in the Gaelt.oht reported
win, knew Irish and had the Gael-

t a, !at with th,. cttinm unicotive experience in
the tlaeltacht. reported by subjects who said they would
Itko to know trinh hotter and had visted the Gaeitacht

All HG UG who uaid All PG PG who said
who hail they would who had they would
learned like to kt,o.,; 1,.iined like to know
lrish Irish fri Irish better

(77) (25) ;H.) (20)

;puke III 1,8.4% 48.0% 62.7% 65.0%

spok,n tci
in It 72.7% 80 ,1%. 62.7% 60.0%

Irish
in thir company ti4.4?, I' .10, 72.5% 75.0%

:Thoko onn
lon,nod,lo .1',.'o. 24.0* 31.4% 30.0%

ond own Idn,luag, 27.5% 35.0%

Irt::11 and own
lmnguago t-,poken
in tiwir company 14.3% 12.0% 21.6% 20.0%

9.2.7 Subjects' assessment of their command of language skills
in Irin (cf.' 3.4.1)

tble 189 shows the percentages of all learners ref Irish

claiming competence in the tour language skills in Irish compared
with the percentages of 5uhjects who said they would like to know
Trish bitter claiming competence in the four skills in Irish. PG

knew Irish but said they 'Would like to know it better were

more confident in claiming competence 'in each of the four skills-

in Iisn than were all PG who had learned Irish. UG who knew
Iii.di but said they would like to know it better were marginally

owm-Ident than all UG who had learned Irish as regards
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tiruitt st.ont.li lig speech, sped k tut and "."1 I t itut, Lot m.tro na I I .

ccutt i dent a;; reuards reddi nit

TABLE 139 PercenLioes o1 all sithOcts who knew Irish claiming
competence in the tont longnnp. :kills in IrMdt, tbm-

pared with poUC(.111,1t1t.!; of :ILO) ject : who it they would

like to know Irish hette'r cloiming competence in the

lour language skills in Irish

Under!iLondIng speech
Speaking
Reading
Writing

UG who
.knew
Irish

(201)

92.5%
88.1%
94.0%
89.6%

116 who PG who PG who
knew' knew knew
Irish Iriuh Irish
hut. said but raid
they they
would would
like to like to
know it know it
bettor hotter

(70) (161) (50)

92.9% 85.7," 96.0%
91.4% 78.9% 80.0%
92.9% 85.7% 92.0%
92.9% 66.5% 71.0%

9.3 REASONS FOR WANTING TO KNOW IRISH BETTER/KNOW IRISH

9.3.1 Subjects who reported that they knew Irish but would like

to know it better (cf. Tables 164 and 165, 8.2.2)

Table 190 shows the percentages of subject:I who knew Irish

but said they would like to know it better reporting different

reasons for wanting a better knowledge of the language. The

comparz:tiye,y narrow spread of reasons that subjects gave for

wanting to know Irish better has already been commented on

(Tables 164-165,'8.2.2). By far the most proMinent of the reasons

given was the importance of the language as part of Ireland's

cultural heritage. This accounted for 55.2% of OG responses

(48/87) and was mentioned by 68.6% of UG; while it accounted for

32.u% of PG responses (24/75) and was mentioned b'. 48.0% of PG.

The high rating given to the cultural importance of Irish

should be compared with the reason wt most subjects wished to .

improve their knowledge of the continental European languages

taught in Irish schools:- a desire to use the law-judge for pur-

pos,?s of work and travel/holidays abroad. It seems that among

those who already knew Irish, an interest in further learning of

tl,e language was likely to be accompanied by a commitment to its

cultural importance; since reasons associated with the use of the
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lanunaqc as a medium of communication figure only marginally the
emphasi s 1ikcly to fall on past rather than present CU."-

TABLE 190 Percentages of subjects who knew Irish but said
thy,' would like to know it better reportir- different
reasons for Wanting to improve their knoaleoge of
the language

PG
(70)

PG
(50)

1.0 Conversation generally 6.0%
1.1 Travel abroad/holidays 8.6% 6.0%
1.2 Conferences/academic situations
1.3 Werk/business 2.0%
1.4 Becial purposes 2.0%

2.0 Practical value generally
2.1 Listen to radio/news media 1.4%
2.2 Careor purposes 4.3% 16.0%

.!.3 General tudy purpose 1.4%

3.0 Redding ofreially 2.9%

3.1 Technical /academic 4.3% 2.0%

3.2 Literatu::e 2.9% 18.0%

4.0 General interest
4.1 Self-improvement 1.4% 4.0%

4.2 Pleasure
4.3 For the sake of knowledge 2.0%

4.4 Challenge of learning

:_,.0 Importance of the language generally
5.1 Within fEC /internationally 2.0%

5.2 To gain access to oth,,r peoples/cultures - -- 2.0%

5.3 To understand other peoples/cultures 1.4%

5.4 As part of one's cultural heritage 68.6% 48.0%

6.0 Special interests generally --- 2.0%

6.1 Liking for the language 17.1% 6.0%

6.2 Liking for the sounds of the language 2.9% 2.0%

6.3 Have fri^nds in country or who speak
the language --- - --

6.4 Personal reasons 2.5% 2.0%

6.5 Cultural ro.ls!-,ns 1.4% 4.0%

6.6 The lanquace is easy to learn --- 4.0%

6.7 Already have some knowledge of the
language 2.9% 20.0%
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9.3.2 Subjects who reported that they did not know but would

like to know Irish (cf. Tables 166 and 167, 8.2.3)

TABLE 191 Propot t on,; ot tub toot !i who th (I not. .now but ..,116

thoy would I i k o know I !tit reporting di oront.

roa:ionzi tor wantIne to know th lanoua.w

UG
(II) (111

1.0 Converation gonerlly
1.1 Travel abroad/holidays
1.2 Conferences/academie situations
1.3 Work,j1tri i no,;t;

1.4 :;ociAl ptirpo,;!,

2.0 Practical vol no
I lid on to radio/m.w,; wodia

2.2 Car,,er purporiet;

2-5 Genoral toutly put

3.0 Re,ultng generally
3.1 Technictl/aeademie
3.2 Literature

4.o General interest
4.1 Self-improvement
4.2 Pleasure
4.3 For the sake of kno,,lodtw
4.4 Challenge of learning

5.0 Importance of the nguago generally

5.1 Within EEC/internationally
5.2 Ti; gain access to other peoples/cultures

5.3 To understand other peoples/cultures
5.4 As part of one's cultural heritage

6.0 Special interests generally
6.1 Liking ft,:. the language
6.2 Liking for the .atunds of the language

6.3 Have friends in country or who speak

the language
6.4 Personal reasons
6.5 Cultural reason:;
6.6 The language is easy to lean
6.7 Already have some knowledge

language

0.18

0.27
0.55

0.18

0.

0.16
0.09

0.09
0.09

-
0.18
0.27

e.09

Table 191 shows the proportions of subjec. id Not know

but said they would like to know Trish rePort'a9 oirferent rea-

sons for wanting to know the language. The UG in this category
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t t I. i ,11,1 111 el t t f I Holvrincy a l r ely 1,0,1 ,monq
I 01,t is11,W 11 I ..tt 11111 ';,1 i d we,t11(1 1 ike to know it het ter,

I ...ft 111 tl,t f I, en lot ett 1 t lit 411 Illpe'rr .111l' o1 the 1111t111.1rfir At.

I t t sf, t hat this patLeln is not reheated by t he PG

who !i.11k1 ire'' dr d not tno,,, but wogld like to know Irish. They

edneed d ode! la of leosons t han pt;, and only 0.27

Ir Intp ./Irt' .Irr f,.Irl 01 th,1r- CIO t rtl.11 her1
11 ,t' I WI Io 1(110W r his 1.111,11110,' t.WO ul thirrirr

t ttl C011(1 r ',I!rt, careen re-

telkont. loft in the etli r a 1 Iklittl lor the language). However,
L,46 11 ) the,: iweded Irish lot' eflif'et purposes; and since

malty c!;.!; Irish is only a iitatutory and not a communicative
lf,quirement, it is possible that these five subjects were

r.dt Inn to on Aspect or the cultural importance of Irish and

not et.1,rts;sing a desire to us., the language au a medium oT every-
ay ef unint,in t ea I Ian.

9.4 CIRCUMSTANCES IN WHICH SUBJECTS ENVISAGED USING IRISH
(c(. Tables 168 and 169, 8.3)

9.4.1 Subjects who reported that they knew Irish but would like
to know it better

Th t,iielluistonces in which use of the language was envisaged

10 subjeets who knew Irish but said they would like to know it

1,,t.t.t- ore shown in Table 192. Perhaps the most significant
vigor,; in this tdhlc are the "no response" percentages. In view
of th dotitnAn of tit', cultural ittoortance ,A the language among

'h" 1-,,r wonting to know Irish better, it is

crhils; not 10 ir,ly lancitul to suggest that 50.0% of UG and

ia ;,t; ,7onld not think of any ralistic circumstances in

thf might as, Irish. (ft should be noted that the "no

TABLE 192 Percentages of subjects who knew Irish but _said
they would like to know it beCler envisaging
different circumstances in which they might use
the language

UG PG
(70) (50)

As tcurist 'with tourists 20.0% 8.0%

Peading/lit,-.tature 34.3% 16.0%

Academic work /research 4.3% ---

'.';ork/business 17.1% 12.0%
Conversation at home or with

friends /relatives 22.9% '24.0%

Hardt tmrsuits 4.1% ---

t. I nq/ cor respondence --- 2.0%

neratly 4.3% ---

+o re-,,onse 50.0% 70.(13
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Chapter 10

Interest in learning French

10.1 ATTITUDES TO FRENCH.

10.1.1 Subjects who reported that they knew French
(cf. Tables 157-160, 8.1.1)

As we saw in Chapter 3, 92.1% of UG subjects (221/240) and

90.3% of PG subjects (187/207) reported that they had learned

French at some stage. Of the UG who had learned French 77.4%

(171/221; said they would like to know the language better; of

the PG who had learned French 62.0% (116/187) said they would

like to know the language better. The Asignificantly higher

figure for UG may have arisen because UG are nearer to their
school experienc, than PG and less likely to have developed

specific seccnd language needs.

10.1.2 Subjects who reported that they did not know French
(cf. Tables 161 and 162, 8.1.2'

Of the UG subjects who had not learned French, 0.58 (11/19)

said they would like to know the language; of the I.- sub-

jects who had nbt learned French, 0.95 (19/20) said they would

like to know the language. Interestingly it is the PG rather

than UG Oihc here seem to demonstrate the status that French often
has of an automatic first - choice foreign language.

10.2 SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF SUBJECTS WHO REPORTED THAT THEY
KNEW FRENCH BUT WOULD LIKE TO KNOW IT BETTER

10.2.1 Age at which learning had begun

Table 196 shows the ages at which subjects who knew French

but said they would like to know it better began learning the

language, compared with all subjects who had learned French. The

divergences between the two categories are probably not signifi-

cant, since they correspond quite closely to the divergences in

the "no response" rate. Certainly there is no evidence to asso-

ciate one age of beginning learning more closely than any other

with a desire to know the language better.



TABLE 196 Ages at which all subjects who reported a knowledge
of French began learning the language, compared witl
ages at which subjects who said they would like to
know French better began learning French

All UG UG who said
who knew they would
French like to know

French
better

All PG PG who said
who knew. they wolld
French like to

know Frqnch
better

(221) (171) (187) (116)

Before 4 years 0.6% 1.6% 0.0t
4-10 years 21.3% 20.5% 13.4% 16.49
11-17 years 69.7% 73.7% 58.3% 62.19
After 17 years 1.8% 2.3% 6.4% 7.8%

No response 7.2% 3.5% 20.3% 16.4%

10.2.2 Situations/circumstances in. which French had been leikrned

24.0% of UG subjects (41/171) and 19.0% of PG sub:lects

(22/116) reported that they had taken French at primary school;

94.2% of UG subjects (161/171) and 90.5% of PG subjects

(105/116) reported that they had taken French at post-pn.mary
school. Table 197 shows the situations/circumstances in which

TABLE 197 Situations/circumstances in which French had been
learned by (a) all subjects who knew French and (h)
subjects who said they would like to know French
better

All UG
who knew
Frenct

(221)

UG who said
they would
like to
know French
better

(171)

All PG PG who said
who knew they would
French like to

know French
better

(187) (116)

Home environment 3.6% 4.1% 2.7% 1.7

School 88.2% 87.7% 72.7% 76.7i

Friends/native
speakers 17.2% 1 21.1% 18.2% 16.4%

University or
other course 1.8% 2.3% 25.1% 28.5%

Trave'/living
abroad 17.7% 17.0% 23.5% 25.0%

Books and literature/
films/media/music 33.0% 32.8% 23.0% 25.0%

No response 6.3%, 12.9% 17.7% 16.4%
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subjects who knew French but said they would like to know it

better reported that they had learned the language, compared with
all learners of French. The divergences between the two

categories are small, in most cases minimal. In this context a
number of subjects clearly overlooked school as a situation in

which they had learned French. 81.0% of UG subjects who had

learned French in other ways thin just at school (98/121)
and 67.3% of PG subjects in the same category (66/98) said they

would like to know the language better: in both cases a

slightly higher figure than the proportion of all learners of

'French who said they would like to know the language better
(77.4% and 62.0% respectively).

10.2.3 Frenci as a medium of instruction
(cf. Tables 27 and 28, 1.3.1; 3.3.1)

Of all subjects who knew French but said they would like to

know it better, only one PG subject reported having experienced
French as a medium of instruction at primary school. 24.6% of

UG subjects (42/171) who said they would like to know French
better reported having experienced French as a medium of instruc-
tion at post-primary school; the corresponding figure for all UG

who had learned French is 23.3%. 10.3% (12/116) of PG subjects
who said they would like to/know French better reported having
experienced French as a medium of instruction at post-primary
level; the corresponding figure for all PG who had learned French
is 17.5%.

10.2.4 Enjoyment (cf. Tables 40 and 41, 1.3.3)

Of the subjects who had taken French at primary school and

said they would like to know the language better, 43.9% (18/41)
UG and 36.4% (8/22) PG said French was the language they had most
enjoyed learning at that level. These figures are slightly
higher than those for all learners of French who took the

language at primary school: UG 39.3%, PG 34.2% (cf. Table 40).

Of the subjects who had taken French at post-primary school

and said they would like to know the language better, 37.3%

(60/161) of UG and 29.5% (31/105) of PG said French was the
language they had most enjoyed learning at that level. Again the
UG figure is slightly higher than the corresponding /figure for

all UG who had taken French at post-primary level (35.2%). How-

ever, the PG figure is marginally lower than the corresponding
figure for all PG who had taken French at post-primary level

(30.7%; cf. Table 41).

10.2.5 Examination success in French

A majority of UG (74.3% - 127/171) and of PG (53.5% -

62/116) who said they knew French but would like to know it

better, reported that they had gained Grade C or above in the
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Leaving Certificate or an equivalent examination in French. The
UG figure is somewhat higher and the PG figure somewhat lower
than the corresponding figures for Irish (cf. 9.2.5), but the
difference is probably-not significant. However, here as in the
ease of Irish, the higher figure for UG than for PG seems to
confirm that examination success has a greater influence on UG
than on PG attitudes.

10.2.6 Visits to French-speaking territory

53.8% of the UG subject's (92/171) but only 29.3% of the PG
subjects (34/116) who said they would like to know French
bettor. reported that they had visited French-speaking terri-
tory; the corresponding figures for all learners of French are:
UG 54.811, PG 64.2% (cf. 3.2.3). Of the UG who said they would
like to know French better and had visited French-speaking terri-
tory, 37.0% (34/92) had stayed for between two weeks and one
month and 31.5% (29/92) had stayed for between two and three
months. Of the PG in this category 23.5% (8/34) had stayed for
between two weeks and one month and 35.3% (12/34) had stayed
for between two and three months. Table 198 shows the communica-
tive experience in French-speaking territory reported by these
subjects, compared with the communicative e;lerience in French-
speaking territory reported by all subjects 4ho knew French and
had visited such territory.

TABLE 198 Communicative experience in French-speaking terri-
tory reported by (a) all subjects who knew French
and had visited French-speaking territory and (b)
subjects who said they would like to know French
better and had visited French-speaking territory

All UG UG who said
who knew they would
French like to know

French better

All PG who said
who knew they would
French like to know

French better
(121) (92) (120) (34)

Spoke French 45.5% r-- 44.6% 47.5% 41.2%
Were spoken to .

in French 57.9% 58.7% 51.7% 47.1%
French spoken

in their company 83.5% 85.9% 74.2% 61.8%
Spoke French and

own language 38.0% 63.0% 33.3% 55.9%
Were spoken to in

French and
own language 30.6% 40.2% 36.7% 47.1%

French and own
language spoken
in their coM,any 13.2%. 13.0% 14.2% 35.3%
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10.2.7 Subjects' assessment of their command of language.
skills in French (cf. 3.4.1)

Subjects who knew French but said they would like to know it

better claimed to be able to understand spoken French, read,

speak and write French in the percentages set out in Table 199.

UG subjects iho said they would lAke to know French better were

marginally more confident than all UG learners of French with

regard to understanding spoken French and reading and marginally

less confident with regard to speaking. PG subjects who's said

they would like to know French better were on average some 5%

more confident than all PG learners of French in assessinq their
command of the language skills in French.

TABLE 199 Skills in French claimed by (a) all subjects who
knew French and (b) subjects who said.they would like
to know French better

.Understand
speech

Speak
Read
Write

All UG UG who said All PG PG who said
who knew they would who knew they would
French `'like to know French like to knot..

French better. French better
(221) (171) (187) (116)

90.0%
80.5%
95.0%
86.0%

90.1%
80.1%
96.5%
86.0%

72.2%
65.2%
2.4.9%
54.6%

76.7%
70.7%
81.9%
59.5%

10.3 REASONS FOR WANTING TO KNOW FRENCH DETTER/KNOW FRENCH

10.3.1 Subjects who reported that they knew French but would
like to know it better (cf. Tables 164 and 165, 8.2.2)

As Table 200 shows, among subjects who knew French the

reason most often given for wanting to know the language

better was the desire to be able to converse in French for pur--

poses of travel. This was mentioned by 42.1% of UG and ac-

counted for 26.4% of all UG responses under this head; and it Was

mentiqud by 4,I.8% of PG and accounted for 25.4% of all PG re-

spoftges under this head. 11.7% of UG and 9.5% of PG expressed

an interest in conversation for work purposes. 19.9% of UG

but only 8.6% of PG said they would like to know the language

better because of its international importance. 13.8% of

PG but only 7.6% of UG said they would like to know the language

better in order, to get to krow French literature bet:.er.

11.2% of PG but only 2.3% of UG :aid they would like to know

French better for general purp,ne: of self-improvement. However,

10.3%. of PG and 7.6% of UG r: .orted that they would like to-
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know hunch better because they had some knowledge of the lan-
guage already. 12.9A of PG also reported that they would like to
know French better for career purposes; these may have been
mostly prospective Leachers.

TABLE 200 Percentages of subjects who knew French but said they
would like-to know it better reporting different
reasons for wanting to improve their knowledge of
the language

UG
(171)

PG
(116)

1.0 Conversation generally 24.6% 9.5%
1.1 Travel abroad/holidays 42.1t 44.8%
1.2 Conferences/academic situations 0.6% 2.6%
1.3 Pork /business 11.7% 9.5%
1.4 Social purposes 1.2% 1.7%

2.0 Practical value generally 4.1% 0.9%
2.1 Listen to radio/news media --- 3.5%
2.2 Career purposes 1.2% 12.9%
2.3 General study purposes 1.8% 5.2%

3.0 Reading generally 4.1% 5.2%
3.1 Technical/academic 2.3% 6.9%
3.2 Literature 7.84, 13.8%

4.0 General interest 1.2% 5.2%
4.1 Self-improvement 2.3% 11.2%
4.2 Pleasure ' 2.9% 2.6%
4.3 For the sake of knowledge 1.8% 0.9%
4.4 Challenge of learning --- 0.9%

5.0''jmportance of the language generally --- - --

5.1 Within EEC /internationally 19.9% 8.6%
5.2 To gain access to other peoples/cultures --- 0.9%
5.3 To understand other peoples/cultures 4.1% 3.5%
5.4 As part of one's cultural heritage --- 0.9%

6.0 Special interests generally --- 0.9%
6.1 Liking for the language 9.9% 3.5%
6.2 Liking for the sounds of the language 1.8% 1.7%
6.3 Have friends in country or who speak

the language 3.5% 2.6%
6.4 Personal reasons 1.2% -0.9%
6.5 Cultural reasons . 2.3% 4.3%
6,6 The language is easy to learn --- 1.7%
6.7 Already Have some'knowledge of the

language 7.6% 10.3%
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10.3.2 Subjects who reported that they did not know but would
like to know French (cf. Tables 166 and 167, 8.2.3)

A8 Table 201 !MOWS, amonq !MbjeCtS who did not know but

maid they would like to know French, the most commonly sta!lcd

reason was o desire to be able to converse in the lan-

guage for gene 11 travel /holiday purpoles. This was mention2d by
0.55 of UG and awounted for 0.43 of 00 responses under this head

TAFJLE 201 Proportions of subjects who did not know but said
they would like to know French reporting different
reasons for wanting to know the language

UG PG
(11) (19)

1.0 Conversation generally 0.09 - --

1.1 Travel abroad/holidays 0.55 0.53

1.2 Conferences academic situations - --

1.3 Work/business 0.05

1.4 Social purposes 0.05

2.0 Practical value generally
2.) Listen to radio/news media
2.2 Career purposes
2.3 General study purposes 0.16

3.0 Reading generally
3.1 Technical/academic 0.09

3.2 Literature 0.18 0.05

4.0 General interest
4.1 Self-improvement 0.16

4.2 Pleasure
4.3 For the sake of knowledge 0.09

4.4 Challenge of learning

5.0 Importance of the language generally
5.1 Within EEC /internationally, 0.18 0.21

5.2 To gain access to other pedples/cultures
5.3 To understand other peoples/cultures 0.09 0.11

5.4 As part of one's cultural heritage

6.0 Special interests generally
6.1 Liking for the language
6.2 Liking for the sounds of the language
6.3 Have friends in country or who speak

the language
6.4 Personal reasons 0.05

6.5 Cultural reasons 0.05

6.6 The language is easy to learn
6.7 Already have some knowledge of the

language
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and it Was meat toned by 0.53 of is: and accounted I or 0.37 of PG
responses under this head.

10.4 CTRCINSTANCcS IN WHICH SUBJECTS ENVISAGED USING FRENCH
(ci. Tables 168 and 169, 8.3)

10.4.1 Subjects who reported that they knew French but would
like to know it better

Predictably the circumstances in which subjects who knew
French but said they would like to know it better envisaged
using French are closely allied to their reasons for wanting to
know French bolter, as a comparison of Table 202 with Table 200
shown. TaIfl, 203 shows when these subjects envisaged using
French. Tho high "no response" rate in these Tables should be
noted. Although not, as high as an the corresponding taWes for
Irish (T.Ailes 192 and 193, 9.4.1), they are more than high enough
to cast. some doubt on the degree of practicality attaching to
subjects' desire to know French better.

TABLE 202 Circumstances in which subjects who
said they would like to know French better
envisaged using French

As tourist/with tourists
Reading/literature
Academic work/research
Work/business
Conversation at hom or

with friends/relatives
Cultural pursuit.
Write/correspondence
No response

UG PG
(171) (116)

57.3%
26.3%
2.3%

32.2%

20.5%
1.8%
0.6%
33.3%

47.4%
23.3%
12.1%
34.58

19.8%
A.3%
2.6%

41.4%

TABLE 203 When did subjects who said they would like to
know French better envisage using the language?

UG PG
(171) '(116)

Now 1.2% 4.3%
In the future 24.6% 8.6%
Both 31.6% 36.2%
No response 42.7% 50.9%
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10.4.2 Subiectn who reported that, they did not know but would
lik, to know renoh

The ireumstnces in which subiects who did not. know but

said they would like to know French envisaged using French are
closely re ated to their reasons for wanting to know French, an a
comparison 'sot Table 204 with Table 201 shows. Table 21)5 shown

when theiie subjects envisaged using French. Compared with Tables

202 and 201, the "no response" rate in Tables 204 and 205 i5

negligible. However, the size of the :subgroups described in the
latter tables makes it impossible to draw any firm conclusions
from this divergence.

TABLE 204 Circumstances in which iubiects who
did net know but said they would like to
know French envisaged using French

PG PG
(11) (19)

As tourist/with tourists 0.82 0.95

ReadinO/literature 0.27 0.56
Academic work/research 0.09
Work/business 0.18 0.32
Conversation at home or

with friends/relatives 0.18 0.26

No response 0.09 0.05

TABLE 205 When did subjects who did not know but said
they would like to know French envisage using
the language?

PG PG
(11) (19)

Now 0.18 0.16

In the future 0.46 0.53

Both 0.27 0.26

No response 0.09 .0.05

.11



Chapter I I

Interest in learning German

I1.1 ATTITUDES TO GERMAN

11.1.1 Subjects who reported that they :mew German
(ci. Tablen 157-160, 8.1.1)

An we naw in Chapter 4', 35.8% of UG nubjects (86/240) and
15.8% of PG .subjects (74/207) reported that they had learned

Gorman at some stage. Of (subjects who knew German 76.7% of UG

(66/86) and 66.2% of PG (49/74) said they would like to know

Gorman better. These fiquion 1.re broadly comparable to the

porcentagou of nubiects who knew French and said they would .

like to know it bot.tor: 10; 78.5%, 100 62.0% (cp. 10.1,1

dhovo).

11.1.2 Subjects who reported that th4 did not know German
(cf. Tables 161 and 162, 8.1.2)

Of the subjects who did not know German 57.8% of UG

(89/154) and 55.6% of PG (74/133) said that they would like to

know the language,

11.2 SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF SUBJECTS WHO REPORTED THAT THEY
KNEW GERMAN BUT WOULD WOULD LIKE TO KNOW IT BETTER

11.2.1 Age at which learning had begun

TABLE 206 Ages at which (a) all subjects who knew German and
(b) subjects who said they would like to know German
better had begun learning the language

Before 4 years
5 -10 years
11-17 years
After 17 years
No response

All UG UG who said
who knew they would
German like to

know German
better

(86) (66)

4.7%
2.3%

44.2%
24.4%
24.4%

1.5%'

45.5%
28.8%
25.8%

All PG PG who said
who knew they would
German like to

know German.
better

(74) (49)
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TAW' .t1.1(1 !tilt t he :1,11,;1 nt WII It Wilt) lid i d t hey

would liko to know Gormon hot to had pagan t n learn t ho lotnitiogo,

compared pith .ell learner's it Gorman. Tho Nd1111 broad pat torn

omorgt-i lor hoth ootogorios ()I Nta,k,1!.. Howovor, it is worth
noting that among stiltloots who said they would liko tit know
Gorman bolter d higher poreontago had hointiv learning the lanquago
niter the ago of 17. This may imply that A high degree of

importonoo attochos tit merman as a longnago with vocational
rolovonoo.

11.2.2 Situatqona/cirtumutances in which Ger.= had been learned

Table 207 shows the sitaationn/circumstancos in which
siebjects who qoid thoy would liko tm know Gorman better reporter]
having learned tho language, comporod with all learner's of

Gorman. A'I with Irish and French, no here a number of subiocts
clearly tailed to mention school under this hood. N. clear trend
emerges from Table 207.

TABU: 207 Situations/circumstances in which German was learned
(a) by all subjects who knew German and (b) by sub-
jects who said they would like to know German better

All UG UG who said All PG PG who said
who knew they would who knew they would
German ,iiipte to know German like to know

lUrman German
better better

(86) (66) ' (74) (49)

Home environment 4.7%
School 45.4%
Informal contact

with native
speakers 15.1%

University or
other course . 10.5%

Visits to German-
speaking
territory 20.9%

German books and
literature/
films/media/
music 23.3%

No response 20.9%

203

1.5%
48.5%

18.2%

10.6%

22.7%

27.3%
21.2%

198
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11.2.4 Filjoyment (cf. Tablen 40 and 41, 1.3.1)

()1 I h.. tic, !wl !; writ, had t ,tkfm (;,t-tn.in dt t.ont -pi 1111111 y

!;1)..1 .111,1 1141 t hey wi tllti 1 k, t () kimw I I 1, 1.1/1111;110 11et t

11.,'0 Pt/ !tI i,t t hat CW1111,111 wttu t I ,c1,1(1:tql I hey had moat

wy.,(1 Hot tit 11,1 at (tint. I ; thin in in,' qi flit I y hdigh,,r t thm
the eorreuponding figure for ,Ill UG who had taken German at post -

primary level (0.21 12Pi21. Of Cho PG Nubiects who had taken

Gorman at loot-prithary uchool and said they would like to know

the language better, 0.19 (4/21) said German was the language

they had enjoyed learning mout at that level; thin it; marginally

Iluwer tiltin the orrouponding figure for a]) PC who had taken

German dt post-primary level (0.22 7/12).

11.2'.5 Examination success in German

0. ho (21/1) of UG and 0.48 (10/21) of PG who said they

would like to know Gorman bettor reported that they had achieved

Grade C or hotter in the 'waving Certificate or an equivalent

examination in Gorman. These figures are' lower than the

corresponding figures for Irish and French (cf. 9.2.5, 10.2.5),

but once again there is evidence that among the factors causing

subjects to want to know German better examination success 1,4F0;

likely to be more importapt for UG than for PG.

11.2.6 Visits to Ge an-speaking territory

0.64 (42/66) if the UG subjects and 0.55 (27/49) of the PG

subjects who said trey would like to know Cerman'better reported

that they had visited German-speaking territory. The correspond-

ing figures for all learners of German are: UG 54.7%, PG 64.9%

(cp. 4.2.3). Of 'the UG who said they would like to know German
better and had visited German-speaking territory, 0.02 (1/42) had

stayed for one week or less, 0.21 (9/42) had stayed for between

two and four weeks, 0.55 (23/42) had stayed for between two and

three months, and 0.17 (7/42) had stayed for between four and

six months. Of the PG in this category, 0.22 (6/27) had stayed
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for one week or less, 0.33 (9/27) had stayed for between two and
four weeks, 0,22 (6/27) had stayed for between two and three
months, and 0.19 (5/27) had stayed for between four and six

months. Table 208 shows the communicative experience in German-
speaking territory reported by these subjects compared with the
communicative experience in German-speaking territory reported by
all subjects who knew German and had visited German-speaking
,,rrItory.

TABLE 208 Communicative experience in German-speaking terri-
tory reported by (a) all subjects who knew German and
had visited such territory and (b) subjects who said
said they would like to know German better and had
visited such territory

Spoke German
Were spoken

to in German
German spoken

by others in
their company

All UG
who knew
German

(47)

0.34

0.38

0.79

UG who said
they would
like to know
German better

(42)

0.17

0.36

0.71

All PG
who knew
German

(48)

0.38

0.44

0.65

PG who said
they would
like to know
German better

(27)

0.04

0.33

0.70
Spoke German

and own
language 0.47 0.55 0.27 0.52

Were spoken to
in German
and own
langua.pe 0.47 0.55 0.29 0.52

German and own
language
spoken in
their company 0.17 0.24 0.13 0.30

11.2.7 Subjects' assessment of their command of language
skills in German (cf. 3.4.1)

As Table 209 shcws, UG subjects were generally more
confident than PG in claiming command of the four language

skills in German, the one notable exception to this being the

reading skill among all PG who had learned German. Among UG

subjects who said they would like to know German better,

command of the receptive. skills was claimed in almost the same
proportion as among all UG who had learned German. However, UG
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who said they would like to know German better claimed command
..of the productive skills somewhat less frequently than the

totality of UG who nad learned German-. Among PG, subjects who
----saad they would like to know German better consistently claimed

command of the four language skills less frequently than the

totality of subjects who had learned German. It is of , course
possible that subjects who said they, would like to know
German better measured their command of the skills against
more precisely defined objectives than the totality of sub-

jects who had learned German. If so, this could produce a
more pessimistic view of their competence in German.

TABLE 209 Command of language skills in German claimed by )
(a) all subjects who knew German and (b) subjects
who said they would like to know German better

UG who UG who PG who PG who
had would like had would like
learned to know learned to know
Germari German German German

better better
(86) (66) (74) (49)

Understand
speech 70.9% 71.2% 54.1% 53.1%

Speak 64.0% 60.6% 47.3% 40.8%

Read 65.1% 66.7% 66.2% 61.2%
Write 48.8% 43.9% 32.4% 26.5%

11.3 REASONS FOR WANTING TO KNOW GERMAN BETTER /KNOW GERMAN

11.3.1 Subjects who reported that they knew German but would
like to know it better (cf. Tables 164 and 165, 8.2.2)

Table 210 shows the percentages of subjects reporting that

they knew German but would like to know it better giving
different reasons for wanting a better knowledge of the language.
PG gave greater prominence than UG to conversation in general and
for purposes of travel abroad/holidays, whereas UG gave greater

prominence to conversation for purposes of work/business. PG
attached greater practical value to German than UG, especially as
regards study; and PG likewise attached much greater importance
than UG to reading German, especially German literature. By

contrast UG laid greater stress than PG on the importance of

German within the EEC/internationally and to an established
liking for the language.
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TABLE 210 Percentages of subjects who knew German but said
they would like to know it better giving different
reasons for wanting to improve their knowledge of

the language

UG
(66)

PG
(49)

1.0 Conversation generally --- 10.2%

1.1 Travel abroad/holidays 39.4% 42.9%

1.2 Conferences/academic situations 1.5% 2.0%

1.3 Work/business 19.7% 8.2%

1.4 Social purposes 6.1% - --

2.0 Practical value generally' --- 2.0%

2.1. Listen to radio/news media 4.6% 6.1%

2.2 Career purposes 1.5% 6.1%

2.3 General study purposes 1.5% 20.4%

3.0 Reading generally 1.5% 6.1%

3.1 Technical/academic 6.1% 14.3%

3.2 Literature 3.0% 22.5%

4.0 General interest 1.5% 4.1%

4.1 Self-improvement
3.0% 6.1%

4.2 Pleasure 3.0% 2.0%

4.3 For the sake of knowledge 4.6% 2.0%

4.4 Challenge of learning 1.5? 4.1%

5.0 Importance of the language generally --- - --

5.1 Within EEC/internationally _ 18.2% 6.1%

5.2 To gain access to other peoples/cultures --- - --

5.3 To understand other peoples/cultures 3.0% 6.1%

5.4 As part of one's cultural heritage --- 2.0%

6.0 Special interests generally ---

6.1 Liking for the language 13.6% 2.0%

6.2 Liking for the sounds of the language 1.5%

6.3 Have friends in country or who speak

the language 7.6% - --

6.4 Personal reasons 1.5% 2.0%

6.5 Cultural reasons --- 6.1%

6.6 The language is.easy to learn 1.5% 4.1%

6.7 Already have some knowledge of the
language 6.1% 10.2%
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11.3.2 Subjects bno reported that they did not know but would
like to know German (cf. Tables 166 and 167, 8.2.3)

TABLE 211 Percentages of subjects who did not know but said
they would like to know German reporting different
reasons for wanting to know the language

UG PG
(89) (74)

1.0 Conversation generally 19.1% 1.4%

1.1 Travel abroad/holidays 31.5% 39.2%

1.2 Conferences/academic situations 1.1% - --

1.3 Work/business 22.5% 8.1%

1.4 Social purposes --- 1.4%

2.0 Practical value generally 1.1% - --

2.1 Listen to radio/news media 1.4%

2.2 Career purposes 1.1% 9.5%

2.3 General study purposes 1.1% 9.5%

3.0 Reading generally 1.4%

3.1 Technical/academic 10.8%
3.2 Literature 4.5% 4.1%

4.0 General interest 1.1% 8.1%

4.1 Self-improvement 1.1% 5.4%

4.2 Pleasure 1.1% __-

4.3 For the sake of knowledge 1.1% 2.7%

4.4 Challenge of learning --- 1.4%.

5.0 Importance of the language generally --- - --

5.1 Within EEC/internationally 22.5% 10.8%

5.2 To gain access to other peoples/cultures --- - --

5.3 To understand other peoples/cultures 6.7% 12.2%

5.4 As part of one's cultural heritage ___ ---

6.0 Special interests generally --- - --

6.1 Liking for the language 4.5% 1.4%

6.2 Liking for the sounds of the language 1.1% 1.4%

6.3 Have friends in country or who speak
the language 6.7% 1.4%

6.4 Personal reasons --- 5.4%

6.5 Cultural reasons 1.1% 4.1%

6.6 The language is easy to learn 1.1% ---

6.7 Already have some knowledge of the
language

Table 211 shows the percentages of subjects who did not know

but said they would like to knbw German giving different reasons
for wanting to know the language. Both UG and-PG gave greatest
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prominence to conversatioa for purposes of travel abroad/
holidays, 'but UG attached much greater importance than PG to
conversation in general and conversation for purposes of work/
business. PG gave greater prominence than UG to the practical
value of German for career and general study purposes. Both
groups attached relatively little importance to reading German
literature, but PG were more interested than UG in reading German
for technical/academic purposes. Again UG gave greater promi-
nence than PG to the importance of German within the EEC/interna-
tionally, whereas PG gave greater prominence to cross-cultural
u,.derstanding.

11.4 CIRCUMSTANCES IN WHICH SUBJECTS ENVISAGED USING GERMAN
(cf. Tables 168 and 169, 8.3)

11.4.1 Subjects who reported that they knew German but would
like to know it 'better

As comparison betWeen Tables 212 and 210 shows, the; circum-
stances in which subjects who knew German but said they would
like to know it better envisaged using German are quit( closely
related 'to the reasons they gave for wanting to know German
better, travel abroad and work/business being the most prominent.,
among both categories of respondent. In this the pattern of
response for German is the same as for French. Scarcely any
respondents envisaged using German -for purpoSes of
correspondence, though presumably some of them would expect the
use of the language for purposes-of work/business to involve the
writing skill. Table 213 shows when these subjects envisaged
using German. As with the corresponding tables for Irish and
French, 30 here the high "no response" rate should be noted.

TABLE 212 Circumstances in which subjects who said
they would like to know German better

envisaged using German

As tourist/with tourists
Reading/literature
Academic work/research
Work/business
Conversation at home or

with frienes/relatives
Cultural pursuits
Write/correspond
Generally
No response

2 0 9 204

UG PG
(66) (49)

43.5%
19.7%
1.5%

30.3%

13.6%
0.0%
1.5%
1.5%

47.0%

49.0%
14.3%
8.2%

34.7%

14.3%
6.1%
2.0%
0.0%
42.9%



TABLE-213When did subjects who knew German but said they
would like-to-know it better envisage using the
language?

UG PG
(66) (49)

Now 1.5%
In the future 24.2%
Both now and' in the future 28.8%
No responses ,. 45.5%

10.2%
14.3%
26.5%
49.0%

11.4.2 Subjects who reported that they did not know but would
like to know German

The circumstances in which subjects who did not know but
said they would like to know German envisaged using the language
correspond broadly with the reasons they gave for wanting to know
'.he language, as comparison of Table 214 with Table 211 shows. A
comparison of Tables 212 and 214 shows that in their rate of

response subjects who did not knOw German expressed a
consistently higher level of interest in using German in the four
most popular circumstances: as a tourist; to read; for purposes
of work/business; in conversation at home or with friends/
relatives. An encouragingly high proportion of PG subjects who
did not know German envisaged using the language in academic
work/research. This figure should be set beside the much smaller
percentage of the samo group (10.8% - see Table 211) who in-
stanced reading for academic/technical purposes among their rea-
sons for wanting to know German. Table 215 shows. when subjects
who did not know but said they would like to know German envis-
aged using the language.

TABLE 214 Circumstarces in which subjecls wt:o did not
' know but said they would like to \now German

envisaged using German

As tourist/with tourists
Reading/literature
Academic work/research
Work/business
Conversation at home or

with friends/relatives
Cultural pursuits
Write/correspond
Generally I

No response

UG PG
(89.) (74)

70.8%
38.2%
3.4%

49.4%

205

210

73.0%
32.4%
23:0%
36.5%

20.3%,
"5.4%
1.4%
0.0%
2.7%



The "no response" rates in Table, 214 and 215 are neg2igible
compared with those in Tables 212 and 213. The same comparative

feature occurred in the corresponding tables for Irish and

French. But whereas the numbers of subjects who did not know but

said they would like to know Irish and French were too low to

allow any firm conclusions to b' drawn, 'in the case of German

there were more subjects who did not know but said they would
like to know the language than subjects who knew the language but
said they would like to know it better. The difference between
the "no response" rates in Tables 212 and 213 on the one hand and

Tables 214 and 215 on the'other seems to imply that subjects who

did not know but said they would like to know German had a mcre

thoroughly motivated interest in the language.than subjects wt.o

knew German but said they would like to know it better.

TABLE 215 When did subjects who did not know but would
like to know German envisage usi:.1 the language?

Now
In the future
Both now and in the future
No response

211
206

UG
(89) (74)

2.3%' 5.4%
64.1% 52.7%
30.3% 35.1%
3.4% 6.8%



Ititerest in learning Spanish

12.1 ATTITUDES TO SPANISH

12.1.1 Subjects who reported that they knew Spanish

(cf. Tables 157-160, 8.1.1)

As we saw in Chapter 5, 15.4% of UG subjects (37/240) and

19.8% of PG subjects (41/207) reported that they had learned

Spanish at some stage. Of these subjects 17 UG (0.46, and

21 PG (0.51) said that they would like to kffow Spanish better.

These proportions are significantly lower than the corresponding

percentages for French and German (see 10.1.1 and 11.1.1).

12.1.2 subjects who reported that they did not know Spanish

(cf. Tables 161 and 162, 8.1.2)

Of the subjects who did not know Spanish 21.2% of UG

(43/203; and 18.7% of PG (31/166) said that they would like to

knot: the language. These figures compare very unfa-

vour.-thly with those for German (cp. 11.1.2) and suggest that a.

:;,),,se. of the importance of Spanish as a world language may not b0,

part of our subjects' general cultural awareness.

12.2 SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF SUBJECTS WHO REPORTED THAT THEY
KNEW SPANISH BUT WOULD LIKE TO KNOW IT BETTER

12.2.1 Age at which learning had begun,

TABLE 716 Ages at which '(a) all learners of ,Spanish and (b)
subjects who said they would like to knoWSpanisb
better had begun learning the language

Before 4 years
4-10 years
11-17 years
After 17 years
No response

All UG UG who said All PG
who knew they would who knew
Spanish like to know Spanish

Spanish
better

(37) (17) (41)

0.43
C.03
(,.49

0.12
0.47

0.41

2" 212

0.02

0.37
0.22
0.39

PG who said
they would
like to know
Spanish
better

(21)

0.24
0.19
0.57



Table 216 shows the ages at which subjects who knew Spanish
but 'said they would like to know it better had begun learning the
language, compared with the ages at which all learners of Spanish
had begun learning the language. The high "no response" rate
makes it difficult to draw firm conclusions, though the overall
patterns for both categories of UG seem very similar, as do the
overall patterns for both categories of PG. Table 216 provides a
reminder that PG had quite frequently begun learning Spanish
after leaving school.

12.2.2 Situations/circumstances in which Spanish had been
learned

Table 217 shows the situations/circumstances in which
subjects who knew Spanish but said they would like to know it

better had learned the language, compared with the

situations/circumstances in which all subjects who knew Spanish
had learned the language. Travel /living abroad was markedly more
important for UG who said they would like to know Spanish better
than for all subjects who knew Spanish. As fan as PG are
concerned, the high "no response" rate.. for PG who said they would
like to know Spanish better makes it difficult to draw firm
conclusions.

. TABLE 217 Sit,uations/circumstances in which Spanish had been
learned (a) by all subjects who knew Spanish and (b)
by subjects who knew Spanish but said they would like
to know it better

UG who UG who said
knew they would
Spanish like to know

Spanish
better

(37) (17)

Home environment
School 0.49
Friends/native

speakers 0.16
University or

other course 0.03
Travel/living

abroad 0.14
Books and litera-

ture/films/
media/music 0.16

No response 0.38 -.

2 1

0.59

0.18

0.29.

0.12

208

PG who
knew
Spanish

PG who said
they would ,
like to know
Spanish
better

(41) (21)

0.05
0.37 0.19

0.24 0.19

0.24 0.28

0.22 0.14

0.29 0.28
0.34 0.57



12.2.3 Spanish as a medium of instruction
(cf. Tables 27 and 28, 1.3.1; 5.3.1)

The one UG subject who reported that he/she had experienced'
Spanish as a medium of instruction at primary school also said
that he/she would like to know Spanish better. Of subjects who
had taken Spanish at post-primary school and said they would like
to know the language better, 0.21 UG (3/14) and 0.13 PG (1/8)

reported that they had experienced Spanish as a medium of

instruction-at that level. The corresponding proportions for all
subjects who had taken Spanish at post-primary school are: UG

0.11, PG 0.23 (cf. 5.3.1).

12.2.4 Enjoyment (cf. Tables 40 and 41, 1.3.3)

The one UG subject who said Spanish was the language he/she
had most enjoyed learning at primary school also said that he/she
would like to know Spanish better. Of subjects who had taken
Spanish at post-primary level and said they would like to know

the language better, 0.57 UG (8/14) and 0.63 PG (5/8) reported

that Spanish was the language they had most enjoyed learning at

that level. The corresponding proportions for all subjects who
had taken Spanish at post-primary level are: UG 0.29, PG 0.39.
There thus appears to be a positive correlation between enjoyment

of learning Spanish at post-primary level and a desire to know

the language better.

12.2.5 Examination success in Spanish

Of UG who had taken Spanish at post-primary school and said

they would like to know the language better, 0.64 (9/14) reported

that they had achieved at least Grade C in the Leaving

Certificate or an equivalent examination in Spanish; the

corresponding proportion for all UG subjects who had taken-
Spanish at post-primary school was somewhat lower: 0.57 (16/28).
Of PG who had taken Spanish at post-primary school and said they

would like to know the language better, 0.50 (4/8) reported that

they had achieved at least Grade C in the Leaving Certificate or

an equivalent examination in Spanish; the corresponding

proportion for all PG subjects who had taken Spanish at post-
primary school was identical: 0.50 (13/26).

12.2.6 Visits to Spanish-speaking territory

0.47 UG (8/27) and 0.52 PG (11/21) who said they would like

to know Spanish better reported that they had visited Spanish:-

speaking. territory. The corresponding figures for all subjects
who had learned Spanish are markedly, higher: UG 0.54, PG 0.66.

Of the UG who wanted to know Spanish better and had visited
Spanish-speaking territory, 0.63 had stayed up to one month, 0.13
had stayed between one and three months, and 0.25 had stayed

between four and six months.- Of the PG in this category, 0.36
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had stayed up to one month, b.27 had stayed between one and three
months, 0.18 had stayed between four and six months, and 0.18 had
stayed between ten and twelve months.

Table 218 shows the communicative experience in Spanish -

speaking territory reported by subjects who had visited such
territory and said they would like to know the language better,

compared with the communicative experience in Spanish-speaking
territory reported by all subjects who knew Spanish and reported
having visited such territory. UG subjects who said they would
like to know Spanish better reported a somewhat higher level of

contact with Spanish and less dependence on their own language
than ,t11 UG subjects who knew Spanish and had visited Spanish-
speaking territory. Qn balance PG who said they would like to

know Spanish better reported a slightly higher level of contact
with Spanish, and slightly less dependence on their own language
than all PG subjects who knew Spanish and had visited Spanish-
speaking territory.

TABLE 218 Communicative experience in Spanish-speaking terri-
tory reported by (a) all subjects who knew Spanish and
had visited such territory and (b) subjects who said
they would like to know Spanish better and had visited
such territory

All UG UG who said
who knew they would
Spanish like to know

Spanish
better

(8)(21)

Spoke Spanish 0.43
Spanish spoken

to them 0.57
Spanish spoken in

their company 0.86
Spoke Spanish and
own language 0.29

Spanish and own
language spoken
to them 0.24

Spanish and own
language spoken
in 'their
company 0.14

0.50

0.63

0.88

0.25

0.13

0.13

215
210

All PG PG who said
who knew they would
Spanish like to know

Spanish
better

(26) (11)

0.42 0.46

0.42 0.36

0.65 0.73

0.31 0,27

0.42 0.46

0.23 0.18



12.2.7 Subjects' assessiaent of their command of language
skills in Spanish (cf. 3.4.1)

As Table 219 shows, UG who said would like to know
Spanish better were marginally more cony Tent than all learners
of Spanish as regards claiming competence in the receptive skills
of und,rtanding speech and reading, but marginally less
confid,H)t as regards the productive skills of speaking and
writing. PG who said they would like to know Spanish better were
slightly more confident than all PG learners of Spanish in

claiming competence in understanding spoken Spanish; otherwise
they were markedly less confident.

TABLE 219 Command of language skills in Spanish claimed by
(a) all subjects who knew Spanish and (b) subjects
who said they would like to know Spanish better

Understand speech
Speak
Read
Write

All UG UG who said
who knew they would
Spanish like to know

Spanish
better

(37) (.17)

0.70
0.54
0.62
0.54

0.71
0.53
0.65
0.53

All PG PG who said
who knew they would
Spanish like to know

Spanish
better

(41) (21)

0.68
0.56
0.78
0.49

0.71
0.43
0.52
0.43

12.3 REASONS FOR WANTING TO KNOW SPANISH BETTER/KNOW SPANISH

12.3.1 Subjects who reported that they knew Spanish but would
like to know it better (cf. Tables 164 and 165, 8.2.2)

Table 220 shows the proportions of subjects who knew Spanish
but said they would like to know it better giving different
reasons for wanting an improved knowledge-of the language. Among
UG the dominant reason was travel abroad/,.holidays; work/business,
,the practical value of the language, and a desire to build on
existing knowledge of the language were the only other reasons to
be specified by more than a single subject. Among PG travel
abroad/holidays was again the most frequently specified reason,
though it was quite closely followed by the belief that Spanish
is easy to learn. For the rest PG collectively specified twice
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.

as many reasons as UG. This seems to reflect a less stereotyped
view of the language than is evident among UG and may he connec-

ted jvith the fact that'a greater proportion of PG than UG

began learning Spanish after the age of 17.

TABLE 220 Proportions of subjects who knew Spanish but said
they would like to knew it better reporting different
reasons for wanting to improve their knowledge of the

language

UG
(17)

PG
(21)

1.0 Conversation generally 0.06 0.14

1.1 Travel abroad/holidays .0.53 0.29

1.2 Conferences/academic situations ___ - --

1.3 Work/busiMe'g's 0.24

1.4 Social purposes 0.06

2.0 Practical value generally 0.12

2.1 Listen to radio/news media
2.2 Career purposes 0.14

2.3 General study purposes

3.0 Reading generally 0.05

3.1 Technical/academic 0.05

3.2 Literature 0.14

4.0 General interest
4.1 Self7improvement 0.10

4.2 Pleasure
4.3 For the sake of knowledge 0.05

4.4 Challenge of Yearning

5.0 'Importance of the language generally
5.1 Within EEC/internationally 0.05

5.2 To gain access to other peoples/cultures
5.3 To understand other peoples/cultures 0.06 0.10

5.4 As part of one's cultural heritage

6.0 Special interests generally
6.1 Liking for the language 0.06 0.14

6.2 Liking for the sounds of the language 0.05

6.3 Have friends in country or who speak
the language 0.06 0.05

6.4 Personal reasons --- 0.05

6.5 Cultural reasons 0.10

6.6 The language is, easy to learn 0.24

6.7. Already have some knowledge of the
language 0.12 0.14
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12.3.2 Subjects who reported that they did not know but would
like to know Spanish (cf. Tables 166 and 167, 8.2.3)

Table 221 shows the proportions of subjects who said they
did not know but would like to know Spanish givirig different
reasons for wanting to know the language. Compared with Table
220, Table 221 shows a much wider spread of reasons in the UG
column but a slightly narrower spread in the PG column. Among UG

TABLE 221 Proportions cl -ublerts who did not
they would like to know Spanish reporting
ro,-;ons for wanting to know the language

know but said
different

UG
(43)

PG
(31)

1.0 Conversation generally 0.23 0.03
1.1 Travel abroad/holidays 0..28 0.52
1.2 Conferenc'es/academic situations
1.3 Work/business 0,02
1.4 Social purposes

2.0 Practical value generally 0.07 - - --

2.1 Listen to radio/news media 0.03
2.2 Career purposes 0.02 0.03
2.3 General study purposes -- ----

3.0 Reading generally 0.05 0.03
3.1 Technical/academic O., - - --

3.2 Literature 0. 0.07

4.0 General interest 0.03
4.1 Self-improvement 0.0,
4.2 Pleasure 0 0.03
4. s For the sake of ,knowledge 0.. , - - --

4.4 Challenge of learning 0.02 0.0,

5.0 Importance of.the langua egenerally ----- - - --

5.1 Within EEC/internationally 0.16 0.13
5.2 .To gain access to other peoples/cultures 0.02 - - --

5.3 To understand other peoples/cultures 0.05 0.23
5.4 As part of one's cultural heritage ---- - - --

6.0 Special interests generally ---- 0.03
6.1 Liking fdr the language 0.02
6.2 Liking for the sounds of the language 0.05 - - --

6.3 Have friends in country or who speak
the language 0.14 0.10

6.4 Personal reasons ____

6.5 Cultural reasons 0.02 0.03
6.6 The language is easyito learn 0.02
6.7 Already havesome knowledge of the

language, I

k..

0.02

\
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general conversation and travel abroad/holidays is by far the

most dominant reason. It is worth making three further points of
comparison with Table 220. First, subjects who did not know but
said they would like to know Spanish appear to be much more aware
of the international importance of the language than subjects who
know Spanish but said they would like to know it better.

Secondly, PG who did not know but said they would like to know

Spanish attached much greater importance to cross - cultural

understanding than UG in the same category,, while this reason was
given by a single PG. among subjects who said they knew Spanish

but would like to know it better. Thirdly, the desire to

communicate with Spanish ;speaking friends was mentioned by only

one UG and one PG among subjects who knew Spanish but said they
would like to know it better, whereas this was propbrtionally the
fourth most frequently specified reason among both UG and PG who

' said they did not' knovf but would like to know Spanish.

12.4 CIRCUMSTANCES IN WHICH SUBJECTS ENVISAGED USING SPANISH
(cf. Tables 168 and 169, 8.3)

12.4.1 Subjects who reported that they knew Spanish but woulJ
like to-know it better

'Table 222 shows the circumstances in which subjects who ,

knew Spanish but said they would like to know it better envisaged

using the language. The predominance of the first category
.- in the table corresponds to the prominence that subjects gave to

travel abroad/holidays among their reasons for wanding to know

the language bettei. Among UG work/business appears to be as
prominent for Spanish was it was in general for German (cp.11.4):
Table 223 shows when these subjects envisaged using Spanish: more
in the future than in the present.

'TABLE 222 Circumstances in which subjects, who already
knew Spariish envisaged using the language

UG PG
(17) (21)

As tourist/with tourists 0.59 0.48

Reading/literature. 0.29 0.24

Academic work/research 0.05

Work/business 0.35 0.10
Conversation at home or with

rgqatives/friends 0.24 0.19

Cultural pursuits cp 0.05

No response 0.18 0.38
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TABLE 223 When did subjects who knew Spanish but said
they would_like to Aknow it better envisage
using the language?

UG PG
(17) (21)

Now --- 0.05

In the future 0.41 0.29
Now and in the future 0.35 0.19
No response 0.24 0.48

12.4.2 SUbjects who reported that they did not know but would
like to know Spanish

Table 224 shows the circumstances in which subjects who did

not know but said they would like to know Spanish envi-
saged using the language. Again the predominance of the first
category corresponds to the prominence that subjects gave to

conversation generally and travel abroad/holidays among their

reasons for wanting to know Spanish. The relatively high pro-

portion of these subjects who envisaged using Spanish

for purposes of work/business may once more indicate a greater
awareness of the language's international importance than
existed at least among PG subjects'who already knew Spanish (cp.

12.3.2). Table 225 shows when these subjects envisaged using
Spanish: in the future rather than immediately.

TABLE 224 Circumstances in
not know but said
Spanish envisaged

As tourist/with tourists
Reading/literature
Academic work/research
Work/business

,

Conversation at home or with
relatives/friends

Cultural pdrsuits
.;,.

Writing/correspondence
Generally
No response

O

21,5.

d

which subjects who did
they would like to know
using the language

UG PG
(43) (31)

0.74 0.87
0.16 0.36
0.02 0.07
0.35 0.32

0.33 0.23
---- 0.07
---- 0.03
0.05 - - --

0.07 0.07



TABLE 225 When did subjects who did not
know but said they would like to
know Spanish envisage using the
language?

Now
In the future
Now and in the future
No response

221
216

UG PG

(43) (31)

0.02 0.07
0.58 0.36
0.30 0.36
0.09 0.23



Chapter 13

Interest in learning Italian

13.1 ATTITUDES TO ITALIAN

13.1.1 Subjects who reported that they knew Italian
(cf. Tables 157-160, 8.1.1)

As we saw in Chapter 5, 7.9% of UG subjects (19/240) and
15.5% of PG subjects (32/207) reported that they had learned
Italian at some stage. Of the subjects who knew Italian, 14 UG

(0.74) and 21 PG (0.66) said that they would' like to know
Italian better. These proportions are directly comparable with
the corresponding ones for French and German and markedly higher
than those for Irish and Spanish (cp. 9.1.1, 10.1.1, 11.1.1,
12.1.1).

13.1.2 Subjects who reported that they did not know Italia.i
(cf. Tables 161 and 162, 8.1.2)

Of the subjects who did not know Italian, 16.3% of UG

(36/221) and 18.9% of PG (33/175) said that they would like to

know the language. As in the case of Spanish, these figures
compare very unfavourably with those for German (cp. 11.1.2)

and suggest that Italian culture does not bulk, large on our

subjects' horizons.

13.2 SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF SUBJECTS WHO REPORTED THAT THEY
KNEW ITALIAN BUT SAID THEY WOULD LIKE TO KNOW IT BETTER

13.2.1 Age at which learning had begun

TABLE 226 Ages at which (a) all subjects who knew Italian
and (b) subjects who said they would like to-know
ItaLian better had begun learning the language

All UG UG who said All PG PG who said
who knew they would who knew they would
Italian like*to know Italian like to know

Italian Italian
better better

(19) (14) (32) (21)

Before 4 years --- --- --- - --

4 -10 years 0.05 0.07 --- - --

11-17 years 0.37 0.36 0.19 0.10

After 17 years 0.37 0.21 0.53 0.43

No response 0.21 0.43 0.28 0.48
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Table 226 shows the ages at whi 1
subjects who knew Italian

but said they world like to know it better had begun learning the
language, compared with the ages at which all learners of Italian

had begun learning the language; the high "no response" rate

makes it difficult to draw firm conclusions. Table 226 provides

a reminder that Italian was often learned after the age of 11,

especially among PG.

13.2.2 Situations/circumstances in which Italian had been
learned

Table 227 shows the situations/circ:umstances in which sub-

jects who said they would like to know Italian better reported

having learned the language, compared with the situations/circum-
stances in which all learners of Italian reported haVing learned

the language. Friends/native speakers and books and litera-

ture/films/media/music were less prominent factors for both UG

and PG who said they would like to know Italian better than for

all learners of Italian. University or other courses were more

frequently reported by PG than by UG in both categories, and in

both cases less frequently reported by subjects who said they

would like to know Italian better than by all learners of

Italian. School was reported more frequently biLIG than by PG in

both categories, and in both cases less frequently by subjects

who wanted to know Italian better than by all learners of

Italian. Travel/living abroad was reported more often by PG than

by UG in both categories, and less often by PG who wanted to know
Italian better than by all PG learners of Italian.

TABLE 227 Situations/circumstances in which Italian was
learned. by (a) all learners of Italian and (b) sub-
jects who said they would like to know Italian better

All UG UG who said
who knew they would
Italian like to know

Italian
better

(19) (14)

Home environment 0.05 0.07

School 0.42 0.36

Friends/native
speakers 0.26 0.14

University or
other course 0.16 0.07

Travel/living
abroad 0.21 0.21

Books and lit./
films/media/
music 0.26 0.21

No response 0.26
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All PG . PG who said
who knew they would
Italian like to know

Italian
better

(32) (21)

0.19

0.31

0.44

0.38

0.25
0.22

0.10,

0.19

0.33

0.29

0.19
0.14



13.2.3 Italian as a medium of instruction
(cf. Tables 27 and 28, 1.3.1; 6.3.1)

The two UG subjects who reported that they had experienced

Italian as a medium of instruction at post-primary school said

they would like to know Italian better.

13.2.4 Enjoyment (cf. Tables 40 and 41, 1.3.3)

( .75 UG (3/4) who had taken Italian at post-primary school

and said they would like to know Italian better l'orJrted that

Italian was the language they had most enjoyed learning at that

level; the corresponding proportion foi- all UG who had taken

Italian at post-primary school was 0.60 (3/5). Neither of the

two PG who had taken Italian at post-primary school and said they

would like to know the language better reported that Italian was
the language he/she had most enjoyed learning at that level; the

corresponding proportion foi all PG who had taken Italian at

post-primary school was 0.25 (1/4).

13.2.5 Examination success in Italian

Of UG who had taken Italian at post-primary school and said
they would like to know the language better, 0.50 (2/4) reported

that they had gained at least Grade C in Leaving Certificate or

an equivalent examination in Italian. Of the two PG who had

taken Italian at post-primary:school and said they would like to

know the languag,. better, one (0.50) reported that he/she had

gained at least Grade C in Leaving Certificate or an equivalent.

examination in Italian.

13.2.6 Visits to Italian-speaking territory

Of the suojects who knew Italian but said they would like to

know it better, 0.50 UG (7/14) and 0.76 PG (16/21) reported that

they had visited Italian-speaking territory. The corresponding

proportions for all learners cf Italian are somewhat higher: UG

0.53, PG 0.84 (cf. 6.2.3) Of the UG who wanted to know Italian

better and had visited Italian-speaking territory, 0.14 (1/7)

reported having stayed up to one week, 0.14 reported having

stayed between two and four weeks, 0.57 (4/7) reported having

stayed between two and three months, and 0.14 (1/7) reported

having stayed more than three years. Of the PG in the same

category 0.13 (2/16) reported having stayed up to one week, 0.44

(7/16) reported having stayed between two and four weeks, 0.19

(3/16) reported having stayed between two and three months, 0.13

(2/16) reported having stayed between four and six months, 0.06
(1/16) reported having stayed between one and two years.

Table 228 summarizes the communicative experience in

Italian-speaking territory reported.by subjects who had visited
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such territory and said they would like to know Italian better,

compared with the communicative experience in Italian-speaking
territory reported by all learners of Italian who had visited

such territory. UG who said they would like to know Italian
better reported on balance less exposure to Italian and a greater
reliance on their own language than all UG learners of Italian

who had visited Italian-speaking territory, whereas PG who said
they would like to know Italian better reported rather less

exposure to Italian but also rather less reliance on their own
language than all PG learners of Italian who had visited Italian-
speaking territory.

TABLE 228 Communicative experience in Italian-speaking terri-
tory of (a) all subjects who knew Italian and had
visited such territory and (b) subjects who said
they would like to know Italian better and had
visited such territory

All UG UG who said
who knew they would
Italian like to know

Italian
better

(10) (7)

Spoke Italian 0.60
Italian spoken

to them 0.70
Italian spoken in

their company 0.80
Spoke Italian and
own language 0.20

Italian and own
language spoken
to them 0.20

Italian and own
language spoken.
in their
company 0.10

0.57

0.43

0.86

0.29

0.57

0.14

All PG PG who said
who knew they would
Italian like to know

Italian
better

(26) (16)

0.31 0.25

0.42 0.44

0.73 0.69

0.50 0.44

0.31 0.31

0.19 0.13

13.2.7 Subjects' assessment of their command of language
skills in Italian (cf. 3.4.1)

As Table 229 shows, UG and PG who said they would like to

know Italian better showed less confidence in claiming command of

the language skills in Italian than all UG and PG learners of

Italian. As regards the oral/aural skills,, the discrepancy is
much more pronounced between the PG than between the UG groups.
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TABLE 229 Command of language skills in Italian claimed by
(a) all subjects who knew I'Lalian and (b) subjects
who said they would like to know Italian better

All UG UG who said All PG PG who said
who knew they would who knew they would
Italian like to ktow Italian like to know

Italian
better

Italian
better

(19) (14) (32) (21)

Understand
speech 0.79 0.71 0.91 0.76

Speak 0.74 0.71 0.56 0.29

Read 0.84 0.64 0.91 0.71

Write 0.63 0.50 0.28 0.14

13.3 REASONS FOR WANTING TO KNOW T1ALIAF AaTER/KNOW ITALIAN

13.3.1 Subjects who reported that .hey knew Italian but would
like to know it better (cf. Tables 164 and 165, 8.2.2)

Table 230 shows the proportions of subjects who knew Italian

but said they would like to know it 13.tter giving different
reasons for wanting an improved knowledge of the language. As in
the case of Spanish, the spread of reasons given collectively by

PG in this category is twice as broad as the spread of reasons

given collectively by UG. For both groups travel abroad/holidays
was the most frequently mentioned reason. The next most

frequently mentioned reason among. UG was general conversation,

whereas among PG two reasons held second place jointly - an

interest in reading Italian literature and a desire to build on

existing knowledge of the language.

c.
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TABLE 230 Proportions of sub)eets who knew Italian
they would like to know it better reporting
reasons for wanting to improve their
the language

. .

but said
different

knowledge of

00- PG
(14) (21)

1.0 Conversation generally 0.21 0.05

1.1 Travel abroad/holidays 0.36 0.48

1.2 Conferences/academic situations
1.3 Work/business
1.4 Social purposes

2.0 Practical value generally
2.1 Liston to radio/news media 0.10

2.2 Career purposes 0.05

2.3 General study purposes 0.19

3.0 Reading generally 0.14 0.05

3.1 Technical/academic 0.05

3.2 Literature 0.24

4.0 General interest
4.1 Self- improvement 0.07 0.05

4.2 Pleasure
4.3 For the sake of knowledge 0.07

4.4 Challenge of learning

5.0 Importance of the language generally
5.1 Within EEC/internationally - --

5.2 To gain access to other peoples/cultures 0.05

5.3 To understand other peoples/cultures 0.10

5.4 As part of ode's cultural heritage 0.05

6.0 Special interests generally - --

6.1 Liking for the language 0.14

6.2 Liking for the sounds of the language 0.14 0.05

6.3 Have friends in country or who speak
the language --- 0.05

6.4 -Personal reasons 0.07 - --

6.5 Cultural reasons 0.07 0.05

6.6 The language is easy to learn 0.14 0.10

6.7 Already have, some knowledge of the
language ---' 0.24

13.3.2 Subjects who reported that they did not know but would
like to know Italian (cf. Tables 166 and 167, 8.2.3)

Table 231 shows the percentages of subjects who did not know
but said they would like to know Italian giving different reasons

for wanting to know the language. Here, as in the case of

subjects who -did not know but said they would like to know
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TABLE 231 Proporins of subjects who did not know but said
they would like to know Italian reporting different:
reasons for wanting to know the language

UG PG
(36) (33)

1.0 Conversation generally 0.22 - - --

1.1 Travel abroad/holidays 0.50 0.49
1.2 Conferences/academic situations
1.1 Work/business 0.08
1.4 Social purposes

2.0 Practical value generally 0.06
2.1 Listen to radio/news media 0.06
2.2 Career purposes 0.06
2.3 General study purposes 0.03 0.03

3.0 Reading generally 0.06 _-
3.1 Technical/academic 0.03 0.03
3.2 Literature 0.14 0.12

4.0 General interest 0.06
4.1 Self-improvement 0.09
4.2 Pleasure 0.06
4.3 For the sake of knowledge
4.4 Challenge of learning

5.0 Importance of the language generally - - --

5.1 Within EEC/internationally 0.11 0.06
5.2 To gain access to other peoples/cultures 0.03
5.3 To understand other pedples/cultures 0.18
5.4 As part of one's cultural heritage

6.0 SpOcial interests generally
6.1 Liking for the language 0.08
6.2 Liking for the sounds of the language 0.03
6.3 Have friends in country or who speak

the language 0.06 0.03
6.4 Persdnal reasons
6.5 Cultural reasons 0.06 0.21
6.6 The language is easy to learn ---- 0.09

6.7 Already have some knowledge of the language ---- 0.03

Spanish, roughly the same number of different reasons were
mentioned collectively by the UG and PG groups. Again travel
abroad/holidays is the dominant reason for both groups. Among UG
it is followed by general conversation, an interest in reading
Italian literature and the importance of talian within the

EEC/internationally; among PG it is :ollowed special cultural
interests and an interest in cross-cultural and standing.
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13.4 CIRCUMSTANCES IN WHICH SUBJECTS ENVISAGED USING ITALIAN
(cf. Tables 168 and 169, 8.3)

13.4.1 Subjects who reported that they know Italian but would
like to know it better

Tdble 232 shows the circumOL.tncctt in which subjects who

knew Italian but said they would like to know it better

envisaged using the language; the prominence of the first

category in the table corresponds to the dominant reason subjects

gave for wanting to know Italian better. Table 233 shows when

thoy cnvi!ioqod uning the language: in the future rather than

immudiotely.

TABLE 232 Circumstances in which subjects
who knew Italian but said they would
like to know it better envisaged
using the'lanquage

A:; tourist/with tourists
Reading/literature
Academic work/research
Work/business
Conversation at home or with

relatives/friends
Cultural pursuits
No response

UG PG
(14) (21)

0.57 0.43
0.14 0.24
0.07 0.10
0.36 0.10

0.43 0.24
0.10

0.21 0.48

TABLE 233 When did subjects who knew
Italian but said they would like
to know it better envisage using
the language?

UG PG
(14) (21)

Now ___ 0.10

In the future 0.43 0.24

Now and in the future 0.21 0.19

No response 0.36 0.48

13.4.2 Subjects who reported that they did not know but would
like to know Italian

Table 234 shows the circumstances in which subjects who

did not know but said they would like to know Italian

ry
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envinaged using The prominence of the first cat-
egory ID tho table corriapond- to the dominant reason theme
nubjectn gave lor wanting to know Italian: travel abroad/
holidays and general conversation. It is worth noting that
rutrent in leading Italian, including Italian literature,
in much more marked aim ag these subjectn than among subjectn
who already know Italian and said they would like to know it

bettor. The name is true of using Italian for work /business
purposen, Table 2.4', nhows when these subjects envisaged using
Italian: in the future rather than immediate 1y.

TABLE 234 Circumntances in which subjects
.:ho did not knew but said they would
iiko to know Italian ..ttvi!itgod
u.:ing the language

ik tourist/with tourist
Raiding/literature
Academic work/research
Work/business
Conversation at home or with

relatives/friends
Cultural pursuits
Writing/correspondence
Generally
No response

UG PG
(36) (33)

0.78 0.85
0.31 0.55
0.06 0.12
0.28 0.30

0.36 0.27
0.06 0.12
--- 0.06

0.06 --
0.06 0.03

TABLE 235 When did subjects who did not
know but said they would like to
know Italian envisage using the
language?

UG PG
(36) (33)

Now 0.03 0.09
In the future 0.50 0.55
Now and in the future 0.28 0.30
No response 0.19 0.06

It is worth noting how much lower the "no response" rate is

in Tables 234 and 235 compared with Tables 232 and 233: the same
phenomenon was observed in 9.4, 10.4 and 11.4 and may indicate a
higher level of interest among subjects who did not know the
language than among subjects who did.
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1.1111111C1 I

Interest in learning languages other than English,

Irish, French, German, SpanisIt and Italian

0., In 111.110 / lit' 11111111w! r ()I it.t'l provi,litut

t I t hat except in M11. rt':iflof /I I IN,

ti.if .1 h.1', AlioCdit i Ill ,ri.r.1 1,0 her I 11.111 I 0.1)1'0:41.11I :II.

i(1111 I (.1111'... I.'()1" I II 1-1,1:011 !nor.. lirlited range of

lit etubt t till i !; 0!i1 'lit I'd in 0.0; chapter than in Chap-
1 (I-I 1.

I t .1 he not ell I hit t hroughont t.h i u chapter "Creek"

embroce.. the .1111 tile' modern lanunAuc. No

reupondent dintinuttinhed between the two, but it .;,(.ms

rumen rcpt ier referred to the modern rather

than the clio..ical lOnquane.

14.1 SUBJECTS' INTEREST IN "OTHER LANGUAGES" THEY ALREADY KNEW

! Table 236 show; the percentages of subjects reporting that

they would like to know better a language or languages that: they

already knew who opecified a language other than English, Irish,

French,% German, Spanish or Italian. In Table 237 the number of

ubjects who reported that they would like to know each specified
other" language better is expressed as a proportion of the total

umber of subjects who claimed a knowledge of that language.

rabies 238 and 239 show the distribution of reasons given for

wanting to know "other languages" better.
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TABLE 236 Subjects reporting that they would like
to know better a language they already
knew trom Irish, French,
G, man, :,pant ;h and (Lilian. Percen!ages
relate to the total numbern of uublvetB
who reported that
better a language

they'would like to know
they already knew.

UG
(221)

PG
(176)

1,atin 2.7%' 4.0%

Greek 2.7% 2.8%

Breton ---. 1.1%

Scots Gallic, --- 0.6%

Welsh 0.9% 1.7%

hutch 0.9% 1.7%

Portuguese 0.5K 1.7%

hanih 0.9% 0.6%

Finnish --- n.6%

Icelandic J.6%

Norwegian 1.1%

Swedish 1.1i

Lithuanian --- 0.6%

Russian 0.9% 6.8%

Arabic 0.5% 1.7%

Hebrew 0.5% 1%1%

Swahili 0.5% - --

Hindi 0.9%

Sanskrit 0.5%

'Tamil --- 0.6%

Bahasa Malaysia 0.5% - --

Chinese 0.5% 0.6%
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TABLE 237 Numbers of subjects reporting that they
would like to know better languages they
already knew apart from English, Irish,
French, German, Spanish and
expressed as a proportion of all subjects
reporting a knowledge of- each language.

Latin
Greek
Breton
Scots Gaelic
Welsh .

' Dutch

UG

0.06
0.60
----
- --

1.00
0.33

(6/104)
(6/10)

12/2)
(2/6)

PG

0.06 (7/118)
0.71 (5/7)
1.00 (2/2)
0.20 (1/5)
0.75 (3/4)
0.50 (3/6)

Portuguepeo 1:00'1/1) 1.00 (5/5)

.Danish 0.67 ('2/3) 1.00 (1/1),

Finnish ___. 0.50 (1/2)

Icelandic 1.00 (1/1)

Norwegian 1.00 (2/2)

Swedish , 1.00 ,(2/2)
-Lithuanian - - -- 1.00 (1/1)

Russian 0.50, (2/4). 1.00 (12/12)

Arabic 1..00 (1/1) 0.38 (3/8)

Hebrew 0.50 (1/2) 1.00 (2/2)

Swahili : 0.50 (1/2) - - --

Hindi 1.00 (2/2)

Sanskrit 0.50 (1/2) - - --

Tamil 0.50 (1/2)

Bahasia Malaysia 1.00 (1/1) ----
Chinese 0.33 (1/3) 0.50 (1/2)
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TABLE 238 Distribution of reasons given by UG subjects for
wanting to know better languages that they already
knew other than English, Irish, French, German,
Spanish and Italian. Proportions refer to the total
number of reasons given in respect of each language.

-

No. of
reasons
given

1 2 3 4 5 6

Latin 4 ---- 0.75 0.25
Greek 5 0.60 0.40 ----
Welsh 2 ---- ,0.50 0.50
Dutch 1 1.00 ----
Portuguese 1 1.00
Danish 3 0.67 ---- ---- ---- 0.33
Russian 3 ---- ---- 0.33 0.33 0.33
Arabic 2 0.50 ---- 0.50 - - --

Hebrew 1 1.00 ---- ---- - - --

Swahili 1 ---- 1.00
Hindi 2 - - -- ---- 0.50 0.50
Sanskrit 1

Bahasa
Malaysia 1 - - -- 1.00
Chinese 2 0.50 ---- 0.50

Key: 1 = Desire to use language for purposes
of oral communication

= Practical value of language

3 = Reading

4 = General interest in the language

5 = International and/or cultural
importance of the language

6 = Special/personal reasons

Note: Each of the above categories covers a
bundle of reason-types, so that individual
subjects'may have given more than one
reason in any particular category.
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TABLE 239 Distribution of reasons given by PG subjects for
wanting to know better languages that they already
knew other than English, Irish, French, German, Spanish.

and Italian. Proportions refer to the total number of
reasons given in respect of each language.

No. of 1

reasons
given

2 3 4 5 6

Latin 13 ---- 0.31 0.23 0.08 0.23 0.15

Greek 5 ---- '0.40 0.40 ---- 0.20

Breton 1 ---- ---- 1.00

Scots Gaelic 4 Q.25 0.25 ---- 0.25 0.25

Welsh 6 0.33 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 - - --

Dutch 4 0.25 0.25 ---- ---- ---- 0.50

.Portuguese 6 ---- ---- 0.17 ____ 0.83

Danish 4 0.25 ---- 0.25 0.50 ____

Finnish 1 ---- ---- 1.00

Icelandic 4 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25

Norwegian 2 0.50 0.50 ---- ----
Swedish . 2 ---- ---- 0.50 0.50 ---- - - --

Russian 22 0.18 0.09 0.18 0.05 0.09 0.41

Arabic 3 .0.67 ---- ---- ---- 0.33

Hebrew 3 0.33 0.33 0.33 ----
Tamil 1. ---- 1.00

Chinese 2 0.50 0.50

No reasons given in respect of'Lithuanian

Key: 1 = Desire to use.the language for
oral communication

2'= Practical value of the, language

3 = Reading

4 = General interest in the language

5 = International and/or cultural
importance of the language e3

6 = Special/personal reasons

Note: Each of the above categories covers a
bundle of reason-types, so that individual
subjects may have given-more than one
reason in any particular category.
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14.2 SUBJECTS' INTEREST IN "OTHER LANGUAGES" THEY DID NOT KNOW

Table 240 shows the percentages of subjects reporting that

they would like to know languages that they did not know already
other than English, Irish, French. German, Spanish and Italian.
In Table 241 the numbers of subjects reporting a desire to know a
language they did not already know other than English, Irish,
French, German, Spanish and Italian are expressed as percentages
of the numbers of subjects who did not know each language. Tables
241 and 242 show the distribution of the reasons subjects gave
for wanting to know languages other than English, Irish, French,
German, Spanish and Italian. The .data presented in Table 240

have representative rather than merely anecdotal significance
since they refer to all our PG and UG subjects and not just --to

tiny sub-groups. These data show how few UG and PG.subjects felt
a need for a. language other than those included in the second and
third level curriculum. No doubt much of the interest expressed
in the curriculum languages was generated by the cultural bias
expressed by their presence in the curriculum in the first place.

TABLE 240 Subjects reporting that they would like
to know a language that they did not know
already who specified a language other than
English, Irish, French, German, Spanish and
Italian. Percentages relate to total num-
bers of subjects who reported that they
would like to know a language they did nct
know already.

UG
(194)

PG
(155)

Latin 5.7% 2.6%
Greek 4.1% 9.0% °

Breton 1.0% 0.7%
Scots Gaelic 1.0% ---,

Welsh 2.6% 1.9%
Dutch 2.6% 3.2%
Portuguese 1.0% 4.5%
Danish --- 0.7%
Finnish 0.5% 0.7%
Icelandic --- 0.7%

.Norwegian 1.6% 1.3%
Swedish 2.6% 4.5%
Polish 0.5% --
Russian 19.1% 22.6%
Arabic 4.6% 4.5%
Hebrew. 2.1% 5.8%
Afrikaans 0.7%
Swahili 0.5% 3.9%
Sanskrit 1.3%
Chinese 5.2% 13.6%
Japanese 1.0% 4.5%
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TABLE 241 Numbers of subjeCt<. reporting a desire
to know a language they did not already
know other than English, Irish, French,
German, Spanish and Italian, expressed as
percentages of total numbers of subjects
who did not know each language.

UG PG

Latin 8.1% (11/136) 4.5% (4/89)

Greek 3.5% (8/230) 7.0% (14/200)

Breton 0.8% (2/240) 0.5% (1/205)
Scots Gaelic 0.8% (2/238) - --

Welsh 2.1% (5/238) 1.5% (3/203)

Dutch 2.1% (5/234) 2.5% (5/201)

Portuguese 0.8% (2/239) 3.4% (7/204)

Danish 0.5% (1/206)

Finnish 0.4% (1/238) 0.5% (1/205),

Icelandic 0.5%- (1/206)
Norwegian 1.3% (3/240) 1.0% (2/205) .

Swedish 2.1% (5/239) 3.4% (7/205)
Polish 0.4% (1/240) ---

Russlan 15.7% (37/236) 18.0% (35/195)

Arabic 3.8% (9/239) 3.5% (7/199)

Hebrew 1.7% (4/238) 4.4% (9/205)

Afrikaans --- 0.5% (1/205)

Swahili 0.4% (1/238) 2.9% (6/206)
Sanskrit --- 1.0% (2/206)

Chinese 4.2% (10/237) 10.2% (21/205)

Japanese 0.8% (2/239) 3.4% (7/206)
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TABLE 242 Distribution of reasons given by UG subjects for
wanting to know languages they did not know other than
English, Irish, French, German, Spanish-and Italian.
Proportions relate to the total number of reasons
given in respect of each language.

No. of 1

reasons
given

2 3 4 5 6

Latin 12 ---- 0.17 0.08 0.75
Greek 10 0.50 0.10 0.30 0.10
Breton 3 ---- 1.00
Scots Gaelic 4 0.25 0.75
Welsh 5 _____ 0.80 0.20
Dutch .

5 0.20 ---- 0.80
Portuquese 2 ---- 1.00
Finnish 1 1.00 ----
Norwegian 4 0.50 0.25 0.25 - - --

Swedish 5 0.60 ---- ---- 0.40,

Polish 1 ---- ---- ---- 1.00 - - --

Russian 44 0.32 0.09 0.11 0.23 0.16 0.09
Arabic 10 0.30 ---- ---- 0.40 ---- 0.30
Hebrew 4 0.25 0.25 0.25 ---- 0:25

Swahili ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- 1.00
Chinese- 14 0.21 ---- 0.07 0.21 0.36 0.14
Japanese 4 0.25 ---- .0.25 0.25 0.25

Key: 1 = Desire to use language for
oral communication

2 = Practical value of the language

3 = Reading

4 = General interest in the language

5 = International and/or cultural
importance of the language

6 = Special/personal reasons

Note: Each of the above categories covers a
bundle of reason-types, so that individual
subjects may have given more than one
reason in any particular category.
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TABLE 243 Distribution of reasons given by PG subjects for
wanting to know languages they did.not know other than
English, Irish, French, German, Spanish and Italian.
Proportions r,A.ate to the total number of reasons
givcql in respect of each language

No. of 1 2 3 4 5

masons
given

Latin 5
____ 0.80 0.20

Greek 16 0.13 0.25 0.13 0.06 0.31 0.13

Breton 1 ---- 1.00 - - --

Welsh 4 ---- ---- ---- 0.75 0.25

Dutch 6 0.17 0.33 0.17 0.17 0.17 - --

Portuguese 12 0.33 0.08 0.08 0.17 0.25 0.08

Danish 1 ---- ---- ---- 1.00 - - --

Finnish 1 ---- 1.00 - --

Icelandic 2 0.50 ---- ---- 0.50 - - --

Norwegian 3 0.33 o____ ---- 0.33 0.33

Swedish 10 0.10 0.20 0.20 0.30 0.20

Russian 56 0.18 0.05 0.21 0.07 0.25 0.23

Arabic 11 0.27 0.09 0.18 0.46 - --

Hebrew 9 ---- 0.56 0.11 ---- 0.33

Afrikaans 1 1.00 ---- ---- ---- ----

Swahili 8 0.50 - -- ---- 0.25 0.25 ----

Sanskrit 2 ---- 0.50 0.50 ---- ---- ----

Chinese 29 0.14 0.07 0.10 0.17 0.38 0.14

Japanese 9 0.33 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.33

Key: 1 = Desire to use the language for
oral communication

2 = Practical value of the language

3 = Reading

4 = General interest in the language

5 = International and/or cultural
importance of the language

6 = Special/personal reasons

Note: Each of the above categories covers a
bundle of reason-types, so that individual'
subjects may have given more than one
reason,in any particular category.

s.,
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Conclusion
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The surveys on which this report is based elicited a\body of

data on perceptions of languag learning experience, problems and
needs which is unique for Irel nd and unusual anywhere as ',regards
its ranae and level of detail. As we explained in the Introduc-
tion, our interpretation of th data does not seek to go beyond
tho description of broad trends, \though as far as possible we
have presented the data in such a way as to make further and more
detailed analysis possible. At the same time, a number of gen
eral conclusions can be drawn.

From the data presented in Part I it is clear that formal

educational/cultural factors were overwhelmingly dominant in

subjects' experience of learning languages other than English,

and that school was chief among these factors. As regards

learning second languages at school, the data indicates a per-
ceived imbalance in productive learning activities, written con-
sistently outweighing oral activities at post - primary level and
"mechanical" consistently outweighing "creative" activities at

both primary and post-primary level. As regard$ language
learning materials used at schoOl, the data indicate la general,

and at post-primary level entirely consistent, preponderance of

textual over non-textual materials.

in general, subjects had a positive perception of language

learning, over 70% of both populations reporting that they found
it enjoyable; and on balance jearning the individual living

curriculum languages other than Irish and German emerged as an

enjoyable rather than an unenjoyable experience.

As far as Irish, French, German, Spanish and Italian are

concerned, subjects' generally claimed ability more frequently in
the receptive than in the productive skills and 'perceived the

productive skills as difficult more often than the receptive
skills. The most difficult aspect of producing utterances in

these languages was consistently reported as "finding the right

turn of phrase for exactly what you want to say in a particular
situation" (perhaps the item on the list which came closest to

evoking the complexity of authentic language use).

Despite many inconsistencies in the data, on balance the
perceived difficulty of using Irish, French, Germin, Spanish and
Italian seems to be diminished rather than increas d by visiting
a country/region where the language is in everyda use, by ex-

periencing the language as a medium' of instru Lion, and by

experiencing a aood variety of types of learning materials and
activities for that language.

None of these findings is particularly surprising, with the
possible exception of the finding in relation to how enjoyable
.subjects- found language learning. In most cases our data
provide empirical verification of what we would hak,e intuited.
For this reason the individual departures from the general trends
take on a particular interest, and in areas where counter trends
occur further study might be worthwhile in an attempt to\estab-
lish whether our results were freak divergences or are repli-

.
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cable.

The data presented in Part II reveal that the majority of

both populations had a positive attitude towards second

languages. Particularly positive attitudes towards French,

Gorman and Italian emerged among those who already knew these

thr . language and towards French and German among those who did
know French and G,rman.

V!, !,,,rceiv-d advantages of second language learning in

qenoral, ihe expressed reasons tor wanting to know particular
languages, and the envisaged circumstances of second language use
tend to be of a general rather than a specific kind. For
example, travel abroad was consistently more frequently mentioned

than other advantages/reasons/circumstances. Advantages/reasons/
circumstances specifically related to academic work were rarely

mentioned; and PG showed a gre'ater ot*ientation towards study/re-
search/self-improvement than UG. Expressed needs in relation_to_
second languages contained more references to academic concerns,,.
however; and again this orientation was more marked among PG than
among UG. A need for aural/oral skills was more frequently
expressed than a need for reading/writing.

An encouragingly high proportion of those subjects who

reported a need for a language/languages other than their first
language also expressed an intention to learn that language/those
languages. Subjects expressed a wide range of preferences as

regards teaching method, "explanation in a speech situation in

which you, can participate" emerging with relative prominence.
Writing an6 oral repetition were prominent among preferred

learning strategies. The preferred arrangement for language

/earning was "teacher + group + language laboratory". Clearly

subjects regarded easy access to language courses as very

important.

The overwhelming majority of subjects wantinp to know second
languages claimed that they would like to visit-countries/regions
where their target languages are in everyday use duiing their

course of language learning and would like to meet native

speakers of their target language(s), mostly at relatively early
stages in the language learning,,process.

It is likely that the degree of positiveness with which

subjects viewed second languages and language learning will comes,
as a pleasant surprise to Most language teachers, especially at
second level. On the whole the findings of the report are good
news for multi-media language courses taught in class with

language laboratory back-up. But there are signs of resistance
to self-instruction independent of class and teacher, which may

point to the importance of a counselling structure to support

self-instructional learners.
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Survey of 382 students in Irish third-level
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This appendix presents the results of a supplementary
survey conducted amongst the (undergraduate) student
populations of twelve Irish third-level institutions
other than Tiinity College (for details see Introduc-
tion, 0.3). r In order to facilitate cross-reference and
comparison, these supplementary data are organized in a
Way which broadly matches the arrangement of the re-
sults. of the main surveys in the body of the report.

A1.1 NUMBERS

Al : LANGUAGE LEARNING EXPERIENCE

TABLE Al Percentages of subjects
reporting some knowledge of
languages other than English.
Cf. Tables 1, 141, 142.

(N=382)

Irish 95.3%
French 88.5%
German 36.9%
Spanish 11.0%
Italian 3.4%
Latin 11.8%
Greek 0.3%
Welsh 0.3%
Dutch 0.8%
Portt.kguese 0.3%
Danish .

0.3%
Swedish 0.3%
Russian 0.8%
Arabic 0.8%
Hebrew 0.3%
Maltese 0.5%
Afrikaans 0.3%
Dagaare 0.3%
Hausa., 0.3%
Ibo 0.3%
Swahili 0.5%
Bengali 0.5%
Hindi 0.5%
Urdu 0.5%
Japanese 0.3%
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A1.2 CIRCUMSTANCES AND SITUATIONS IN WHICH CONTACT WITH

LANGUAGES OTHER THAN ENGLISH WAS ESTABLISHED

A1.2.1 Home

TABLE A2 of flubjects reporting
firt lanquaqo otJer than English.

Cf. tables 2 and 3, 1.2.1; Table 143,
7.2.1.

English/Irish bilingual
Irish
French.
Spanish
Maltese
Dagaare
Ibo
Bengali

(N=382)

1.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.5%

TABLE A3 First language of subjects' mothers-:-
Cf. Table 4, 1.2.1; aldo 7.2.1

(N=382)

English
English/Irish
Irish
French
German
Dutch .-

Maltese
Dagaare
Ibo
Bengali
No response

bilingual
93.5%
0.8%
2.9%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
1.2%

TABLE A4 First language of subjects' fathers.
Cf. Table.5, 1.2.1; also 7.2.1.

(N=382)

English 94.2%

Englidh/Irish bilingual 0.8%

Irish/ 3.7%

Germain 0.3%

Maltese
Daga4re

,

0.3%
0.3%

Ibo / 0.3%

Benga1i 0.3%
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TABLE AS First language of ;subjects' spouses/
partners. Percentages refer to total
number of subjects who reported that
they were living with a spouse/partner.
Cf. Table 6, 1.2.1; also 7.2.1.

English
English/Irish bilingual
English/AfriOans bilingual
Irish
French
German
Dutch
Bengali

TABLE A6

(102)

92.2%
1.0%
1.0%
1.0%
2.0%
1.0%
1.0%
1.0%

First language of subjects' children.
Proportions refer to total number of
subjects reporting that they had
children. Cf. Table 7, 1.2.1; also
7.2.1.

English
Irish
French
Spanish
Dagaare

(13)

0.69
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.08

TABL A7 Languages spoken in subjects' house-
holds. Percentages refer to total
number of subjects who reported that
they lived in a household. Cf. Table 8,
1.2.1; also 7.2.1.

English
English/Irish bilingual
English/German bilingual
Irish
Swahili-
No response

46
243'

(369)

93.2%
1.1%
0.3%
0.5%
0.3%
4:6%
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A1.2.. Age

TABLg A8 Ages at which subjects started learning the languages
they knew. Percentages refer to total, number of sub-
jects reporting a knowledge of each language.
f. Table 10, 1.2.2; Tables 144 and 145, 7.2.2.

English (382)
Irish (364)
French (338)
German (141)
Spanish (42)
Italian .(13)
Latin (45)
Dutch (3)
Portuguese (1)
Danish (1)
Swedish (1)-
Russian (3)
Arabic (3)

. Maltese (2)
Afrikaans (1)
Hausa. (1)
Ibo (1)
Swahili (2)
.Bengali (2).

Hindi (2)
Urdu (2)

Before 4 4-10 11-17

96.9% 1.3% 0.3%
12.4% 55.51 2.5%
0.9% 2.3% 58.9%
--- 2.1% 37.6%

- 2.4% --- 66.7%
--- 7.7% 23.1%

2.2% 66.7%
33.3% ---
---, 100.0%

---

--- -:.-7

33.3%
50.0% ---

100.0%
--- ---

100.0% ---
-- 50.0%

100.0% ---
--- ' 100.0%

---. 100.0%

After 17 No '

response

1.6%
--- 29.7%
1.2% 35.8%

57.4% 2.8%
2.4% 28.6%

23.1% 46.2%
--- 31.1%

66.7%
--- - --

100.0%
100.0% - --

33.3% 66.71
33.3% 33.3%
- --

. 50.0%
- --

100.0%

50.0%
--

Japanese (1) , --- 100.0%

No data provided in respect of Greek, Welsh, Hebrew, Dagaare



A1.2.3 Speech community

TABLE A9 Where subjects learned the languages they
knew. Percentages refer to total number of

knowledge of each language.
Tabl9s 146 and 147, 7.2.3.

subjects r aortina a
Cf. Table 11, .1.2.3;

1 2

English (382) 83.8% 2.4%
Irish (364) 77.2% 2.5%
French (338) 75.7% 3.0%
German (141) 61.7% 9.9%
Spanish (42) 52.4% 7.1%
Italian (13)' 53.8% 7.7%
Latin (45) 75'.6% ---
Dutch (3) --- 33.3%
Portuauese (1) ---
Danish (1) --- 100.0%

---Russian (3) 33.3% ---
Arabic (3) 33.3% 33.3%._

Hebrew (1) 100.0% ---
Maltese (2)
Afrikaans (1) 100.0%
Hausa (1) 100.0%
Ibo (1) ,100.0%
Swahili (2) --- 50.0%
Bengali (2) 100.0%
Hindi (2) 100.0%
Urdu (2) 100.0%
Japanese (1) 100.0%

3 4 5 6

0.5% 11.0% 0.5% 1.8%
--- 14.0% 0.3% 6.0%
1.5% 13.0% 1.8% 5.0%
5.0% 19.1% 1.4% 2.8%
11.9% 9.5% --- 19.0%
7.7% --- 7-- 30.8%
2.2% 22.2%
--- 66.7%

100.0% ---
--
--- 66.7%

33.3%

50.0% 50.0%
--- ,--

50.0%

No data provided in respect of Greek, Welsh, Swedish, Dagaare

Key: 1 = in own country
2 = in country/ region where language

is native
3 = in other place
4 = in own country and in country/region

where language is native
5 = other combinations
6 = no response
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A1.2,4 Factors in the learning experience

TABLE A10 Factors that subjects reported played a role
in their experience of learning languages other

other than English. Percentages refer to total
number of subjects reporting that they knew each

language. Cf. Tables
148 and 149, 7.2.4.

20 and 21, 1.2.4; Tables

1 2 3 4 5 6

Irish (364) 16.2% 87.9% 8.8% 1.4% 4.9% 11.0%

French (338) 1.2% 93.2% 13.9% 1.8% 10.4% 22.2%

German (141) 2.8% 61.0% .18.4% 15.6% 21.3% 12.8%

Spanish (42) 4.8% 64.3% 7.1% 4.8% 2.4% 14.3%

Italian (13) --- 30.8% 23.1% 23.1% 7.7% 23.1%

Latin (45) 86.7% --- 2.2% --- 4.4%

Dutch (3) --- --- --- 33.3% - --

Portuguese (1) 100.0% 100.0% --- 100.0%

Danish (1) --- --- 100.0% - --

Swedish (1) --- 100.0%

Russian (3) 33.3% 33.3%

Arabic (3) --- 66.7% ---

Hebrew (1) --- 100.0%
Maltese (2) 50.0% --- --

Afrikaans (1) --- 100.0% 100.0%

Hausa (1) --- --- 100.0%

Ibo (1) 100.0% . ___ - --

Swahili (2) --- 50.0% 50.0%

Bengali (2) 100.0% --- --

Hindi (2) --- 100.0% 50.0%

Urdu (2) 100.0% 50.0%

Japanese (1) --- 100.0% ---

No data provided in respect of Greek, Welsh, Dagaare

Key: 1 = home environment
2 = school
'3 = friends/acquaintances
4 = university/language course/study
5 = visits /residence abroad
6 = books, films, media, music
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TABLE All Percentages of subjects who
reported haying taken different
languages at primary school.
Cf. Table 23, 1.2.4; Table 153,
7.2.4.

(N=382)

Enalish 98.4%
Irish 92.7%

French 10.7%

German 1.3%

Italian 0.5%

Latin 1.3%

Maltese 0.3%

Afrikaans 0.3%

Ibo 0.3%

Pengali 0.5%

TABLE Al2 Percentages of subjects who
repor'..d having taken different
languages at post-primary school.
Cf. Table
7.2.4.

24, 1..2.4; Table 154,

(N=382)

English 98.7%

Irish 90.3%

French 88.0%

German 13.6%

Spanish 10.7%

Italian 1.1%

Latin 11.0%

Portuguese 0.3%

Arabic 0.3%
Maltese 0.3%
Afrikaans 0.3%
Ibo 0.3%
Bengali 0.5%
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A1.3 LEARNING IRISH, FRENCH, GERMAN, SPANISH AND ITALIAN AT
SCHOOL

A1.3.1 ,Activities and learning materials in the language
classroom.

TABLE A13 Productive activities referred to by subjects
in respect, of learning English, Irish,'French,
German, Spanish, and Italian at primary school.
Percentages refer to total number of subjects who
took each language at primary school. Cf.. Table 29,

1.3.2.

English Irish French German Spanish Italian
(376) (354) (41) (5) (0) (2)

Repeating
individual
sounds 59.3% 84.2% 95.1% 80.0% 100.0%

,Repeating
whole
phrases/ n

sentences 69.1% 96.0% 95.1% 80.0% 100.0%

Oral grammar
exercises 82.2% 91.2% 87.8% 80.0% 100.0%

Written gram-
mar exercises 93.9% 97.2% 87.8% 80.0% 100.0%

Essays 94.4% 96.3% 53.7% 80.0% 50.0%

Translations 64.1% 81.4% 63.4% 60.0% 100.0%

Summaries 66.2% 55.1% 31.7% 60.0% 50.0%

Project work 60.1% 55.4% 12.2% 20.0% 50.0%

Free
conversation 71.5% 65.3% 43.9% 80.0%'

Debates 59.0% 32.2% 4.9%
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TAKE A14 Productive activities referred to by subjects in
.elation to learnir.g English, Irish, French, German,
Spanish and t.alifin at post-primary school. Per-
centages refer to ;.o.al number of subjects who took

each language at pc:t-primary school. Cf. Table 32,
1.3.2.

English Irish French German Spanish Italian

(377) (345) (336) (52) (41) (4)

Repeating
individual
sounds 23.9% 59.4% 86 9% 71.2% 80.5% 100.0%

Repeating
whole
phrase?;/
gentences 3L.0% 71.6% 90.8% 80.8% 85.4% 50.0%

Oral gramar
exercises 51.5% 84.9% 85.4% 80.8% 82.9% 100.0%

Written 1m-

mar exeises 83.0% 95.4% 96.4% 84.6% 90.2% 100.0%

Essays 92.0% 98.6% 97.6% 88.5% 95.1% 75.0%

TranslatioAs 28.1% 87.2% 97.9% 88.5% 95.1% 100.0%

Summaries 76.9% 74.8% 68.8% 48.1% 56.1% 50.0%

Project work 49.1% 26.7% 17.9% 17.3% 14.6% 50.0%

Free con-
versation 64.7% 71.9% 59.8% 57.7% 53.7% 75.0%

Onhate3 72.4% 49.0% 14.6% 23.1% 12.2%
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TABLE A15 Language, learning materials reh,rred to by subjects
in relation to learning English, Irish, French, German,
Spanish and Italian at primary school. Percentages
refer to total number of subjects who took each lan-
guage at primary school. cr. Table 35, 1.1.2.

English Irish French German Spanish Italian

(376) (3541 (41) (t)) (2)

Textbooks 96.0% 71.2% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Slides 16.8% 32.5% 46.3% 20.0% ---

Filmstrips 15.2A 26.3% 41.5% 60.0% 50.0%

Tapes/records
of speech 20.2% 39.3% 73.2% 40.0% 50.0%

Tapes/records
of songs 29.1% 37.0% 43.9% 40.0% 50.0%

Videotape
recordings 4.0% 5.1% 17.0% 20.0% 50.0%

Extracts from
newspapers/
magazines 55.3%, 46.6% 34.1% 40.0%

Literary works 90.7% 85.3% 48.8% 80.0% 50.0%

Language lab 4.3% 2.8% 36.6% 60.0% 50.0%

TABLE A16 Language learning materials referred to by subjects
in relation to learning English, Irish, French, German,
Spanish and Italian at post-primary school. Percentages
refer to total number of subjects who took each lan-

guage at post-primary school. Cf. Table 37, 1.3.2.

English Irish French German Spanish Italian

(377) (345) (336) (52) (41) (4)

Textbooks 95.2% 99.1% 100.0% 96.2% 97.6% 100.0%

Slides 12.5% 18.6% 49.1% 26.9% 39.0% 50.0%

Filmstrips 13.8% 11.0% 40.2% 17.3% 24.4% 50.0%

Tapes/records
of speech 20.2% 35.7% 75.9% 42.3% 56.1% 75.0%

Tapes/records
of songs 14.9% 27.5% 40.8% 34.6% 36.6% 25.0%

Videotape
recordings 8.0% 5.8% 17.0% 5.8% 7.3% 25.0%

Extracts from
newspapers/
magazines 64.7% 64.1% 67.3% 53.9% 51.2% 75.0%

Literary works 93.4% 68.1% 83.6% 57.7% 70.7% 100.0%

Language lab 4.2% 6.4% 23.8%. 13.5% 19.5% 25.0%



A1.3.2 Enjoyment

TABLE A17 Subjects' expressed enjoyment of
learning English, Irish, French,
German, Spanish and Italian at
primary school. Percentages refer
to total number of subjects who
had taken each language at primary
school. Cf. Table 40, 1.3.3.

"Enjoyed most"

English (376)
Irish (354)
French (41)
German (5)
Spanish (0)
Italian (2)

"Enjoyc, toast"

English (376)
Irish (354)
French (41)
German (5)
Spanish (0)
Italian (2)

57.9%
23.2%
29.3%
- --

50.0%

12.2%
64.71
22.0%
20.0%
-
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TABLE A18 Subjects' expressed enjoyment of
learning English, Trish, French,
Gorman, Spanish and Italian at post-
primary school. Percentages refer
to total number of subjects who took
each language at post-primary school.
Cf. Table 41, 1.3.3.

English (377)
Irish (345)
French (336)
German (52)
Spanish (41)
Italian (4)

"Enjoyed most"

"Enjoyed least"

36.1%
15.9%
41.7%
26.9%
26.8%
75.0%

English (377) 13.3%
Irish (345) 48.4%
French (336) 18.2%
German (52) 28.9%
Spanish (41) 19.5%
Italian (4)
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AI.4 LEARNERS' PERCEPTIONS OF THEIR PROFICIENCY IN IRISH,
FRENCH, GERMAN, SPAN:SR AND ITALIAN

AI.4.1 The four skills

TABLE A19 Suhloots' ditfieulty rating for the four skills in
Irish, Eronch, (orman, Spanish, Italian. Percentages
relate to total numhoi of subjects reporting that they
know each

verb'
hard

IPISh It64)
undo' stand
:;beech 10.7%

speak
road 4.7%
writ, 7.4*

FRENCH (10I)
undr.astand
speech 17.2*

speak 14.8%
read 5.6%
writ, 8.6%

01,.PNAN (141)
undorstono
,T,ech 21.1%

speak 18.4%
road 16.3%
write 27.0%

SPANISH (42)
understand
speech 16.7%

speak 9.5%
read 7.1%
write 14.3%

ITALIAN' (13)
understand
speech 15.4%
speak' 7.7%
read 7.7%
write 7.7%

language.

hard

cf.

normal

Table 48-55, 1.4.1.

easy very no
easy response

20.9* 33.8% 20.6% 8.5% 5.5%
25.0* 39.0% 18.1% 6.9% 5.5%
17.9% 40.7% 22.0% 9.3% 5.5%
25.6% 40.4% 22.0% 4.8%

37.3% 28.4% 12.4% 4.4% 0 3%
19.3% 32.5% 10.7% 2.4% 0.3%
30.5* 43.2% 16.6% 3.8% 0.3%
39.1% 39.9% 10.4% 1.8% 0.3%

27.0% 26.2% 15.6% 5.7% 4.3%
36.9% 29.1% 9.9% 5.7% - --

38.3% 28.4% 9.9% 2.8% 4.3%
40.4% 22.0% 3.5% 2.8% 4.3%

33.3% 31.0% 9.5% 9.5%
47.6% 23.8% 9.5% --- 9.5%
26.2% 38.1% 14.3% 4.8% 9.5%
35.7% 28.6% 9:5% 2.4% 9.5%

23.1% 30.8% 7.7% 23.1%
46.2% 3.1% --- 23.1%
30.8% 23.1% 15.4% 23.1%
38.5% 15.4% 15.4% 23.1%
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A1.4.2 Particular product.- litlicultion

TABLE A20 1;tibjects' difliculty rating tor different aspects of
pioducing Iiish, french, Gorman, Spanish and Itatian.
Percentag,.s relate to total number of subjects report-

th.0 they know e.ich Ionguage. (21. Tables 59-70,
1.4.2.

IRISH (i64)
exact 1 orm

right word
word order
or onunc itt. ion

right turn of
phroso

intonation

FRENCH (418)
exact Loral
right word
word order
pronunciation
right turn of

phrase
intonation

6

GERMAN (141)
exact form
right word
word order
pronunciation
right turn of

phrase
intonation

SPANISH (42)
exact form
right word
word order
pronunciation
right turn of

. phrase
intonation

ITALIAN (13)
exact form
right word
word order
pronunciation
right turn of

phrase
intonation

V1.11
111111

11,1111 n0E11111 I 01`;y
- ,

Very
eahiy

- ,

nn
r1.!r,p011H0

9.6% 27.5% 19.6% 14.6% 2.2% 6.6%
5.8% 29.9% 40.7% 14.6% 2.7% 6.3%
4.1% 16.2* 42.6% 23.9% 6.3% 6.9%
2.7% 11.0% 40.7k 28.8% 9.9% 6.9%

10.7% 41.2% 30.8% 11.5% 2.2%
4.4% 25.4% 41.8% 15.9% 5.8% 6.9%

10.9% 39.3% 37.6% 8.9% 2.7% 0.6%
7.7% 40.8% 41.4% 8.8% 0.6% 0.9%
8.0% 31.1%, 45.6% 12.7% 2.7% ---
9.2% 30.8t,/ 30.2% 16.9% 4.7% 0.3%

18.0% 53.8% 23.4% 4.1% 0.6%
12.7% 41.4% 31.4% 11.2% 3.0% 0.3%

26.2% 41.1% 15.6% 7.1% 1.4% 8.5%

20.6% 38.3% 24.8% 5.0% 2.1% 9.2%

19.2% 34.8% 31.9% 7.1% --- 7.1%
8.5% 19.9% 44.0% 14.2% 5.0% 8.5%

22.7% 50.4% 15.6% 2.8% 8.5%
15.6% 36.2% 29.1% 12.8% 1.4% 5.0%

9.5% 26.2% 21.4% 19.1% 23.8%
7.1% 33.3% 26.2% 9.5% 23.8%

11.9% 28.6% 23.8% 11.9% 23.8%
2.4% 19.1% 19.1% 31.0% 2.4% 26.2%

9.5% 66.7% 19.1% 4.8%
7.1% 28.6% .33.3% 7.1% 23.8%

--- 23.1% 15.4% 15.4% 46.2%
7.7% 7.7% 30.8% 7.7% 46.2%
--- 15.4% 38.5% 46.2%

15.4% 30.8% 7.7% 46.2%

15.4% 7.7% 30.8% -- 46.2%
7.7% 15.4% 23.1% 7.7% 46.2%

Cl!''my
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A. : LANGUAGE NEEUS

A2.I ATTITUDES TO SECOND LANGUAGES

A2.1.1 Subjects attitudes to languages they already knew

TABLE A21 Question: Are there any
languages that you know but
would 1ike to know bettor?
Cf. 8.1.1.

( N 821

85.6%
14. 4)4

TABLE,A22 Percentages of subjects who
reported that they would like
to know better a language/lan-
guages that they already knew
specifying
Cf. Table
14.1.

different languages.
157, 8.1.11 Table 236,

(327)

Irish 34.9%

Prench 71.6%

German 16.1%

Spanish 10.7%

Italian 4.0%

Latin 2.8%

Greek 0.3%
Welsh 0.3%

Dutch 0.9%

Danish 0.3%

Swedish 0.3%

Russian 0.9%

Arabic 0.6%

Maltese 0.6%

Hausa 0.3%

Swahili 0.6%

Japanese 0.3%
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TABLE A2t Numbers ot subjects reporting tliat
they would Ii kt t know different,
lanquago bott.er, expressed
cntagos of ti I Aiblects

knmwl ed/p. t I t in nit

Cl . Title 15H, 11,1.1;
14.1.

Irish (364)
Prench (13H)
German (141)
Spanish (42)
Italian (13)

dS por-
reporting

languages.
TAble 217,

31.3*
69.2%
83.7%
83.3%

000.0%
Latin (45) 20.0%
Greek (1) 100.0%
Welsh (1) 100.0%
hutch (3) 100.0%
0anish (1 ) 100.0%
Swedi,sh (I) 100.0%
Russian (3) 100.0%
Arabic (3) 66.7%
Maltese (2) 100.0%
Hausa (1) 100.0%
Swahili (2) 100.0%
Japanese (1) 100.0%

A2.1.2 Subjects'.attitudes to languages they did not already
know

TABLE A24 Question: Are there any
languages you do not know
but would like to know?
Cf. 8.1.2.-

Yes
No
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66.5%
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TAME A25 Percentagen of nubleetn who
that they would like to know
languages that they did not
Eying different languages.
161, 8.1.2; Table 240, 14.2.

reported
a language/

know npeci-
Cf. Table

(254)

Irish 1.2%

French 7.1%

Como') 51.6%

Sparihh 34.7%
27.2%

kitin 3.2%

Greek 3.5%

Welsh 0.4%

Dutch 3.1%

Port,iquese 0.8%

Danish 1.2%

Pinnish 0.4%

NorWegian 0.4%

Swedish 1.6%

Russian 13.8%

Serbo-Croat 0.4%

Arabic 2.4%

Hebrew 0.4%

Hindi 0.8%

Sanskrit 0.4%

Bahasa Malaysia 0.4%

Chinese 5.1%

Japanese 2.8%
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TABLE A26 Numbers of subjects reporting that they
would like to know different languages
that they did,not alreely know, expressed
as percentages of all subjects who did riot
report a knowledge of each language. Cf.
Tape 162, 8.1.2; Table 241, 14.2.

(18) 16.7%
French (44) 40.9%
Gcrman (241) 54.4%
Spanish (340) .25.9%
Italian (369) 18.7%
Latin (337) 2.4%
Greek (381) 2.4%
Welsh (381) 0.3%
Dutch (379)
Portuguese (381) 0.5%
Llnish (381) 0.8%
Finnish (382) 0.3%
Norwegian (382) 0:3%
Swedish (381) 5.0%
Russian (379). 9.28

Serbo-Creat (382)
Arabic (379) 1.6%
Hebrew (381) 0.3%
Hindi- (380) 0.5%
Sanskrit (382) .

0.3%
Bahasa Malaysia (382) 0.8%
Chinese (382) 3.4%
Japanese (381). 1.8%

A2.2 SUBJECTS' REASONS FOR INTEREST IN SECOND LANGUAGES

A2.2.1 Subjects' perceptions of the advantages of second
language learning

TABLE A27 - Percentages of subjects specifying different
advantages of knowing languages other than one's
first language. Cf. Table 163, 8.2.1.

Travel. /tourism /work abroad-
Employment and business opportunities
Academic work
International communication
Social advantages
Eejf-aevelopment
Cross-cultural understanding
Increased awar,;ness of own language and/or culture
Access to literature, cinema, theatre
No respors:,
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50.5%
33.5%
5.2%
35.9%
24.1%
24.1%
28.0%
3.7%
5.8%
9.7%



A2.2.2 Subjects' reasons for wanting to know better languages
that they already knew

TABLE A28 Distribution of reasons given by subjects for
wanting to know better languages that they already
knew. ,Percentages refer to the total number of
reasons given in respect of each language. Cf.
Tables 164 and 165, 8.2.2; Tables 238 and 239,
14.1.

1 2 3 4 5 6

Irish (132) 12.1% 5.3% 3.8% 7.6% 45.5% 25.8%
French (339) 54.9% 6.5% 4.7% 9.7% 9.4% 14.8%
German (172) 64.0% 5.8% 8.7% 4.7% 5.8% 11.1%
Spanish (50) 42.0% 4.0% 2.0% 14.0% 4.0% 34.0%
Italian (16) 56.3% 6.3% 12.5% 6.3%

-1-
18.8%

Latin (11) --- 9.1% 27.3% 18.2% 9,1% 36.4%
Greek (1) --- --- --- --- 100.0%
Welsh (2) 50.0% 50.0% 7-- ---
Dutch (4) 75.0% 7--- 25.0%
Danish (1) 100.0% '-- r--
Swedish (2) 700.0% 7-- - --

Russian (4) 75.0% 25.0%
Arabic (4) 50.0% --- 50.0%
Maltese (2) 100.0% - --

Hausa (1) 100.0% - --

Swahili (3) 33.3% ;---- 66.7%
Japanese (2) 100.0% ---

Key: 1 = Desire to
of oral

2 = Practical
3 = Reading
4 = General interest in the anguage
5 = Cultural and/or international

importance of the lan page
6 = Special/personal reasons

Each of the above categories covers a
handle of reason-types, so that individual
subjects may hav, given more than one
reason in any palticular category.

Note:

use language fqr purposes
communication I

value of language
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A2.2.3 Subjects' reasons for wanting to know languages they
did not already know

TABLE A29 Distribution
wanting
know.
reasons
Tables
14.2.

Pecentages

166

of reasons given by subjects for
to know languages that they did not already

refer to the total number of
given in respect of each language. Cf.

and 167, 8.2.3; Tables 242 and 243,

1 2 3 4 5 6

Irish (3) --- 66.7% 33.3%
French (26) 34.6% -- 7.7% 3.9% 30.8% 23.1%
German (180) 61.1% 3.3% 3.9% 8.9% 11.7%. 11.1%
Spanish (114) 52.6% 5.3% 6.1% 18.4% 10.5% 7.0%
Italian (106) 50.9% 5.7% 3.8% 15.1% 9.4% 15.1%
Latin (8) 37.5% 12.5% 25.0% 25.0%
Greek (3) 33.3% --- --- 66.7%
Welsh (1) --- --- 100.0%
Dutch (14), 64.3% 7.1% 14.3% 14.3%
Portuguese (2) 50.0% --- --- 50.0%
Danish (4) 75.0% 25.0%
Finnish (1) --- --- 100.0%
Norwegian (2) 50.0% --- 50.0%
Swedish (7) 100.0% --- --- --
Russian (38) 26.3% 10.5% 26.3% 10.5% 26.3%
Serbo-Croat (1) --- --- --- 100.0% ---
Arabic (7) 42.9% --- 14.3% --- 42.9%
Hebrew (1) --- --- --- --- 100.0%
Hindi (1) 100.0% --- - --

Bahasa Malaysia (2) 100.0%
Chinese (16) 37.5% --- 18.8% 12.5% 31.3%
Japanese (10) 60.0% --- 10.0% 10.0% 20.0% ---

No data provided in respect of Sanskrit

Key: 1 = Desire to use the language for
purposes of oral communication

2 = Practical value.of the language
3 = Reading
4 = General interest in the language
5 = Cultural and/or international

importance of the language
6 = Special/personal reasons

Note: Each of the above categories covers-a
bundle of reason-types, so that individual
subjects may have given more than one
reason in any particular category.
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AZ.3 EXPRESSED NEEDS FOR SECOND LANGUAGES (cf. 8.4)

TABLE A30 Que .gin: Is there any reason why
you must or feel you should learn
or know languages other than your
first language, or improve your
knowledge of languages you already
know? Cf. 8.4

Yes
No

(N=382)

78.3%
21.7%

TABLE A31 Percentages of subjects reporting a need to know
a language/lammages.other than their first language
who gave different aspects of study as the reason
for their need. Cf. Table 170, 8.4.

(299)

General reasons 29.8%
Degree 20.7%
Literature 1.0%
Read textbooks 1.3%.
Read journals, technical reports, papers 0.3%
Knowledge of foreign sources 4.0%
Research
Combination of, the above 2.0%
Communication 'tivith other students

TABLE A32 Percentages of subjects reporting .a need to know
a language/languages other than their first language
who gave different aspects of work/employment/
career as the reason for their need. Cf. Table
171, 8.4.

General reasons
Teaching
Career/research
Communication with foreign colleagues
Read/write documents, articles etc. in

foreign language
Contact with foreign businessmen
Translation
Combination of the above
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32.1%
4.0%

31.4%
6.4%

3.3%

0.3%



TABLE A33 Percentages. of subjects reporting a nerd to know.
a language/languages other than their first language
who gave different personal reasons for their need.
Cf. Table 172, 8.4.

reoF,ons

Holidays
Communication with friends
PleasUrelinterest
Enjoyment/fulfilment derived from knowing

languages other than one's first
Reading/literature
Combination of the above
Self-improvement

A2.4 PROSPECTS OF LANGUAGE LEARNING

(299)

26.1%
13.0%
6.4%

14.1%
4.4%

5.0%
2.3%
1.0%
2.0%

TABLE A34 Question: Do you intend to take
steps to fulfil your language needs?
Percentages refer to total number of
subjects who reported a need for a
language/languages other than their
first language. Cf. 8.5.

Yes
No

(299)

92.3%
7.7%

TABLE A35 Question: When will you take steps to fulfil
your language needs? Percentages refer to total
number of subjects who reported a need for a
language/languages other than their first language.
Cf. Table 175, 8.5.

1-4 months
4=6 months
7-9 months/next year
1 year
1-2 years
3-5 years
longer
not definite/depends/as soon as possible
studying now
no response
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15.1%
5.0%
0.7%

10.7%
8.4%
5.0%
0.3%
16.4%
18.7%
l9v7%



A2,5 APPROACHES Tti LANGUAGE LEARNING (cf. 8.6)

A2.5.1 Preferred methods of teaching/learning

TABLE A3b Percentages of subjects expressing preference for
different approaches to teaching. Cf. Table 176,
8.6.1.

Explanation with drawings
Oral explanation
Written explanation
Explanation in a speech situation you

can observe
Explanation in a speech situation in
which you can participate

No response

(N=382)

22.3%
36.9%
27.5%

25.1%

37.4%
21.5%

TABLE A37 Percentages of subjects expressing preference for
different methods of learning. Cf. Table 177, 8.6.1.

(N=382)

Write it down .1' 42.9%
Listen to it 40.3%
Read written explanation 24.1%
Repeat it aloud 30.6%

No response 20.9%

A2.5.2 Choice of course

TABLE A38 Percentages of subjects ecpressing preference for
different arrangements fog* language learning.
Cf. Table 178, 8.6.2.

Teacher + group
Teacher + individual
Teacher + language laboratory + group
Teacher + language laboratory + individual
Self-instruction using books only
Self-instruction using books + tapes/discs
Radio course + book
Television course + book
No response
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34.6%
14.7%
39.5%
16.2%
5.5%

23.0%
5.0%

12.6%
20.9%



Appendix B
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The questionnaire



This apperCix contains the final version of-the question-
naire used in the survey, prefaced by the covering letter that
was used in its postal administration to PGand UG students in
Trinity College (the dates in the letter refer to the administra-
tion to PG students).

The general design of thequestionnaire and its administra-
tion are discussed in the Introduction (0.2, 0.3). The first
draft was piloted with a selection of .embers of the academic
staff of Trinity College and subsequently with a group of under-
graduate students at University College, Dublin: A number of
revisions were then made to the questionnaire before it was
administered to the Trinity College PG sample in Trinity term
1980. A few additional changes were made in the light of the
results of this first phase of the sur,- , so that the form of
the questionnaire used in Michaelmas t 1980 with the Trinity
College UG sample (the one reproduced 1,...re) constituted a third
draft. No further amendments to the questionnnaire were felt to
be required before the third phase of the survey (1981), invol-
ving. students at third-level institutions other than Trinity

'.College.

The details of the evolution of the questionnaire are set
out below. Throughout, numbers refer to the numbering of
ques.tions in the final version of the questionnaire.

Changes made after the pilot study

In general, more lines and grids were provided to
facilitate responses; also there were some changes in
spacing.

In the introductory paragraph two phrases were under-
lined: "'first language' means the language you first
learned as a child" and "include your first language".

In questions 3-8 the sentence "Please list languages in
descending order of proficiency" was added.

In questions 12-22 the words referring to the type of.

educational institutions in question were underlined.

Question 30 was constituted.by combining what had pre-
viously been two separate questions, addressing respec-
tively countries/regions visited and duration of
visits; subsequent questions were renumbered. accord-
ingly.

In Questions 34 and 35 the phrase "excluding your first
language" was added.

In Question 42 the phrase "e.g. as a tourist, at work,
with friends" was added.
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Because of problems of overlap with questions 38, 41

and 42, two queStions which had originally immediately
followed question 53 were omitted: "Do you think lan-
guages other than your fir&r. language will be useful to
you in your future life? YES/N0" and: "Why?"; sub-

.
sequent questions were renumbered accordingly.

In question 56 the phrase "under the following
headings" was added.

Changes made after completion of the first phase of the survey

Question 2, which had originally read "Is this still
the language you speak best?" was divided into two
parts: (a) "Have you native or near native competence
in any language(s) other than your first language?" and
(b) "If yes, please specify language(s)".

In questions 67 and 68 the response categories were
reduced and simplified from

hours a, day/week*
months/years*

(*Delete where not applicable)"

to " hours per week"

The covering letter also underwent certain changes between
the pilot study and the survey proper. Because the pilot study°
had elicited some unfavourable reactions to the length of the

questionnaire and because we were keen that subjects should
provide us with a maximum amount of information, two paragraphs
were added to'the letter; initially:

We. realize that the attached questionnaire may seem at
first glance intimidating and something of an imposition.
Nevertheless we hope that you will give some'of your time to
answering it; your response is vital to the future develop-
ment of an important new facility in College.

and penultimately:

We shall be most grateful if you will give some of your
time to answering the questionnaire and return it to us by

We also added to the last paragraph a note about arrangements for
the return of completed questionnaires:

We enclose a pre-paid envelope for your reply; if you prefer
you may leave your completed questionnaire at the Centre for
Language and Communication Studies office - Arts Building,
Room 4091.
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UNIVERSITY OF DUBLIN

CENTRE FOR LANGUAGE. AND COMMUNICATION STUDIES

I. 77-!91, t- 1"6"

ARTS BUILDING
TRINITY COLLEGE

DUBLIN 2

April 1980

RESEARCH PROJECT ON INDEPENDENT LANGUAGE LEARNING

LANGUAGE NEEDS SURVEY

We realize that the attached questionnaire may seem at first glance.
intimidating and something of an imposition. Nevertheless we hope that

you will give some of your time to answering it; your response is vital

to the future development of an important new facility in College.

Since its inception the Centre for Language and Communication Studies
has offered all members of College the facility of learning a language by
private study in the language laboratory.

In order to improve this facility, providing in due course a wider

range of languages and learning materials specially designed for private

study, we have recently launched a research project on independent (private
study) language learning. This project is financed by the Development Fund.

The project has three aims:

(a) to establish what languages are needed for what purposes;

(b) to investigate the methodological problems raised by
independent language learning;

(c) to assemble appropriate language learning materials.

This questionnaire relates to the first of these aims. We ask for
your co-operation in establishing what language needs exist in College -
at the moment we have no precise information.

We shall be most grateful if you will give some of your time to

answering the questionnaire and return it to us by Friday 18 April.

You will note that the questionnaire does not ask for your name;
anonymity is guaranteed. We enclose a pre-paid envelope for your reply;

if you prefer you may leave your completed questionnaire at the Centre
for Language and Communication Studies office Arts Building, Room 4091.

David Little David Singleton
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INSTRUCTIONS

Please fill in the form in pen, and answer the questions as precisely as
possible. Be careful to turn every page.

Throughout the questionnaire ',first language" means the language you first
learned as a child. If you learned two or more languages simultaneously as a child,
please indicate this in your answer to question 1. Unless otherwise specified
"languages you know, can read, etc." include your first language.

A. The first part of this questionnaire is designed to give us an
insight into your experience of language(s) to date.

1. What is your first language that is,
the language you first spoke as aichild?

2 (a). Have you native or near native
competence in any language(s) other than
your first language?

2 (b). If yes, please specify language(s)

3. What language(s) would you understand
if they were spoken to you by another
person? Please list languages in

7.Jdescending order of proficiency.

4. What language(s) can you read?
Please list languages in descending order
of proficiency.

*Delete where not applicable
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5. What kinds of things do you normally read in those languages? Please list languages

in descending order of proficiency and tick boxes ax appropriate.

LANGUAGE(S):

books

newspapers

comics

magazines

'light' literature

'serious' literature

business letters

personal letters

academic articles

conference papers

poems

telegrams

other

6. What language(s) can you write?
Please list languages in descending
order of proficiency.

7. What kinds of things do you normally write in those languages? Please list languages

in descending order of proficiency and tick boxes as appropriate.

LANGUAGE(S):

letters

academic articles

magazine/newspaper
articles

telegrams

poems

short stories

books

lecture notes

messages

other

771
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6. What language(s) can you speak ?

Please list languages in descending order
of proficiency.

9. When did you start to learn the language(t) you know, including your first
language?

language

10. Where did you learn the language(s) you know? Please tick as appropriate, filling
in the languages you know in the column under 'languages'.

LANGUAGE: in my own Country in the country where the language
is native

in another place

11. How did you learn the languages you know? E.g. from parents, at school, from friends,
through movies, music, etc. Please specify for all the languages you know all the ways
applicable.

language ways
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12. Which language(s) did your teacher(s)
in primary school use as a medium of
instruction?

I). Which language(s) did your teacher(s)
in post-primary school use as a medium of
instruction'.

14. Which language(s) did your tescher(s)
in University/College use as a medium of
instruction?

IS. Which language(s) did you take in
primary school?

16. For each language taken in primary school please specify the teaching materials used.
Tick as many as appropriate.

LANCUAGE(S):

textbooks

slides

filmstrips

tapes/records of speech

tapes/records of songs

videotape recordings

extracts from newspapers/magazines

literarysrgfIgs(Pgr4) short

language laboratory

771
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21. For each language taken in_yosc:12rimary_school please specify the teaching material used

Fill in the language(s) and tick as appropriate.

LANGIIAGE(S):

'excbooks

slides

filmstrips

capes/records of
speech

tapes/records of
songs

Video -tape

recordings

extracts from
newspapers/
magazines

literary works
(rims. short
stories, etc.)

language
laboratory

22. For each language taken in'post-primary school, please specify the activities
you had to perform. Fill in the languages and tick as appropriate.

1-ANGUA4(S):

repeating
individ,a1 sounds

repeating whole
phrases or
sentences

..c4a1 grammar
exercises

essays

translations

summaries

project-work

free conversation

-debates

written grammir
exercises ,



23. Which language did you enjoy
learning most in post-primary school?

24. Which language aid you enjoy
learning least in post-primary school?

25. Please fill in the following box for each of your languages. Now many years did

you take the languages; did you take them in your final school exam; what was the

examination, Honours or pass? What grades did you get?

IAMCUAGE
a mFinal ex(S);

Leaving
Certificate

Honours

Leaving
Certificate

Pass

A Levels
other

fplelse specify)

number
of

years
Grade

Yes No

26. Have you taken/are you taking a language
course other than As a school or college

subject? have token /am taking/no*

17. II fes, please give as much information as possible under the following headings

- '.fiat langoage(sl?

name of course(s)/institution(s)

- length of c ,e (s)

,HAletion of kourse(a) Yes/No/Not completed yeti,

+Delete where !ICA applicable
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?H. In IA atones other than your first have you ever

.en No

listened to speech 1,,r more than a few minutes?

- to radio programtwl

- watched tilma without subtitles?

listened to songs?

- read newspapers/magazines?

miverried with a ',.re,nn,r in your own country

sung songs.?

written to a pen-pal?

watched television programmes?

Please IlEk as appropriate.

29. HA..., you ever been to A countiy/region
where language (a) other than your first
1411103RP is in general 030? ler/No

if please continur with qu!tio (page ll)

'9, 1 e 7.0 I, :tot 4pi



H Yes, to which countries/regions and (or how long?

oust Y/ rvgi on

11. Whith 1 ..,. Igo did you speak? Please tick as appropriate

ColsNIKY/NEGION(S):

your iirst language

in'generar se

shes Isputilyl

I. 'Ali, language did they speak to you?

1oyN1RY/RtGIONtS):

your firs'. language

langage in genet al use

dther ),petty)

"ea" tic/. ." appropriate.

r

I'. Whi,h language did they speak among themselves when you vete preser..? Pittan, ti

As apprdpriate.

COU(11.0/14FGION(S):

ydur titst language

language in genu!al II it

other



14. How difficult
dif to relit kingliageo
11 r.uh

do you
vow
Tick

find it t.. [cad. ware,
know earludin1 y0.11 r Itt It
as ,CIPropr late.

peak and tindrstand Speech in the
r ed.., 1111 in a di ayr all

IANGPAid

read

vet Rat hand eat Very, rany

WIl t

speak

Wilde r St and Spey t

IANCUAGE

read

write

speak

unde r n t.11ld Speet'll

I ANC TACE

rreJ

wt i to

speak

unde r91,-1n1.1 tittret'h

LANGUAGE

read

write

speak

undelstand speech

LANaA,

read

write

Sneak

understand speech

LANG:IACE

read

write

.1 ak

nnuerstand speech

very hard hard normal easy very easy

very hard hard normal easy very eirez_

,r; hard hard normal easy very easy

very hard hard normal easy very eany

very hard hard Inormal very easy



1,. how difficult do/tIld Vnll lind learning the dilloient aspects of languages you know
rtrd I.nl f,n . 1 .1), 0, 0 language

ap,t i

` "1",(wild nlldingn, lt

finding the tight wild lot
a parttiulal ting, aura,
CIC.

getting the wind circlet right

ptonouneing the words
properly

linding the right turn ot
phrase for esactly whet you
went to say iv a 1,11- Ii CD oir

,ituation

getting the light totonation

LANCLAt:11

getting Ihr txact turn right
(cord tndrngs, car.)

!4=f,Mrre4r11,,Y,"-

getting the word circlet right

p,nooncing the words
ploperly

finding the right turn of

th tight intonation

IANGU/V:E

getting the exact form right
(word endings, etc./

the right word for
;.irticular thing, idea,

getting lice word order right

pronouncing the words
properly

finding th right turn of
phrase for exactly what you
want to say in a particular
situation

,.,tting the right intonation

%July hard hard normal "'IL-- v52L21,1!_

very hard hard normal '12Y very easy

very hard hard normal easy very easy



LANGUMa. very haed

roUtrtilotttigZic!Vm "K"

fa=itc2ngworl!tor
etc.

getting the word otdet tight

pronouncing the words
properly

finding the right two of
phrase for exactly whot you
want to

n
say in .1 particular

situatio

getting the right inur,atton

LANGUAGE

getting the enact torte right
word endings, etc.)

linding the right word Im
J Particular thing, idea,
etc,

getting the word order right

pronouncing the words
properly

finul!g the right turn of
phrase jar exactly what you
want to say in a particular
situation

getting the right intonation

LANGUAGE

gtt,dhgnggge:41c.!Yrm right

finding the right word ft

a particular thing, idea,
etc.

getting the word order right

pronouncing the words
properly

finding the right turn of
phrase for exactlyrwhot you
want to say in a particular
situation

getting the right intonation

11011114 I easy very easy

v121.J." hold normal edgy very easy

very hard hard normal easy very easy



Ali4 thie Any language,. You know, but
would like to know hett,? Ye9/No.

It ',,, WhIlh 1.111y,100.()!

II'. Why do You want to Moow them better?
Spvl'ItY 1,1' each language.

Ai there AN; languages that you do
tat lake t, koo,'

0

A. l! Yes, which langoageOW

.1. Why a yoit Wdll, to know them?
reaSe spetily lot- each language

Delete where not applicabl

Yen/Noo



In what circumtallov, mould you wish to utly these Idogudges? E.g, as a tourist,

with trivolls, hooks a home? Please spevity for each language as

pteil,cly as possible.

J. lAn would you want to these languages? Please fill in the language and

tick .14 appropriate.

IANCGAGE: LANGUAGE:

now

in the tuture

both

now

in the future

both

LANGUAGE: LANGUAGE:

now

in the future

both

now

in the future

both

44. khich language do you find nor musical /elegant /beautiful?

45. Which lanw.ge do you find most unmusical/inelcant/ugly

4,



1111 , i..1
le, H I of, I :i ,it

11,0 v*.,1 Ivo I al
',,,ll 1 1 1 .1 1

I mulct I and I t hi. pto,p11, .111.1 nit ilt "Owl-

,6 11.1w 1 I .1. t11,, Inl hiving st at ements fel lent vino at tit ode towards learning
I auguage, ot het III.II, Yollf II rot V Please lisp the la] code:

I sl tong Iv agtee; 2 tee; 1 s m filer i tied; 4 sag, tie; 5 st ronglY disagree
Code

I...titling Is enji yah le

11'0 "I 1,1 11 V, tIIItIl1s ,ire

int tit t i ti learn About how other people live

lig .1 1.1110,igti l mot- i wor t 11%46 le bobby

III, tying t.. %peak other : digt,:two ivr,i it I make mistakes

8 . Ilov You e vet:

- asked or int ottitat ion about Iparning a language? Yes/No

- tried to. read a manual on language learning? Yes/No.

discussed with .1 I ri end the possibi I i ty of language Yes/No

vi i Ianl;uuy,e laboratory? Yes/No

vivl t .111 iustit ut, where 'they give 1,111g11.1ge Collf ReS Yes/No

'De le; e where not app I it



4'14 111,1411 1114114 411, 11111 v104'14/ 1 44 641114 11 1114,4 '11 I you; lee I ings , by

he 1,1 lowin p. numhei pod'.

1141114: disagtee
Colo

, 14414441 414114 h4441141 1141,4 dill 4.111111 ally 11 441 1.Vi lig and I Illy

, I I y (, .1 I 1111111411(11 .111'11 you ,ii icily have /I 1 4111glInge

ol your own
i 4,1.0, .111.1 prep at.. /I dug,. , di t lei ciii and unappealing

t hole 1m WU. than Imo wl'Iknblo xyPitera fur expressing ideas

the 1,01..101 way PO spoil ;pi., Ibingn just 41110'1 11111 1113k, 41:111414

y . . . , s h . . 1 1 1 , 1 1 . . . 1 t wino 410 4111111141111 I ypP.ii se l I

f I ike Ii sten i lig to nt het languages

though t he other languages may be hard for me, they probably are
not hard for the natio, speakers

my ova 1 lint 11111glInge in n.nnehoW better than all other languages

- I tent funbar r agave) about sp,ak ing other languages

- though dil le reneeS in system make it di f I i 4 1111 ill ni41111i re atiothei
language, these differences must he acci.pICAI as art of
learoinN

1- 1 n0,1101444 fmrei Enters due all right, but I never liked them

MIA! . 1 1 . . I kV ..11/1111( knoldibg languages other thin. Yout filet 1.111K.111,07
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C. This_vart of the questionnaire relates to your E!sible
need to learn 121221uages

Is there any reason why you must,
or feel you should learn or know. language(s)
other than your fir,t, or improve your
knowledge of thoie you already know?

Yes/No*

It No, please continue at question 76 (section F)

56. If Yes, for what reasons do you need a language other than your tirst?
Tirregecti,Aio=g=itiloy.our life in which the language(s) is/are needed

- study

- work

- private

57. What kind of language skills do you need? Please tick as appropriate.

- writing

- speaking

- reading

- understanding speech

58. Do you intend to take steps to fulfil your need? Yes/No

S9. If Yes, when will that be? Please
state period from this date.

"Delete where not applicable
'

289
288



U. This part of the questionnaire is designed to discover how, on
the basis of your experience to date, you would Set about

learning a language you needed

60. Which of the lollowing kinds of courses would you choose?

teacher and group

teacher and individual

- teacher and language laboratory and group

- teacher and language laboratory and individual

- sell-instructi in using bunks only

- sell-instruction using books and tapes/records

- radio cont se and book

television course and book

01. Please eXplai) your choice in 6C.

62. In making your choice will you (Please tick as appropriate)

- consult a person who has experience of a particular type of course

- consult a person whc has experience of language terming?

- consult the publicity materials of teaching establishments?'

- consult one teaching establishment?

- consult more than one teaching establishment?

- consult your lecturer/employer/superior?

- consult third parties (your parents, etc.)?

- consult the personnel department of an establishment where the
language is to be used?

- consult nu one

290
289



6). Would you like to go to the country/
region where the language is in general use? Yes/No,

64. '4 Yes, fur how long?

65. Would you like to meet 4Pth or speak
to native speakers of the language you want
to learn?

66. At what stage of your study would you
like

to travel to the country where
the language is in general use?

to net native speakers?

Yes/No

E. This part of the questionnaire is designed to elicit what
opportunities you have to learn languages

67. How much time do you already give to language learning?

hours per week

68. Now much further time can you give to language learning?

5Delete where not applicable

291

hours per week

290



hv. Whete is the .nirse given thm you do /could do? Please tick under F lor the

coorses you are already lollowing/have
followed, and under W for the courses you will

follow.

- in the area while you All' Living

in An area OVA!' where you .11t,

in anoftet place.but in your own COUntly

uf. the conntfy where the laognage is spoken

Jul. Wifely to you nornmlly to your private' study? Please tick as appropriate.

- in the College/institute, etc.

- at work

41,1 your pia, f of work

at hums,

71. What practical problems do you have to overcome before you can start studying

A language? Please tick as appropriate. .

find a place to study

find the money to study

- find the tin.

find the right course

none

72. Do you find it easier to learn something (Please tick as appropriate)

- when it is explained by drawings indicating what it means?

- when it is explained orally

when it is written down ---

when it occurs in a speech situation which you can observe

- when it occurs in a speech situation in which you are a

participant

73. When you want to learn something, do you like to (Please tick as appropriate)

write it down

listen to it

- read a written explanation

repeat it aloud

292
191



F. The lal lowilut dt2st i ask lot info'

/4. What is youi-

75. What is your sex?

76. What is your occupation? .

(a) exact title (lecturer, foreman, director, etc.)

(b) type of work done

77. Do liVO -

(a) alone

(4) in a household /group - _

II in a household, what inohe language in general use?

7g. 0o you live together with a special partner/friend?

78. II Yes, what is the first language of the partner/friend?

HO. Have you any children?

81. If Yes, what is their first language?

82. What is your nationality?

Yes/No*

Yes/No*

'81. What is your mother's occupation? (If mother deceased, pensioned, etc. please

state her last occupation)

(a) exact title (lecturer, labourer, forewoman, director, etc.)

(b) type of work done

(c) does your mother own her own business or farm? Yes/No*

(d) if own business,
how many employees?

none
1 - 5

6 - 10
11 - 20

21 50
over 50

if own farm, how
many acres?

under 5
- 14

---

293
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84, Whdi in $,01 lathei's ouolh0ion! Ill lathe) de,e.onol, oensione,I, etc. please

:tale Ili, Intl oci 111,11 )

la) exiit title (Ivetoret, labourer, locoman, directol, etc.)

) tvpo 01 will thin,

(,) 111,1 you, father Own Itis 1.41 bus i s or tars-!

it own tillS
many env loyees?

1101112

- 1

6 10

II -20

21 Slt

ovot 50

85. Mier, was your mother born?

86. Where was your father born?

87. What is your mother's first language?

88. What is your father's first language?

I 0411 lam, how
many ill' I's,

S

5 14

15 2')

49

511 100

11 t more

Yer4/14,1

89. Please state the number of yenTs you spent in full-time education and your subjem

at post-primary school and College.

Primary school years

Postrpriamry school years

College/University years

Name post-primary school

Name College/University

Subjects post-primary school:

1

2

5

293

6

7

8

9

10

294



Iiuhjrr t4 in College/University

minor 91.1.jecis

majoi ,uhieris

90. MhiA are your leisure -tine puisuits?

91. Ham au any plans to go ahroad/cmigrate? Yes/Nu*

*Delete where not applicable

295
294
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